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INTRODUCTION
 

This project paper presents the design for the Manantali
 
population resettlement in three parts.
 

The first part (Section 1) provides a concise summary of what
 
the project is all about.
 

The second part (Sections 2 through 6) attempts to satisfy the
 
needs of both reviewers and implementers. These sections provide
 
the background to the project and lay out the plan for
 
accomplishing the project purpose. It is intended to contain
 
enough detail to allow review committees to make informed
 
judgments about the project plan as well as to furnish 
implementers with the precise kind of information necessary to 
carry out the activities. 

The third part consists of Sections 7 and B.
 

Section 7 contains all the analyses done or used by the design
 
team to lay out a plan for this rather complicated project. In
 
these analyses the reader will find discussion of various
 
alternative activities, including schedules.
 

Section 8 contains number of important attachments including
 
the draft project authorization, the vehicle waiver request, the
 
log frame, the statutory checklist, and the 611 (a)
 
certification.
 

The project designers have generally followed Handbook 3 and
 
recent cables providing instructions for project paper form.
 
However, some light deviations were made in the belief that the
 
presentation of the resettlement plan would be more easily
 
understood by the reader.
 

USAID/Bamako expresses its appreciation for the service and
 
support it has received from USAID/REDSO/WCA, particularly the
 
engineering staff, in the design effort. It wishes also to
 
acknowledge the collaboration and contributions of UNDP/Bamako
 
and the Malian Government unit which has thus far overseen the
 
preparation for the project.
 

All cost estimates are based on an assumed exchange rate of $1
 
= 375 Francs CFA.
 



1.0 SUMMARY
 

1.1 PROJECT GOAL
 

To help the government of Mali move 11,000 people out of the
 
area which will flood behind the Manantali Dam beginning in July
 
1987.
 

1.2 PURPOSE
 

To resettle the people who will be forced to move--minimizing
 
their hardship and seeking to at least sustain their current
 
level of living-- in the most efficient and cost effective
 
manner.
 

1.3 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
 

The Malian Government with help from USAID will relocate, 
resettle, and compensate the 11,000 inhabitants (about 1000 
households) in 30 villages and 18 farming hamlets of the Bafing 
River Valley who now reside in the area which will become Lake 
Manantali. Project assistance will include funding to create a 
temporary Resettlement Project Unit (RPU); provide a team of four 
long-term (36 months each--or less) technical experts, a Personal 
Services Contract Project Administrator, and various short-term 
technical assistance; contract essential support personnel for 
specific tasks over fixed periods; construct basic offices and 
housing for project personnel; cut tracks to and clear new 
village sites; sink wells at the new sites; train villagers in 
pump maintenance; construct minimal village administrative and 
support infrastructure to replace what will be lost; rebuild 
village housing; distribute building materials for other family 
and village structures; conduct an epidemiological/nutritional 
and an archaeological survey; monitor the execution and timing of 
project activities; distribute World Food Program commodities; 
offer limited support to the maintenance of public health; and 
move people and their belongings to the new sites. 

1.4 TIMING/DURATION
 

The project proper will begin in August 1984. All major
 
activities will be completed by September 1988. Funding for food
 
distribution will continue through June 1989.
 

1.5 SUMMARY COST
 

The project is estimated to cost $27,179,000. Of this amount,
 
$18,335,000 will be a grant to the government of Mali by the
 
U.S.; an estimated $3.364.000 will be the direct and indirect
 
contribution of the Malian government; and $5,480,000 is the
 
value of the commodities to be furnished by the World Food
 
Program.
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1.6 SUMMARY USAID FINANCIAL PLAN ($000)
 

Construction 

Commodities 

RPU Op/Expenses 

Technical Assistance 

Compensation 

Monitoring/Studies 

Evaluation Costs 


TOTALS 


FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 TOTAL
 

61 10096 0 0 0 10157
 
79 554 51 0 0 684
 
26 362 483 475 279 1625
 

1430 1299 1216 281 4226
 
28 0 249 0 0 277
 
- 780 138 54 0 972
 
- - 193 0 201 394
 

194 13222 2413 1745 761 18335
 

1.7 INPUT/OUTPUT SUMMARY
 

INPUTS ($000) 


USAID GRANT: $18335
 

Construction $10157 


OUTPUTS
 

Offices for Resettlement Project Unit
 
(RPU)
 

Lodging for senior civil servants and
 
expatriate technical assistance
 
personnel on RPU staff
 

8 warehouses
 

45 pump-equipped borehole/cistern
 
combination wells and 53 pump-equipped
 
drilled boreholes
 

200 kilometers rural tracks
 

5500 hectares cleared for new village
 
sites and fields
 

5000 mud block houses built, materials
 
provided for construction of 3000
 
granaries, 1000 latrines, 450 cookhouses,
 
650 chicken pens, 300 livestock
 
shelters, 1000 concession walls
 

A maternity clinic, dispensary,
 
pharmacy, primary school, veterinary
 
post, forestry post, health support
 
post, administrative offices, transit
 
house, and four improved dwellings
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Commodities $684 


Op Expenses $1625 


Tech Assistance $4226 


Compensation $277 


Monitoring, Studies 

and Special 

Activities $972 


Evaluation $394 


GRM INPUTS 


Sites $140 


Personnel $250 


SETTLER INPUTS 


Labor $2400 


WF PROGRAM INPUTS 


Foodstuffs $5500 


1.8 BENEFICIARIES
 

RPU offices and lodgings equipped, means 
of transport provided for supervision 
and monitoring of project activities 

RPU control and monitoring of project
 
activities, continuous on-site project
 
representation, involvement of settlers
 
(beneficiaries) in planning and
 
execution, World Food Frogram provisionF
 
distributed
 

Management and contracting help,
 
financial accountability of expenditure
 
of all project funds, operational
 
planning, verification of achievement of
 
technical specifications of construction
 
work, inventory control
 

People compensated for loss of fruit
 
orchards, improved housing, water points
 

Baseline data on epidemiological and
 
nutritional status of settlers, survey
 
of archeological sites, limits of
 
reservoir marked, tree nursery set up,
 
Master Settler List, pump training,
 
compensation verification, health con
tingency, farm (soils) contingency
 

Mid-term and final assessments of
 
project progress and achievements
 

OUTPUTS
 

30 villages and 18 hamlets relocated
 
out of reservoir area
 

Preparation of technical documents and
 
activities plans, coordination with dam
 
contractor, settler involvement, control
 
of construction, World Food Program
 
commodities distributed, people moved
 
before flooding
 

OUTPUTS
 

1000 concession rebuilt and new fields
 
established
 

OUTPUTS
 

Nutritional security of 11000 settlers
 
during period of stress caused by
 
resettlement
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The 11,000 people who will be relocated will be the main
 
beneficiaries of the project. The government of Mali and the
 
Senegal River Basin Development Organization (OMVS) will benefit
 
by having people resettled in a timely fashion which will retard
 
neither the contruction schedule nor the impoundment of the
 
artificial lake in the reservoir behind the dam. The project will
 
generate employment for people, both settlers and non-settlers,
 
who will be paid to help execute the activities. 

1.9 IMPLEMENTING AGENCY
 

The temporary Manantali Resettlement Project Division (RPU)
 
will be an agency attached to the National Hydrological Service
 
(Direction Nationale du Service de 1'Hydraulique et de 1'Energie
 
(DNHE)). This service is a division within the Ministry of
 
Equipment (Ministare d'Etat Charg6 de l'Equipement) which is also
 
the coordinating organization for all SLn~gal River Basin
 
developement activities in Mali. The role of the RPU will be to
 
plan, coordinate, contract for, and monitor the execution of all
 
project activities; to coordinate the resettlement effort with
 
the OMVS, and to ensure the participation of the beneficiary
 
population in the project.
 

1.10 WAIVERS REQUIRED
 

An unconditional waiver of the source and origin requirement of
 
Section 636 (i) of the amended FAA of 1961 is requested to permit
 
procurement of eight all-terrain vehicles, twenty motorbikes,
 
and three trucks.
 

1.11 CONDITIONS PRECEDENTS/COVENANTS
 

In addition to the standard provisions of the project agreement
 
between the governments of Mali and the United States, the Malian
 
government will be asked to furnish, in a form and substance
 
which satisfies USAID regulations and before any disbursements of
 
funds or the issuance of any committment documents, evidence
 
that:
 

a) a Resettlement Project Division (RPU) to manage the
 
population transfer has been o-fficially established and its
 
responsibilities and authorities defined.
 

b) a Manantali Resettlement Project Director familiar with the
 
planning of the resettlement activities has been officially
 
appointed.
 

c) other personnal as listed in the project agreement have been
 
officially assigned to the Resettlement Project Unit.
 

In addition, the government of Mali will covenant the
 
following:
 

a) a financial management and accounting system, ',ncltuding
 



inventory control, which 
 satisfies USAID regulations will be
 
established in the Resettlement Project Unitj
 

b) Private sector firms will 
execute all project construction

and other activities unless otherwise jointly agreed by the 
 GRM
 
and bSAID; and
 

c) Appropriate ministries 
will fully staff the village

infrastructural facilities to be built.
 

d) proper maintenance 
 of wells, tracks, and other
infrastructure facilities built 
 with project funds will be
 
assured.
 

1.12 CONTRACTING PREFERENCE/MODE
 

Proposals from 
small or minority firms will receive sole

consideration 
 for the institutional contract to furnish 
a
Manantali-based 
 technical assistance team 
 to the Malian
government Resettlement Project Unit. 
 This assistance will be
prccured 
 by means of a direct AID contract. A Project

Administrator 
 will be engaged Linder a 
direct AID Personal

Services Contract. A construction specialist will 
also be hired

for the first year of the project under a direct 
Personal Service
 
contract. All 
other services and commodities required to execute

the project will be procured by the RFU by host country 
 contract
 
or inter-agency agreement subject to approval by USAID.
 

1.13 PROJECT DESIGN TEAM
 

The following individuals contributed to the project design 
at
 
various times during the process:
 

Glenn Anders, Agricultural Engineer, USAID/REDSO/WCA
 

Jon Anderson, Forestry and Energy Advisor, USAID/Bamako
 

Susan Buchanan, Architectural Engineer, USAID/Bamako
 

Gerald Cashion, Design/Evaluation Officer, USAID/Bamako
 

Hamacir6 Daou, Civil 
Engineer, USAID/Bamako
 

Allan Dean, Project Design Consultant, Ronco Associates
 

Robert Demb~l , Civil Engineer, Mali National Hydrology Service
 

Djibril Diallo, Civil Engineer, Mali 
National Hydrology Service
 

David Hess, former Social Science Advisor, USAID/REDSO/WCA
 

Dan Jenkins, Agricultural Engineer, USAID/REDSO/WCA
 

Marcel Juton, Consulting Engineer, UNDP/Bamako
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Peter .Khebel, Health Advisor, USAID/SDPT (Bamako)
 

Dolores Koui.ig, Anthropologist, Institute for Development 
Anthropology, SUNY Binghamton 

Yacouba Konatd, Rural Sociologist, Mali National Hydrology 
Service
 

Lewis Lucke, Assistant River Basin Developement Officer,
 
USAID/Dakar
 

Diana McLean, Agronomist, USAID/REDSO/WCA
 

S.K. Reddy, Agronomist, USAID/Mali
 

Emmy Simmons, Agricultural Economist, USAID/SDPT (Bimako)
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2.0 PROJECT RATIONALE AND DESCRIPTION
 

2.1 OMVS BACKGROUND
 

The S~n~gal River Basin Development Organization (OMVS) was
 
established in March 1972 by the presidents of Mali, Sdndgal, and
 
Mauritania. Successor to two older agencies, its function was the
 
same: to promote and coordinate the reserach, planning,
 
fundraising, and development of the river basin. Its main goal
 
was to bring the waters of the Sdndgal River and its tributaries
 
under control. To accomplish this, the ccnstruction of two dams,
 
their sites long ago identified and proposed (Diam& and
 
Manantali) , was foreseen.
 

In the 1970s, USAID assisted the OMVS by investing $17 million 
to analyze the hydro-agricultural potential of the basin; 
identify the environmental effects of dam construction; map the 
entire basin through aerial surveys; and compile a mass of
 
socioeconomic data on the basin and its people. These activities
 
proved to be influential in the decisions of other donors to
 
contribute to the river basin development program.
 

By late 1981 $800 million had been donor pledged to help the
 
OMVS achieve its infrastructural goals, including the two dams
 
and construction of river ports between St. Louis, Sdn~gal, and
 
Kayes, Mali.
 

Of the two dams, the one at Manan,.ali is the most important. 
Located 90 kilometers southeast of Bafoulab& in Mali's First 
Region, the dam will be 66 meters high and stretch for a mile 
between two mountainsides in the river valley. It will impound 
and serve as principal control of the flow of the Bafing. It will 
permit creation of a reservoir containing elpven billion cubic 
meters of water which, released through t . dry season, will 
regulate a river flow of 300 rT/second. Control of the flood will 
generate an irrigation potential of 375,00(J hectares and thus 
decrease farm family dependence on unreliable rainfall and the 
risk of crop failure. The controlled flood will also provide 
landlocked Mali with year-round access to the sea over the river 
from Kayes to St. Louis. Further, the dam will be capable of 
producing up to one billion kilowatt hours of electricity per 
year. As this power becomes available it will be utilized to 
exploit the basin's mineral resources and serve small industry. 

Manantali construction activities started in october 1981 with
 
the beginning of the access road from the railhead at Mahina to
 
the dam site. By July 1981, the road was complete, railroad
 
facilities had been upgraded to handle the influx ot equipment
 
and supplies, and the dam contractor had begun work. At this
 
writing (November 1983), work is on schedule, the impoundment in
 
the reservoir will begin in July 1987 and the dam itself will be
 
completed in May 1988. By that time, the people in that area must
 
be resettled.
 



2.2 AID COMMITMENT
 

Over several months in early and mid-1979, extensive
 
discussions were held in AID/Washington to determine what U.S.
 
support to the OMVS development might consist of. In light of the
 
policy directives governing U.S. assistance at that time, it 
was 
concluded that AID could not contribute to the construction of 
the dams. However, it was decided that support of a resettlement 
program represented the most logical and timely opportunity for 
AID participation in the OMVS program. Further, it was decided 
that AID would participate fully with other donors in the 
downstream program -- as formulated by the OMVS and its member 
states. In October 16, 1979 a message was cabled to USAID/Dakar 
instructing the Mission to inform the OMVS High Commission of the 
AID/Washington decisions. In addition, the Mission was instructed 
to proceed to identify AID's role in the resettlement activity 
that would be required by the construction of the dam at 
Manantali in Mali (See 79 State 269812). 

2.3 OTHER DONOR COMMITMENT/COORDINATION
 

The OMVS High Commission has solicited and received pledges of
 
almost $8C)0,')00,000 to finance the infrastructure development. 
For Manantali specifically, the following list indicates donor
 
pledges (in millions of dollars):
 

Saudia Arabia 125 
Federal Republic of Germany 87 
Kuwait 84 
European Economic Community 77 
Abu Dhabi 57 
African Development Bank 39 
Italy 35 
Canada 21 
Islamic Development Bank 20
 
Iraq 20 
France 5 
UNDP 3 

In addition, the West German Bank, the Kreditanstalt fur 
Wiederaufbau (KFW), has pledged about $8 million (20 million DM) 
for the deforestation of the reservoir and the World Food Program 
has pledged $5.5 million in food commodities to be distributed
 
over three years to the population which must be moved out of the
 
reservoir area. USAID's $10 million pledge for relocating these
 
people was made in 1979 when the project costs were not known.
 

AID/Bamako has souight to coordinate its resettlement planning
 
with the World Food Program (WFP) representatives and those of
 
KFW for the deforestation activity. Both,AID and the GRM have had
 
regular contact with WFP for joint planning purposes and results
 
have been very satisfactory for all. Coordination attempts with
 
the deforestation activity have been less productive mainly
 
because the KFW p'-nning is far less advanced than AID's at this
 
point. KFW had .cimmissioned a Hamburg consulting firm (Bureau
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Atlanta) to put together a plan and cost estimate for the 
deforestation. The result, submitted for GRM and KFW approval in 
July 1983, proved much too costly. K::FW is now studying cheaper 
alternatives but has not yet formulated a plan. Thus, the 
USAIDi/GRM desire to coordinate work, particularly on track 
improvements and land clearing has not to date been successful.
 
Nonetheless, once the KFW plan has been put together,
 
coordination of activities to avoid duplication or reduce costs
 
will be pursued. 

The project designers have also sought to coordirate the
 
resettlement activity planning with the Inte national
 
Development Association-funded projects in rural water supply
 
and health care systems proposed for- the administrative circles
 
of Kita, Bafoulab6, and Kni6ba. The health infrastructure
 
planned for New Bamaf6l6, described below, is similar to what
 
will be finpiced by the IDA in several First Region
 
administrative towns. The water supply component planned for the
 
resettlement project studied several kinds of interventions in
 
the realm of rural water- provision, both in Mali and elsewhere,
 
and including the IDA scheme. While it proved impossible to
 
include any of the resettlement activities under the IDA project,
 
or vice versa, every effort was taken to make the USAID and IDA 
projects complementary rather than duplicative or competitive.
 

USAID has also had continuous contact with representatives of
 
the OMVS, the general contractor for the dam contruction
 
(Enterprise for the Construction of the Barrage at Manantali--

ECBM), and the firm of control engineers (Groupement Manantali).
 
Regular meetings with officials of these organizations have
 
assisted AID and the GRM in planning staff offices and housing,
 
provided updates on the timing and execution of the dam
 
construction, and resulted in tentative agreement by ECBM to
 
furnish water, electricity, and vehicle fuel, as well as vehicle
 
and house maintenance services to the RPU.
 

2.4 RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
 

Over the past thirty years there have been many instances of
 
involuntary or forced resettlement caused by the filling od
 
reservoirs behind dams built for flood control or the generation
 
of electric power. Two worldwide assessments of resettlement
 
experience have been published in the last three years, the first
 
by Oliver-Smith and Hansen, the second by Thayer Scudder et al. 
*
 
The latter was research facilitated through a cooperative
 
agreement financed in part by the Office of Multisectoral
 
Development in AID's Bureau for Science and Technology (Grant No.
 
DSAN-G-0140). These two studies conclude that the results of most
 
resettlement efforts have been unsatisfactory, for various
 
reasons. They underscore the importance of
 

-- the need for careful and detailed resettlement planning; 

-- the need for comprehensive multidisciplinary research on 
potential sites, the resettling peoples, the host populations, 
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-- 

and the variety of procedures and alternatives available for the
 
execution of the transfer;
 

-- the severity of the physical, psychological, and social 
stress suffered by the settlers; 

-- avoiding the introduction of any new or innovative economic
 
activity, particularly in crop or livestock production, until 
at
 
least two years after the transfer has been accomplished;
 

-- the economic loss that women have generally incurred in
 
resettlement projects;
 

-- maintaining existing ethnic boundaries; 

-- involving the settlers in the planning and implementation of 
the move to the maximum extent feasible; 

-- respecting the cultural beliefs and practices which tie 
settlers to their old and new dwelling sites; 

the need for continuous monitoring of all the activities
 
which constitute the resettlement effort.
 

Several examples of resettlement in Africa include those at
 
Aswan in Egypt, on the Volta River in Ghana, the Kainji in
 
Nigeria, and the Kariba in Zambia. The Kariba experience has been
 
the subject of twenty-five years of research conducted by Thayer
 
Scudder and Elizabeth Colson with their associates and students.
 
More recent and relevant to planning the Manantali population
 
relocation are the two undertaken within the past decade -- one
 
at Kossou in the Ivory Coast, the cther at S~lingu in Mali just
 
one hundred kilometers south of the capital Bamako. These two
 
efforts were quite different in conception and in execution.
 

At Kossou, the Ivorian government viewed the population
 
resettlement as an opportunity to undertake integrated

development. About 100,000 people were to be affected by the
 
rising water of the Kossou reservoir of which some 76,000 had to 
be relocated. This was accomplished over four years in the early 
1970s. Seeking to bring the settlers into the modern economy, the 
government built 11,800 modern housing units for them -- nine
 
different types from one to seven rooms in size. It amalgamated
 
the settlers into 74 large towns, built 74 schools, drilled 300
 
wells, and constructed 59 produce warehouses. It sought to
 
modernize agricultural production by introducing mechanized
 
techniques and selected seed varieties, and by providing farmers
 
with extension services and credit for equipment and inputs. Many
 
farmers were trained in fishing techniques in an attempt to
 
convert them from agriculture and exploit the reservoir. The
 
development agency built 246 kilometers of rural access roads. It
 
undertook health care for the entire population, devoting
 
particular effort to an attack on endemic diseases. The
 
government did several different kinds of studies and surveys to
 
amass the information thought necessary to successfully implement
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the integrated development.
 

The relocation was relatively well planned, well financed, and
 
well executed. The plan was impressive. But today expectations go
 
unfulfilled. The people who were moved and seemingly provided
 
with so many advantages for betterment now complain of
 
inappropriate housing, insufficient indemnities for losses
 
incurred, the attribution of cropland unsuitable for cultivation
 
or too small in area to support their families, and the fact that
 
daily life remains a battle for survival. Perhaps the largest 
error committed in this development effort was the failure to 
involve the se4lers in the planning of their future. What 
resulted was an attempt to impose a model from the exterior and
 
this failed.
 

At S6lingu6, the resettlement of the people was also less than
 

fully successful, for different reasons. It suffered mainly from
 
inadequate planning and an insufficient amount of money to do the
 
resettlement right. Specific problems identified after the fact
 
included a lack of time to rebuild the villages, provide water,
 
clear cropland, and move the people. As the season approached
 
when the reservoir was scheduled to begin to fill, a crash effort
 

had to be mounted to accomplish the move. Local chapters of the
 
Malian National Youth Association were recruited to make bricks 
and construct housing. Because of the rush, the bricks and the 
houses were poorly done. Boreholes were drilled to provide water 
at the new sites. Some of these were equipped with pumps, but few
 
of them operated. Many were never even equipped. Access both to
 
the existing villages and the new sites proved to be critically
 
important. At a late hour, emergency funding had to be sought to
 
construct a fifty-kilometer-long route on the left bank of the
 
river south of the dam site so that people in that area could be
 
reached and moved. Some villages at the south end of the
 

reservoir were hard to reach and their inhabitants were simply
 
given money and told to move. Nor did the compensation they
 
received cover their losses. The same can be said of those people
 

who had productive orchards or improved housing or wells.
 
Although resettlement authorities had foreseen indemnifying
 
people for such losses, it just did not have the funds to do so.
 
Further, the hasty clearcutting that took place at the nev.
 

village sites removed all trees, productive and non-productive
 
alike. Some villages had ro project help to clear new fields and
 
farmers in these did no crop cultivation the year of the
 

transfer. No provision was made to compensate villagers for the
 
loss of public building like mosques. No accurate census or
 

master list of people to be relocated was done. Thus, some
 
villagers claimed that the produce distributed by the World Food
 
Program was insufficient in quantity.
 

The settlers were not involved in the little planning that took
 

place for there was not time nor any structure by which to do so.
 
They were not informed about the changes their lives would
 
undergo. Thus, when the influx of construction workers -- Malian,
 
African and European expatriates -- arrived, local youth, male
 
and female, acquired a number of new habits. They were introduced
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to alcohol, drugs, and prostitution. When temporary employment on
 
the dam site ended young men took up robbery to sustain their new
 
tastes. When the construction workers moved on, young women
 
migrated to the capital to sell their services. Family structures
 
were thus altered in ways that had not been foreseen by the
 
settler population. Educating people about what might be brought

by the construction could have aided them to withstand some 
of
 
the negative forces at work, but this had not 
been possible given
 
the time constraints faced by the authorities.
 

One additional problem might be noted that 
 bears upon the
 
Manantali planning. 
 This is that fact that no survey or
 
identification of important archaeological 
sites was undertaken.
 
When the floodwaters rose behind the dam, a village was flooded
 
that according to oral tradition had once been the site 
 of the
 
capital of the Mali Empire. This village, Niani, was located on
 
the left bank of 
the river, that is, on the Guinean side of the
 
frontier. Guinea protested this at the United Nations and sought
 
to force the opening of the spillways to decrease the water level
 
at Niani. International arbitration was required to settle 
the 
dispute. At this time, Mali has temporarily agreed to regulate 
the maximL.m level of the reservoir at an elevation lower than had 
been planned so as to preserve this village. 

In spite of the problems that arose, much credit is due the 
government resettlement authorities for accomplishing the
 
population transfer 
 in the little time they had. Moreover,
 
recognizing that much 
 remains to be done, the government is
 
continuing to focus attention 
 on the area around S.lingu. The
 
development of necessary intrastruc(ture and the increase in 
 the
 
provision of services 
 goes forward. A large irrigated rice
 
perimeter under construction just downstream of the darn site will
 
provide economic opportunity for the settlers 
 in the future.
 
Access to markets and services is enhanced by the road that 
 was
 
built to the dam constrtrtion site. Although it is clear that the
 
Slingu6 population did not benefit as it might have and no doubt
 
suffered certain losses as a 
result of the resettlement, the
 
Malian government is determined that the 
 Manantali relocation
 
effort will 
 profit from the S6lingu6 experience. It will be
 
better planned and executed.
 

2.5 AID STRATEGY
 

The USAID strategy to accomplish the project purposes --
 to
 
relocate the people with the least disruption possible in their
 
standard of living -- will be twofold: 
to minimize the management

burden on the Mission and the GRM resettlement unit and to
 
maximize the involvement of the population in the planning 
and
 
execution of the transfer in 
the most cost effective manner.
 

The Mission will employ the direct AID contracting method for
 
the technical assistance and the host country means 
 for main
 
project activities -- the development of wells, track
 
improvements, clearing land and constrction of buildings.

Tecnnical 
 assistance will be attached to the GRM resettlement
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unit and will perform essentially in an advisory role to aid the 

GRM personnel to oversee and control contract work. Besides these 

important tasks, the resettlement project unit (RPU) will be 

charged with planning and coordinating all project activities -

with the OMVS, the dam contractor, the deforestation unit, the 

resettlement project contractors, and the settlers -- and the 

reception and distribution of the World Food Program commodities. 

The GRM resettlement project unit will be temporary. There will 

be no long-term recurrent costs. Senior Malian personnel will be 
civil servants assigned from the National Hydrological Service -
the agency responsible for undertaking the population 
resettlement -- or seconded from other agencies only for the 
duration of the project. Support personnel -- accountants, 
technicians, community development agents, secretaries, drivers, 
warehousemen, guards -- will be contracted by the RPU for 
specific duties of fixed duration. 

The RPU will involve the settlers by creating several 
committees: one will be project wide composed of delegates from 
each village to be moved, along with project, local GRM 
administration, OMVS, USAID, and contractor representation; the 
other committee will a local one created in each village to be 
moved and made up of traditional village authorities, mainly 
family heads. A third committee will be formed for village women, 
to assure that their needs are fully incorporated into the 
planning. A female sociologist, assigned to the RPU will organize
 
this group and lead its discussions. 

2.6 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
 

To achieve the project purpose with the strategy just described,
 

a number of different possibilities were examined.
 

Simply providing some sort of just cash compensation to each
 
settler family and asking it to pack up and move by a particular
 
date would be by far the cheapest and the easiest alternative.
 
Indeed, this was done with some of the villages located at the 
southern end of the Selingue reservoir. Access to these was 

difficult. Confronting a severe time constraint, project 
management had no choice but to proceed as such. Three fac:tors 
influenced rejection of this option. First, families so 
compensated in the Selingue resettlement effort came out the 
worst off. They had little to show for the cash -- a result 
common to this intervention according to the literature on 

resettlement experience (Hansen and Oliver-Smith). The money was 
spent on things other than reestablishing their households and 
fields. 

Second field inquiry in every village to be moved because of the
 
Manantali construction presented the total compensation option to
 

the villagers. In every village but one, people voiced their
 

opposition to this. Recognizing the magnitude of the job,
 
villagers stated the preference of receiving project technical
 
and material assistance to help them accomplish the transfer.
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Third, initial discussions with the GRM indicated that such 
 an
 
unplanned, uncoordinated population relocation could well 
require
 
last minute emergency intervention by the government and would
 
likely be detrimental to the future development of the Bafing
 
Valley.
 

A second alternative considered was that of doing it all for the
 
settlers. 
The project would contract to reconstruct entire
 
villages in existing structure, form, and spatial patterns. This
 
option would be the most likely to ensure that sites would be
 
prepared and new dwellings built and ready to be occupied before
 
the reservoir begins to fill. However, it would also be the most
 
expensive alternative and offer the least involvement to the
 
population. Further, it might genrate an undesirable mentality -
that of expecting the government to do everything -- and result
 
in the population sitting 
on its hands waiting for development,
 
and gifts, to arrive.
 

The third possibility given serious consideration was that of
 
just providing materials with which people might rebuild 
their
 
villages. This would ease the burden of physical labor required
 
-- to amass soil for blockmaking, to haul water, to form the
 
blocks, to cut 
and gather bamboo and straw for roofing. Yet this
 
option would still 
demand access to water for construction and be
 
very slow 
and highly uncertain with no overall coordination.
 
Since the water table at the potential resettlement sites is
 
relatively deep, hand-dug wells were not viewed 
as appropriate.
 
Therefore, the project would have to provide wells. Moreover, the
 
project would have to build some facility to stock and store the
 
materials. The problem of access to 
the new sites remained. So
 
did that of clearing new fields for crop cultivation -- a major
 
impediment to success in the Selingue experience. Finally, it was
 
seen that even if the new villages could be built by the settlers
 
themselves the actual transfer would still have to be
 
accomplished. In some cases this would entail moving people and
 
belongings over fairly long distances. 
 The RPU would no doubt
 
have to assist. Given all these factors, simply providing
 
construction materials was not judged as an appropriate option.
 

The alternative ultimately adopted as the best available is in
 
fact a combination of those discussed above. 
The objective is to
 
keep the amount of physical labor required of settlers at a
 
reasonable level 
 while at the same time asking people to
 
participate in both the planning and execution, including village
 
reconstruction of the relocation. Thus, 
 the RPU will contract
 
(with the exception of the technical assistance) for services and
 
materials to clear new village sites and cultivated fields; to
 
provide access tracks, water points, warehousing, and replacement
 
social and administrative infrastructure; to train villagers in
 
pump maintenance and assist with the reconstruction of their
 
homes; to transport people and their possessions to the new
 
villages; 
 to transport World Food Program commodities; and to
 
build the offices and lodgings needed by project staff. At the
 
same time, the RPU will request villagers to assist with the
 
reconstruction of their sleeping quarters. Villagers will be
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provided with materials to build granaries, latrines, corrals,
 
chicken houses, compound walls, garden fences, mosques, and
 
market places, but will be required to do the actual building.
 
The project will clear brush and large, non-productive trees from
 
new fields but farmers will be expected to do whatever is
 
necessary for planting new fields in traditional ways.
 

This alternative, incorporating collaborative effort and shared
 
responsibilities, is viewed as the one most feasible and just, as
 
well as the one most likely to be successfully achieved.
 

2.7 PRE-PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 

Through the assistance of $300,000 from the UNDP and the
 
efforts of the government of Mali, much has been achieved in
 
preparation for the resettlement activity. This has enabled
 
planning to move forward.
 

A study done by the "Groupement Manantali" in 1977 provided a
 
large amount of basic information about the people who must be
 
moved, potential areas for resettlement, and the tasks necessary
 
to effect the transfer.
 

Beginning in late 1981 and continuing to the present, the GRM
 
and USAID have undertaken several missions to verify or update
 
much of this data. These missions also identified a number of
 
gaps in the information that were necessary to fill before the
 
resettlement itself could begin. Moreover, they served the
 
important purpose of establishing lines of communication between
 
project planners and the beneficiaries. The necessity for the
 
population transfer was explained and alternative possibilities
 
for accomplishing the move were outlined.
 

Various resettlement sites were identified. Their advantages
 
and disadvantages were discussed with the settler population.
 
Some sites were already peopled so the potential host population
 
had to be brought into the discussions. Village notables visited
 
the sites and tentative decisions were made by the settlers about
 
who would move to where and with whom.
 

Following these tentative decisions, the UNDP money financed
 
studies of the soils and hydrogeology at the potential sites. The
 
first phase of the pedological study was done at a 1:50,000 scale
 
in dry season 1983. The second phase was done at a 1:20,000 scale
 
at those areas judged to be particularly favorable for crop
 
cultivation. Once the results of phase one were in, potential
 
resettlement sites were confirmed.
 

The hydrogeological study included the drilling of twenty-four
 
test wells, of which twenty proved able to provide an adequate
 
supply of water, thus further confirming the viability of the
 
sites.
 

The Institute of Rural Economy (I.E.R.) conducted an extensive
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socioeconomic survey, also financed by UNDP, 
among both settler
 
and host populations. This included updating 1976 census data
 
doing an inventory of all physical structures that would have to 
be rebuilt, determining acreage cultivated, arriving at numbers 
of livestock, identifying village decision-making processes, and 
so on. 

The results of the studies were aired with the settlers. The 
various options for executing the resettlement were once again 
discussed with settlers, local administrative authorities, and
 
local politicos on several occasions in late 1982 and early 1983.
 
In July-19832. at a meeting held at the local administrative seat, 
presided over by the local administr-ative official and attended 
by representatives of all villages affected by the dam 
construction and population resettlement, firm decisions were 
made on new village locations. These decisions were recorded by 
the administration and, together with the study and survey 
results, have formed the basis for the resettlement plan laid out 
in this project paper. Site planning has thus proceeded inspite
 
of the reluctance of a few villages to adhere to their- stated
 
choices.
 

UNDP funding also enabled the government to set up a
 
Resettlement project Unit attached to the National Hydrological
 
Service. 
 This was done in early 1983 so that the studies also
 
financed by UNDP could be coordinated and monitored. 

Further, aerial photos of all existing villages have been taken 
so that they might be reconstructed in a manner resembling the 
current spatial arrangements, should the inhabitants so desire. 
This was done by the French National Geographic Institute, again 
financed by UNDP funds. 

In addition, the GRM National Office of Cartography and 
Topography has begun a topographical study of all the provisional 
sites. This will be used plan the layout of the new villages. 

Beyond these solid accomplishments, the RPU and the Mission
 
have continued the planning process and have performed all of the
 
analyses necessary to formulate the project design. Five
 
resettlement zones have been designated 
into which 3() villages
 
and 18 hamlets will be relocated. Seven loosely amalgamated
 
groups will be formed, three of which will be in Zone I in
 
recognition of the advantages to be derived from proximity to the
 
new access road.
 

These pre-project achievements have laid the foundation for the
 
transition to implementation.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ 

MAP/CARTE 2: 	 Proposed Resettlement Zones and Village Groups (G)/
 
Zones dE Recasement Propos~es et Groupements de Villages (G)
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MAP/CARTE 3: Proposed Village Sites/
 
Sites des Villages Proposgs
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2.8 PLANNED PROJECT ACTIVITIES
 

The activities laid out below are briefly described to inform the
 
reader about what must be undertaken to properly effect the 
population resettlement. They are set forth in approximate 
chronological order. 

2.8.1 ADDITIONAL PLANNING AND PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES
 

2.8.1.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF RESETTLEMENT PROJECT UNIT (RPU)
 

A skeleton RPU was established with the support of UNDP
 
financing. This money has been completely spent and USAID will
 
have to now provide the necessary support. The role of the RPU to 
date has been that of monitoring the pre-project studies and 
assisting with the planning for the actual population transfer. 
It currently has a staff of four Malian professionals. As the 
project moves into implementation, the duties of the RPU will 
substantially increase. Its number and capability will have to 
likewise be augmented. Nonetheless, the Mission and the GRM, 
cognizant of the limited duration of specific tasks to be 
accomplished by the project, have borne in mind the necessity to 
appropriately limit the number of civil service personnel 
assigned to the RPU. As much as is possible and feasible, 
services will be contracted via the host country mode (again, 
with the exception of technical assistance). 

The AID financing will help the GRM maintain a liaison office 
at Bamako and establish a resettlement office at Manantali. The 
main RPU at Manantali will consist of a Directorate and three 
divisions. These will be the Division of Administration and
 
Finance (DAF), the Division of Technical Control (DTC), and the
 
Division of Social Support and Monitoring (DSSM).
 

The Directorate will be headed by the chief of the RPU. He will 
be assisted by an expatriate managing engineer. The chief will 
have a secretary who will also act as radio operator. The 
expatriate engineer will likewise have a secretary. The chief of 
the will have overall day-to-day responsibility for the 
management of project activities and for coordination with the 
OMVS representatives on site. His expatriate counterpart will act
 
in an advisory capacity to the RPU chief and will serve with 
project for 36 months. 

The Division of Administration and Finance will be staffed by a 
senior Malian accountant, an expatriate financial management
specialist for 36 months, an expatriate contracts administrator 
for at least 12 months (further need will be reviewed 
thereafter), three contract junior Malian accountants, 
 a
 
warehouseman, five drivers, five secretaries, and eighteen guards
 
to provide 24-hour security to offices and warehouses. The DAF
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______________________ 

PROJECT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
 

_ -General Development Office I 


Bamako Liaison Office
 

I Malian Civil Engineer (CS) 

1Secretary (C) 

I Driver (C) 

I Janitor (C) 


I Watchman (C) 


-f-- Expatrite USAID PSC Project Administrator (TA)
 

Division of Social Support and 

Monitoring (DSSM) 


2 Senior Malian Social Scientists (CS) 

2 Senior CD Agents (C) 

7 Junior CD Agents (C) 

I Secretary (C) 


National Office of Hydrology and Energy
 

Division of Dams and Energy
 

Manantali Project Resttlement Unit (RPU)
 

Director, Civil Engineer (CS) 

Secretary (C) 


Division of Administration 


and Finance (OAF)
 

I Senior Malian Accountant (CS) 

*IExpatriate Financial Manager (TA) 

I Expatriate Contracts Administrator 

3 Junior Malian Accountants 

1 Warehouseman (C)

ISecretary (C)
 

I Janitor (C)
 
4 Drivers (C)
 
17 Watchmen (C)
 

Technical Counselor, Civil Engineer (TA)" 
(Head of Technical Assistance Team) 

Secretary (C) 

Division of Technical Control (DTC)
 

2 Malian Civil Engineers (CS)
 
*1Expatriate Engineer (TA)
 
3 Construction Techncians (C
 
1 Draftsman (C)
 
I Secretary (C)
 

CS Civil Servant *The expatriate technical assistants will be counterparts to the Project Director and the chiefs of the 
TA= Technical Assistance DAF and DTC. The financial Manager will be required to co-sign authorizations for obligations and 
C Contract Support Personnel expenditures of RPU operating expenses and other financial documents. The engineer inthe DTC will be 

required to provide, with his counterpart, clearance on all acceptance of construction work. The 
Technical Counselor to the Project Director will be required to co-sign with the Director all recom
mendations to US4ID to approve final acceptance and payment of vouchers for completed work. The 
contracts Administrator will handle all contrats or grants between the CRM and its suppliers. 



will be responsible for the proper handling of project finances,
 
materials, and equipment. It will manage the motor pool and
 
provide secretarial and reproduction services to all project
 
divisions. The expatriate financial management expert (or the
 
chief of party) will be required to provide his/her signatoiry
 
accord on all expenditures or disbursements authorized or
 
requested by the chief of the RF'U. The contracts administrator
 
will assist the RPU in preparing calls for bids, elaborating
 
contract terms, for assuring that both USAID and GRM regulations
 
are respected, and, in concert with the appropriate technical
 
specialist, for seeing that the terms and specifications of the
 
contracts are met.
 

The Division of Technical Control will be staffed by two Malian 
civil engineers, an expatriate engineer experienced with wells 
and rural construction, a contract Malian draftsman/designer, two 
contract wells technicians, and one contract construction 
technician. One of the two Malian engineers will control the 
tracks construction. The other will control all building and 
supervise the contract technicians who wi 11 be on the 
construction sites on a daily basis. The essential role of the 
DTC wi.l be to coordinate and control all aspects of the 
construction activities financed by the project. 

The Division of Social Support and Monitoring will be staffed
 
by two senior Malian social scientists, two senior contract
 
community devel opment agents, and seven contract community
 
development agents based in the field. The DSSM will coordinate
 
and oversee the various studies and surveys to be done (described
 
in Section 2.8.4), be responsible for the creation of the Master
 
Settler List and the three liaison/coordinating committees,
 
organize an orientation visit by village representatives to
 
Selingue for a firsthand view of resettlement experience,
 
organize training in pump operation and maintenance for both
 
villagers and the project field CD agents, receive and distribute
 
the World Food Program commodities, oversee the financial
 
compensation for improved physical structures and fruit orchards,
 
help (with the DTC, the National Topography Office, and village
 
representatives) with platting the new sites, oversee the
 
identification of trees to be removed, generally monitor the
 
execution and impact of project activities in concert with the
 
settler committees and other divisions, and organize the project
 
mid-term and final evaluations. To assure that women's concerns
 
are properly addressed, one of the two social scientists will be
 
a woman. In fact, a female sociologist who participated in the
 
Selingub resettlement has recently been assigned to the project.
 

Of the Malian project personnel just suggested, most will be
 
contracted with project funds for specific periods and specific
 
tasks during the implementation. Only the chief of the RPU the
 
senior accountant, the two civil engineers, and two social
 
scientists will be civil servants and thus permanently employed
 
by the government.
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Note once again that the essential tasks of the RPU will be
 
that of coordination, contracting and procurement, oversight
 
and control, monitoring, and liaison.
 

The civil service employees assigned to the RPU will be paid by
 
the Malian government. All contract support personnel will be
 
financed by AID project funds which will also finance office
 
operations both in the Manantali field office and the Bamako
 
antenna office. The latter will serve as the liaison between the
 
field, the AID Mission, and the National Hydrological Service
 
headquarters in Bamako. It will provide orientation and temporary
 
office space to short-term expatriate technical assistance
 
personnel and other GRM specialists as required. It will be
 
responsible for local procurement and customs clearances of any
 
project commodities procured elsewhere (offshore).
 

2.8.1.2 PREPARATION OF BID DOCUMENTS AND CONTRACTS
 

This critically important activity must be completed as soon as
 
possible after AID/Washington has authorized project financing
 
and the agreement has been signed with the government of Mali.
 

The construction of the staff offices and housing at Manantali,
 
the site warehouses, the wells, the village housing and
 
infrastructure, and the tracks and land clearing activity will
 
all require the establishment of technical specifications and bid
 
documents.
 

Up to twelve months of short-term technical assistance and the
 
services of a local architectural and engineering firm will be
 
needed to prepare the documents. Up to four months of PM&R funded
 
engineering services will be provided to assist the RPU to
 
prepare these technical documents. This will be furnished under
 
an Indefinite Quantity Contract. To prepare the tracks and land
 
clearing documents, funds will be provided to the GRM National
 
Engineering Office (Gbnie Rural). To help draw up contracts, two
 
months of short term assistance will also be furnished through a
 
PM&R funded IQC. This task will require substantial knowledge of
 
USAID requirements. Any additional short term assistance required
 
before the arrival of the technical assistance team may be
 
procured from IOC firms with project funds.
 

Staff offices and housing will be the same as what were built
 
at Manantali for the OMVS, control engineer, and dam construction
 
personnel. Since specifications for these have already been drawn
 
up, exiting documents can be modified to compile new ones needed
 
for the RPU facilities. Further, the warehouses and village
 
infrastructure will be simple in design and built with stone
 
foundations, columns of reinforced concrete, cement block walls,
 
and corrugated metal roofing over steel trusses and purlins.
 
Engineers can use standard GRM plans and specifications to
 
establish documents for this construction.
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Village housing will be built of compressed earthen block
 
walls with roofs of thatch over bamboo. Putting together bid
 
documents for this activity will require expertise more in
 
logistical planning and materials estimating than setting forth
 
technical construction specifications.
 

The USAID engineering office and the project administrator,
 
assisted by the REDSO/WCA engineering, legal, and contracts staff
 
will review and approve the preparation of the bid documents.
 
This responsibility will fall to REDSO when or if AID/Bamako
 
loses its Direct Hire engineer.
 

Priority effort will be devoted to getting the documents for
 
the staff offices and housing done so that a call for bids can be
 
advertised, a contract negotiated, and work begun so that the RPU
 
can get installed at Manantali as soon as possible.
 

2.e.1.3 CONSTRUCTION OF STAFF OFFICES
 

To install the RPU, USAID will finance the construction of
 
approximately 345 square meters of office space at Manantali at
 
an estimated cost of $113,)0C.
 

The project design team has investigated every alternative 
available in seeking to avoid having to construct offices for a 
project of such limited duration and purpose. It considered the 
possibilities of converting empty shipping containers to offices, 
offshore procurement of office trailers, the purchase of the
 
temporary "container-" offices used by the crew which built the 
construction city, the erection of mud-block buildings, and the 
rental of space from the general contractor. The designers were
 
seeking the most cost effective method of providing office space.
 
One factor which influenced potential choices was that the terms
 
of the contract for the dam construction called for modern air
conditioned offices to be built for construction employees, the
 
personnel of the control engineer, and the on-site 
representatives of the OMVS. 

All possibilities save that of building offices proved 
unworkable, too complicated, too expensive, or required too much 
time. The design team concluded that the quickest, cheapest, most 
effective method of getting the project team installed at the
 
site would be to contract a local builder of proven ability to
 
construct simple offices of cement block, metal roofing and other
 
materials which can be locally procured.
 

The 345m2 to be built inc:ludes thirteen offices. These will be 
occupied by the following individuals or groups: 1) the 
chief/RF'U; 2) his secretary with a radio; 3) the chief s 
expatriate advisor; 4) the advisor's secretary; 5) the financial 
expert and senior GRM accountant; 6) the contracts manager, 7) 
the junior Malian accountants; 8) the Malian civil engineers in 
the DTC; 9) the expatriate civil engineer; 10) the draftsman and 
construction technicians; 10) the two senior Malian social
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scientists; 12) the two senior community development agents; and
 
13) the secretarial and reproduction cell. This set-up will not
 
give everyone their own office but it should enable the work to
 
get done.
 

In addition, a drafting room of 32m2, a storage room of 16m2,
 
four toilets and supply room of 28m2, and a conference room of
 
34m2 will be provided. It is assumed that the latter will be a
 
dual purpose facility, serving both as a meeting room and 
 an
 
office for short-term GRM or expatriate personnel.
 

It is likely that a local firm which has already established a
 
base at Manantali and constructed much of the housing and office
 
space already built there will win the contract for this work.
 

Since no AID or RPU control capability will yet exist at the
 
site, a local A&E firm will be contracted with project funds to
 
provide both the necessary design services and construction
 
supervision. The AID/Bamako or REDSO engineering staff will be
 
required to authorize official acceptance and final payment for
 
the work.
 

2.8.1.4 CONSTRUCTION OF STAFF HOUSING
 

USAID will finance the construction of RPU staff housing at
 
Manantali at an estimated cost of $573,000.
 

As in the case of the office space and, again, facing the
 
dilemma of having to build housing that would be used for only
 
four to five years, the design team sought alternatives which
 
would be both practical and cost effective. The fact that modern
 
and comfortable housing was being constructed for dam contractor,
 
control engineer, and OMVS employees affected possible
 
alternatives. So did the requirement of adequate housing to
 
attract experienced and capable Malian and expatriate personnel
 
to implement the resettlement.
 

The design team concluded that it would be necessary to
 
construct modest housing for the GRM permanent civil servants and
 
expatriate employees on the project staff. Malian contract
 
support personnel will be asked to find and rent their own
 
lodging and will be given a housing allowance to pay for it.
 

Thus, a total of ten houses will h. hu iJt for RF'LU 5taff. This 
will amount to approximately JOOm2 and will include five- houses 
600m2 in total area and five houses 500n,2 in total area., The 
houses will lodge the chief of the kFU his counterpart (the
engineer/manager) , the senior GRM ac:countant, the expatriate 
financial manager, the contracts manager, the two GRM civil 
engineers in the DTC, the two GRM social scientists, and the 
expatriate field engineer. The contract technicians, the junior 
accountants, the draftsman, the two CD agents, secretaries,
 
drivers, and others will be req.ired to locate and rent their own
 
lodging.
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be built.
 seven units of temporary quarters will
In addition, 

each with an
 

These will each be approximately 16m2 in size, 

temporary
Attached to these


individual bath/toilet facility. 

and toilet
 a common room with kitchen, pantry,


quarters will be 

will house
in total area. The temporary quartersabout 50m2 

both GRM and expatriate, and serve as guest
short-term personnel, 

the USAID project manager, AID/W

facilities for visitors such as 


Malian government dignitaries.
or
people, and U.S. 

All designs for staff housing will be similar to those already 

built at Manantali for construction and OMVS personnel. Plans and 

from the OMVS. Technical
available 

be taken from these to put together new bid
contract documents are 


can 


documents.
 
specifications 


firm that builds the project offices will also 
build the
 

The 

Design services and construction supervision will 

be the
 
houses. 

same as described above for the offices.
 

PROVISION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
2.8.1.5 


the population

To help the Malian government accomplish 


be provided directly to
technical assistance will
resettlement, 

the RPU at an estimated cost 
of $4,226,000.
 

on exactly what kinds

Seven key factors affected the decision 

would be necessary to help the
much technical assistanceand how 

of the way of the rising water.
GRM move its people out 


was the need to accomplish the population

The first factor 


This would be theand efficient manner.resettlement in a timely 
and the 

main contribution of the United States to the OMVS 
the Manantali dam.for the achievement ofgovernment of Mali 

that U.S. assistance would be 
Second, the necessity to see 

the role of the RFUwas important. Third,effectively utilized 
of the responsibility for the 

was considered. Since most 
therest with contractors,activities willexecution of project 

be required to do 
RPU role will be limited. Nonetheless, it will 

the Malian government's 
a large amount of contracting. Fourth, 

the nation'sits own citizens overseedesire to see that 
toward having expatriates inits sensitivitydevelopment, 

and its view that donor assistance should
operational roles, 
first and foremost benefit Malian development was taken into 

of the agencythe i nstit uti onal capabilityaccount. Fifth, 
Sixth,

for the population resettlement was analyzed.
responsible 

area of Mali's First 
the location of the project in a remote 

was seen as a negative factor in being able
 
Administrative Region 


to the project. Seventh,
to attract capable technic:al assistance 

housing for each 
the requirement to provide offices and 


expatriate was measured.
 

four long-term expatriate
The designers concluded that 

as well as to
 
assistants would be needed to aid the RPU 

personnel 


the U.S. government.
satisfy the requirements of 
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The four long-term technical assistants will be:
 
-- an experienced civil/managing engineer who will act as both
 

advisor and counterpart to the Malian project director (the head
 
of the RPU) and serve as chief of the TA team over 36 months
 

-- a general field/civil engineer with rural works experience 
including wells, dirt tracks and building construction to serve 
for 36 months as advisor and counterpart to the chief of the RPU 
Division of Technical Control; he/she will assist the DTC with 
the oversight and control of the wells component, track 
improvements, and other construction activities. 

-- a financial management specialist with secondary skills in 
operational planning; he/she will serve for 36 months in the 
Division of Administration and Finance as counterpart to the 
senior Malian accountant. Duties will include advising the RPU in 
management and administration of local operating expenses and 
disbursing money as approved in the budget submitted to USAID and 
the DNHE. He/she will serve as a required signator on the local 
currency account. The financial advisor will review all vouchers 
submitted by contractors or for other services rendered and 
recommended payment to the USAID Project Officer. He/she will 
also assist the RPU in the preparation of monthly, quarterly and 
annual operating budgets, and design an accountirg system for the 
RPU which conforms to USG requiremerits. The financial advisor 
will be be responsible for trainirg the Malian accountant and his 
staff in maintenance of the accounting systems installed. In 
addition he/she will serve as liaison between the USAID 
controller's Office and the RPU. 

-- a contracts manager to serve for at least 12 months as the 
administrator of all contracts, grant-type arrangements, or
 
agreements made between the RPU and the suppliers of commodities 
or services, including contract support personnel, construction 
contractors, and Malian government agency jobbers. The need for 
this position will be reviewed once most of the contracts have 
been let.
 

Each of these specialists will be engaged through an 
institutional contract. Given the lead time necessary to issue a 
request for proposals from institutions, recruit qualified 
personnel, select a contractor, and install the contractor on 
site, it is assumed that the service of the technical assistance 
team will begin work at Manantali no earlier than the first 
trimester in calendar year 1985. Thirty-sig months of service 
will carry the team into calendar year 1988, by which time most
 
if not all project activities will have been c:ompleted.
 

In addition to this long-term on-site technical assistance,
 
about twenty-nine months of various short-term services will be
 
provided. This will consist of 10 months of Public Health
 
monitoring and survey execution, 4 months of Rural Sociology, 

months of Operational Planning, along with 12 months of
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miscellaneous assistance. The latter- may include services from 
local A&E firms, both to prepare plans and bid documents and to 
furnish engineering control at Manantali for the construction of 
project offices, housing, warehouses, and social service 
infrastructure. 

Other short-term assistance will be necessary to augment the 
capacity of the DAF and the DTM and to assist the Division of
 
Social Support and Monitoring in the design of surveys or special 
studies needed to properly monitor project progress. Further, 
short term assisanc:e of one month each year will be reserved to 
help the RPU to lay out an annual work plan. This shoul d be 
elaborated each August when the heavy rains will normally cause a 
slowdown of field activities. The timing of the annual work plan 
should coincide with the U.S. fiscal year, i.e. planning should 
adopt 1 October to 3C September as the activity year since most 
of the work to be accomplished will be begun at the end of each 
rainy season -- about October 1. 

Project funds will also provide a long-term contract Project
 
Administrator to the AID Mission. This individual will be based
 
in Bamako and will be engaged on a direct contract with the
 
Mission for a period of forty-two months beginning in early 1984
 
following authorization. He/she will be responsible for the day
to-day management of the project and for liaison with the GRM,
 
the Manantali and Bamako project offices, the OMVS, the technical 
assistance contract team, and USAID officials. The Administrator
 
will be based in the Bamako liaison office of the RPU.
 

Finally and in addition to the administrative position just
 
described, USAID will also engage a Construction Specialist/
 
Technical Advisor on a temporary basis for one year. This advisor
 
will be engaged under a direct AID Personal Services Contract
 
financed by project funds and will help with the preparation of
 
all technical documentation for host country construction
 
contracts and field supervision until the arrival of the long
term technical assistance team.
 

2.8.1.6 PROVISION OF RPU SUPPORT PERSONNEL
 

The specific purpose and limited life of the project, the 
financial resources of the government of Mali, the need to limit 
GRM recurrent cost obligations, and the desire to assist the 
private sector are factors which determined that RPU support 
personnel should be contract rather than civil service employees. 
USAID project funds will finance all such contracts, including 
post differentials and lodging allowances. The cost is estimated 
at: $306, 000. 

The contracts (host country) will be made and administered by
 
the GRM with AID concurrence and according to both GRM and AID
 
regulations. F'ersonnel to be recruited under contract and
 
attached to the RPU will be:
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-- one draftsman/urbanist 

-- three junior accountants 

-- three field-based construction (wells and buildings), 
technicians
 

-- two senior community development agents 

-- seven field-based CD agents 

-- five secretaries 

one warehouseman
 

-- four" drivers 

-- one janitor for the office 

-- seventeen guards for the eight warehouses (both day and 
night and the office at night). 

The Bamako-based project liaison office will be staffed with
 
one 
 Malian civil servant and the following Malian personnel
 
serving under contract:
 

-- one secretary 

-- one driver 

-- one janitor 

-- one night watchman 

In addition, other temporary help will be engaged as needed.
 
Foremost among these temporary employees will be day laborers to
 
help unload or move the commodities to be supplied by the World
 
Food Program.
 

2.8.1.7 DEMARCATION OF LIMITS OF RESERVOIR
 

An important task to be undertaken once the RPU is installed at
 
Manantali will be the demarcation of the reservoir limit at 212
 
meters above sea level.
 

To accomplish this, 
 a call for bids will be advertised and a
 
host country contract will be established with a local firm.
 
Alternatively, 
this activity may be delegated to an appropriate
 
Malian government service. The cost is estimated at $80,000.
 

Work will be monitored by the RPU Division of Technical
 
Control. Acceptance and authorization of final payment will be
 
the responsibility of the AID/Bamako or REDSO engineering 
 office
 
following recommendation of the RPU.
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The demarcation should be completed by the onset of rainy 
season 1985.
 

The 1977 "Groupement Manantali" study listed villages to be
 
resettled that are estimated to be located as high as 227 meters
 
above sea level. The AID/GRM field investigations and estimates
 
suggest that several of these villages will not have to be moved.
 

However, it is possible that cultivated fields adjacent to these 
villages nay be flooded, or that water rising close to the 
villages will create health hazards, thus requiring that they 
also be resettled. 

A particular problem identified in the Selingu6 experience 
which has influenced Manantali resettlement planning is the lack 
of knowledge of to exactly what ].eve. on the landscape the waters 
will rise. To be sure, the designers of the dam have calculated 
average and maximum reservoir levels. The eight of the dam itself 
is known. Yet the people who will be forced to move do not know 
how high the water will rise. 

Further, the lack of precision in the topographic maps 
available -- the best is at a scale of 1-20,000 -- prevent the
 
resettlement planners from knowing the exact extent of flooding 
and so informing the viliage authorities precisely which sites 
and fields will be inundated. 

GRM/AID field communications have provided villagers with best 
estimates of what sites will definitely be flooded, those which 
are likely to be flooded, and those which are questionable. 
Relocation planning has proceeded on this basis. However, as the 
resettlement implementation begins, it will be necessary to know 
exact water-level projections. Likewise, it will be necessary to 
point these out to villagers to dispel any skepticism about 
whether indeed a village has to move. The preliminary plans will 
have to be finalized accordingly. 

The demarcation should be made at the periphery of the 
reservoir where land slopes upward from the existing river banks. 
A mark should be made every 500 meters clearly indicating the 212 
meter elevation. It will not have to be done where water will
rise on cliffs. The 1:20,000 scale maps established by the French 

National Geographic Institute in 1969 along with aerial photos of 
the valley at 1:50,000 should be studied to determine where marks 
should be placed. 

The RPU will adopt 212 meters as its safety level. Any villages
 
currently located at or below this level in the projected
 
reservoir will be resettled.
 

2.8.1.B ESTABLISHMENT OF LIAISON/COORDINATING COMMITTEES
 

To facilitate and hopefully ensure constant communication
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between local administrative officials, construction contractors, 
resettlement project personnel, and the settler population, the 
Division of Social Support and Monitoring will seek to create 
three liaison and coordinating committees. The intention is to 
involve the settlers in the planning and execution of the move. 
This will be the first task Of the DSSM once the RPU is 
installed at Manantali. The effort will be funded from the RPU 
operating expense budget. The c:ommittees should be established 
and functioning soon after the RPU is established at Manantali. 

The first, referred to here as the PROJECT LIAISON AND 
ADJUDICATION COMMI TTEE (PLAC) , will be composed of one 
representative from each village to be resettled, the chief of 
the RPU, his expatriate counterpart, the head of the DSSM, the 
head local administrative official, and the USAID project 
officer. In addition, representatives of the OMVS, the control 
engineers, and construction contractors might be invited to 
participate in committee meetings as needed. 

The duties of the PLAC will be to approve the annual RPU work 
plan, to coordinate the overall resettlement effort and sub
activities, arid, th. uLgh the village representatives, to provide 
advance notice to the villagers of tasks planned for each phase 
of the project. The committee will also function as a grievance 
board to hear and adjudicate any inter-village disputes over land 
or water resources which may arise, to address any claims of 
insufficient compensation for trees or above-standard housing, 
and to resolve any other disputes or grievances which cannot be 
settled at the village level.
 

The chai rman of this committee will be the head local 
government administrative official. The vice chairman should be 
selected by the village representatives from among themselves. 

This committee will meet at the administrative headquarters 
town of Bamaf6l every six months, or more as needed and jointly 
decided. A small honorarium of 1,000 FCFA will be paid to each 
village representative on the occasion of each meeting to defray 
transportation or other ex.penses. 

The second body, here called the VILLAGE/PROJECT COODINATING 
COMMITTEE (VF'CC), will be a local unit composed of project 
representatives and villagers from each resettling village. The 
permanent RPU representative will be one of the field-based 
contract community development agents. The agent will act as the 
permanent on-site liaison between the village, the RF'U and 
construction contractors. The make-up of the village 
representation should be self-defined but will likelymost 

reflect the traditional decision-making structure, i.e., a
 
council of the male heads of extended families. 

The duties of this committee will be to coordinate
 
resettlement activities at the local level, including identifying
 
and approving site platting for concessions and fields, assisting
 
the RPU in the compilation of the Master List of settlers and
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their possessions, identifying non-productive trees to be cleared
 
from fields, facilitating the distribution of World Food Program
 
commodities, coordinating financial compensation for trees or
 
above-standard housing, overseeing the reestablishment of village
 
orchards and shade trees, and organizing the construction of
 
mosques, granaries, latrines, fences and other such communal 
structures and thereby facilitating the allocation of materials
 
for this purpose. 

The chairman of the VPCC will be named by the village members 
of the committee, although it is likely that he will be the 
village chief or his designee. The vice-chairman will be the CD 
agent. 

The VPCC will meet as oFten as jointly agreed by its members 
but this should be no less often than once a month. Initial 
meetings should be held at existing villages. However, once 
activities begin at the new village sites meetings should take 
place at these locations. The village population must be made 
aware of the necessity of having a committee presence at the new 
sites and thus constitute its membership accordingly. The third 
committee, to be organized by the senior female sociologist, will 
be composed of selected village women, including the 
representative of the Malian National Women's Union. This group 
will be consulted on a regular basis, regarding placement of 
wells within the village, location of coumpounds, village fields, 
and any other issues of special -oncern to the local women. This 
group will meet as octen as the VPCC, and it will be the 
responsibility of the senior sociologist to report the findings 
of this committee to the RPU chief as well as to USAID and to 
assure that the women's needs are considered in all decisions. 

With the constitution of these three committees, participation 
of the beneficiaries in all phases of the resettlement should be 
assured. However, project management will have to take care that 
no special interests dominate any of the committees to the 
detriment of the powerless. In this regard, the interests of 
women and children may require special attention. 

2.8.1.9 ESTABLISHMENT OF MASTER SETTLER LIST
 

Reference to this list has been made above. The compilation of 
a list of all people to be resettleo or otherwise affected by the 
dam construction will be a task of the Division of Social Support 
and Monitoring. The Master List should be completed before the 
onset of rainy season 1985. The effort will be funded by the RPU 
operating expense budget. 

This list will update the information furnished in the study
 
done by the Institute for Rural Economy. Its purpose will be: a) 
to establish a precise roll of people, their structures which 
must be rebuilt, and their belongings which must be moved; b) to 
determine quantities and plan the distribution of construction
 
materials required by each family concession; c) to verify
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eligibility for the products to be provided by the World Food 
Program as well as amounts necessary; d) and to identify 
cultivated and producing fruit trees, above-standard housing or
 
wells, and anything else for which an economic loss may be
 
predicted and reasonable compensation calculated.
 

Each head of extended family should be issued an identification 
booklet with the names of all family members making up part of 
the settler population. 

The list will be compiled under the direction of the DSSM but
 
actually established by the field-based CD agents and villagers
 
through the Village/Froject Coordinating Committees just
 
described.
 

2.8.2 VILLAGE RECONSTRUCTION
 

The activities described below consist of the construction to
 
be financed under the project. These 'onstitute the essential
 
activities by which the resettlement success or failure will
 
visually and materially be measured.
 

2.8.2.1 FINAL SITE SELECTION
 

The RPU will have to finalize new site selection with villagers
 
and local administrative officials cefore new site layouts can be
 
done and village-level construction activities can get underway.
 

Once the liaison committees have been established tnd the
 
field-based CD agents are at their sites, the process of final
 
site selection can proceed. RPU personnel will have analyzed all
 
data provided by the detailed UNDP studies on the hydrogeology
 
and soils at various locations, will present these to the
 
Village/Project Coordinating Committees, explain the advantages
 
of some over others, and will make their recommendations to
 
committees for consideration.
 

Based on experience and the continuing dialogue GRM and Mission 
personnel have conducted with the settlers, it is anticipated
 
that certain villages will seek to change the selections they
 
made in mid-1983 after much discussion which were subsequently
 
officially recognized by the local government administrative
 
authorities. Note that these decisions were made after 
preliminary results of UNDF site studies became available and 
that in probably every case villagers had experience with and 
knowkedge of the characteristics and ecology of their selections. 

Serious requests for site changes will be put be.ore the 
Project Liaison and Adjudication Committee for approval. To 
accommodate reasonable requests, the RPU has identified 
alternative sites in each resettlement zone which have not been 
assigned to or thus far chosen by any villages. These will be 
described and their relative merits weighed. The V/PCCs should be 
able to finalize their site selections based on information 
avai labl e. 
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Since the studies have proven the viability and potential of
 
the provisional selections, the RPU personnel will attempt to
 
minimize changes based on political or social maneuvering.
 
Discussions of various sites with village representatives have
 
been extensive to date. These must come to an end. The site 
selection process must be completed so that construction can 
begin.
 

2.8.2.2 LAYOUT OF NEW VILLAGES
 

The GRM Office of Urbanism and Construction will oversee the
 
lay out the new village sites and fields utilizing the aerial
 
photos of existing villages and the topographical plans of the
 
new sites. It is expected that this organization will contract
 
the job to a private Malian firm. The contract will be financed
 
by funds remaining in the UNDP project.
 

Terms of reference and specifications for this work have 
already been drawn up and a private firm identified. The contract 
will be established in the third trimester of FY1984. Thus, once 
project authorization has been granted by AID/W and the project 
agreement has been signed, project funds will be available to 
support field work by staffers already working with the RPU. 

It is anticipated that most provisional site selections will
 
indeed become -inal. Thus, the process of platting the new
 
villages sites should begin immediately at those locations to
 
which the first villages will be transferred in the spring of
 
1986.
 

New site layouts should be a joint effort involving the members
 
of the Village/Project Coordinating Committees, the RPU technical
 
and social science specialists, and the personnel of the National
 
Office of Urbanism and Construction.
 

Villages will be relocated in several groups in which the old 
settlement will become a new neighborhood or "quarter" in the new 
grouping. Each village will retain its individuality and may even 
choose to retain the name it was known by at the old site. 
Villages in any one grouping will be located so as to be one to 
two kilometers distant from each other, thus allowing adequate 
area for the cultivation of house fields and gardens. This loose 
amalgamation into village clusters should result in a population 
density high enough to justify the future provision of additional 
social infrastructure -- depending on the social and economic
 
development which follows the completion of the dam.
 

A general policy of constructing the new villages according to 
the spatial delineations existing in the old ones will be adopted 
to minimize potential disagreement and endless bickering about 
the location of concessions which could disrupt contractor 
schedules and delay the population transfer. Nonetheless, it is
 
recognized that instances of family fission have taken place as
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numbers of people have increased and original village layout did
 

not allow for an expansion of the compound. Other social factors
 

may demand some adjustment in village plats. In addition,
 
topography, drainage requirements, access tracks, and the
 
efficient placement of water points will affect the layout of the 
new sites and dicdate changes. The RPU will attempt to justly
 

accommodate and at the same time avoid construction delays. 

Responsibility for addressing desired or requested changes will
 
have to be borne by the Project/Village Coordinating Committees
 
and specifically by the village representatives on the committee.
 

This work will be controlled by the RPU Division of Technical
 
Control with assistance from the Division of Social Support and
 
Monitoring. 

All new site layouts should be completed by mid dry season 84-85. 

2.8.2.3 CLEARING/UPGRADING TRACKS TO NEW VILLAGE SITES
 

USAID will finance about 200 kilometers of track improvement in
 
the project for an estimated cost of approximately $2,379,000.
 

Designs and technical specifications will be drawn up by the 
ccM Office of Rural Engineering (Gsnie Rural) with oversight 
furnished by the RPU) and a short-term expatriate engineer. 

Improvement of the tracks will be executed by the GRM Office of 
Rural Works and Equipment (OTER). Construction will be undertaken 
on an fi xed-amount-reimbursement (FAR) basis per kilometer. 

Track improvement work will be overseen and controlled by the
 
Malian road engineer attached to the RPU Division of Technical
 
Control with daily on-site assistance provided by the contract
 
construction technician.
 

Designs and specifications should be completed in late 1984.
 
Construction work should begin in the early dry season 1984-85
 
and be essentially complete by the end of dry season 1986-87.
 

To successfully execute the population resettlement, access to 
both existing and new villages must be assured. Thus, the trails 
and rudimentary tracks (now connecting the outside world with 
villages which must relocate) have to be maintained -- in some 
instances slightly upgraded -- at least until the actual transfer 
of people and their belongings takes place. Also, new tracks must 
be cleared or graded to provide access to the new village sites 

-- to allow the delivery of equipment and materials, to 

facilitate communication and construction, to enable the RPU to 
distribute the World Food Program commodities, to move people to 
their new homes, and to link the new villages with the major 

commercial routes toward the towns of Mahina and Kita. 
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MAP 4 RECOMMENDED TRACK IMPROVEMENTS/CONSTRUCTION
 

AMELIORATION/CONSTRUCTION DES PISTES
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Tracks will 
 lead into the five resetttlement zones. Track
 
planning has taken into account the projected population cdensity

of each of the zones, soil and rainfall conditions, the rocky

terrain, drainage requirements, the current and anticipated

vehicular traffic in the area, markets, 
 tho probable lack of
 
post-project maintenance, project logistical needs, and the costs
 
of construction. A number of construction options and alternative 
routes have been considered. Coordination with the Deforestation 
Project, to be financed by the Federal Republic of Germany (the
KFW), has been undertaken. The tracks' plan thus represents what 
has been concldded by the design team to be the essential minimum 
number of kilometers necessary. The method and nature of 
improvement will likewise be the most cost effective possible. 
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The German-financed (KFW) Deforestation Project may construct
 
some 40 kilometers of road from the southeast into the
 
resettlement zone of Tintioulen. This segment is also proposed
 
for USAID financing. In discussions with KFW representatives,
 
AID/Bamako officials requested that this route segment be 
underaken by the Deforestation Froject. However, at this point 
the Deforestation Project planning is behind schedule, no 
decisions have yet been taken, and no assurances could be given. 
Yet KFW representatives have indicated that their most likely 
route into the project area will be further south, toward Kologo 
where it is believed the deforestation activity project base will
 
be installed. Thus, the Tintioulen segment has been retained in
 
the Resettlement Project design.
 

The AID/Bamako or REDSO/WCA engineering office will be required
 
to authorize final acceptance and approval of all segments of the
 
tracks improvements.
 

2.8.2.4 CLEARING NEW VILLAGE SITES/FIELDS
 

To help the settlers reestablish their agricultural livelihood, 
USAID will finance the clearing of 5,500 hectares of land for an 
estimated cost of $633,000. This includes 500 hectares on which 
the new villages will be sited and 5,000 hectares for croplands. 

The technical specifications and bid documents for this
 
activity will be drawn up by the Office of Rural Engineering.
 

The rationale for this activity is twofold: to encourage the
 
reestablishment of agricultural activitiec at the new village
 
sites as soon as possible and to provide settlers assistance with
 
the laborious and physically demanding task of clearing new areas
 
for crop cultivation.
 

Estimating the number of hectares of cropland necessary to
 
clear has proven difficult for several reasons. For example, in
 
the main resettlement zone only about 10% of potential cropping
 
area appears to have been cleared before. On the other hand, 70%
 
of the land in the zone east of Tondidji seems to have been
 
cleared in the past. Moreover, it is difficult to determine
 
whether fallow land has been included in the hectarage figures
 
provided by the socioeconomic survey.
 

The design team has thus derived its figures by estimating the
 
average area actually cultivated on a year to year basis by all
 
farmers -- that is, by all the people who can be considered as
 
part of the active farming population. Fallow lands are not
 
included and will not be cleared by the project.
 

Several methods of clearing were considered. The most cost
 
effective, environmentally sound, labor and equipment efficient
 
alternative which will also accommodate maximum villager
 
participation was chosen. This will involve using bulldozers,
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equipped with shear blades to cut down and move selected larger
 
trees, and equipped with chains or bladed rollers to pull down
 
and crush the smaller trees and shrubs, in situ.
 

Once final site selections have been made, members of the 
Village/Project Liaison Committees will be asked to identify -
by marking with paint or another distinctive material -- trees in 
the village proper and in fields which should be removed. Thus, 
productive or otherwise valued trees will be retained. Root
 
systems will be left intact and litter left on-site 
so that
 
disturbance of soil cover is minimized and topsoil properly
 
protected.
 

Large -trees cleared from the sites will be pushed aside and 
used for firewood during tlhe following rainy season, thus 
reducing the labor required for this usual dry season task. As in 
traditional systems, farmers will themselves be responsible for 
final clearing and burning remaining litter and brush and grass 
from their fields. The RPU Division of Technical Control will 
supervise this activity with the help of on-site assistance from 
the field-based CD agents. 

This will. be carried out under the same agreement as the tracks 
improvements above. The final work plan will be approved by the
 
Mission Environmental Officer and the engineering staff of 
AID/Bamako or REDSO/WCA will officially approve all work 
following the recommendaLion of the RPU. 

2.8.2.5. CONSTRUCTION OF WELLS 

A combination of drilled wells and cisterns -- a total of 81 
will be built -- will be provided in each of the new villages at 
an approximate cost of $2,569,000. The National Hydrology Service 
will execute this activity under an agreement to be concluded 
with the RPU and appoved by LSAID. 

Technical specifications will be drawn up by the RPU with the
 
help, if needed, of short-term technical assistance.
 

Several alternatives have been considered for village water 
supply. Needs for domestic use have been carefully estimated. Due
 
tc the relative proximity of the river, livestock water needs 
will not be provided for by the project wells component.
 

Due in part to the remoteness of the Manantali area, no pump

repair infrastructure exists. To minimize villager reliance on 
imported pump technology, a drilled well/cistern combination is 
considered most appropriate ---.although more costly -- for villaqe 
water supply. In this system a borehole will be drilled into the
 
confined aquifer to the depth which will yield the required 
amount of water. A deep cistern reinforced by concrete rings will 
then be constructed alongside the borehole -- to a depth several 
meters below the water level in the borehole. The maximum average 
depth of the cistern is estimated to be 20 meters. The borehole 
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and cistern will then be connected by a horizontal shaft. Static
 
pressure will feed water from the borehole into the cistern.
 
Feople will thus be able to draw water from the cistern as they
 
wish.
 

A total of 45 combination boreholes/cisterns--one or more at
 
each new site--will be built. In addition, 36 boreholes will be
 
drilled but these will not be joined to a cistern. Thus, 81 new
 
water points will be constructed by the project. All of these
 
will be equipped with manual pumps made in Mali. Further, some 17 
of the existing positive test bores will be equipped with manual 
pumps at village constructiOn sites. This will be necessary so 
that water for construction needs -- for warehouses, 
infrastructure, blockmaking ---- will be available soon after 
project funding has been authorized and site activities commence.
 
Hence, by the end of the project 97 water points should be in
 
operation.
 

This activity will be overseen at the construction site by two
 
Malian wells technicians who will be directed by the expatriate
 
rural engineer and the Malian civil engineers in the Division of 
Technical Control.
 

The engineering office of AID/Bamako or REDSO/WCA will
 
officially accept all wells construction as complete and
 
satisfactory upon recommendation form the RPU.
 

2.8.2.6 CONSTRUCTION OF SITE WAREHOUSES
 

The project will finance the construction of eight warehouses
 
at a cost of $256,000.
 

This work will be included with the constructio of staff
 
offices and lodgings and should be built by the same contractor.
 

The bid documents will be put together by a local A & E firm.
 

One of these will be a central warehouse 200m2 (8m x 25m) in 
size located at the site of New Bamaf~l6. Seven smaller ones of 
75m2 each (5m x 15m) will be located proximate to each of the 
seven sites where groups of villages will be clustered. Thus,
 
three will bt.ilt in Zone 1 where three village grouping will be
 
located. One each will be built in Zones 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Warehouse sizes are based on World Food Program food stockage
 
requirements and delivery and distribution plans elaborated with
 
representatives oF the WFP in Mali.
 

The warehouses will serve as storage and distribution points 
for construction materials and subsequently World Food Program 
foodstuffs. Their design is simple and bas-d on standard GRM 
plans. Construction materials will be reinforced cement block 
with corrugated metal roofing over steel trusses and purlins. 
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The large warehouse will serve post-project as the replacement 
for the existing agricultural extension agency (ODIPAC) storage 
facility at Baafele. Two of the smaller structures will replace 
cooperative storage buildings which will be lost in the
 
reservoir. The other five small warehouses will also be able to 
serve (post-project) as local storage structures or be put to 
other use as village infrastructure of any other sort desired by 
the inhabitants.
 

Execution of this activity will be competitively bid and
 
awarded to a private firm via a host country contract.
 

To ensure that proper building methods and materials meet the
 
required specifications, this activity will be supervised by the
 
same local A & E firm that oversees the construction of the staff
 
offices and housing.
 

Work will be officially approved by an AID direct hire
 
engineer.
 

2.8.2.7 CONSTRUCTION OF VILLAGE HOUSING
 

A critical component of the Manantali Resettlement Project is
 
the construction of village housing and other structures. This
 
must be accomplished so that people can be moved beginning in May
 
1986. The cost is estimated at $3.o28,00(0. 

Bid documents for this activity will be drawn up by the RPU 
with help from short-term technical assistance. On-site work 
should begin in October 1985. Project implementers should decide 
whether or riot to reserve the execution of this activity for a 
Malian or American Private Voluntary Organization. 

USAID will finance the construction of about 4,500 dwellings 
and materials for 3,000 granaries, 450 kitchens, 650 chicken 
pens, 3:00 livestock shelters, 1,000 concession wells of various 
height and length, a few other public buildings such as mosques, 
and the digging of 1,000 latrines (i.e., one latrine in each 
zoncession). 

These estimates are based on the preliminary inventories done
 
by AID and the Institute of Rural Economy and will be updated
 
during the project execution by the RF'U Division of Social
 
Support and Monitoring.
 

The final. housing figure will include traditional dwellings to 
be provided for low level civil servants --- teachers, midwives, 
foresters, and so on -- at New Bamaf61. The exact number of 
these houses will based on the total civil personnel assigned 
there, excluding the chief administrative official, his deputy, 
the school director, and the head medical official for whom 
improved lodgings will be built. 
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To accomplish the village construction, a contractor will be
 
retained to build the walls of all the dwellings. These will be
 
slightly improved by using compressed -- though unstabilized -
earthen block. Roofs will be built of the traditional materials
 
of bamboo and thatch by family members or village work crews.
 
Thus, family representatives as well as members of the
 
Village/Project Coordinating Committees will have to be on-site
 
to assist with the construction planning and execution.
 

All other structures will be built by family members or village
 
self-help groups, depending on how the village organizes its
 
building effort. The contractor will provide all blocks and
 
thatch necessary to build the other structures. However, bamboo
 
will be transported from the former village sites to be reused
 
for all buildings other than dwellings. The same will be true of
 
window or door closures for structures other than dwellings.
 

Given material averages shown in Annex 7.2.5, it is estimated
 
that the projec:t will need 5,000,000 compressed earthen blocks
 
to be made; 542,000 bamboo pieces averaging five meters in 
length, of which 320,000 to be purchased; 78,000 bundles of 
thatch to be purchased; and 4,500 corrugated metal doors to be 
made with wooden frames treated for insect resistance. 

To produce the required number of blocks in the given
 
timeframe, the contractor might organize 40 four-person
 
blockmal::ing crews to turn out a minimum of 400 blocks per day
 
over 22 workdays per month during a 7-month dry season in both
 
1985-86 and 1986-87. This organization of labor would have to be
 
provided with presses and other tools as well as the soil and
 
water necessary to make the blocks. This effort would produce
 
4,930,000 blocks which should provide a margin sufficient to
 
cover breakage or other unforeseen needs.
 

Presses required are estimated to number 100, which suggests
 
that each one would be expected to produce 50,000 blocks without
 
mechanical failure.
 

ProcuremenL of the required bamboo and thatch should be done by
 
the contractor via public offer to purchase for a fixed amount
 
per piece or quantity delivered to a specific location.
 

To build 4,500 dwellings, the contractor should organize 25 
three-person building crews Ca mason and two laborers) to work 
over two seasons constructing one dwelling per day over 90 
wordays each season. This organi zat i on would produce 4,500 
dwellings in the time period suggested. Additional work days 
might be programmed to provide a margin of contingency. 

Upon recommendation of the Division of Technical Control of the
 
RPU, the engineering office of AID/Bamako or REDSO/WCA will be
 
required to approve and officially accept all construction.
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2.8.2.8 CONSTRUCTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SOCIAL
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
 

To replace infrastructure that will be flooded at Bamaf61 and 
to establish government services at the site of New Bamafel , 
USAID will finance 1600 m2 of construction of various buildings 
at an estimated cost of $573,000. 

Although these buildings will be constructed according to 
standard GRM plans, designs and technical specifications will be 
done by a local A & E firm. Bid documents will be prepared by 
the RPU. The work should be done by the same contractor that 
builds the staff offices and housing. Construction should begin 
in mid-dry season 1984-05 and be completed by mid dry season 
1985-86. On-site supervision of the work will be provided by the 
A & ELfirm and 
RPU Division 

monitoring by 
of Technical 

the 
C

construction 
ontrol super

technicians 
vised by the 

in the 
DTC 

engineers. 

Structures to be financed include: 

-- a total of nine classrooms (for one or two schools) of 600m2 
and an office (each room 1Om long x 6m wide x 4m high) 

-- a local government administrative building of 100m2 
containing three offices and a storeroom (each 5m x 5m) 

a maternity clinic of 170m2 containing waiting,
 

consultation, delivery, store rooms, and a kitchen 

-- a dispensary of 75m2 containing waiting, consultation and
 
store rooms
 

-- a health support outpost of 55m2 containing two rooms at
 
Tintioulen 

-- a pharmacy of I15m2 containing sales and store rooms and an
 
office
 

-- a forestry post of 75m2 containing an office and storerooms 

-- a veterinary post of 75m2 containing an office and 
storerooms 

-- four modest dwellings, including cooking and latrine areas, 
with a total of 25Cm2 to house the chief administrative official 
in a 85m2 structure, and his assistant, the school principal, and 
the medical officer in houses 55m2 in area 

-- an administrative guest facility of 76m2 with four rooms 
each 16m2 in size plus a washroom/latrine of 12m2. 

Each of these buildings replaces existing structures -- most of 
which are built of non-compressed mud block, some with cement 
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plaster, some without -- now in use at Barnafel6. The replacements 
financed by LSAID will be of higher quality, built with cement 
block wal is and c:orrugated metal roof ing on rock rubbl e 
foundations. The designs and cost estimates for these buildings 
are based on GRM s.andard plans from .he appropriate ministry. 
Other structur-es at Bamaf 61 . will also be repl 1aced but by another 
project acti.vity. Specifically, the largle warehouse owned by the 
agricultural extension agency (ODII--'AC) will be replaced by the 
20(mc2 strLtuLre L [toit New BEamaf .]. Two smaller storagehebuilt at 

facilities belonqing to the Federation of Rural Cooperatives will 
be replaced at other new .sitesby the 72m2 warehouses. (See 
above, Section 2.8.2.6). 

Before beginning construction of any of this infrastructure, 
USAID will ask the GRM coordinating committee for OMVS projects 
to secure a letter from each concerned ministry, indicating a 
commitment to provide the personnel required to staff the
 
facilities.
 

Upon the recommendation of the RFU a USAID engineer will be
 
required to officially approve all completed work.
 

2.8.3 SUPPORT ACTIVITIES/TRANSFER
 

2.8.3. 1 PUBLIC HEALTH SUPPORT
 

As stated in the section on village social and administrative
 
infrastructure, the project will finance construction of a health
 
post at New Bamafele, the administrative seat of local govern
ment. This will replace the facility that will be flooded at the
 
old site. It will provide primary health care services Lo the
 
settlers population in Zones 1, 2, and 1.
 

In addition, a health support post will be established at New
 
Tondidji (Tintioulen) to furnish such services in Zones 4 and 5.
 
However, no permanent medica] staff will be stationed here. This
 
support post will receive monthly visits from the staff based at
 
New Bamafele.
 

During the conduct of the epidemiological/nutritional status
 
survey (described below in Section 2.8.4.2), the medical team
 
will administer treatment for schistosomiasis through a single
 
dose of praziquantel to each afflicted individual diagnosed.
 
Diagnosed cases of trypanisomiasis will be referred to either
 
Manantali or Mahina and treated there.
 

Regular monitoring of the health status of the settler popula
tion will be carried out at the field level by the community
 
development agents and the local GRM health personnel. These
 
staffers, both project-employed and regular government personnel,
 
receive some training in public health monitoring as a normal
 
part of their program of studies. Nonetheless, to enhance their
 
knowledge, the National Institute of Fublic Health Research in
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collaboration with the personnel of the IDA-financed KBK (Kita, 
Bafoulabe, Kenieba) health project mentioned will be engaged to 
provide better training to the field CD agents and health 
staffers. Funds to accomplish this have been budgeted under the 
rubric of Special Servic:es. In addition, 4 person months of 
technical assistance have been provided to specifically help with 
the monitoring of settler public health during the approximately 
two months of actual popual:ion Lransfer in both 1986 and 1987. 

Equipment and furnishirgs for the health infrastruc:ture to be 
built will be provided by projec:t funds. Moreover, one month of 
short term tec:hnical assistance has been bu.dgeted to assist the 
Ministry of Health organize the equipment at the new facilities 
and set up operating systems for patient treatment and record
keeping, including irventories. Personnel and operating expenses 
will be furnished by the GRM Ministry of Health. 

Note that nutritional support will be provided by the World 
Food Program in the form of foodstuffs donated to the project and 
distributed to the settlers by the RPU. This is described below 
in Section 2.8.3.3. 

Finally, to address any unusual or abnornal deterioration in 
settler public health status related to or seemingly caused by 

the relocation to the new villages, a contingency fund of 
$100,000 will be available. It is found budgeted under Special 

Services. 

2.8.3.2 AGRICULTURAL SUPPORT
 

The project design team has considered the provision of various 
kinds of agricultural support to the population. Given the expe

rience of past resettlement efforts and the advice not to intro
duce innovations during the period of stress caused by the forced 
relocation, the designers ruled out providing or introducing 
production ecluipment, extension techniques, and credit schemes of 
any kind. Two possibilities for assistance seemed the most 
practical and needed--handtools and seed. However, the design 
team concludebd that such help would not be necessary, for reasons 
which will be seen below. 

It is likely that the settler population will try to farm at 
two locations during the year the transfer occurs, i.e., in the 
fields at the old village sites and at the new locations as well. 

(It will, in fac:t, be project policy to encourage the 
establishment of the new farmhoids the year before a village is 
scheduled to move.) Further, people will have to do some clearing 
of fields at the new sites. It is thus reasonable to conclude 

that family handtools like hoes, machetes, and axes will be 
spread between the two locations. Labor could be more efficiently 
utilized, it was thought, if the RPU provided an additional 
supply of handtools to each family concession. With such help, 
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the new farmsteads would be more quickly established and the
 
agricultural livelihood once again set on a solid base that much
 
sooner. Moreover, the blacksmith families of the area would
 
profit from orders and cash purchases of such tools. The local
 
economy would benefit.
 

It is also likely the seed will be in short supply,
 
particularly if people ultivate at two locations. The project
 
might distribute selected end -- again, to help reestablish the
 
agricultural base as soon as possible -- at the level of the
 
concession in each new village. 

The project designers chose not to include the provision of 
seed and tools among the project activities to be financed by 
USAID. The reasons are varied. First, the numbers and kinds of 
tools currently owned and used by settlers are likely a function 
of family labor availability. There might not be hands available 
to utilize additional tools. Second, it was felt that there are 
too few blacksmith families in the project area to f i.l such a 
potentially .arge tool order, so the RPU would have to supply the 
order from Bamako. In the case of seeds, every family 
traditionally guards its seed supply with care. In the relatively 
high rainfall area of the Bafing Valley, total crop +ailure due 
to draught is unusual and seed scarcity is less of a problem than 
elsewhere in the Sahel. Further, there is a government 
agricultural agency -- the Office for the Integrated Development 
of Peanut and Cereals Production (ODIPAC) -- which theoretically 
provides extension and other support services in the resettlement 
project area. This would be the logical organization to offer 
such assistance to the settler population. Finally, the design 
team concluded that the RFLJ would have enough absolutely 
essential tasks to carry out without the added logistical and 
management burden of providing seed and handtools to people and 
properly accounting for the expenditure of project funds for such 
items. Therefore, after much reflection and discussion between 
U.S. and GRM project planners, these activities were excluded 
from USAID funding support.
 

Nonetheless, it is recognized that a need may arise, most
 
likely for seed, that the RPU may well be called upon to address.
 
To plan for this possibility and to foresee a potential funding
 
requirement, the project designers believe that contingency
 
allowances that go unused in other line items -- for example, the 
various construction activities -- might be expended for seeds or 
tools in an emergency. 

It is also acknowledged that additional study of soil quality
and potential at certain sites may be required in order to 
identify the best cropping locations and assure farmers of fields 
at least equal in potential (if not actual) to those they will be 
forced to vacate. Should the need arise, a contingency fund of 
$1:00,000 will be available. This is budgeted under Special 
Services. 

Hence, although contingency funds may be tapped if necessary,
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direct project agricultural support consists essentially of
 
helping farmers clear new fields as described under Section
 
2.8.2.4.
 

2.8.3.3 	RECEPTION/DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD FOOD PROGRAM
 
COMMOD IT IES
 

Past experience with forced population resettl ements has
 
demonstrated that the nutritional status of people suffers during
 
the relocation itself and for some time thereafter. Women and
 
children are usually the hardest hit and this will indeed be the
 
case in this instance, particul,arly because of the loss of
 
productive fruit trees and the disruption of househld gardening.
 

The design team has c:oncluded that at least three farming 
seasons, perhaps more, will be required to reestablish normal 
food production activities. Thus, to assist people during this 
period of nutritional stress and to compensate settlers for 
helping rebuild family concessions, the World Food Program (WFP) 
has been asked by the GRM to provide food aid to the people who 
must relocate (letter of request is annexed in Secti on 8). The 
WFP has responded affirmatively and has programmed approximately 
6,000 tons of -food commodities for the resettlement effort. About 

4,400 tons are destined to be distributed to the settlers and the
 
remainder will be available to distribute to salaried workers
 
employed in the various construction components.
 

Food for the settler population will provide nutritional
 
support to each individual -- child and adult -- whose name will
 
be inscribed at the time the Master Settler List is compiled
 
(described above). The food commodities will be distributed at 
the leve] of each concession over a period of two years -- the 
year- of the move and the subsequent year. Since villages will 
move in two sets -- one set of villages in May/June 1986 and one 
in May/June 1987 -- the total distribution period will be spread 
over three years. 

Each individual will receive a daily ration -- thus 730 rations
 
over the two year period -- consisting of 510 grams of foodstuffs
 
broken down as follows:
 

400 grams of cereal (probably kernal corn)
 

30 grams 	of cooking oil
 

30 grams 	of canned fish
 

30 grams 	of canned meat
 

20 grams 	of powered milk
 

Planning sessions with the WF have been productive, as
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indicated earlier. Estimates of total tonnage of food necessary 
were reached and the supply mechanics have been worked out with 
one important problem -- that of transport of the commodities to 
the project zone -- tentatively solved throuugh mutual agreement 
between USAID and the WFP. Acc:ording to this agreement, WFP will 
transport the commodities to the railhead at Mahina where it 
will offload them into WFP warehouses. The RPU project trucks 
will then move the food directly to the central warehouse and 
also to the seven smaller warehouses in the areas of village 
rel ocat i jn. 

USAID will provide fuel costs in the RPU operating budget for
 
the transport from Mahina. The RPU will be responsible for the
 
distribution of the food from the central warehouse to the site
 
warehouses in the downstream zones on the right bank and on the
 
left bank (at Sobel a and Banfara) , and the three ups-tr eam
 
locations (at Nounkala, Tintioulen, and Kologo-Goungoudala).
 

The Village/Project Liaison Committees will be asked to
 
organize a pickup schedule concession by concession and village
 
by village. Since distribution to the first recipients will
 
:ommence in the spring of 1986 coinciding with village
 
reconstruction and relocation, people will be encouraged to
 
construct their granaries in a speedy manner so as to have space
 

to store the food. In fact, the RPU might ask the V/PLCs to adopt
 
a policy requiring that concession granaries be completed before
 
WFP food can be distributed.
 

Food allotments will be requested by the RPU six months in
 
advance of the desired delivery date. About 750 tons will be
 
furnished every six months over the three year period.
 

One square meter of storage space is required for each 1.8 tons
 
(1800 kilograms) of foostuff, according to WFP personnel, in
 
warehouses allowing for stacking at least four meters high. This
 
amounts to a short term storage requirement of about 420 tons in
 
project warehouses which will have a total c:apac:ity of 725 tons.
 
They should thus be able to accommodate storage requirements for
 
food as well as project construction equipment and materials as
 
necessary.
 

Fuel costs to be financed by USAID funds cove.ing transport 
from Mahina to the Project warehouses have been estimated as 
follows: 

-- tonnage of 4,400 

average truck capacity of 10 tons 

-- thus, number of truckloads/trips required is 440 

average distance each round trip from Mahina to project
 
warehouses will be 140 kilometers
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-- total kilometers 61,600 (440 x 140) 

-- average fuel consumption of ten ton truck is 30 liters of 
diesel per 100 kilometers 

fuel requirements thus 18,480 liters
 

-- fuel cost (61,000 / 100 x 30/ x1 192.5 FCFAi/liter/ 
375FCFA/$1 = $9,486 

Cost fc.- moving foodstuffs to the project warehouses at the
 

upstream and left bank sites has been estimated as follows:
 

-- tonnage required to be delivered by RPU is 1,440 (based on
 

population to be resettled at these sites).
 

-- truck capacity of 10 tons 

144 trips required
 

average round trip from central warehouse to upstreaml and
 
left bank sites is 100 kilometers
 

-- cartages fees of 20 FCFA per ton oer kilometer (based, on
 

current transport prices)
 

-- 144,000 ton kilometers required 

-- total cartage cost of (144,000 x 20 FCFA/ 375FCFA/$1 
= $7,680 

In addition to these costs, an estimate of temporary labor
 

needed to load and unload trucks consisted of 200 mandays in each 
of project years 1986, 1987, and 1988. Figured at $2.50/manday
 

the labor cost estimates amount to $2,265. 

Total estimated USAID funding necessary for the transport and 

distribution of WFP commodities including 7% inflation is thus 

put at $20,000. These funds will be part of the RPU operating 
costs paid in local currency for which disbursement must be 

approved by the RPU financial manager. Fuel, transport, and labor 
will be engaged via contract. 

Subsequent to project authorization, project implementers must
 
investigate the possibility of modifying both the plan for the
 

location of site warehouses and the proposal for WFP commodity
 
delivery. It may well turn out that provision of food aid to the 
upstream sites will be easier done from Kita than from Mahina 
from the outset. Further, the final year of food aid distribution 
will be in project year five --- 1988. By this time the reservoir 
will theoretically have begun to fill and existing roads along 
the river bank will likely be flooded. The upstream resettlement 
areas will be accessible most easily from Kita. It may therefore 
be optimal to ask the WFP to establish storage depots both at 

Mahina and Kita to facilitate the food distribution. Firmer 

decisions can be taken on this issue once the final site 
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selections have been made.
 

2.8.3.4 ESTABLISMENT OF TREE NURSERY
 

To help reestablish fruit orchards, particularly mangos, as a 
productive part of the resettlement zone farming system, a tree 
nursery will be financed by the project. The RPU will contract 
with the GRM's Eaux et ForOts to set up the nursery at New 
Bamafele which will be located in the main resettlement zone 
where the settler population will be the highest density. 

The cost of the contract will be about $70,000 broken down as
 
follows: capital costs are estimated at $50,000 which will
 
finance construction of a 32m2 (4m E water basins
Bm) storeroom, 
(2m2), fencing, and a well equipped with a handpump. (It is hoped 
that one of two positive test bores can be equipped with a pump 
and satisfy tne needs of the nursery). Operating expenses are 
estimated at $2C),000 over five years to pay five laborers. 

The nursery will begin operations by January 1965. It will be
 
one hectare in size and produce about 30,000 trees per year.
 
Species will include both grafted and ungrafted mango, orange,
 
lime, guave, grapefruit, and papaya as well as neem and prosopis.
 

It is assumed that if the nursery produces good quality trees
 
no distribution or extension system will be needed. Information
 
about the availability of saplings will be disseminated via the
 
Village/Project Coordinating Committees at the village level.
 
Since cash compensation will have been paid to tree owners,
 
saplings will be sold rather than distributed free of charge.
 

This support is designed to help farm families reestablish
 
their orchards in the shortest time possible and thus limit
 
hungry season nutritional deficiencies in the settler population.
 
It will also help rebuild the economic base, in which fruit trees
 
play a major role.
 

2.8.3.5 SPECIAL COMPENSATION/ALLOWANCES
 

The project will compensate people for financial losses caused
 
by the forced relocation of villages. Funds for this purpose have
 
been budgeted at $277,000, including allowances for inflation and
 
contingency.
 

Several losses already identified and justly deserving
 
compensation include improved housing and wells, the missionary
 
facility at Keniekenieko, and cultivated fruit orchards.
 

In the case o+ buildings, idantifying improved construction
 
(that is, with corrugated roofing and cement block or plaster as
 
opposed to mud and tha.tch) and estimating replacement costs has
 
not been difficult. At this point, only ten such structures have
 
been identified by USAID and GRM personnel. These include the
 
Protestant Mission housing and clinic with a replacement cost
 
estimated at $40,000 by the USAID contract engineer. For this
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facility, an agreement for $20,000 in financial compensation has 
been concluded by the design team and missionary authorities, 
subject to the approval of the GRM and USAID/Washington. Other 
structures thus -far identified are three houses at Kenieba 
(proprietor Fakoumagan Dembbl) , one at Tintilla (proprietor 
Bourie Namogo), the mosque at Kenieba, and an improved dwelling 
at Keniekenieko. The initial estimates made for the purpose of 
budgeting a proper amount of linancial compensation are thought
 
by the design team to be high. Therefore, once the RPU is 
established at Mananatali, further estimates will be made to 
determine compensation. Nonetheless, a total of $142,C000 
(including $.20,000 for the missionary structures) has been 
included in the project budget to be used for compensation for 
improved house, well, or other construction, each example to be 
justified and judged on a case by case basis. 

It should be mentioned here that the case of the missionary 
facilities bears upon installation of the RPU at Manantali. As 
part of the agreement to provide compensation for these 
facilities, it was concluded that the RPU will occupy them once 
the missionaries have vacated and up to the time that staff
 
offices and lodgings have been completed at Manatali. 

The other major item identified for compensation -- productive 
fruit trees -- has been more difficult to cost out, for the 
simple reason that the econt ny of fruit production in the Bafing 
Valley is not known. It has thus been necessary to base our cost 
estimate on knowledge of production elsewhere, mainly Mali's 
Third Region. 

The preliminary inventory provided in the study done by the 
Institute of Rural Economy counted about 1900 producing hardwood, 
domesticated fruit trees, mostly mango and orange. What the 
project design team has had to do is calculate a productive value 
for the trees. This has been done in the following manner. The 
productive life of a tree --. with the exception of bananas -- has 
been assumed to be fifteen, years on the average, considering 
disease, termites, drought, and woodpeckers, and taking into 
account the exceptional lorevity and production of mango trees. 
The average age at which production begins is assumed to seven 
years. Grafted trees prc:dLc:e earlier but there are few such trees 
in the Bafing Valley. The value of annual production per tree was 
derived by informally asking a sample of farmers to estimate it. 
The figure assumed is a conservative $7 (2,500 francs CFA), due 
mainly to fruit quality and to lack of real access and proximity 
to markets. Houselhol d consumption has 1i kewi se been 
conservatively estimated at 25%. The fact that a farmer mu't 
tend a tree for seven years before it begins to produce has also 
been taken into account in these calculations. Thus, the design 
team has concluded that each hardwood fruit tree estimated to be 
from four years of age to fifteen years of age will be considered 
for compensation at a rate not to exceed 28. 125 francs CFA or 
about $75. This figure reflects a reduction !or household 
consumption for which the World Food Program commodities will 
furnish caloric compensation, although the design team recognizes 
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that the important nutritives element of vitamin C, so vital
 
prior to the cereal harvest, will be seriously diminished.
 

Banana trees will not be considered for financial compensation
 
since shoots can produce fruit in a matter of months and tree
 
life is short. Shoots car, moreover, be easily transplanted and
 
banana orchards quickly established at the new village sites.
 
These trees do not represent the long-term investment demanded by
 
tended hardwood fruit species. Therefore, WFF commodities will
 
make up the nutritional l.oss, if any, that may be caused by
 
flooding of banana trees.
 

The RPU Division of Social Support and Monitoring will be 
required to oversee an update and completion of information on 
types and numbers of domesticated fruit trees, their ages, and 
ownership. This might be accomplished by the field CD agents, 
depending on rea will be 
isolated and inaccessible. The amount of $135,000 has been 
budgeted for the purpose of compensating settlers for the loss of 
productive trees. With allowances for inflation at 7% per annum 
compounded through the third year of the project plus a 
contingency allowance o.f: 20% , the total amount of such 
compensation -- including that for improved physical structures 
-- has been estimated at $277,000. 

Although not budgeted under the line item for corea will be 
isolated and inaccessible. The amount of $135,000 has been 
budgeted for- the purpose of compensating settlers for the loss of 
productive trees. With allowances for inflation at 7% per annum 
compounded through the third year of the project plus a 
contingency allowance of 20% , the total amount of such 
compensation -- including that for improved physical structures 
-- has been estimated at $277,000.
 

Although not budgeted under the line item for compensation, the
 
allowances that will be provided to GRM project personnel, both
 
civil service and contract employees, merit mention here. As
 
discussed in the Social. Soundness Analysis, salaries at the dam
 
worksite are based on levels set by Senegalese law. They are much
 
higher than Malian salaries. Thus, the lowest paid laborers
 
employed by Manantali construction contra(ctors earn just slightly
 
less than the GRM director of the resettlement project paid at
 
Malian wage levels. By the same token, OMVS representatives at
 
Manantali, including the OMVS chief and the resettlement project
 
liaison worker who are both Malians, earn between six and ten
 
times the same amount.
 

It is clear that, were this project executed multilaterally by
 
the OMVS rather than bilaterally by the GRM, the personnel would
 
be remunerated at the Senegalese standard. Thus, both to be able
 
to attract qualified personnel and for equity reasons, the design
 
team provided a line item in the project budget to furnish salary
 
supplements, herein called hardship allowances, to Malian civil
 
service and contract employees of the RPU. For Manantali-based
 
employees, monthly allowances have been budgeted at 50% of annual
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salary to help compensate for the difference. In addition,
 
work demand allowances (to compensate for the many extra hours
 
that implementation of this project will require) have been
 
budgeted for civil service employees at a rate of 75% of annual
 
base salary.
 

Monthly housing allowances will also be paid to Malian RPU 
contract personnel at a rate of 20% of base salary, i.e., Not 
including the hardship allowance. Thus, the majority of contract 
employees will receive about :20 per month to pay for lodging. 
Watchmen will get about $15 monthly. 

Note that none of the personnel, civil service or contractor,
 
based at the Bamako antenna office will be provided with any
 
hardship or housing allowances. However, a work demand allowance
 
has been budgeted for the civil service employee in the Bamako
 
liaison office.
 

Civil service employees based at Manantali will not receive any
 
housing allowances since th" y "ill r=-_idw in houses built by the
 
projec .
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2.8.3.6 POPULATION TRANSFER
 

The population will be moved to their new sites in two sets of
 
villages. The first will move in May 1986, the second in May
 
1987. Villages affected by rising water caused by the fourth
 
diversion of the river at the dam construction site will be
 
accorded priority as outlined in the transfer plan seen in Annex
 
7. 1. 

A trucking company or trucking cooperative will be contracted
 
to provide vehicles to accomplish the move. This will be a host 
country contract awarded on the basis of competitive bidding by 
the RPU with AID concurrence. The cost is estimated at $214,000 
including allowances for inflation and contingency. 

For the purpose of logistical planning and budget calculations, 
a population figure of 11,000 has been used. Likewise, the 
average concession size has been estimated at 11 people 
(intentionally conservative), and thus the figure of 1,000
 
concessions.
 

A ten ton truck, the most conimon vehicle used for road
 
transport in Mali, has been considered as the means of transfer.
 

The transfer cost will pay for 1,000 round trips of a ten ton
 
truck, including fees for fuel and drivers. The outbound leg of
 
each trip will move one family concession and its belongings. The
 
truck will deadhead on the return trip.
 

An zverage length of time for moving one concession has been
 
calculated at six hours. 

Two concessions will be moved during each day of the transfer
 
operation. 500 concessions will be moved each year.
 

250 trucks days will be needed each year.
 

25 transfer days will be programmed for each of the two years,
 
to begin about mid May.
 

Ten trucks wii te needed c.,7-h year for the transfer but eleven 
trucks will be leased for a ,zriod of one month each. The 11th 
truck will. provide a margin -,F assurance so that the move can be 
accomplished in the allotted time. 

The population transfer will be orchestrated and monitored by
 
the RPU Division of Social Support and Monitoring in conjunction
 
with both the valley-wide Project Liaison and Adjudication
 
Committee and the individual Village/Project Coordinating
 
Committees.
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2..4 MONITORING AND STUDIES
 

2.8.4.1 MONITORING OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES
 

The three divisions of the Resettlement Project Unit, all based 
at Manantali, will have immediate responsibility for following 
the progress of activities. Each should be able to measure 
results against an annual work plan put together each August with 
the help of expert short-term technical assistance in operational 
planning. In addition, short-term technical assistance has been 
budgeted to help the RPU formulate a monitoring plan based on the 
various analyses annexed in Section 7. 

The Division of Administration and Finance (DAF) will control
 
the expenditure of funds (including RPU operating expenses, the
 
salaries of contract support personnel, construction or other
 
contractor advances or payments, keep inventories of equipment
 
and furnishings, establish and control maintenance schedules (for
 
vehicles, offices machines, household and office furnishings, and
 
the physical. use policy and fuel allowances, and monitor 
consumption. It will furnish the project director with a monthly 
financial report for use as a management tool. 

The Division of Technical Control (DTC) will follow all
 
construction activities. Its engineers and technicians will spend
 
most of their daily working hours at the various construction
 
sites viewing contractor methods and verifying the achievement of
 
technical specifications as set forth in the contract documents.
 
The division chief should be able to provide a monthly reports of
 
progress or problems to the project director. For special help
 
with construction control, the DTC will be able to call onshort
term technical assistance as necessary.
 

The Division of Social. Support and Monitoring (DSSM) will have 
constant project representation -- the seven field-based 
community development agents -- at the new village sites. These 
agents will be abl.e to assist the DTC with monitoring on-site 
construction activities as well ask keeping up with the planning 
and coordination responsibilities of the Village/Project 
Coordinating Committee, In addition, the DSSM will follow the 
execution of the archaeological and the epidemiol ogical / 
nutritional surveys (described below). The update of the 
information on numbers of peopl, and their belongings -- intended 
to be used to compile the Master Settlers List -- and the 
verification of compensation requests will likewise be the 
responsibility of this division. As the need arises or is 
determi ned, the DSSM wi] l have to conceive any other 
supplementary studies or surveys and contract for the expertise 
to do them. For this task, the DSSM will be able to draw on 
short-term technical assistance --. social science, public health, 
survey design, data analysis, or other -- as necessary. The 
excellent analysis done by the Institute for Development 
Anthropology (annexed in Section 7.8) should serve as the basis 
for monitoring to be done by the DSSM. 
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2.8.4.2 EXECUTION OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL/NUTRITIONAL SURVEY
 

Project funds will finance a survey to establish baseline data 
on disease epidemiology and nutritional status of the population 
affected by the dam construction. The cost will be about 
$255,000. The National. Public Health Research Institute (INRSP) 
will execute the survey with the help of seven person-months of 
technical assistance: an expert in epidemiological survey design, 
methodology, and logistics (I month); and epidemiologist (4 
months); and a computer programmer/data analyst (2 months). It is 
assumed at the time of this writing that the experts financed by 
West German aid (GTZ) now working with the Institute may be able 
to furnish the required technical expertise, in which case costs 
to the project may well be reduced. 

The survey should be undertaken in dry season 1985-86. 

The survey target will include the settlers, villagers living 
at higher elevations around the reservoir who will not be forced 
to relocate, fishermen, and people making up the labor force or 
other such newcomers to the area. 

The major objective of the epidemiological survey ,ill be to 
establish solid data on prevalence rates for schistusomiasis and 
trypanosomiasis, the former because .t is believed that the 
change in the river regime and creation of the artificial lake 
will result in a much greater incidence of this disease, and the 
latter because several cases were recently identified among the 
labor force. 

At the same time that the survey is executed, the team will 
administer a single dose of praziquantel to individuals infected 
with schitosomiasis. Survey team members will also arrange the 
necessary 25-day treatment for people afflicted with 
trypanosomiasis. This plan is seen as being exceptionally cost 
effective in helping to limit the spread of these diseases, 
particularly if health authorities can identify, examine, and 
treat, if necessary, all the professional fishermen who are 
likely to migrate into the area once the lake is created. 

The nutritional survey, conducted simultaneously, will be 
directed to children in the 1-5 year age group . that in which 
changes in weight might occur most rapidly as a result oF 
nutritional or other' stress associated with the relocation. The 
survey will measure the height, weight, and upper arm 
circumference of the children and thus establish a Bafing river 
valley standard for Malinke children. The standard will enable 
public health authorities to monitor improvement or deterioration 
in the nutritional status of the population. 

Funding they.e surveys should enhance the capacity of the 
National Publ.c Health Research Institute to monitor the health 
status of people in the Senegal River basin. 
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2.8.4.3 EXECUTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
 

The project will finance an archaeological survey of the area 
-- historically important but previously unstudied -- that will 
be flooded in the Manantali reservoir. The survey will cost about 
$30,0)0. It will be executed by the GRM Institute oi Social 
Sciences (Institut des Sciences Humaines) and should be underta
ken prior to rainy season 1985. The sur-vey will require an esti
mated two months of field work by an ISS team composed of ar
chaeologists, historians, physical anthropologists, and specia
lists in Malinke oral tradition. 

The intent of the survey is to identify and inventory any
 
potentially important archaeological sites early enough to allow 
time for intensive study should the perceived historical impor
tance of any sites so dictate. However, such additional study 
will have to be funded by other donors -- such as UNESCO -- since 
only the reconnaissance survey will be supported by the resettle
ment project. 

Implementation will be via an inter-agency agreement between 
the RPU and the Institute of Social Sciences, approved by USAID. 
Monitoring will be done by the RFU Division of Social Support and 
Monitoring. Contract payments will be authorized by the RPU 
Director and approved by the RF'L financial manager for submission 
to USAID. 

Methodology will include stratifying the geomorphology 
(landforms) of the reservoir area using topographical maps and
 
aerial photos. A small initial sample (e.g. 5%) of each landform
 
should be chosen and divided into equal size transects, then 
walked, and each site or evidence thereof recorded. The sample 
transects, to he chosen at random, should allow the extrapolation 
of data and conclusions from the sample for the entire reservoir 
area. As time and additional funding may allow, the entire number 
of sample transects walked may be increased, or concentrated 
effort may be devoted to particular sites. 

The survey should ensure that no important archaeological site 
go undiscovered and unstudied before being permanently inundated 
by the flood waters.
 

2.8.4.4 OTHER SPECIAL STUDIES/SURVEYS
 

Funds have been included in the project budget for other, as 
yet undefined, studies or surveys for which the need may arise. 
These might consist of a study of the resettlement impact on 
women and children, a look at how farming systems remain the same 
or undergo modification, changes in family social structure 
brought about by the move, or other researc:h. These would be 
designed by the Division of Social Support and Monitoring (DSSM) 
but executed by a consulting firm or government agency under 
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contract to the RPU. Depending on its capability and workload,
 
the DSSM might likewise wish to contract survey expertise to
 
compile the Master Settler List or verify claims for compensation.
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3.0 COST ESTIMATES/FINANCIAL PLAN ($000 except where indicated$)
 

3.1 CONSTRUCTION 

3.1.1 OFFICES FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY87 FY8 TOTALS 

12 offices (192.2*) 
I conference room (32.2) 
I drafting roam (24.2) 
2 storage room (32.2) 
4 toilets (16.2) 

f unit costs $2501.2 
Distance Factor (20%) 
Inflation (one year @7%) 
Des/supervision (77) 
Contingency (10%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

4B 
8 
4 
4 
6 

14 
6 
6 

10 
106) 

--

- . 

. 
-. 

-

-

-

-

.. 

-

-

-

. 
-

-

-

.. 
-

-

-

-14: 

48 
8 
4 
4 
6 

6 
6 
t0 
06 

3.1.2 STAFF HOUSING FY 84 ;FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

5 3BR (600.2*) 
5 2BR (500m2) 
Transit Unit (150m2) 
*$300/@2 

Distance Factor (20%) 
Des/supervision (7) 
InIfation (one year @7%) 
Contingency (10%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

1o 
150 
45 

75 
32 
34 
52 
568 

180 
150 
45 

75 
32 
34 
52 

568 

3.1.3 SITE WAREHOUSES FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY87 FY 88' TOTALS 

I central (200.2*) 
7 field (5252) 

$200/2 
Distance Factor (20%) 
Des/supervision (7%) 
Inflation (7%two years) (15%) 
Contingency (201) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

40 
105 

29 
12 
28 
42 

256 

'40 
105 

29 
12 
28 
42 

256 

3.1.4 WELLS FY84 FY 85 FY 86 FY87 FY 88 TOTALS 

72 Drilled Wells 
(unit cost: $15,167) 

72 Cisterns (unit cost: 
$16,000) 

Water Pumps/installation 
Inflation (7%two years) (15%) 
Contingency (10%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

1092 

1152 

40. 
343 
263 

2890 

1092 

1152 

40 
343 
263 
2890 
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3.1.5 TRACKS FY 84 FY 85 FY86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

206 kilometers (unit cost 
vary) 

Contingency (10% included 
plus 5%)

Inflation (7%two years) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

1970 

99 

310 
2379 

1970 

99 

310 
2379 

3.1.6 LAND CLEARIN6 FY 84 FY85 FY 86 FY87 FY 88, TOTALS 

Equipment Fees (1195 
days $333) 

Distance Factor (20%) 
Inflation (7%two years)' 
Contingency (15%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

398 

80 
72 
83 
633 

398 

80 
72 
83 

633 

3.1.7 VILLAGE HOUSING FY 84 FY 85 FY86 FY 87 FY88 TOTALS 

Houses (4500 $320) 
Granaries (3000 $90) 
Cookhouses (450 $651 
Livestock shelters (300 $60) 
Chicken Pens (650 $10) 
Concessional Walls (1000 $50) 
Latrines (1000 $15) 
Distance Factor (20%) 
Inflation (7%two years) 
Contingency (20%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

1440 
270 
29 
18 
7 

50 
15 

366 
329 
504 

3028 

1440 
.270 
29 
18 
7 
50 
15 

366 
329 
504 
3028 

* Housing unit cost includes overhead fees for all structures 

3.1.8 INFRASTRUCTURE FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

School (600.2') 
Admin.H9 (1002) 
Maternity Clinic (170.2) 
Dispensary (75.2) 
Health Outpost-Tintioulen (50.2) 
Pharmacy 
Forestry Post (75m2) 
Veterinary Post (75.2) 
Four dwellings (4-250.2) 
Transit House (76.2) 
* $250/2 

Distance Factor (20%) 
Inflation (71 two years) 
Contingency (10%) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

150 
25 
43 
19 
13 
29 
19 
19 
63 
19 

8o 
72. 
55 

( 606) 

150 
25 
43 
19 
13 
29 
19 
19 
63 
19 

80 
72 
55 

606) 

3.1.9 CONSTRUCTION TOTAL 614 9792 10466 
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3.2 COMMODITIES FY 84 FY B5 FY 86 FY 07 FY 80 TOTALS
 

Vehicles:
 
Ai terrain 4 wh/dr (8) 120 120
 
Spare Parts kits (8) 16 16
 
Ten ton Truck w/parts (2) 80 BO,
 
Motorbikes (20) 12, 12
 
Ltwt PU truck w/parts (1) to 10
 
Locally-made canoes (2) 2 2
 
Outboard motors (3)w/5-gal
 

fuel tanks (4) 5 5
 

Office Equipment 4 70 70' 

Office Furnishings 4 53 53 

House Furnishings * 164 164 

Health Support Equipment 4 44 44 

Inflation (7%) 37 7 44
 
Contingency (10) 57 5 62
 
(SUBTOTAL) 626 56 682
 

Note: A detailed procurement list for office furnishings and equipment
 
and for house furnishings isfound in Section 5, the Procurement Plan.
 
The Health Support furnishings and equipment for the village infra
structure (for the maternity, dispensary, and pharmacy units, and the
 
health outpost) as well as for the epidemiological/nutritional survey
 
is attached to the Public Health Annex seen in Section 7.7).
 

3.3 RESETTLEMENT PROJECT UNIT OPERATIN6 EXPENSES
 

3.3.1 OFFICE MAINT/OPERATIONS FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 8 TOTALS
 

BAMAKO:
 
Rent 2 4 4 4 .s9
 
Utilities/Phone 2 4 4 4 4 18
 
Maintenance 2 1 1 1 1 '5
 
Supplies .2 I '1 I 5
 
Radio Publicity 1 2 1' 1 5
 

MANANTALI:
 
Office Utilities 2 12 12 12 12 50
 
Office Maintenance
 

(Bldgs & Equip) 2 2 4 4 12
 
Supplies 2 2 2 1 7
 
House Utilities 2 30 30 30 30 112
 
House Maintenance
 

(Blgs & Appliances) 2 4 6 6 t
 
(SUBTOTAL) to 59 62 65 54 250
 



3.3.2. VEHICLE MAINT/ 84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY8B 
 TOTALS
 
OPERATIONS
 

BAMAKO:
 
Fuel 1 3 3 3 3 13 
Service ,5 ,5 .5
.5 2.0
 

MANANTALI: 
Fuel (B4-wh/dr, 2 boats, 

I truck, 15 motorcycles) 6 25 30 30 15 106 
Service 1 4 4 .6 2 ' 17
 
(SUBTOTAL) 8 33 
 38 40 21 140
 

3.3.3. CIVIL SERVICE FY 84 FY 85 FY86 FY87 :FY88 TOTALS"
 
PERSONNEL ALLOWANCES a
 

Hardship (50% of base) 5 10 10 10 5 40
 

Cost of Living (25% base) 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
 1.5 10.5
 

Work Demand (75%) 4,5 7.5 7.5 
 7.5 4.5 31.5
 

(SUBTOTAL) 11 
 20 20 20 II R2
 

I Note: No allowances budgeted for Bamako-based personnel. 

3.3.4 RPU CONTRACT SUPPORT PERSONNEL
 

3.3.4.1 SALARIES ($) 
 FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS
 

Draftsman/Urbanist 
 600 1200 1200 1200 4200
 
(1-42 pm 100)
 

Wells Technician 2400 2400 8400
2400 1200 

(2-42 pm 100)
 

Construction Technician 300 1200 300
1200 1200 4200
 
(1-42 pm 100)
 

CD Agents (9-48 pm 100)
 

TA (4person Long-Term Team - 8 (a)made)
 

3.3.4.2 HOUSING ALLOWANCES# FY 84 
 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS
 
($)
 

Draftsman (20/mo) 120 240 240 240 
 840
 
Wells Technician (20/mo) 
 480 480 480 240 1680
 
Construction Technician (20/mO 60 240 240 240 60 840
 
CD Agents (20/mo) 1080 2160 2160 2160 1080 
 8640
 
Junior Accountants (20/mo) 360 
 720 720 720 720 3240
 
Secretaries (20/mo) 600 1200 1200 1200 1200 
 5400
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Warehouseman (20/ia) 240 240 240 120 840 
Drivers (20/mo) 600 1200 1200 1200 1200 5400 
Janitors (RPU-based 15/mo) 90 180 180 180 180 10o 
Guards (15/ma except Bamako

based) 90 1620 3060 3060 900 0730 
(SUBTOTAL) 3000 8280 9720 9720 5700 36420 

* Note: No housing allowances budgeted far Bamako-based personnel. 

3.3.4.3. HARDSHIP * 

ALLOWANCES ($) FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY88 TOTALS, 

Draftsman (50%) 300 600 600 600 2100 
Wells Technician (50%) 1200 1200 1200 600 4200 
Construction Technicians (50%) 150 600 600 600 150 2100 
CD Agents (50%) 2700 5400 5400 5400 2700 21600 
Junior Accountants (50%) 900 1800 1800 1800 900 7200 
Secretaries (50%) 1500 3000 3000 3000 3000 13500 
Warehouseman ,50i 600 600 600 300 2100 
Drivers (50%) 1500 3000 3000 3000 3000 13500 
Janitors (50%) 450 900 900 900 900 4050 
Watchmen (50%) 360 3600 6480 6480 2160 19080 
(SUBTOTAL) 7860 20700 23580 23580 13710 89430 

* Note: No hardship allowances budgeted for Bamako-based personnel. 

3.3.5 SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION 

3.3.5.1 IN-COUNTRY AIR RAIL FY84 FYB5 FY86 FY87 FY8B TOTALS 

Air Passenger (50rt/yr) 5 5 .. 5 
Air Freight 20 20 20 20 -20 IO0_ 
Air Charter (12/yr) 2 12 12 12: 12 60, 
Rail Passenger (50rt/yr) 2 2 2 2 21 10 
Rail Freight 5 5 5 .5 5 25 
Personnel per diess 3 ' 3 3 2 12. 
(SUBTOTAL) 45" 47. 47 46 '46 .232 

3.3.4.3. HARDSHIP * 
ALLOWANCES ($) FY 84 FY85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

Draftsman (50%) 300 600 600 600 - 2100 
Wells Technicians (50%) 1200 1200 1200 600 4200 
Construction Techhiciansi(5O) ISO 600 600 600 150 2100 
CD Agents (50X) 2700 5400 5400 5400 2700 21600 
Junior Accountants (50%) 900 1800 1800 1800 900 7200 
Secretaries (50%) 1500 3000 3000 3000 3000 13500 
Warehouseman (50%) - 600 600 600 300 2100 
Drivers (50%) 1500 3000 3000 3000 3000 13500 
Janitors (50%) 450 900 900 900 900 4050 
Watchien (50%) 360 3600 6480 640 2160 19080 
(SUBTOTAL), 7860 20700 23580 23580 13710 89430 

# Note: No hardship allowances budgeted for Bamako-based personnel
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3.3.5 SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION 

3.3.5.1 IN-COUNTRY AIR RAIL FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY BB TOTALS 

Air Passenger (50rtlyr) 
Air Freight 
Air Charter (12/yr) 
Rail Passenger (50rt/yr) 
Rail Freight 
Personnel per diems 
(SUBTOTAL) 

. 5 
20 
12 
2 
5 
1 

45 

5 
20 
12 
21 
5 
3 

47 

5 
20 
12 
2 
5 
3 

47 

5 
iO 
12 
2 
5 
3 
16 

5 
20 
12 
2 
5 
2 

46 

25 
100 
60 
1o 
25 
12 

232 

3.3.5.2 NFP COMMODITIES 
DISTRIBUTION FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY8 TOTALS 

Fuel 
Cartage 
Labor (200pd/yr 2.50/day) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

-
-
-

-
-

-

2 
2 
.5 

4.5 

5 
4 
1-1 

10 

33 
2 
.5 

5.5 

10 
B 
2 
20 

3.3.5.3 POPULATION TRANSFER FY 84 FY85 FY 86 FY 87 FY88 TOTALS 

Truck rental 
(SUBTOTAL) 

-

-

92 
92 

92 
92 

-
-

184 
184 

Inflation (7%camp) 
Contingency (15%) 
(SUBTOTAL rpu op/ex)t 

-

15 
116 

16 
36 

281 

49 
58 
452 

79 
64 
498 

58 
36 
279 

202 
209 
1626 

#Note: Rounding of figures results invariations inadded totals. 

3.4 RPU TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TEAM 
FY 84 FY 85 FY86 FY 87 FY88 TOTALS 

Hydrogeologist (36pm) 
Road Engineer (36pml 
Financial Manager (36pm) 
Cont/Srants Manager (36pm) 
Rural Sociologist (4pm) 
Public Health Specialist (lOpm 
Operations Planner (3pm) 
Misc TA (12) 
Field Diff/Cola 
Local Secretary w6pm) 
Local Expediter (36pm) 
Drivers (72ps) 
Watchman (36pm) 
Janitor (36pm) 
(SUBTOTALI 

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60 60 
60 60 
50 50 
50 50 
8 4 
8 16 
4 4 

16 . 16 
64 65 
12 12 
12 12 
6 . 6 
3 3 
3' 3 

356 361 

60 
60 
50 
50 

. 4 
16 
4 
16 
65 
12 
12 
6 
3 
3 

361 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

180 
180 
150 
50: 
16 
40 
12 
48 
194 
36 
36 
18 
9 
9 

1078 

Other Direct Costs (telephone, 
telex, passports, immuniza
tinns. and ,np.rpnrndurtinni 20 20 20 - 60 
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Overhead (115% base salaries 317 322 322 -961 

plus other direct costs) 

Education Allowances 60 60 60 - 180 
trans/Storage HHE 28 8 28 - 64 
Fringe Benefits (Ins, Pen 
22% of base) 64 65 65 -194 
Travel/RR/HL .48 48 48 - 144 
U.S. PSC Administrator 30 .120 120 120 30 420' 

Liaison Engineer/Consultant - 40 - .-40 

(SUBTOTAL) 30 697 643 663 30 2063 

Inflation 7%cop - 73 70 71 4 220 
Contingency (5%) 3 75 73 74 3 225 

3.5 SPECIAL CONPENSATION FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

3.5.1 Tree Crop Losses - 130 - 130 

3.5.2 Improved Housing/ 
Wells/Other 50 - 50 

3.5.3 Missionary Facilities 20-. 20 

Inflation (7%coup) = - 41, 41 
Contingency (15%) 3 - 33 - 36 
(SUBTOTAL) 23 - 254 - 277 

3.6 STUDIES/SPECIAL SERVICES FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 TOTALS 

Archaeology - 30 - - 30 
Epidemiology/Nutritional -, 254 - .. ..254 
Reservoir Demarcation 80 - - - 80 
Tree Nursery - .70 - - 70 
Master Settlers List 15 - - 15 
Public Health Training --5 - -5 S 
Pump Operation/laintenance/ - 25 25 - 50 

Training 
Compensation Verification - 25 - - 25 
Health Contingency 
Soils Analysis Contingency - 50 50 - - 100 
Other - 15 15 15 - 45 
(SUBTOTAL) - 539 95 40 - 674 
Inflation (7%year - 38 7 3 - 47 
Contingency (10%) - 58 10 4 - 72 

- 635 747 47 - 793 

3.7 EVALUATION FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY87 FYB TOTALS 

Kid-Term (10pe) - - 150 - - 150 
Final (10pe) - - 150 150 
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InIfation (7X cop) - - '3559 94 
Contingency (nonel - - - -
(SUBTOTAL) - 185 - 209 394 

3.8 	WORLD FOOD PROGRAM CONTRIBUTION
 
FY 04 FY 85 FY 86- FY87 FY8B TOTALS
 

Foodstuffs including transport 
 - 1370 .2740 1370 	 -5480 

MALIAN GOVERNMENT/SETTLERS CONTRIBUTIONf
 
FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FYB8 TOTALS
 

Preparation of technical
 
Documents 	 176 - - 176-
Salaries 	 6 16 16 16 16 
 70 
Land - 69 69 	 138
 
Settler Labor 
 200 400 200 8oo 
Settler Production Losses - 800 1600400 400 

Inflation (7%coop) 1 99 289 191 580
 
(SUBTOTAL) 182 17 784 1574 807 
 3364
 

* Note: These figures have been estimated as follows:
 

The government contribution to the preparation of bid documents for the
 
construction activties has been assigned the value of 2%of the total building
 
costs.
 

Salaries are those paid by the 	GRM for permanent civil service personnel
 
attached to the project but do not have a calculation and a monetary
 
extrapolation for the value of Hanantali resettlement work time contributed by
 
civil servants not assigned to the project.
 

Land was estimated at 5500 hectares, not including any fallow cropland, on
 
which the new village will be built and new fileds will he cleared. The land
 
was assigned a value of $25 per hectare, or about $10 an acre.
 

Settler labor was assigned a value of IO00MF per day, or about $1.20. Tha
 
labor force (active workers) was estimated at 5000. Itwas assumed that
 
settler3 will contribute 120 workdays (or half of their annual labor? toward
 
the reconstruction of their households and reestablishment of 
 their fields
 
both during the year of the move anO the following one. This :vould be a labor
 
contribution to the resettlement effort with an assigned value of about
 
$1,600,000. However, the WFP commodities were considered as equivalent to
 
half the value of the settler labor and their total labor contribution was
 
therefore adjusted to $800,000.
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Settler production has been assumed to undergo a 50% reduction during the
 

resettlement over two years. Estimated loss of income was thus calculated at
 

50X of annual per capita income of $16O for a rounded poplulation figure of
 

10,000. This amounts to B00,000 por year or $1,600,000 over two years, a
 

figure adopted as a settler contribution to the relocation.
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4.o SUMMARY IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS
 

4.1 ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
 

The Manantali Resettlement Project will be financed by a
 
bilateral agreement between the government of Mali and USAID.
 

The Malian government has been delegated the responsibility for
 
execution of the project by the OMVS Council of Ministers.
 

The Ministry of State Equipment (Ministbre d'Etat Charg6 de 
i'Equipement) is the coordinating organism for all OMVS 
activities for the GRM. 

The National Hydrology Service is the agency within the
 
Ministry which oversees Manantali developmental actions.
 

Within this agency, the Division of Dams and Energy has direct
 
responsibility for monitoring the construction of the dam for the
 
government.
 

A special Resettlement Project Unit (RPU) was created in this
 
division in 1982. It was staffed with two civil 
engineers and a
 
sociologist plus support personnel. Operating expenses were paid

by the UNDP from the $300,000 pledged for- studies and 
consultancies intended for planning the resettlement project. The 
RPU role was to coordinate and monitor these efforts. This unit 
will have direct responsibility for coordinating and managing the 
population resettlement and has been raised to the status of a 
separate division in summer of 1984. 

USAID will provide funding for the project but will play no 
direct role in the execution of: activities. However, AID will 
enter into a direct contract with an American consulting Firm to 
provide four long-term technical assistants -- a financial 
manager, a managing engineer, a field engineer, and a contracts 
administrator -- as well as needed short-term expatriate to the 
government Resettlement Project Unit (RPU). AID will also 
directly engage a Project Administrator for 42 months and a 
Contruction Consultant for 8 months, both under a project-funded 
Personal Services Contracts. 

The RF'U will be responsible for letting host country contracts 
via competitive bid for all other procurement of services, save 
that procured by inter-agency cooperative agreement with other 
GRM entities. This will include host country contracts for the 
design, construction, and supervision of staff offices and 
lodgings, social services infrastructure, and warehouses. This 
construction contract will be established, following the bidding 
process, with a pri vate sector construction company.
Design/supervision services will be furnished by a Malian A & E 
firm. For- tracks, design work will be done by the GRM Office of 
Rural Engineering and the construction executeF by the Office of 
Rural Works and Equipment, both under inter-agency agreements. 
Cisterns and boreholes will be done by the National Hydrology
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Service under a similar arrangement.
 

The village reconstruction can be implemented by a local
 
construction firma government agency, or an American or Malian
 
Private Voluntary Organization. This decision will best be made
 
by the RPU and USAID as the project gets underway.
 

USAID will assist the RPU with initiating other procurement
 
required prior to the arrival of the technical assistance
 
personnel. Subsequently, all procurement will be the responsibi
lity oF the RPU, assisted by the expatriate contractor.
 

Surveys, special studies, or special activities -- fc example,
the archaec.logy and health surveys and the tree nursery -- will 
be executed by the appropriate GRM agencies via agreements 
according to terms set forth in general in the grant agreement

and in detail in an implemention letter. These might also be done 
by qualified private sector entities via a host country 
contractual arrangement with the RPU.
 

USAID financing will enable to RPU to contract the Malian 
support personnel necessary to properly control and monitor the 
private firms or government agencies which execute project 
activities. 

Technical assistance attached directly to the RPU will assist 
with coordination, control and monitoring of activities. The 
engineer will be required to provide technical clearances with 
his GRM counterparts for the acceptance of all construction work 
recommended for final payment. The expatriate financial 
management expert will cosign authorizations for disbursement of 
all RPU operating funds, payments under Host Country Contracts, 
or grant monies to GRM agencies for special surveys, studies or 
other such activities. The field engineer will work with the 
technicians in the RPU Division of Technical Control. The 
contracts administrator will assist with all contracts or inter
agency agreements entered into by the RPU. 

Besides planning, coordinating, contracting for, and monitoring 
construction and survey activities, the RPU will plan and oversee 
the distribution of World Food Program Commodities. It will also 
be responsible for establishing just rates of compensation for 
settler losses within the budgetary limits of this line item. 

To assure the participation of villagers in the resettlement 
effort, the RFU will establish three kinds of committees. The 
first of these is project wide and will include a representative
from each village that must relocate. The second will be village
based and village-focussed. The third will represent village
 
women. 

To help assure that the needs of women and children receive 
proper attention, one of the senior GRM sociologists already 
assigned to the RPU is a woman who was heavily involved in the 
Selingue Resettlement. 
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The project will be assigned to the portfolio of the General
 
Develcpment Office in USAID/Bamako.
 

The USAID/Bamako contract Project Administrator, based in
 
Bamako, will manage the project on a day-to-day basis for the
 
Mission. Prior to the arrival of the T.A. team, no funds will be
 
turned o\er to the RPU. All bills will be paid directly by USAID,
 
with chacks from tlhe ,egional Financial Center in Paris. After
 
the arrival of the T.A. team, an operating fund will be 
administered by the financial advisor, who will be required to 
o-sign all checks drawn on this fund. 

The PSC Construction Consultant will assist with the
 
elaboration of all construction specifications, calls for bids,
 
evaluation of submissions, and the letting of construction
 
contracts until the arrival of the long-term technical assistance
 
team.
 

The assistant General Development Officer will be in overall
 
charge of the project for USAID and will oversee the work of the
 
contract project administrator and furnish legal Project Officer
 
signatures where required for official documents.
 

The USAID/REDSO/WCA staff will be required to provide regular
 
legal services to the Mission during implementation of the
 
population resettlement.
 

Should the DH engineering position in USAID/Bamako be vacant,
 
the USAID/REDSO/WCA engineering staff will also be required to
 
provide regular engineering services to the project, particularly
 
to inspect completed construction work and authorize payment. In
 
the project implementation plan, regular visit to Bamako by the
 
REDSO staff has been programmed every three months.
 

Technical assistance may also be contracted directly by AID
 
using both Program Development and Support (PDS, i.e., PM&R)
 
funds and project funds to assist with the preparation of bid
 
documents for" the construction activities, as jointly determined
 
necessary by the RPU and AID.
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----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

--

---

--- ------
------------------- -------

4.2 TRIMESTER SCHEDULE OF MAJOR IMPLEMENTATION EVENTS
 

AGENT ACTIVITY FY84 FYB5 FY86 FY87- FY88 FY89 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 :1 2 3 4 

AID Submission of PP to Malian 
and American Government 

AID Employment of PSC Project 
Administrator 

AID Preparation Qf PIOlts for TA 
(PM&R funded) to help do bid documents 

AID Compilation and advertisement of RFP 
for technical assistance to RPU --

6RM/AID Establishment of bid documents for
 
offices, lodging, warehouses, and
 
infrastructure
 

AID Preparation of PIO/Cs for commodity
 
purchase
 

AID Preparation of project agreement 

GRM/AID Negotiation and signature of project
 

agreement
 
AID Contract with Genie Rural to do work
 

plans for track and field clearing
 

GRM Recruitment of contract support personnel
 
for RPU
 

6RM/AID Establishment of specifications documents
 
for wells and village construction
 

AID Contract with local A&E firm to control
 
construction of offices and lodgings
 

AID Call for bids for wells construction and
 

village housing
 
6RM/AID Contract, construction of offices, housing,
 

warehouses, infrastructure
 

AID/GRM Negotiation, contract, arrival of technical
 
assistance team
 

GRM/AID Negotiations and contracts for wells, tracks,
 
and field clearing
 

GRM Archaeological survey 


Contractor Construction of tracks begins, continues 


Contractor Construction of village infrastructure 


Contractor Construction of wells begins, continues 


GRM Epidemiological/Nutritional Survey
 
GRM Establishment of tree nursery
 
Contractor Field clearing at new sites for villages
 

to move in1986
 
fRM First half of villages transfer
 
WFP/GRM World Food Program commodities delivered
 

to villages moved
 
Contractor Field clearing at sites for villages to
 

move in 1987
 
6RH Second half of villages transfer
 
WFP/GRM World Food Program commodities delivered to
 

villages moved in1987
 

----.....----- ---------



4.3 DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
 

TRIMESTER/FY AGENT 


4th/64 


4th 


4th 


4th 


ist/85 


Ist 

Ist 

ist 


ist 


Ist 

1st 


ACTION
 

Temporar'y Base at KKI< 
Bids requested
 

Temporari Base at KKK 
draft contract 

Of fi.ces., h oLses, warehouses 
request bids 
CK. W/moa on use of warehouse 
at Mahina
 

Road ContrUCtion 
PMR signs agreement. W/GR 
PIO/T 9/25 

Tempoir-ary Base at I<KKK 
Contract signed Oct 1 

TempOEaEy Base at KKK: 
Work begins Oct 15 

Office:s., ho.Luses warehouses 
- review bids Oct 30 
- select contractors. De-. 01 
- mobilization 
- draft 

A&E Contract for offi ce. lad. 
- sign contract. Nov 

a) finalize agreement with 
ECBM 

b) draft contract
 
c) sign contract 

Road COnstruction 
- Eng. arrives 9/25 
- road study Oct 01 
- FAR finalized 

Wells Constructi on 
- FAR signed 
- GRM/DH Agreement
 
- mobilize and begin works 

Cisterns (op. r;uits) 
- FAR signed Oct 30 
- GRM agreement - Op. Puits 

mobilize and begin 
- JNDP sign tmg agreement 



1st Construction of new villages 
- RFB for designs Oct 30 
- Select A&E, Dec. 01 

1st Social Infrastructure 
- RFB for designs, Oct. 30 
- select A&E. Dec. 

Ist Demarcation of Reservoir 
Limits 
- draft T.O.R. PIO/T, Oct.30 
- select agency and sign con

tract, Dec. 01 
- begin of study, Dec. .50 

Ist Recruitment of Malian Contract 
Personnel 
- finalize job descriptions 
- Place announcements 
- Hire: 2 secretaries, 

3 junior accountants, 
1 stockclerk, 2 drivers, 
1 watchman 

- Sr CDAS 
- Jr CDAS 
- 1 sect. 

Ist World Food Program (PAM) 
- a) sign agreement W/PAM 

b) finalize agreement on 
warehouses 

ist Archaeological Surey 
- draft T.O.R. 
- select agency for study 
- sign contract 

Ist Health Survey 
- side letter GR2-USAID. MOH 
- commodities ordered 

ist Technical Assistance Team 
- FRB. Oct 30 
- Review bids, Dec. 01 
- Select contractor, Dec. 

2nd/85 Tempqr 
- PRM 

Bj 
installed 

taseat :K 
at KKK 

2nd Offices_ hous, warehouses 
- begin sonstruction. Jan 01 
- guest quarters finished, 

March 
- 5 offices finished, March 
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- main warehouse completed 

2nd Road Construction 
- mobilization, Jan. 
- begin Seg. A. - Feb 
- begin Seg. B, 

2nd Wells construction 
- drilling 6 wells - Jan. 
- 6 wells 
- 6 wells 

2nd Cisterns 
- begin construction, Jan. 
- 10 cisterns finished 

2nd Construction of New Villages 
- design ready, Jan. 
- RFB for work 
- select contrat 

2nd Construction of New Villagge 
- social Icaue monitoring 

plan estd and reviewed, 
Jan. 

- Village committees estd, 
Feb. 

- PLAC committee visits 
S6lingu6 

2nd Social Infrastructure 
- designs ready, Jan. 
- RFB for work 
- evaluate bids 

- award contract 

2nd Demarcation of Reservoir 
Limits 
- end study 

2nd Recruitement of Mali an 
Contract Personnel 
Hire: 16 watchmen 

2 janitors 
2 secretaries 
3 drivers 
1 warehouseman 
1 draftman 
3 construction techni

cians 

2nd Archaeol ogi cal Survey 
- begin survey, Jan. 

- end of survey, March 

2nd Health Survey 
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2nd 
- PRM and GRM agreement 
Tree Nursery 
- draft TOR 
- PRM signs agreement W/E + F 

2nd'!, Technical Assistance Team 
- sign contract 
- technical A. Team arrives 

3rd/85 Offices., houses, warehouses 
- all offices finished, Apr. 
- all houses finished 
- Base completed, June 

3rd Road Construction 
- begin Seg. C. 
- begin clear site I 

3rd Wells Construction 
- 6 wells, Apr. 
- 6 wells, May 

- 6 wells, June 

3rd Cisterns 
- begin maint. Trng, Apr. 
- 10 cisterns finished, June 

3rd Construction of New Villages 
- mobilize, Apr. 
- construction begins, May 
- 2 villages completed, June 

3rd Social Infrastructure 
- agreement with MOE, 

E+F to staff 
MOH, 

3rdL Tree Nursery 
- plot identified 
- begin nursery 

3rd Master Settler List 
- complete M.S. List 

4th/85 Road Construction 
- end Seg. A., Jul.al A&E firm, 
- end Seg. B. 

4th Cisterns 
- maint. trng., Jul. 

4th Social Infrastructure 
- begin construction, Jul. 

4th World Food Fro'ftafl 
- request ist' gr-.Ain 

(PAM) 
shipment, 



Sept. 

ist/86 OfficesA hoqses warehouses 

- begin warehouses, Oct. 

Ist Road Construction 
- begin Seg. D., Oct. 
- begin LCI, Oct. 
- end Seg. C. , Dec. 
- end Seg. D. , Dec. 
- end Site I., Dec. 

Ist Wells Construction 

- 6 wells, Oct. 
- 4 wells, Nov. 
- 6 wells, Dec. 

Ist Cisterns 
- 10 cisterns, Nov. 
- maint. trng., Dec. 

ist Construction of New Villages 
- radio annoucement to save 

thatch for roofs, Oct. 
- 10 villages completed 

1st Social Infrastructure 

- infrastructure for 
villages complete, Dec. 

12 

Ist Soil Anal ysis 
- determination on necessity 

for soil analysis, Oct. 

2nd/86 Offices, Houses. Warehouses 
- warehouses completed, Jan. 

2nd Road Construction 
- begin Seg. E. , Jan. 

2nd Wells Construction 

- 6 wells, Jan. 
- 6 wells, Feb. 
- 6 wells, March 

2nd Cisterns 

- 10 cisterns 

- maint. trng. 

2nd World Food Program (PAM) 

- Ist shipment arrives, Jan. 
- request 2nd Shipment, Jan. 

2nd. Heal th Surey 

- health survey, Jan. 
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2nd Transfer of Populations 
- advertise, Feb. 
- review bids 

-rent trucks, March 

3rd/86 Road Construction 
- end Seg. E. 
- clear site 2 

3rd Wells Construction 
- 6 wells, Apr. 
- 4 wells, May 

3rd Cisterns 

- 5 cisterns 
- maint. trng 

3rd Construction of New Villages 
- 17 villages completed in 

New Bamaf+l 

3rd Social Infrastructure 

- infrastructure for 17 
villages complete, Apr. 

- staff for infrastructure in 

place, June 

3rd Transfer of Popul ation 
- begin move, May 

3rd Evaluations 

- TOR evaluation 

4th/86 Road Construction 

- end site 2, July 

4th World Food Program (PAM) 
- 2nd shipment arrives, July 
- request 3rd shipment, July 

4th Transfer of Popul ation 
- end move, J7uly 

4th Evaluations 
- recruit evaluation team, 

July 
- mid-term evaluation, Sept. 

Ist/87 Road Construction 
- begin Seg. I., Oct. 
- end Seg. I. begin Seg. J., 

Dac. 
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ist Construction of New villages 
- 20 villages completed- 5 

hamlets, radio annoucement 
to burn thatch, Oct. 

- 10 hamlets, Dec. 

Ist Social Infrastructure 
- infrastructure for 
villages, Oct. 

20 

1st 

2nd/87 

World Food Program (PAM) 
- analysis of Ist harvest and 
extra-help if necessary, Oct. 

Cor structior of New Villages 

- 25 villages completed, Jan. 

2nd Social Infrastructure 
- infrastructure for 

villages, Jan. 

25 

2nd World Food Proqram (PAM) 
- 3rd shipment arrives, Jan. 
- request 4th ship., Jan. 

3rd/87 Transfer of Population 

- advertise, Feb.ali, support 
- review bids, Feb. 
- Rent trucks, March 

3rd Road Construction 
- begin site IV, May 
- end LCI, June 

3rd Construction of New Villages 
- 30 villages, 18 hamlets 

completed, Apr. 

3rd Social Infrastructure 
- infrastructure for 30 

villages, Apr. 
- staff for infrastructure in 
place, June 

3rd Tree Nursery 
- 1st Sale of saplings, June 

:3rd Transfer of Pogulation 
- begin move, May 
- end move, June 

4th/87 Road Construction (PAM) 
- end site IV, July 
- end Seg. J., July 
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4th World Food Program (PAM) 
- 4th shipment arrives, July 

- request 5th shipment, July 

Ist/88, 	 Road Construction 
- begin Seg. H., Oct. 
- end Seg. H., Dec. 
- begin Seg. F., Nov. 
- begin LCII, Oct. 
- begin LCIII, Oct. 

2nd/88 	 Road Construction 
- begin Seg. G., March 

2nd 	 World Food Program (FPAM)
 
- 5th shipment arrives, March
 
- request for 6th shipment,
 

March
 

3rd/88 	 Road Construction
 
- end Seg. F., May
 
- begin site III, May
 

- end Seg. G., June
 
- end Site III, June
 
- end LCII, June
 

3rdl Evaluations
 
- TOR for final evaluation,
 

May
 
- Recruit team for eval., June
 

4th/88 	 World Food Program (PAM)
 
- 6th shipment arriv2s, July
 

4th 	 Master Settler List
 
- turn over Project goals to
 
GRM, Sept.
 

4th 	 Evaluations 
- final evaluation, Sept. 

ist/89 	 Road Construction 
- begin LCIV, NoV. 

2nd/89 	 Road Construction 
- end LCIII, March 

3rd/89 	 Road Construction
 
- end LCIV, June
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5.0 PROCUREMENT PLAN
 

5.1 POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIES
 

To help ensure appropriate commodity procurement and to speed the
 
process, USAID/Bamako will seek unconditional waivers of 
the Federal
 
Procurement Regulations to locally purchase all 
vehicles.
 

All other procurement contracts for services 
or commodities will be
 
competitively bid according to regulations. 
 Justifications for the
 
waiver request for vehicle purchase may be found in Section 8.2.
 

Construction contracts for- the offices and housing will be bid by

locally-owned private sector construction companies, some of which
have already executed sub-contracts to build offices and housing for 
ECBM (the dam contractor). It is expected that local firms will 
make more competitive offers than offshore bidders. 

In view of lower costs, quicker delivery, and the need to get the 
RPU installed at the project sit- as quickly as possible, it is 
deemed prude.t to procure house and office furnishings, including 
220 volt appliances, locally. 

Locally-purchased vehicles will be the same brand and model (1oyota
c-60) as those used by both the dam contractor (ECBM) and the OMVS 
staff at Manantali. A repair capability for these already exists at 
the job site. The RPU will not be required to stock a large
inventory of spare parts for project vehicles. It is assumed that 
truc: rentals for moving people to their new sites will be best
 
procured locally through competitive bidding.
 

Specialized technical or office equipment not 
available in Mali or
 
available only at significantly higher cost will be procured from
 
U.S. sources.
 

Preparing procurement documents will 
be the responsibility of the
 
RPU. Until the arrival of the technical assistance team, the PSC
 
project administrator and the Management Office of 
USAID/Bamako will
 
help with this task.
 

The procurement of all services and 
 commodities will be the
 
responsibility of the USAID Management. Exceptions to this policy
 
will be contract support personnel and office supplies, which will
 
be procured directly by the RPU.
 

The procurement process will be initiated prior to project

authorization with the preparation of bid documents and
 
implementation orders (FIO/TS, PIO/CS) for those items for 
 which
 
specifications have been already determined (cars, 
motorbikes,
 
furnishings, appliances). 
 RPU personnel currently based in Bamako
 
will help put together the necessary papers. Staffers already have
 
some experience in this process, 
 having done some procurement with
 
UNDP funds according to UN regulations.
 

The USAID mission contract specialists, the PSC project
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administrator, and REDSO/WCA contract officers will assist the RPU
 
in the preparation of bid documents and specifications, advertising,
 
and judging submissions. REDSO legal personnel will examine all
 
procurement contracts-for adherence to U.S. government regulations 
and form. 

All contracts for local purchase will be let only after advertising
 
for a call for bids for specific lots to ensure proper supplier
 
competition and reasonable prices. Three submissions will be
 
required for lots to be purchased locally.
 

U.S. procurement will be the responsibility of the USAID/Bamakc
 
management office with assistance from the RPU personnel and project 
administrator. Allowing for necessary competition as required by
 
U.S. law, the most efficient means of procurement would be to make 
commodity purchases through a U.S. consulting firm with proven 
performance to provide procurement services. 

Requests for proposals for the provision of technical assistance to 
the RPU will be specially directed to minority consulting firms.
 

The means of the Indefinite Quantity Contract will be used to 
procure the services of short term technical assistance to help the 
RPU and AID prepare bid documents and contracts for the 
wells,tracks, village housing, and village infrastructure 
construction activities. 

Contracts for the local procurement of services for the
 
archaeological survey, the epidemiological/nutritional survey,
 
vehicle maintenance, or for the purchase of office supplies, will be
 
administered by the RPU.
 

5.2. PROCUREMENT LIST
 

QUANTITY ITEMS UNIT COST TOTALS
 

5.2.1. VEHICLES*
 

20 Motorbikes, (Camico) 600 12000 
2 Locally made canoes 1000 2000 
3 Outboard Marine motors 1500 4500 
4 Marine fuel tanks (5 gal) 100 400 
8 Toyota 4-door all-terrain 

C-60, diesel engine 15000 120000 
8 Spare parts (various) 200 1600 
1 Peugeot pickup plus partsO000 10000 
1 Mercedes 10 ton truck 4000C'0 40000 
(SUBTOTAL) (204900) 

*Note: The Toyotas will all be based at Manantali for use by
 
senior project personnel. The Peugeot will be based at the
 
Bamako antenna office. The motorbikes are for use by the CD 
agents, both RPU and village-based, for junior personnel in the
 
RPU (draftsman, accountant, chief warehouseman, secretaries).
 
One of them is also meant for liaison and light delivery for the
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Bamako office. No provision has been made to furnish drivers,
 
other warehousemen, or guards with personal transport. The
 
canoes are intended to facilitate river crossings in both the dry
 
and rainy seasons. Thus, one might be permanently stationed at
 
Bamafele. Although contracts will be let for most project
 
transport, one truck will be stationed at the RPU at Manantali
 
for various cartage tasks or emergency hauling needs.
 

5.2.2. OFFICE EQUIPMENT* 

2 IBM Personal Computers with 5000 10000 
Epson MX100 printers, soft
ware 

7 Electric typewriters with 1300 9100 
French keyboard equal to 
IBM Selectric III model 
6705 220V 50HZ 

10 Manual Typewriters with 800 8000 
French keyboard equal to 
Hermes Ambassador 

3 Photocopiers, regular 6000 18000 
paper maximum print 10 
1/8" x 14",22(0V 50HZ 
equal to 3M Secretary II 
Beta 

2 Duplicators, electric/ 3000 6000 
manual operation equal 
to GEHA model 580DA 220V 
50HZ 

5 Electric calculators, pro- 300 1500 
grammab]e, equal to Tex-
Inst 59 

1 Drafting table, adjustable, 300 300 
equal to MacMaster Carr 
#1332T4 

2 Vehicle transceivers equal 4500 9000 
to Southcon SC-130D Patrol
fone with mobile options 

2 Base station transmitter/ 2500 5000 
receivers equal to Scienti
fic radio SR-204 (with power 
supply, high stability oven 
selectable LS'q- 'JSB,squelch, 
clarifier, AM filter, blow
er, dipole antennas) 

1 Fuel tank (diesel, 5000 3000 3000 
liters) 

(SUBTOTAL) (69900) 

*Note: Five electric typewriters, four calculators, two copy 
marhines, one duplicating machine, and the drafting table and
 
cqk.ipment will be used in the RPU offices at Manantali. One of
 
each of the machines will be located in the Bamako antenna
 
office. The manual typewriters will be located in the central
 
and site warehouses. One base station transmitter will be placed
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at Hanantali and one in the Bamako office. One mobile radio unit
 
will be placed in the vehicle of the RPU director and one will be
 
placed in the vehicle of the chief of party of the technical
 
assistance team. The fuel tank will be at the RPU office. Both
 
microcomputers will be at the RPU office at Manantali. One of
 
them will be reserved exclusively for use by the Division of
 
Administration and 	Finance.
 

5.2.3. 	 OFFICF ZURNISHINGS*
 

20 	 Desks, double pedestal 400 8000 
60"0x" top, equal to 
Baigleman s C/NE4-33055 

6 	 Desks, typing station type 500 3000
 
with ].eft return equal to 
Baigelman's C/NE4-32466R
 
and E4-31831L
 

20 	 Swivel armchairs with 150 3000
 
fabric seat equal to
 
Baigleman E4-10-TB-FS
 

6 	 Secretarial posture chairs 100 600
 
with fabric seat equal to
 
Baiglemar's E4-12--TB-FS
 

7 	 Work tables, 18"x60", wood 150 1050
 
grain plastic top and
 

brushed chrome legs equal
 
to B's E4-7616-01-16
 

14 Visitors chairs with fabric 75 1050
 
seat equal to B's E4-1I1-TR-FS
 

10 File cabinets with 4 drawers, 250 2500
 
legal. 52" high, equal to
 
Baigleman's E4--38-IC.-K:
 

12 Bookshe]ves, 47"x12 5/8", 175 2100
 
3 shelves equal to Daigle
man's E4.-S4BA-f:: 

20 Air Conditioners, 220V 2HF', 600 2000 
equal to Airwell model 
May 243 

18 Ceiling fans, 3 speed, 220V 150 2700 
50HZ similar to Sear's model 34 

8 Metal tables (Metal Soudan 125 1000 
type with one drawer) 

20 Metal chairs (Metal SOL- 10 200 
dan type) 

(SUBTOTAL) (37200) 

*Note: All the above office equipment will be located at
 
Manantali except the following: Two desks, two swivel chairs, one
 
secretarial desk and chair, one work table, four visitor chairs,
 
one file cabinet., two bookshelves, three air conditioners, and
 
three ceiling fans, whiclh will be purchased for the Bamako
 
office; one metal table arid two chairs, which will be located at
 
each of the warehouses; one file cabiret which will be placed at
 
the central warehouse. The procurement list reflects allowances
 
for breakdown or damage and for the needs of TDY personnel to
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have a place to work, both at Manantall and in Bamako. 

5.2.4 	 HOUSE FURNISHINGS*
 

10 	 Dining room set equal to 2000 20000 
White Craft's Cay Sal/ 
Val enci a
 

1) 	 Living room equal to White 20)0 20000
 
Craft's Cay Gal
 

13 	 Bedroom sets with 2 twin 2000 26000 
beds equal to White
 
Craft's bedroom II 	 cane 

9 	 Bedroom sets with bunk 1000 9000 
beds, one over the other 

4 	 Bedroom sets with single 1000 4000 
bed, lamp, dresser 

10 	 Freezers, 220v 50 cycles 900 9000 

10 	 Refrigerator/Freezers, 600 8000) 
equal to G.E. model
 
TBFI5SB, 220v 50 cycles
 

10 	 Stove/oven, four burner, 600 6000 
electric 

(SUBTOTAL) 	 (102000)
 

*Note: These are intended to furnish ten project staff houses and
 
seven transient guest bedrooms that will have a common kitchen/
 
dining facility.
 

COMMODITIES TOTAL 	 414000
 

5.2.5. 	 OTHER 

Furniture and equipment for the health posts will be financed by
 
the project at a cost of approximately $44000. Materials and 
equipment to conduct the epidemiological/nutritional survey will 
likewise be provided by project funds and are included in the 
survey cost estimate of $65000. A procurement list for the 
health activities may be seen as an attachment to the health
 
activity analysis, Annex 7.7. A complete and detailed equipment
list is curently being rompiled by the SDFT and AID/Bamako health 
advisors.
 

Note: The above commodity list was drafted during project
 
design.Before implementation begins, a more complete commodity
 
list will be drafted, reflecting changes made during project
 
approval process. This revised procurement list will be sent to
 
AID/W separately.
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6.0 EVALUATION PLAN
 

Two evaluations -- a mid-term and a final -- are planned for
 
this project and proper budget allowances have been estimated to
 
fund the evaluations. The mid-term evaluation will be performed
 
by a multi-disciplinary team and will take place in project year
 
three (FY86). Its objective will be to check project achievements
 
against planned activities and to supplement on-going monitoring
 
Q.fforts. Most importantly, it will provide an objective outside
the-project assessment of the state of implementation and suggest
 
any changes in the planned execution of activities or personnel 
mix deemed necessary by the evaluators to achieve the project 
purpose in the best possible manner. The team will thus be 
required to judge the performance of GRM civil service and 
contract personnel, the expatriate technical assistants, and the 
project activity contractors, both government agency and private 
firm as the case may be. 

The final evaluation will be done in project year five (1988)
 
by a similar multidisciplinary team. Its objective will be to
 
assess the entire resettlement effort, to identify successes and
 
shortcomings, to determine what if any additional activity or
 
support is necessary, and to suggest a model for the planning and
 
execution of forced population resettlement.
 

The evaluation teams will include a financial 
analyst/accounting experts, a socio cultural anthropologist or 
rural soci ol ogi st with Sahel.ian experience, a public health 
specialist familiar with health problems in the Sahel, a civil 
engineer with construction experience, a wells construction 
specialist, a road engineer familiar with rural tracks 
construction in West Africa, and an agronomist, a livestock 
special ist, and a forester with experience in Saelian production 
systems. Due to the broad nature of the project and many 
activities to be assessed, as well as the logistical and 
scheduling problems such a large team will pose, it is suggested 
that individual efforts be staggered over three months time in 
each of the evaluations. It is expected that about six weeks, 
including document study, interviews, ficld visits, and write-up 
time, will. be required from each specialist. 

The active participation of Malian personnel unconnected to the
 
RFU and the National Hydrogeological Service will be sought.
 
Therefore, the exact nationality makeup of the team should be
 
jointly determined by USAID and the GRM to include an objective
 
mix of government and private sector expertise.
 

A total of 20 person months has been budgeted for the 
evaluations, reflecting cost estimates which cover both 
expatriate and Malian evaluators. However, an alternative which 
could lower evaluation costs would be to advertise the evaluation
 
task and call for proposals/bids from potential agencies or firms
 
capable of doing it.
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7.1 ANNEX: THE EVOLUTION OF SITE SELECTION/TRANSFER PLAN
 

7.1.1 INTRODUCTION
 

7.1.2 PRESENT VILLAGE SITES
 

7.1.3 EARLY VILLAGE GROUPINGS AND SITE PREFERENCES
 

7.1.4 PRELIMINARY SITE IDENIFICATION
 

1. Land Availability
 
2. Water Availability
 
3. Health Considerations
 
4. Environmental Considerations
 
5. Resettlement Zones, Village Groups, and Village Site Proposals
 
6. Policy for Host Villages
 
7. Transfer Plan
 

TABLES 

I. Elevations of Existing Villages
 
II. 1977 Proposed Groupings/Site Preferences
 
III. Evolution of Site Preferences 
IV. Design Team Proposed Sites/Goupings/Year of Move.
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Many important criteria were considered when selecting zones and village sites 
for resettlement. The general approach to preliminary site identification was 
to study available information to determine what additional data was needed, to 
rely on the judgment and desires of the resettled and receiving village populations,
backed by an interdisciplinary team of technical advisors in the areas of water 
supply, soils and crops, health, econcmics, and anthropology. It is obvious 
that specific village sites and resettlement zones will never be ideal from 
all perspectives. This requires each discipline of the advisory team and the 
villages to work together in harmony and constant coordination, and retain a 
large degree of flexibility in order to acccniodate changing priorities,
problems and make comprcmises. Site selection is one of the most important 
steps in the resettlement process because it will largely detemine the future 
of these 1':illages in the domains of water supply, land availability, health 
conditions, access to markets, and services.
 

7.1.2 PRESENT VILLAGE SITES 

One of the first steps in site selection was to determine which villages would
 
have to be moved due to the flooding of their present sites by the reservoir
 
to be created by the dam.
 

The limit of the reservoir as calculated by the consulting engineers for dam 
construction, Groupement Manantali, is shown in Map I. The normal high water 
elevation of the reservoir has been designed at 208 meters, with a 100-year flood 
level of 209.5 meters and a 1000-year flood level of 210.5 meters. Villages 
below these levels should safely be located above the 210 meter contour line. 
Table I shows the present elevations at which project villages are situated 
according to benchmarks and contour lines indicated on the 1/200,000, 1/50,000 
and 1/20,000 scale topographic maps. A total of 59 villages and hamlets will be 
directly affected by the dam construction. It has thus far been determined that 
thirty villages and fourteen satellite farming hamlets will have to be moved. 
Five villages and three hamlets will be hosts, in the sense that their croplands 
will be affected by relocating villages. Seven villages originally thought to 
have to move are located on high ground but their fields will be affected by 
flooding. These villages are situated above the elevation of 210 meters: 

Right Bank Elevation 

Nounkala 221 (already moved approximately 
1 km. from its former site) 

Left Bank 

Solo 247 

Southern Zone 

Kologo 232 
Diba 218 
Koba 229 
Sitaninkoto 221 
Sitafeto 225 
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These villages have been included in the resettlement planning because portions 
of their fields may be flooded out or the village may be cut off and isolated by 
the surrounding mountains and future reservoir. 

There is no information available, however, as to the extent to which fields 
will be flooded or access roads cut off since no demarcation of the limits of 
the reservoir shoreline has been done to date. Thus, precise location of the 
shoreline in the early stages of resettlement is necessary in order for villagers 
and technicians to make informed decisions about location of fields in the upstream 
area. The areas immediately concerned are sections of the eastern, western and 
southern boundaries of the lake, to be further discussed below. 

7.1.3 EARLY VILLAGE GROUPINGS AND SITE PREFERENCES 

The 1977 Groupement Manantali study suggested reducing the number of villages 
by amalgamating them into larger centers where the provision of certain social 
infrastructure would be justifiable. This would be the most economical method of 
introducing services into an area which is practically barren of any such infra
structure. The study proposed to regrou, 40 villages and hamlets into one principal 
center of 2,600 inhabitants, three secondary centers of 1,300 inhabitants and seven 
villages of 300-700 inhabitants, with infrastructure to be included relative to 
the size of the center. Two resettlement zones were identified and site plans 
included for each center. 

The 	USAID PID document of March 1982 was based upon a review of the 1977 Groupement 
lIanantali study and joint GRM/USAID missions to the project area in December 1981 
and January 1982. The PID retained the basic principal of amalgamation but 
modified and updated the locations of the proposed resettlement zones and the ccmpo
sition of the village groupings to reflect more accurately the preferences expressed 
by the villages. The PID proposed the formation of 12 main villages to be regrouped 
between four resettlement zones. The sizes ranged from 438 to 2,259 inhabitants. 

The PID approval and guidance cable deemed economic development activities inappro
priate in the project due to relevant experiences with other new lands settlements. 
As the project life coincides with a transitional stage of resettlement only, i.e. 
sensibilization, mobilization, construction, moving and settling in, the project 
designers were instructed to concentrate on assuring the re-establishment of the 
previous level of economic activity with the least disruption possible of tradi
tional social and agricultural patterns. Thus, the r.oncept of amalgamation of 
villages needed to be reviewed since its provision for socio-economic infrastructure 
had been deleted from project goals. 

As the UNDP financed studies got underway in early 1983, interviews with project 
villages reflected a gradual change in preferences for groupings and prospective 
resettlement zones. This can be expl&ined by several factors: 

1. 	 An awakening realization by the villagers that relocation is a
 
fact.
 

2. 	 The visible impact of construction activities at the dam site. 

3. 	 The economic impact of wages of men from project villages mnployed
 
on the dam construction.
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economic and political benefits' from' the relocation.
 
Polifica bawarenesscertain. villages try to maximize 

eContiict of interest within villages regarding groupings and 
'site choices. because of family ties, perceived agricultural
potential, or econciic and infrastructure benefits from the dam. 

Another factor is the original impetus for regrouping as presented by the 1977 
study. Original village groupings and site preferences are shown in Table II. 
These choices were made in response to two significant questions: 

',Wuld they accept to live together in a larger village, with a 
school, dispensary, store..but on the condition to live with 
others? 

If not, why, and if yes, with whom?
 

Most villages responded affirmatively, but perhaps without fully understanding 
the concept of amalgamation. Further inquiries -luring later studies revealed more 
of 'adesire to remain autonomous, keeping individual village identity and following 
personal village desires, rather than be identified as a collectivity. The pro
gression of changes are illustrated in Table III, where the twelve PID groupings of 
1982 break into 24 groupings, which are then geographically redistributed into 14. 
Geographic zones since the PID remain basically the same, except for a gradual
"creeping" tcwards the dam site, or villages which decided to change sides of the 
river, or remain near their present sites. 

In addition to these changes, it was alsco necessary to reconsider individually 
the case of each village located above the 210 contour to determine whether 
or not the village would be forced to move. Recnrmndations for each case were 
as follows: 

Solo - With a population of 935 inhabitants, it is the largest village 
in the Bafing zone. The village itself is located well above the 
limit of the future reservoir, but risks innondation of fields which 
extend towards the river. Further investigation revealed, however, 
that most of their fields lay on th( road west to Kama, and in hamlets 
south. The problem of isolation was also considered, as the mountains 
and future reservoir would completely cut off the village fran the 
north and the other Bafing villages to be moved downstream. Upon con
sultation with the village as to the problem of access, it was found 
that they are on the border of the Bafing and Sunkama cantons, and 
equally have family ties with Kama as with Bafing villages. A 
passable road exists between Solo and Ka, as well as available 
fields to replace those to be innondated. A possible north-south 
passage exists by footpath fron Sandiguila, a hamlet of Solo, which 
continues 15 kms north to another hamlet Toumania, becoming a road 
made by villagers for the evacuation of ag:-icultural produce, which 
continues for appraximately 25 kms to the village of Nantela, the 
first resettlement zone downstream on the left bank of the river. 
Given the villagers preference to remain in place, it was reccmnended 
that Solo not be required to move. 



Kologo - The village is safely located above the future reservoir 
limit, but some fields may be flooded. There is no access problcn 
as they are located on the road to the local goverment seat, 
Kokofata. It was reoxmended that the village not be required to 
mo-, but new fields must be identified. 

Ko& - In the same situation as Kologo and the same recomnendation 
was made. 

Sitaninkoto - The village is located near the river, but is safely 
above the future reservoir limit. More fields risk flooding than its 
neighboring villages, but the majority of its fields are located 
further south on the river. The same recomndation is made as for 
Kologo and Koba. 

Diba - The village is located not only on the main river, but near 
a major stream off the river. The village will not be flooded, but 
many of its fields are along the rivers. It is not yet known what 
percentage of its fields will be flooded, nor the availability of 
sufficient quantities of land for replacement close by. More ccmplete 
information is needed to make a final decision. 

Sitafeto - Also along the river and in the same situation as Sitaninkoto. 
The same reccrfnendation is made as for Sitaninkoto. 

Even though these villages will probably not be required to move, the following 
factors must still be taken into consideration: 

1. The quantity of fields to be flooded out mst be determined, 
and zones for new fields identified.
 

2. Though water will not flood these villages, those which use river 
water for their dcmstic water supply or which will be inclined 
to as the reservoir fills should be included in the water supply 
cmponent. The quality of water will change as the reservoir fills 
and passes over soil and vegetal matter, as opposed to solid river 
bedrock which is presently the case. 

7.1.4 PRELIMINARY SITE IDENTIFICATION 

Technical infonation considered essential to aiding the villages in site 
selE6tion was provided by the UNDP financed studies in the areas of water, 
soils, and socio-economics, in order to assure: 

land of sufficient quantity and quality to support the 
population immediately and in the future; 

- water in sufficient quantities and quality (ifnot better) to 
support the population; 
&l o0 

- access to fut4re markets and regional development; 

7'integration without conflict with people already living in the 
resettlement zones. 



Site selection was based upon villager living preferences, and the results of
the technical studies, reconfirmed by the villages, and then sulmitted to the 
local administrative authorities for approval. 

Review of the technical studies and field investigations by Mission personnel
addressed the following issues: 

1. Land Availability 

Resettlement zones must be large enough to avoid land tenure conflicts. 
The limit of village lands are generally well known. Attribution of 
new parcels would be made according to 1.ialian law in collaboration with
the "land chief" of the host village and the relocating village. The
quantity and quality of land must be comparable to the land being left
behind and suitable both for traditional and modern practices. Each
village has its territory composed of cultivable land, fallow land, rice
fields and woodlands. Garden areas around each household are cultivated 
by wcmen, as well as gardens along streams. 

The Agricultural Analysis in Annex 7.6 verifies that there is no land
problem in the identified resettlement zones. In general, the soils 
study provided enough favorable information to allow for a preliminary
evaluation of the resettlement zones and localizing of new village
sites. Information from the detailed phase of the soils study is needed 
before selections can be finalized. 

2. Water Availability
 

The hydrogeological conditions of the potential resettlement zones 
are discussed in the Wells Annex 7.2.4. Water has been found in 
sufficient quantity and quality for domestic use at depth in fracture 
zones.
 

3. Health Considerations 

According to the Public Health Analysis in Annex 7.7 new village sites
downstream from the dam should be located at least two kilometers away
from the river and 5 kilometers from known breeding sites, due to the
possible increase in onchocerciasis. With one half of the project
villages choosing downstream resettlement zones, thi s placed a restriction 
on those villages presently living along the river wishing to relocate
alongside the river again. This guideline was respected in all pre
liminary site planning. 

4. Environmental Considerations 

The size of the village groupings could possibly have a negative effect 
on the environment as well as cause social pressures in the future when
population growth will put demands upon available land. As most villages
will be moving to very lightly populated areas, the installation of people,
animals and establishing of fields will affect the micro environment and 
structure of the land. Felling of trees, removal of root systems, burning
of bush, and the introduction of micro-organisns which accompany human
habitations will change land areas. There is no doubt that these areas will
be able to support the changes, but measures to minimize the negative 
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effects must be taken. Degradation of the natural environment by large
population concentrations must be avoided. Large village groupings 
must also take into consideration that in the future expansion of villages,
land will become the most valuable resource. It was therefore recanmnended 
that a buffer zone of at least a kilometer be kept between villages
within a grouping. The inportance of land and the distinction of different 
types is discussed in the Social Soundness Analysis in Annex 7.4. 

5. Resettlement Zones, Village Groups, and Village Site Proposals 

Before preliminary sites were proposed to villages, specific policies 
were set by the Administration as further guidelines: 

- Villages would not be allowed to settle on the piece of land 
given to the builders of the dam by the Malian Government 
exclusively for the task of construction and future operation
(i.e. Soukoutali which planted a sign of a parcel of land 
next to the dam headquarters). 

- Existing separate village ,mits will not be permitted to divide and 
establish separate villages (i.e. as in the case of Marena which 
proposed to divide into Marena I, II and III). A village admini
stratively will remain one village. This does not impede villages 
from establishing farming hamlets. 

As a result, ten villages which had chosen sites close to the dam where 
the river approaches the cliffs (between Bingassi and Manantali) were oblige 
to fall back upon original choices or alternatives. 

With the results of the first phase of the studies and administrative requir 
ments conunicated to the villages, new sites were identified, falling withi 
five general zones. Three zones are located upstream on the boundaries 
of the reservoir, and two are located downstream on either side of the 
Bafing. These zones are subdivided into seven village groups corresponding 
to centers of concentration within the limits of the zones (see Map 2).
The groups are to serve as the main points of organization for construction, 
infrastructure and social services (see Village Reconstruction Annex 7.2.5).
Each village group is then comprised of individual, autonomus village
sites (see Map 3). Twelve of those sites correspond to successful boreholes 
executed under the DNHE Hydrogeological study. The new village sites and 
resettlement plan are given in Table IV. 

The site choices must be finalized before any village construction activitie 
ran begin. The final results of the soils and topographic studies must be 
available before final evaluation can take place. Once available, village
leaders accompanied by a technical team including a soils expert, topo
grapher, and members of the Project Resettlement Unit will inspect the 
proposed site for a final decision or reconsideration. In the cases of 
sites identified next to positive boreholes, implantation will be facili
tated by the limiting factor of walking distance from the village to the 
well (usually not more than 500 meters), therefore those villages will be 
located no greater than at a 500 meter radius fra the well. 

Final site verification should take place in the dry season of 1984-85 
to allow the water supply cxmponent of new village construction to begin 
without delay. 



6. Policy for Host Villages 

Villages acting as hosts to the populations to be moved are to be considered
 
on an 
equal basis with the villages they are receiving. They will undoubtedly
play an important role of support for the displaced newcomers. In many
cases these villages are already linked by common ancestry or through
marriages. Where resettling villages are to benefit from certain infra
structure, specifically water points and improved roads, the host village
will also benefit fron the same infrastructure. This will in a sense serve 
as an indemnization for the land the host villages will be giving up, as 
well as prevent jealousy or inequality between villages.
 

7. Transfer Plan
 

The move will be organized in two phases. About half of the villages will 
move in May 1986. 
This phase includes those villages that will be threatened
 
by the abnormal rise in river level during rainy season 1986 caused by
the fourth diversion of the flow to facilitate the dam construction. The
seond phase will move in May 1987. Every attempt has been made to transfer 
villages -- according to zone, group, and new site location -- in the same 
year. The plan listing the villages and year of transfer is seen in Table IV. 
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TABLE I
 

ELEVATIONS OF PRESENT SIVS
 

VILLAGE ELEVATION VILLAGE ELEVATION 

Right Bank Left Bank 

Soukoutali 164 Ougoudinko 204 
Sekokoto 164 Badioke 174 
Keniekenieko 166 Kouroundi 180 
Kenieba 160-170 Kilia
 
Nigui 184(189) Solo 247
 
Farabandi 184(189) Banbouta 190-200(174-180) 
Firia 205(211) Goungoudala 190-200(2154
 
Madinandi 189 Tima 213
 
Nounkala 221
 
Topndidji 190-200 South
 
Ganfan 180-190 
Kambou 171 Kologo 232(230) 

Diba 218(217)
Left Bank Koba 229(228) 

Sitaninkoto 221 (224)
Dialakoto 165-170 Sitafeto 225 
Souroufouga 165 
Kouroukondi 170 Rivers and ;';ajor Streams 
Barlakourou 170-175
 
Tintilla 170-175 Bafing at Scukoutali 156
 
Sandegnan 160-170 Bafing at Kenieba 157 
Konkorma 180-190 Koundia between Kenieba 
Bamafele 169 and Tondidji 158 
Goumbalan 190-200(182) Bafing at Kambou 160 
Marena 170-180 (173) Bafing at Goungoudala 202 

Souguiri at Sitaninkoto 206
 

Elevations are taken fram 1/200,000, 1/50,000 and 1/20,000 scale maps. Elevations 
shown in parentheses are where the maps varied. 
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TABLE II
 

GROUPEMRNr MANANTALI FINAL REPORT 1977 - GRUJPING AND SITE PREFEFOKCS 

Village Original Grouping Preferences - 1977 Original Site Preferences - 1977 

1. Soukoutali 	 Nigui, Farabandi, Sekokoto Towards Manantali, next to Bafing 
2. 	 Sekdcoto Bingassi, Soukoutali, Keniekenieko, Towards Manantalij next to Bafing 

Farabandi, Nigui 

3. 	 Keniekenieko Farabandi, Nigui, Sekokoto, Soukoutali At foot of Simanta, hill 10 kms 
from present site 

4. 	 Kenieba No preference, want to preserve their
 
name
 

5. 	 Nigui Farabandi, Keniekenieko, Kenieba, On the edge of water
 
SoAkoutali
 

6. Farabandi 	 Keniekenieko, Nigui On edge of reservoir 

7. Firia 	 Nounkala, Dolikoto, Bokoto, Sarke Remain in Canton of Gangaran 

8. 	 Sandegnan/ Barlakourou, Ganfan, Tondidj i, Konkorma, 
(Madinarxi) Bamafele, Sobela, Kenieba
 

9. Nounkala 	 Kenieba, Nigui, Ibndidji Next to their momtain 

10. 	 Tondidj i Kambou, Ganfan, Konkorma Remain in Canton of Bafing, in 
the Tintioulen 

11. Ganfan 	 Tondidji, Kambou 
12. 	 Kambou Konkorma, Tondidji, Ganfan, Bamafele, -

Badioke 
13. 	 Bamafele No preference, want to remain the Closest possible to present site 

Arrondisseent 
14. 	 Tintilla Bamafele, Konkorma, Kenieba, Sobela, -

Kodegnan, Ganfan, Barlakourou 
15. 	 Marena Bamafele, Goumbalan, Ougoudinko, were they can profit from dam 

Badioke 
16. 	 Goumbalan Would prefer not to live withi others, 

to avoid eventual problems with land 
17. 	 Konkorma Bamafele, Badioke, Marena, Gotmbalan, Next to dam 

Ganfan, Tondidj i, Kambou 
18. Barlakourou 	 With anyone of the Bafing 

19. Goungoudala Bambouta, Solo, Niarekira 	 West of present site 
20. Ougoudinko Goumbalan, Solo, Badioke, Marena 	 West of present site, near Toumani 

21. 	 Solo Goungoudala, Bambouta, Badioke South of present site, as near 
as possible 

22. 	 Bambouta Goumbalan, Solo On other bank of Bafing in the 
same sector 

23. Badioke Bamafele, GoumbalF- Marena, Solo 	 On edge of reservoir 

24. Koba 	 No preference, but remain equal to others On edge oi reservoir 

25. Diba No preference, but to be first occupants 	Next to river 

26. Kologo Would prefer rot to live with others 	 

27. Sitaninkoto 	 Sitafeto, Kologo, Diba, Koba 

28. 	 Sitafeto Farina, Niarekira, Kouroukoto Next to river 
-10



RECASEMENI
 
'lAIJIJ 	 MANANTALI 

RESETTLEMENT 
PROGRESSION OFVILLAGE GROUPINGS AND SITE PREFERENCES 

REvolution aes tie Villages vi: d Sites,lroupeh Prfirmices 

VILLAGE GROUPING VILLAGE GROUPING
 
1902 PID SITE HYDROGEO. STUDY 2/1983 HYDRO-GDO/ENGR DE11ELE MISSION DE).SELE SITE DEMBELE
 
PREFERENCL GDO/ENGR MISSION 3/1983 SITE PREFERENCE 4/1983 PREFERENCE REPORT
 

f Villa e No. 2
 
Farina Dialakoto Farina
Dialakot(
'.I.loto
u.utal I f.-----	 Dlalakoto 

Seckoto Bet.,ten Kenie-

Kenikenieko ---- kenidala and All Othe s Between Nigul Between Village No. 3
 
SnsruufoLga bingassi Sonfara and Farabandi Sonfara and
 
1.Ig,.. 	 Hamiko - Sonfara andi 	 -Iamiko 

Faraz~tdi .a..k
 

Between
Soukoutaii 
Skokoto Bafing & Village No. 6 

Cite Ouvrs. -Kolonindala
 
Kenidkenifko Next to
 
Souroufouga Barrage


,lllage No. 2
 

oniriakar D Manantali Divided Manantali - One concession Manantali 
already moved-

Kolonindala Two concessions Kolonindala 
left 

eillaNo. 3 

,Iu Solo Solo Village No. 7 
(nanhal ,, .,Ougoudin o Ougoudinko 
lIu~eli 
)uqoudinko 

Last of Djinfiti 
* 1 

Diok~li 
* 

Kolonindala Diokali Ojinfiti Fardala 

Kolia Goumbalar. e Undecided Goumbalan Keb~rind Village No. 1 
"Kdbdrindi 
Bouramaya 

villige No. 4 Hamlet called / 
Kondagnan 

SI(ntila - inntila Baddka . Tinntila - K.b rindi 
,.t.roukondi ---- Mintegnan Kouroukondi Between Kondo- Kouroukondi Near ( 
....lakourou gnan and Mad. ' Kondognanl( 

Goungou Village No. 5 

Barlakourou Tindikoto Barlakeurou _ Tindikoto( Tindikoto 

,t.,ieta Kenitba Fardala, Kala, Keniba 
Village No. 8 

Near Ojinfiti Sandegnan Bertakounda Sandegnan _ integnan Mintegnan 
Madinand Madinandi Near Nounkala Madinandi Near Nounkala /Village No. 9 

/'Near tounkala 

p 6 Bamafl616 Between Son- / 
Between Bingassi Bambouta fara and CitlVillage No. 4
 

Ba!,df le Bamafeld and Sonfara Smaltoutou de Cadres
 
Bimbouta Badiok6 . Between Sonfara
 
dOldntoutou Banfara Bambouta/ and Bingassi
 

dadioke Samantoutou Banfara
 
Timd
 Badiok6 


Tintioulen
 

Tima ?--

village No. / 

Tondidji Tondidji Tondidji
 
Ganfan Ganfan Ganfan Village No. 10


iKambou Kambou Kambou 

Konkorma Tintioulen Konkorma Tintloulen Konkorma .Tirstioulen Near
Kokokt


I Marina Bouramaya Mardna BouramayajI Konkoukoutou
 

Toumania
 
Village No. 8 a n t
 

Kourondi - -Between Tintioulen Kwrondi Tintoulen. Kourondi T Tintloulen
and Konkoukoutou
 

Village No. 9
 

Firia Firia Near Nounkala,
 
Nounkala Near Nounkala Nounkala -. Already moved__,_Firia - Near Nounkalaj
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TABUE III (oontinued) MECASEENT
MANANTALI 

PROGRESSION OF VILLAGE GROUPINGS AND SITE PREFEmriat.) RESETTLEMENT 

Evolution des Groupes de Villages et Pr6f6rences de Sites 

VILLAGE GROUPING 4/19831982 PIO VILLAGE 1982 PID SITE HYDRO'EO. STUDY 2/1983 HYDRO-GDO/ENGR VILLAGE GROUPING DEMBELE SITE DEMBELE
 
GROUPING PREFERENCE GOO/ENGR MISSION 3/983 SITE PREFERENCE DEMBELE MISSION PREFERENCE REPORT
 

Village No. 10
 
Between 
 Village No.11
 

KoNaaRv 
logo 

Koba Near Resevoir 

Koloqo 

Diba -

Near Resevoir Diba 
"'Kologo 

-- Near Ba16 River/V 
' 

Kaligo-Kourou Same 
and Road Koko. 

Village No.13 
Koba Near Fatagania Koba Between Kolin

-- - f6, Fatagania, Same 
Rd. Bantakoto 

Village No. 11 

Sitaninkoto Near Present Sites 
Between Pre-
sent Site and 

Village No.12 

Sitaf~to J' Southeastern Edge Sitanin oto Near Present 
" 

Sitaninkoto Bantakoto ___..Same 
of ResevoirSite-Right Bank ,, 

Sitafdt Near Present Sitafdto 
Site-Left Bank -" -

Between Pre-
sent Site and 

Village No.14 

Niartkira --- * Seme 

Village No. 12 

Goungoudal None Gounnoula Near Bale River.,..Goungoudala undecided Withor Downstream 

lllage No. 8
 

Total No. of Village Groups
 

1982 2/1983 - 3/1913 4/1983 4/1983 Report
 

12 24 22 14
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TABLE IV 

VILLAGE RESETIMT PLAN 

ZONE GROP LOCATION PRINCIPAL
VnLAGE VILLAGES 

near Bangassi Bamafele Bamafele 
Samantautou 
Nakalouya (H)* 
Bantandioke 
Barlakourou 
Badioke 
Kolonidala 
Koniakari 

(H) 

Tambafin 
Tambafin 

1 (H) 
2 (H) 

Diobefin (H) 
2 near Kenieba Kenieba 

Djinnfiti/ Bambou -a 
Dj innfi:-j. (H) 
Ougoudinko 
Diokeli 
Doumba (H) 
Kalia (H) 
Kcuroukofe (H)
Keniebafin (H)
Kodianfe (H)
Faradala (H) 

3 near Keniekenieko Keniekenieko 
Dekelikourcu/ 
Dalafara 

Sekokoto 
Soukoutali 
Souroufouga 
Dougoutankoto 
Liliko (H) 

(H) 

Farabandi 
Nigui 

2 4 between Sobela Dialakoto 
Banfara & Goumbalan 
Sobela Kondognan 

Kouroukondi 
Marena 
Nantela 
Sobela 
Tintilla 

3 5 near 
Nhllnkala 

Madinandi Firia 
Dolikoto 
Madinandi 
Ncunkala 
Sandegnan 

-13-

YEAR OF MOVE 

86 
87 
87
 
87
 
87
 
87
 
host 
87 
87 
87 
87
 

86 
87 
host
 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
host 

86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86
 

86 
87 
host 
86 
87 
host
 
host 
87 

87 
host 
87
 
host 
87
 



PRINCIPAL
 
ZCNE GROUP LOCATICN VILLAGE VILLAGES YEAR OF MOVE 

4 6 near Tondidji Ganfan 87 
Tintioulen Kambou 87 

Diabougou (H) 87 
Sitakoto (H)
Konkorana 

87 
86 

Kouroundi 86 
Tondidji 87 

5 7 near Gomgoudala Goungoudala 87 
Kologo Tim (H) 87 

Note: It is believed that the following villages, originally thought to be 
required to relocate, will not have to be transferred because they are lbcated 
at elevations beyond the upper limits of the high water level in the reservoir: 

Diba 
Koba 
Kologo 
Nounkala 
Sitafeto 
Sitaninkoto
 
Solo
 

* (H) = Farming Hamlet 
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7.2.1. ANNEX: PROJECT OFFICES, LODGING, WAREHOUSES.
 

A prerequisite to undertaking project activities and accomplishing
 
project goals is to assure adequate living and working conditions for the
 
Resettlement Project Unit (RPU) staff and Advisory Personnel. Suitable
 
housing and office space must be furnished in a timely manner to allow RPU
 
and advisory personnel to become functional on-site with minimal delays.
 
Project activities in the field will also require minimal support through
 
the provision of storage facilities essential for the protection of project
 
commodities.
 

The creation of a base of operations for the dam construction has
 
been completed with housing and offices built for the personnel of the
 
Construction Contractor (Entreprises de Construction du Barrage de Manantali,
 
ECBM), the Consulting Engineers (Groupement Manantali, GM), and the Employers,
 
OMVS. Though the OMVS operation does contain aResettlement Unit, housing and
 
office space were not foreseen in dam mobilization activities for the USAID/GRM
 
Resettlement Project. OMVS, ECBM and GM were approached as to the availability
 
of extra facilities for rent or purchase, but it was found that the existing
 
buildings have barely covered their own needs.
 

Certain provisions and options are possible, however, for the USAID/
 
GRM Resettlement Project:
 

e Parcels of land countiguous to existing Contractor facilities are available
 
for RPU building needs. The offices are to be located next to OMVS offices,
 
RPU and advisory staff are to be housed within the compound of the "Cit6 des
 
Cadres" or directly next door and RPU support staff (chauffeurs, etc.) can be
 
located within the compound of the "Citd d'Ouvriers".
 

e Electricity and running water will be supplied by the Contractor on a
 
reimbursable basis (the reason why RPU facilities must be located next to
 
existing buildings - no extension of utilities need be made).
 

* The Contractor ECBM could handle the construction, furnishing and mainte
nance of the required buildings, in turn to be leased to the Resettlement
 
Project.
 

* The Resettlement Project with USAID/Bamako Engineering and Management Office
 
support could contract to have the required buildings constructed, provide
 
furnishings, and arrange for necessary maintenance for the Project lifetime.
 

Due to time constraints and the management burden foreseen on the RPU
 
and USAID, ECBM has been approached for an expression of interest to assume
 
the construction/leasing role. The Contractor has responded affirmatively,
 
buthas not furnished conditions or projected costs. The advantage to this
 
method is that the RPU and USAID would not be burdened with procurement and
 
long-term maintenance. The disadvantage would be the higher cost, as ECBM
 
would subcontract the work to a local Malian firm, as they did with most of
 
their own building construction. This practice would include their overhead
 
in addition to the Subcontractor's overhead.
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If to the contrary, the Resettlement Project is required to purchase
 
these services, the building construction can be contracted out to a local
 
firm following standard practices with the Directorate of Rural Engineering
 
(GR) and the support of the Engineering Office. Procurement of furnishings
 
could pass through the Management Office, and maintenance services would be
 
arranged for or purchased at the dam site through the RPU. The advantage
 
to this procedure would be the lower cost and that it could be more expedi
tious.
 

The cost analysis addresses construction needs only, with estimated
 
percentages added according to the method of contracting chosen. Furnishings,
 
utilities and maintenance are not included.
 

A. Design Requirements for Headquarters and Field Support Buildings.
 

The requirements for the residential quarters and office space for
 
the RPU and Advisory staff, and for the field support buildings are as
 
follows:
 

1. Ten residential units of which five contain approximately 120 square
 
meters of living space including three bedrooms and contain approximately
 
100 square meters of living space including two bedrooms. These units are
 
to house the RPU and Advisory staff and shall be located in or near the
 
Cite des Cadres.
 

2. A guest house/maison de passage with approximately 162 square meters
 
of living space, with seven bedrooms with baths, a common lounge, and kit
chen to be located in or near the Cite des Cadres. This building will house
 
USAID and other visiting project related staff.
 

3. Office space of approximately 188 square meters, divided into thirteern
 
offices, a storeroom, bathroom, and a conference room, with a parking area
 
for 10 vehicleG, to be located adjacent to OMVS offices. The offices will
 
be of a simple, functional design and will serve as RPU headquarters.
 

4. One central warehouse of approximately 200 square meters, for storage
 
of food aid, construction materials and equipment for village reconstruction,
 
and other project commodities. The warehouse will be located near Bingassi
 

at the new site of Bamafele, the Arrondissement, to serve as a central dis
tribution point.
 

5. Seven site warehouses in the resettlement zones, of approximately
 
75 square meters divided into two storage areas, for local distribution of
 
food aid (approximately 4.000 tons over three years), storage of construc
tion, materials and equipment during daily operations, and office space for
 
management of on-site resettlement activities.
 

In general, housing offices and warehouses will conform to the
 

following speficications:
 

Exterior walls of cement block (15-20 cm) with reinforced corners; inte

rior walls of cement block (10 cm); concrete footings and foundations, or
 

on compacted fill; reinforced
stone rubblework; concrete ground floor slab 


concrete bond beams and columns (in warehouses); steel trusses and purlins
 

with corrugated metal roofing; hung plywood ceilings; metal shutters or metal
 

frames with windows; metal exterior doors; wood interior doors; cement plas

ter inside and outside; walls whitewashed or painted; bathroom tile;
 

electrical installations and modern plumbing (housing and offices).
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B. Architectural and Engineering Services.
 

Certain restraints are placed upon the design of the RPU housing and
 
office buildings, due to their proximity to buildings already constructed
 
of specific models or styles. RPU buildings should be similar to the design
 
of the existing constructions, to respect the architectural and visual
 
integrity of the established building complexes. Thus, design parameters
 
were established by consulting and adopting plans furnished by the Contractor.
 

The design division of GR could elaborate the drawings and furnish design
 
details to model plans furnished by ECBM, as well as direct the contracting
 
and supervise the construction. Whether the contracting goes through ECBM
 
or directly to a local firm through GR, all drawings and specifications will
 
be approved by the USAID Engineering Office. In addition, the Engineering
 
Office will follow a program of periodic control of all construction activities.
 

C. Local Construction Capability.
 

There are several local Malian firris which are qualified to undertake
 
one or more construction contracts. Loca.. procurement of construction materials will
 

be necessary, as contractors are genera.ly not capable, nor would time permit
 
for the procurement of construction materi.als or equipment through normal USAID
 
procedures. The cost will also be less thon if U.S. construction materials
 
were required.
 

D. Building Construction Cost Analysis.
 

The cost analysis is based upon current unit prices and prevalent
 
construction conditions in Mali. Many factors can varyprices; for instance
 
the location of a site will affect transport costs and general logistics, or
 
the uncertain availability of construction materials on the market (e.g. cement,
 

reinforcing steel, roofing materials), and especially the variation in the price
 
of these materials when in short supply, can make it difficult to determine
 
precise unit costs. Given these restrictions, unit prices were arrived at
 
1ccordingly below.
 

The unit prices per square meter shown in colum- A were given by the
 
National Directorate of Construction and Urbanism (DNUC). These tend to reflect the
 
upper limit of local construction rates and are most often found among firms
 
with expatriate personnel to support. The unit prices shown in Column B are
 

average rates per square meter based on several construction contracts let
 
over the past year under the control of the Mission Engineering office, as
 

well as the construction work already executed by local firms for the personnel
 
housing at Manantali. For this reason, t'e unit prices in Column B are found
 

to be more reasonable and have been used to estimate the costs of construction.
 
An exchange rate of % 1.00 = 750 MF has been used in the calculations of dollar
 

costs.
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1. 	Modern House Construction: 

1st category, containing all
 

canforts - tiled floors, glass windows,
 
modern plumbing and electricity, re
inforced concrete and cement block 
construction $ 

2. 	Modern House and Office Construction
 
2nd category, cement block and
 

stone rubble masonry, corrugated metal
 
roofing on metal frame, plywood ceil
ings, metal doors and shutters, electri-


DNUC USAID PRICE EXPERIENCE
 
Column A Column B
 

(per M2 ) (per M2 ) 

365.00 $ 300.00 

city and plumbing limited. 


3. Semi-Modern House Construction:
 
Exterior walls in cement, interior
 
walls in banco (mud brick),
 
cement plastering. Corrugated
 
metal roof on metal frame, no ceiling,
 
metal doors and shutters, electricity
 
and plumbing limited. 


4. Banco and Masonry Construction
 

Foundations of stone rubblework, walls
 
in banco or stone masonry, cement mor
tar and plastering. Corrugated metal
 
roofing on wood frame; electricity
 
limited, traditicnal plumbing (out
door latrine) 


5. Banco Construction: Entirely in
 
mud blocks, cement mortar and plaster
ing, corrugated metal roofing, no
 
ceiling, no electricity or plumbing,
 
floor of damned earth. 


6. Traditional Eanco Construction
 
Entirely banco construction, roof of
 
vegetal matter (straw thatch), mud
 
mortar and plastering, floor of rammed
 
earth, wood or corrugated metal door.
 
No electrical or sanitary installations,
 
no painting. 


7. Warehouse Construction: Reinforced
 
concrete and cement block masonry,
 
corrugated metal roof on metal frame,
 
sliding metal doors, concrete floor,
 
modern electrical installations. 


8. Warehouse Construction: Cement
 
and stone rubble foundation, cement
 
block masonry for walls, reinforced
 
concrete columns, corrugated metal
 
roof on metal frame, metal doors,
 
cement floor, iij electricity. 


$ 275.00 $250.00 

$ 170.00 $ 150.00 ' 

$ 130.00, 100.00 

$ iuu.uu /i.Ou. 

$ 80.00 0 40.00 

0 327.00 , 250.00 

$ 300.00 0 200.00 
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A distance coefficient of 20% (according to REDSO/WCA estimates) of
 
the total contract amount is added to the construction cost to cover logis
tics and transport of materials.
 

A & E services and surveillance by the GRM office of Rural Engineering of
 
the work are estimated at 6% of the total contract amount, due to Lhe diCtauzce
 
involved and the remoteness of the location.
 

The preceding prices are expected to hold into early 1984. An inflation factor
 
is not included in the cost estimate as construction should begin by this time
 
for the project to start on schedule. (Note: Both an inflation and contingency
 
factor are included in the budget table 5 seen in Section 3 of the PP).
 

E. Cost Estimate (in dollars)
 

1. Housing for PMU and Advisory Personnel.
 

No. of Type of Unit Unit Total Unit
 
Units Area(m 2) Area(m2 ) Cost/m2 Cost/unit Total Cost
 

5 3 bedroom House 120 240 $ 300 36,000 180,000
 
5 2 bedroom House 100 600 $ 300 30,000 150,000
 
I Guest House with
 

sevenunits with 
bathrooms and a 
common kitchen 
and lounge 112 $ 300 34,000 . 34,000 

2. Offices for PMU and Advisory Personnel
 

io. of Type of Unit Unit Total Unit Cost/unit Total Cost
 
2
 

Units 	 Area(m 2) Area(m2) Cost/m


2 	 Office buildings
 
in complex with
 
12 offices (4x4m),
 

four WCs (2.5m 2),a
 
conference room
 
(4 /8m), and store

room (4x4) 	 125 250 $ 250 31,250 62,500
 

3. Warehouses in Resettlement Zones
 

No. of Type of Unit Unit Total Unit Cost/unit Total Cost
 
Units Area(m 2 ) Area(m 2 ) Cost/m

2
 

1 Central Warehouse 200 200 200 40,000 40,000
 
7 Zone Warehouse 75 525 $ 200 15,000 105,000
 

I. Totals 1.,2. & 3.: 493,500
 
II. Plus 20% Distance Factor: 98,700
 
III. Total Building Construction: 592,200
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F.Recommendations
 

The choice of contracting method will depend upon the outcome of the
 
negotiations with ECBM for a range of support services. As building construc
tion is only one of the services to be included, it would be difficult at this
 
point to treat it separately from the overall package sought, since no detailed
 
information has been received. 
This method might not be feasible if the resolution
 
of a global contract is too time consuming, thus delaying construction as well
 
as being too expensive due to contractor overhead. If, to the contrary, the
 
cost for building construction in the global contract remains reasonable and the
 
time for execution acceptable, this option would be the recommended method to
 
follow. If, however, the cost is unreasonably high and the contracting process
 
too slow and burdensome, the alternative of using a local contractor would be
 
a less costly and perhaps a more efficient and appropriate contracting method.
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7.2.2 Analysis of Track Improvement 

Justification 

The GRM has three administrative classifications for its road system: routes 
of national interest (RN), routes of regional interest (RR) and routes of 
local interest (RL). As shown on Figure 1, none of the roads, or rather 
tracks which run into or traverse the project area have warranted any of these 
administrative classifications. This is but one indication of the isolation 
of the project area from the national transportation network. 

The GRM also categorizes road and tracks based on their physical 
characteristics as follows: 

Class A - Paved roads, 

Class BI - Improved gravel road with adequate geometrical norms and 
subbase. Drainage structures do not impede vehicle speed, 

Class B2 - Graveled road for all season travel with some 
geometrical norms. Roadway in selected materials. Paved fords, and 
submersible and single lane bridges, 

Class C - Improved track with traffic limitations during the rainy 
season. Minimal geometric norms. Longitudinal profile follows 
natural level of soil. Surface of natural soil or selected 
materials. Transversal drainage limited to culverts and fords. 

Class D - Dry season track. One lane on the natural soil surface. 
Few drainage works. Surface of natural soil compacted by vehicles. 
Passable by trucks and four-wheel drive vehicles. 

Of the three major access routes which lead into the project area, only one, 
the newly constructed road to the dam site, rates as high as a Class B. The 
others are Class C and D. Within the project area 3elf, none of the routes 
are better than Class D tracks, &idmany are worse.
 

This being said, the problem of access takes on formidable dimensions. The 
first requirement is to provide adequate, if rudimentary, access into and out 
of the several zones of the project area by improving links with the national 
and regional route networks. The second is to establish easy access to new 
village sites to facilitate delivery and construction as well as to link these 
new villages into existing, traditional commercial routes. The third is to 
ensure continued access until flooding to old village sites for the purposes 
of ready communication and evacuation. The following discussion proposes 
improvements to several existing tracks in the project area in order to 
fulfill these requirements. The tracks chosen for improvement are shown on 
the map on page 4. 

The two traditional access routes into the area are from Kita at the east and 
from Mahina at the northwest. From Kita, on regional route RR 13 and the 
Dakar-Bamako rail line, a gravel road crosses the Bakoye River on a 
submersible bridge, then an unimproved, seasonal track leads first north, then 
westward to Konkoukoutou auk Tondidji and continues along the right bank of 
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the Bafing River northward through Kenieba, Keniekenieko, Manantali, Bingassi 
and on. From Mahina, on national route RN 2, and also on the rail line, a 
deteriorating gravel road runs south to KouJ.ougundi, where a seasonal track 
turns eastward through Soubala and along the left bnak of the Bafing River 
through Madina Goungou, Nantela, Bamafele and south. However, to facilitate 
access to the dam site, a new, high standard gravel road has just been 
constructed on the right bank from Mahina southeastwards, directly to BingassJ 
and Manantali. This is now the major access route from the northwest. 
Unfortunately, it does not improve the principal vehicular access into the 
area from the east, i.e., from Kita or Bamako. 

To reach the area from Bamako requires passing through Kita and on to the 
unimproved seasonal track to Tondidji and then up the river valley to Kenieba 
and Manantali, as described previously. Since this will be the major access 
route for the project and to the eastern side of the reservoir once it fills, 
most deteriorated section of this route will require improvements. Tondidji 
itself will be resettled slightly eastward from its present location and the 
track onward along the river bank to Kenieba and Soukoutali will be flooded b3 
the reservoir (some flooding will in fact take place during the rainy season 
in 1986). Therefore, improvements will be made to the access route from the 
east, the following segment: 

"A" Konkoukoutou 25 km
 
(Village spurs - 300n/village 600 m)
 

Improvements to this route are not only required to facilitate project 
activities, but also ensure eastward access to villages whose westward routes 
will be cut by the reservoir. Shorter-term repairs and maintenance will be 
made on the riverine track, the following segment: 

"B" Tondidji-Soukoutali 19 km 

These repairs are readily justified by the importance of this link to project 
mobilization and continuous access. 

The major new resettlement zones I and II are on both banks downstream from 
the dam (Bingassi-Faradala and Sobela-Nantela). They are close to the major 
access routes from the north and east. The establishment of several short nem 
tracks and upgrading of several others will provide adequate access both for 
the purposes of project work and for the villagers afterwards. The segments 
necessary are as follows: 

"C" Bingassi-Faradala Loop 35 km
 
"D" Faradala-North 3 km
 
"E" Bridge-Nantela-West 14 lm
 
(Village spurs - 300n/village 6900 m)
 

This work is readily justified by the clusters of twenty-three villages-un
construction sites in these areas, and the consequent need for both project 
and commercial access.
 

Access to the other project zones is more problematical. Only two villages 
will be resettled in the south near Bambouta and Goungoudala. Access is 
provided westward by a small seasonal track which leads circuitously to Solo 
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and on to Kama and on towards the major access route from northwest, the 
gravel road from Mahina. Ensuring this access would entail improving the 
entire existing track, or the following segments: 

"G" Kama-Solo 18 km
 
"" Solo-Bambouta-Goungcudala 34 km
 
(Village spurs - 300r/village 600 m)
 

However, to facilitate the resettlement activities (project management will be 
located and construction will begin in the northern zones, I and II, discussed 
above) a north-south access way must likewise be ensured. This can be 
accomplished along the existing north-south track through Bamafele which runs 
along the left bank of the river. This segment is: 

"F" Bridge-Bamafele 20 km 

This track is poorly drained on alluvial soils; it would require repair and 
maintenance after each rainy season. This investment should be minimal since 
the track will be lost by the filling of the reservoir. It will probably also 
be cut by flooding during each rainy season from 1986 onward. 

A second option is to upgrade a small north-south track/trail which runs on a 
plateau from Nantela through Badeka and Tounania to Sandiguila, south of 
Solo. This would, however, be more costly due to the two steep rock grades 
leading to the plateau and to the length of track to upgrade. It would have 
the distinct advantage of serving as a continuous north-south access route in 
the future (several hamlets and villager-motivated improvements on this 
track/trail bode well for continued maintenance). The road design study 
should explore the relative feasibility and costs of this possibility. 

The rema4 ning zone IV on the right bank consists of the new villages to be 
established between Nounkala and Tombounto. During construction, access will 
be possible along the right bank track from Manantali through Kenieba, or 
segment "A" discussed previously. However, future commercial access to this 
area would be from the northeast via Niantasso. lerefore, continued access 
must be ensured along the track running past these new village sites 
nortbwards to Niantasso. First, temporary repairs to the access track: 

"I" Kenieba-Nounkala 14 Rm 

Then, improvement of the segment: 

"J" Nounkala-Niantasso 15 km
 
(Village spurs - 30Or/village 900 m)
 

It had been hoped that the improvements to the access ways necessary for the 
resettlement activities could be coordinated, or better the costs shared, with 
a separate deforestation opetation which is planned for clearing the reservoir 
area of wood. Unfortunately, this operation is as yet at the feasibility 
stage, and being studied by a German consulting engineering firm. The 
deforestation operation will undoubtedly include some work on accessways in 
and out of the river valley in order to transport the cut logs. However, 
until such time as a definitive deforestation plan is developed, the project 
is obliged to make the necessary budgetary provisions to ensure its own access 
ways. The project will work with the Ministry of Water and Forests to 
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coordinate activities and to avoid duplication and economize as possible on 

the amount of improvement work to be undertaken by each project. 

Terrain 

The climate of the project area is known as "Sudano-Guinean," and could be 
considered sub-humid. The area has a relatively short but variable rainy 
season from mid-June to mid-October which is followed by a long dry season. 
The annual rainfall varies widely between 800 mm and 1200 m. The na tural 
vegetation varies from herbaceous to wood savanna with occasional thin 
gallery forests along water courses. (Average density: 75 trees/ha.) The
 
project area is for the most part a vast series of colluvial peneplains and 
slopes cut by the alluvial valley of the Bafing River and those of associated 
small tributaries, and dominated by large buttes, ridges and other 
outcroppings of sandstone. Erosion is active, and the drainage system
pronounced. 

Two distinct types of terrain can be differentiated. Low colluvial peneplains
abutting steep sandstone buttes and ridges are typical around Tondidji,
Manantali and Nantela. Colluvial, transitional slopes at the foot of 
desiccated, ferruginious plateaus are found around Konkoukoutou and Baobouta. 
The recent TAMS survey distinguished three major soil types in the project 
area: 

1. 	 deep, moderately fine-textured ferruginious soils, yellowish red in 
color in well-drained plains and valley bottoms; 

2. 	 gravely, erosional colluvium on plateaus and slopes underlain with an 
indurated lateritic (petroferric) layer; and 

3. 	 stoney, gravely, shallow colluvium of sands and skree on slopes
associated with sandstone buttes and ridges. 

The following discusses the physical properties of three soil associations in 
the project area which would be useful for the improvement of tracks. 

Loamy Sands: 

This 	soil is widespread in the project area. It is found in the 
peneplains where drainage is not well defined. These soils are often 
laterized and to differing degrees, and can be grouped accordingly. 

The dominant form of loamy sand has a granulometry concentrated in fine sands 
(0.05-0.2 mm) with effusions in the silt and the medium and coarse sand 
fractions. The Irge fraction between 0.5-2 mm appears most often ccmposed of 
lateritic concretions. The coefficient of uniformity is high, between 3 and 
5. The effective diameter is about 0.06 rm. The plastic index is relatively
low, at less than 10 and the CBR shows a reduced supporting capacity under 
saturated conditions. This material has a granulometry comparable to the 
AASHO norm "F" (when the larger fraction is well developed). This soil 
usually forms a hard surface crust after evaporation, due to the contraction 
of the grains under the effect of surface tensions; this poorly supported 
crust crumbles under traffic and the roadway becomes dotted with pulverized
potholes. Only a severe compaction of the underlying layers can support his 
natural surface densification. 
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These silty sands are strongly isotrmorphic. The larger lateritic fraction 
is sometimes sufficiently developed to be classed as a gravel. The 
granulometric distribution can correspond to the norms 'C", "Y' or "V of the 
AASHO; the coefficient of uniformity is high. The CBR attains a maximum value 
for the silty-gravely soil types. The horizon of lateritic concretion 
responsible for this classification is usually located at 20-60 cm depth and 
is of limited thickness. (See lateritic joils below.) 

These sandy soils can be used for roadway bases and subbases. Those silty
 
materials with some grav-els should be employed with caution on surface layers
 
of the roadway due to its sensitivity to saturation; adequate drainage should
 
be assured for the most strongly capillary materials. Side slopes for the
 
sandy soils should have gradients of 4:1 to avoid sheet and rill erosion. For
 
more gravely soils the slopes can be increased to 3:1. Gravels and the
 
coarser silty sands could be used on the roadway surface, although traffic and
 
rain can cause erosion of the surface. Very silty materials should be
 
protected by a thin layer of coarser gravel to stabilize the roadway surface.
 
The silty-gravely soils only require a base of 15 cm at well-drained sites. 
This base can be thickened to 30 cm in sites with well-drained silty sands.
 
The effects of distension in the most poorly graded sands can be reduced by
 
using a base of 10 cm of graded borrow between a subbase of 15 cm and the
 
roadway surface layer at well-drained sites.
 

Plastic Soils: 

Drainage basins and some outcroppings yield fine-grained, silty-clayed soils.
 
Although formed by different mechanisms, these soils hIive similar engineering
 
characteristics. These deposits are not widespread and can be considered of
 
secondary importance.
 

In rocky terrain these soils may be deposited in colluvial deposits which have
 
a high percentage of fines. These sandy clays are plastic and have a low
 
bearing strength when saturated. The compressibility and elasticity
 
characteristic of these materials are normally tolerable for earthen roads.
 

The drainage basins and major stream beds are sites where the fine fractions
 
of alluviums and colluviums accumulate. These silty soils are normally less
 
plastic than the sandy clays described above, and have a higher bearing
 
strength.
 

The silty-clayey sands have a granulometry which sometimes approaches the "F" 
of the AASHO. A subbase of 30 an is suitable where adequate drainage is 
assured. The more plastic soils should be protected by a supplemental base of 
10 an of granular borrow on the roadway surface. Compaction at a moisture 
content less than optimal is recommended to avoid contraction and fissuring. 
The side slopes of the silty soils should be cut at 4:1 to avoid rilling; 
these slopes could be reduced to 3:1 for more plastic silty materials. 

Lateritic Soils:
 

Laterites are natural materials wich have been much discussed and debated. 
Having the appearance of a type of rock, the formation of laterites depends on 
the climate and has little relationship to underlying parent rock. Laterites 
are a vacular material often variegated, with a yellow to red, and sometimes 
black tint. They are usually found in a layer containing isolated 
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concretions, sometimes mixed with a clay portion. This horizon can be 
indurated in a continuous crust of variable thickness and hardness. These 
materials are characterized by a low ratio of silicates to iron and aluminum 
sesquioxides (SiO2/Fe203 + A120 3 2). The yellow laterites are rich 
in aluminum and have the property of hardening when exposed to air. 

Laterites appear to be formed by leaching of the upper soil layers in tropical
climates. In zones such as the Sahel, evaporative leaching of lower layers of 
soil in the dry season is important to the laterization process; it forms the 
well-defined, aluminum and hemitite-rich horizon. 

Lateritic soils are normally localized on the plateaus, with outcroppings at 
mid-slope; they are rarely found in depressions. Lateritic formation can be 
altered by erosion and lateritic materials can be found in podzolic matrixs, 
in situ, with properties different from lateritic soils. 

The granulometry of laterites is highly variable, but is generally 
characterized by an absence of sands in the fraction 0.5-2.0 mm. This is 
caused by the leaching of silicon. The form of the particles is variable, 
although generally bound in a spherical manner. Their vacular structure often 
results in exceptionally high permeability. The plastic index is also 
relatively high. 

Unscreened laterites can be used as a granular borrow. The granulometric 
norms generally recommended for lateritic gravels in semi-arid zones is 
illustrated by the chart on page 13. The index of plasticity suggested for 
this norm varies between 25 to 35. The Indurated lateritic crusts (ironstone 
or "cuirasse") can after crushing be used as a base material. The softer 
crusts disaggregate upon extraction and compaction and make good roadway
surfaces. 

The foregoing discussion has shown that, with proper design precautions based 
upon the particular soil type and roadway siting, select soils in the project 
area have sufficient stability for the track improvements planned. 

Criteria
 

The magnitude of improvements to the tracks in the project zone is strictly 
limited. The rocky terrain and erosive environment, the small populations and 
markets served, and the lack of any assurance of post-project maintenance 
strictly proscribe the level of investment, and the design of improvements to 
the tracks. Improvements will be made primarily to enable ready access to old 
and new village sites and facilitate the large number of critical transport
and construction activities required for successful resettlement of thirty 
villages within three years. Secondly, to the extent that time and financial 
resources allow, the improvements will provide continued access to and from 
the new villages and will also replace those seasonal tracks which formerly 
served the area, and will be flooded by the reservoir. 

The major problems of all dirt roadways in the Sahel are provoked by the 
extreme differences of the two seasons: a period of torrential rains of 
relatively short duration, and a longer season of extreme dryness. During the 
rainy season, normal traffic in the project zone, as throughout similar 
Sahelian areas, is interrupted. The soils, composed of fine grains, are 
highly saturated and totally lose their dry state carrying capacity. Of 
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course, this phenomenon is not unique to this region. However, the long dry 
season which follows the rains then dessicates these soils end any remaining 
cohesion disappears; the roadway surface then degrades rapidly. 

To assure normal passage in the rainy season, a roadway must be sufficiently 
stbilized to conserve its carrying capacity in saturated conditions. This 
capacity would be easy to obtain by structuring a foundation or subbase of 
granular borrow material with the drainage characteristics desired. In the 
light of the irregular distribution of such materials in the project zone, 
this approach would prove expensive, exceeding the strict budgetary 
limitations of the project, as well as any reasonable costs per capita of the
 
small population served. An adequate platform or base is,however, essential
 
to the viability and utility of most of the access ways which are necessary
 
for the numerous, logistically-demanding project activities.
 

Faced with these limitations, it appears that the optimal solution favors
 
first, a judicious alignment of the track to minimize saturation and, second,
 
the utilization of relatively larger amounts of the best drained soils found
 
in place (rather than relying on imported, selected materials). The alignment 
of the tracks if for the most part fixed, although some modification is 
possible in certain areas. Improved capillary behavior can be obtained by 
constructing a fill whose height is determined as a function of the soil type 
and hydraulic characteristics of the area crossed. Live loading the 
relatively weak, saturated soils can be avoided by limiting traffic in periods 
of heavy rainfall. Of course, all fills must still be adequately compacted to 
minimize structural deformation of the surface. Vehicle numbers and speeds 
will continue to be extremely low (less than 10 ADT and 20 mph respectively)
 
in the project area. Therefore, to improve drainage and runoff and to 
exonomize further on surfacing, the improved tracks will be one lane wide. 

All the planned earthwork improvements must be scaled to ensure a minimum 
level of reliable infrastructure under normal conditions; they can not ensure 
a sure guarantee under the worst conditions possible. This trade-off was the 
subject of discussion at the 1980 Low-Volume Roads Workshop in Sierra Leone. 
In fact, this solution follows closely that described in the AID/W paper on 
"staged" roadway construction. 

Drainage structures represent a considerable investment. For the purposes of 
this project, they should be designed and constructed as simply and cheaply as 
possible, with the primary objective of preventing the risk of impassable 
ruptures in the access ways. These structures will have to be constructed 
primarily of available materials, simple, yet massively to ensure stability, 
avoid erosion, and facilitate repair. Due to very low traffic densities, the 
design of transversal drainage structures can require reductions in traffic 
speed without causing functional difficulties. A similar design concept is 
discussed in detail in the Transportation Research Board's Compendiums on 
Drainage and Low-Cost Crossings. As such, it is impossible to provide 
generalized structural designs; each (rainage way and water crossing is unique 
requiring site study and individual solutions. 

To sum up the preceding, the design parameters for the track improvements are: 

o A suitable, single-lane road bed passable by heavy loads and at low 
speeds, during the dry periods throughout the 4-year operational life of 
the project. 
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o An alignment which conforms closely to existing terrain, ensures the 
freely drained soils and geometry and avoids rock outcrops, water courses 
and saturated zones where possible. 

o Simple, massive ford or spillwey structures in unavoidable, critical 
zones, which can withstand heavy flash flooding and are repairable with 
locally prevelant materials. 

These parameters lead to the typical designs for track sections and structures 
shown on the following pages. Quantity estimates will be based upon these 
typical designs although it should be noted that most of the work planned
involves simple repair and improvement, rather than reconstruction. 

Costs 

The follwing table of itemized, unit costs will enable an estimation of the 
total construction costs for improvement of each track segment. The basic 
unit costs shown represent an average maximum of unit costs taker.n fron 1) a 
compilation of unit costs in recent road contracts prepared by the National 
Directorate of Public Works in 1982; 2) estimations furnished by a private 
Malian construction contractor, SNTP (who has just completed work at 
Manantali); and 3) unit costs charged by the rural works parastatal, O.T.E.R. 
These unit costs have also been cross checked with those of recent contracts 
in Senegal and with recent estimations for the Kayes-Nioro Road prepared by a 
USAID consulting engineer. All costs have been updated to 1983. The 
kilometer costs are correlated to the repairs required and calculated from the 
typical road sections and drainageway designs shown on the preceding pages. 

Unit Costs for Track Improvements 

Earthwork Unit Unit Cost Unit/km Cost/km
MF 1,00M 

°Clearing, stripping
and compacting subbase m2 300 12,000 3,600 

°Excavating longitudinal 
drainage ditches (depth 
= 60 an; see sections) ml 1,100 2,000 2,200 

OPlacing and compacting
fill (25 cm thick layers) m3 3,100 1,125 3,488 

°Transporting surface 
materials (dist 1 km) m3 -km 500 600 300 

°Lateral drainage
ditches ml 1,100 50 55 

OCuts inrock (avg. 1 1/2 
m3/ml m3 12,000 3,000 36,00 

°Placing and compacting 
surface materials 
ness = 15 cm) 

(thick
m3 3,100 600 1,860 
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Table continued ... 

Drainage Structures: 
 Unit Cost/Unit
 

OSmall culverts (300 mm pipes
 
in roadbed) 
 ea. 20 

°Culvert/spillways (5CO mm pipe

with rock masonry facing) ea. 500
 

OSmall rock masonry/rubble fords
 
(avg. length 3m) 
 ea. 1,500 

°Long concrete fords on bedrock/
 
foundations (avg. length = 5m) 
 ea. 2,500
 

These unit costs for various earthworking operations and drainage structures

enable each segment of track to be broken down into components of work. The
 
total costs of particular improvements required can then be estimated, adding

standard Malian charges for distance and engineering.
 

The analysis of the physical condition of each segment and improvements

necessary is based on sets of 1:50,000 topographical maps and 1:20,000 aerial

photos, field notes from the USAID's engineering staff, a site visit and an

aerial survey in which each segment was overflown at an altitude of
 
approximately 335 m.
 

The following is a brief description of the condition of the track segments
with an estimation of the costs necessary to improve or repair them:
 

gment"A": Tondidji-Konkoukoutou, 25 km. This partially improved

track crosses a well-drained highland into a drainage area. Tow

thalwegs require fords and some fill to improve drainage. Lateritic
 
gravel on track. No problems are expected. The quantities of work
 
and costs to improve this segment are:
 

Work 
 Km 1000MF/km Subtotal

(1000w) 

Subbase Prep. 
 3 3,600 10,800
Long Ditching 20 2,200 44,000
Fill 5 3,488 17,440
Surfacing 
 8 1,860 14,880
Transport 
 3 300 900
Lat. Ditches 
 20 
 55 1 100
 
Culv. Spillways 
 4 500 2,000

Sm. Fords 
 1 1,500 1,500

Lg. Fords 
 1 2,500 2,500

Contingency @ 10% 
 1 9,512

Distance Factor @ 20% 
 19,024

Control @ 2% 
 2,283

Design @ 250,000 MF/km 
 6,250 

Segment Total 122,677,000 MF
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Segment "B": Tondidji-Kenieba-Soukoutali, 19 km. This deteriorating, heavily
used track runs alorg the right bank river terrace. Very poorly drained. 
Crosses three major streams and a number of smaller streambeds. A rock area 
may require treatment. Low-cost, fast and effective repairs will be 
difficult. Stream areas are expected to be flooded due to dam construction as 
early as the 1986 rainy season. The quantities of work and costs to repair
this segment are: 

Work Km lOOOMF/km Subtotal 
UMTF)
 

Long. Ditching 
Fill 
Surfacing 
Transport 
Lat. Ditching 
Culv. Spillway 
Sm. Ford 
Contingency @10% 
Distance @ 10% 
Control @2% 
Design @100,000 MF/km 

15 
4 
3 
1 
5 
2 
2 

2,200 
3,488 
1,860 

300 
55 

500 
1,500 

33,000 
13,952 
5,580 

300 
275 

1,000 
3,000 
5,710 

12,564 
1,508 
I 900 

Segment Total 78,789,000 MF 

Segment "C": Bingassi-Faradala Loop, 23 km. This new track sweeps around on 
a slighty roiling, well-drained peneplain. 3-4 drainage areas passed; two 
marshy areas can be avoided. Rock and lateritic gravels appear available at
mid-loop near major outcropping. No major difficulties foreseen. The 
quantities of work and the costs to establish this segment are: 

Work Km 100OMF/km Subtotal
 

Subbase Prep. 23 3,600 82,800

Long. Ditching 18 2,200 39,600 
Fill 
 8 3,488 27,904

Surfacing 
 23 1,860 42,780

Transport 7 
 300 2,100
Lat. Ditching 15 55 825 
Sm. Culverts 
 6 20 120
 
Culv.-Spillway 3 500 
 1,500 
Sm. Fords 2 1,500 3,000
Contingency @ 10% 
 20,063
 
Distance @ 20% 
 44,139

Control @2% 5,297
Design @ 600,000 MF/km 13,800 

Segment Total 283,928,000 MF
 

Segment "D": Faradala-North, 3 km. This track passes around and alongside a
low coIluviial slope which leads up to a steep, rocky butte-shaped ridge.
Resurfacing is required and some drainage work, especially two thalwegs
running from the ridge. No major difficulties. The quantities of work and 
costs to improve this segment are: 
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Work 

Subbase Prep. 

Long. Ditching 

Fill 

Surfacing 

Lat. Ditching 

Sm. Culverts 

Culv.-Spillway 

Sm. Fords 

Contingency @ 10% 

Distance G 20% 

Control @ 2% 

Design @400,000 MF/km 


Segment "E": Bridge-Nantela-West, 
left-bank river terrace, generally 

Kim 1000MF/km Subtotal (1000MF) 

1 3,600 3,600
 
3 2,200 6,600
 
1 3,488 3,488
 
1 1,860 1,860
 
3 55 165
 
2 20 40
 
2 500 1,000
 
1 1,500 1,500
 

1,825
 
4,016
 
482
 

1,200 

Segment Total 25,776,000 MF
 

14 km. This well used track follows the 
on loose soils and crosses a number of 

streambeds (one, major) and areas of hydromophic soils. Considerable fill, 
resurfacing, several drainage structures and a ford will be required. 
Improvements to this segment warrant close study. The quantities and costs of 
work estimated to upgrade this segment are: 

Work 

Subbase Prep. 

Long. Ditching 

Fill 

Surfacing 

Transport 
Lat. Ditching 

Sm. Culverts 

Culv.-Spillways 

Sm. Fords 

Lg. Fords 

Contingency @10% 

Distance Factor @ 20% 

Control @ 2% 

Design @250,000 MF/km 


Segment "F": Bridge-Bamafele, 20 km. 

Km 1000MF/km 

2 3,600 
12 2,200 
8 3,488 

10 1,860 
2 300 

10 55 
8 20 
4 500 
1 1,500 
1 2,500 

Segment Total 


This deteriorating 
southwards mostly on poorly drained, loose river terrace 

Subtotal (1000MF) 

7,200
 
26,400
 
27,904
 
18,600
 

600
 
550
 
160
 

2,000
 
1,500
 
2,500
 
8,741 

19,231
 
2,308
 
3,500 

121,194,000 IF
 

t.rack follows the left bank
 
alluvium. Crosses numerous 

drainage zones and four large streams. Endangered by river bank deterioration. 
A careful survey required before investing in too many repairs. The quantities 
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Work Km 100OMF/km Subtotal 

Long. Ditching 20, 2,200 44,000 
Fill 3 3,488 10,464 
Surfacing 10 1,860 18,600 

,Lat. Ditching 10 55 550 
Sm. Fords 1,500 3,000 
Contingency @ 10%. 7,661 
Distance @20% 16,855 
Control @ 2% 2,023 
Design @ 100,000 MF/km 2,800 

Segment Total 105,953,000 MF
 

Segment "G": Solo-Kama, 18 km. This small track runs along the foot of a plateau 
before turning southward into a small drainage basin. Partially surfaced with late
rite. Crosses several rocky areas which must be treated. Some fill, ditches and cul
verts should handle minor drainage problmns. No major difficulties expected. The 
quantities and costs of the work needed for this segment are: 

Work Km 1000 MF/Km Subtotal (100OMF) 

Subbase Prep. 1 3,600 3,600 
Long. Ditching 15 2,200 33,000 
Fill 2 3,488 6,976 
Surfacing 3 1,860 5,580 
Transport 1 300 300 
Lat. Ditches ',9 55 495 
Culv. Spillways 10 500 5,000 
Sm. Fords 3 1,500 4,500 
Contingency @ 10% 5,945 
Distance @ 20% 13,079 
Control @ 2% 1,570 
Design @ 250,000 MF/km 4,500 

Segment Total 84,545,000 MF
 

Segment "H": Solo-Bambouta-Goungoudala, 34 km. This very small track zig-zags 
circuituously southward crossing well-drained highland and then several and then 
several drainage areas along the left bank river terraces. Requires at least 
one small ford and treatme-it of several streambeds and outcroppings. A closer 
su±-vey is needed. The quantities and costs of work estimated to improve this 
segment are:
 

Work Km 100OMF/km Subtotal (1000MF) 

Subbase Prep. 5 3,600 18,000 
Long. Ditching 30 2,200 66,000 
Fill .5 3,488 17,440 
Surfacing 24 1,860 44,640 
Lat. Ditching 10 55 550 
Sm. Fords .5 1,500 7,500 
Contingency @ 10% 15,413 
Distance @ 20% 33,909 
Control @ 2% 4,069 
Design @ 300,000 MF/km 10,200 

Segment Total 217,721,000
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Segment "I": Kenieba-Nounkala, 14 km. This small track runs down into a large
valley and crosses a tributary to the Bafing, Temporary rubble ford is necessary.
Rocky areas may need clearing. Only small repairs for this temporary access areneeded due to flooding. The quantities and costs of work estimated to repair this 
segment are: 

Work Km 1000 MF/km Subtotal (1000MF) 

Long. Ditching 
 5 2,200 11,000

Fill. 
 3 3,488 10,464

Surfacing 
 2 1,860 3,720

Lat. Ditching 
 2 55 110
 
Sm. Fords 
 1 1,500 1,500

Contingency @ 10% 
 2,679

Distance @ 20% 
 5,894
 
Control @ 2% 
 707Design @ 100,000 MF/km 
 1,_500 

Segment Total 37,574,000
 

Segment "J": Nounkala-Niantasso, 16 km. This well-used runstrack northwards
between escarpments, skirting rock outcroppings. One large stream requires
fording and several rocky areas need treatment. No difficulties are foreseen.
The quantities and costs of work estimated to improve this segment are: 

Work Km 1000 MF/km Subtotal (1000MF) 

Subbase Prep. 
 2 3,600 7,200

Long. Ditching 
 12 2,200 26,400

Fill 
 3 3,488 10,464

Surfacing 5 1,860 9,300

Transport 
 2 300 600
 
Lat. Ditching 
 6 55 330
 
Rock Cuts 
 1 36,000 36,000

Sm. Culverts 
 5 20 100
 
Culv.-Spillways 
 2 500 1,000

Sm. Fords 
 3 1,500 4,500

Contingency @ 10% 
 9,589

Distance @ 20% 
 21,096

Control @ 2% 
 2,532

Design @ 250,000 MF/km 
 4,000
 

Segment Total 133,112,000
 

Village spurs: An average of 300 m per village, 9 km total. These short tracks 
are little more than driveways running into and linking the new villages closely
with the adjacent tracks. The quantities and costs of work necessary to build 
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Work Km 1000MF/km Subtotal (1000NF) 

Subbase Prep. 
')ng. Ditching 
Fill 
Surfacing 
Transport 
Contingency @ 10 
Distance @ 20% 
Control @ 2% 
Design @600,000 MF

9 3,600 32,400 
9 2,200 19,800 
9 3,488 31,392 
9 1,860 16,740 
9 300 2,700 

7,478 
16,451 
1,974 

/km 5,400 

186,082,000 MF 

Adding up the costs estimated for the work on each segment and spur listed above, 
and including an estimated contractor's "installation fee" (standard in Mali), 
yields the total estimated cost of the track improvements necessary: 

Seqnmnts Kilometers Costs 

A Konkoukoutou-Tondidji 25 km 122,677,000
 
B Tondidji-Soukoutali 19 78,759,000 
C Bingassi-Faradala 35 283,298,000 
D Faradala-North 3 25,776,000 
E Bridge-Nantela-West 14 121,194,000 
F Bridge-Bamafele 20 105,953,000 
G Kama-Solo 18 84,575,000 
H Solo-Bambouta-Goungoundala 34 217,721,000 
I Tondidji-Nounkala 14 37,574,000 
J Nounkala-Niantasso 16 133,112,000 

Village Spurs 8 106,082,000 

Contractor Installation Fee 80,000
 

TOTALS 206 1,396,751,000
 

To this total estimate, a supplement should be added. The resettlement will 
involve many and varied transport activities same of which will inevitably take 
place during the rainy season due to the press of time. Therefore, it is prudent 
to include a factor for the use of heavy equipment for energency repairs to tracks 
as well as stuck vehicles. Considering that the rainy season lasts three months 
and assuming that a couple of prices of heavy equipment (i.e. a bulldozer, grader, 
or front-end loader) might well be needed during half that time, the following estimate 
can be calculated: 

3 seasons x 1/2 time x 90 days/season = 135 days 

2 pcs. equipment x 250,000 NF/day x 135 days + 20% distance factor = 81,000,OOOMF 

Adding this to the segment totals above yields,
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SEGMENTS 1,396,751,000 MF 
EM4ERGENCY WRK 81,000,000 MF 

SUBTOTAL 1,477,751,000 MF 
DOLLAR COST 1,970,335 ($1 750MEIY 

CONTINGENCY (10% included) 
INFLATION (7%one year) 137,923 

TOTAL DOLLAR COST 2,108,258 

It should here be noted that both USAID and the RPU agree that relocated 
Goungoundala and Diba at the sites requested by the villagers would probably
be an error. First, the sites require a major track segment (H: Solo-Bambounta-
Goungoundala, 34 kilometers) to be constructed which will serve only 300 people.
This is not cost effective. Second, these two villages have social ties to the 
right bank and would be better off amalgating wich, for example, Kologo. This 
would provide the villages with better access to markets via the route to Kita. 
Third, even an improved track as is being considered would deteriorate quickly.

Fourth, the small population and thus small production will not likely attract 
private merchants or transporters to these remote villages. For these reasons,
the short-term consultant will be asked to consider the likelihood of dropping 
segment H. At the same time, the RPU will reopen site discussions with the 
people of Goungoundala and Diba to suggest alternative locations. 

In relation to segment J (Nounkala-Niantasso, 16 kilometers), the short-term 
consultant and the GRM Division of Rural Engineering should study the possibility
of linking Zone III (Nounkala) with New Tondidji (Tintioulen). This would provide
all the villages of Zone III with suitable links to the extension toward Kita. 

Construction
 

This project consists of a large number of time-critical construction and transpor
tion activities, The provision of assured and relatively easy access into the
 
project area must be completed early if the other construction activities are to be 
completed on time. Therefore, work on track improvements must begin as soon after 
project authorization as possible. 

The first requisite of this work is a detailed field study of each track segment,

and consequent preparation of designs and construction specifications. A concurrent 
field study of each new village site , leading to specifications for clearing each 
site, clearing the necessary agricultural land and transporting clay for houses 
would also be appropriate, indeed cost-effective, at this time. (See Village
Construction and Land Clearing Annexes). This study could be undertaken by either 
of two GRM institutions, the Directorate of Public Works or that Rural Engineering, 
or by a private firm under contract. 

The best and most expeditious alternative appears to be the Directorate of Rural 
Engineering. However, a short-term contract engineer should also be recruited to 
assist this study and the preparation of bid documents. Contracting a private
firm for this study would entail requests for proposals, ccpetitive bidding, and 
contract preparation, all requiring considerable USAID administrative and technical 
inputs and, of course, time. This would be an additional burden on the USAID and
project management during the critical start-up period and could result in delays
in fielding the study team, possibly until the following dry season (and thus possibly 
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setting back the entire implementation plan). Contracting hassles and time could 
be avoided by drawing up an agreement directly with a GRM institution and recruiting 
a short-term engineer through an IQC. Fortunately, both GRM institutions are fami
liar with the exigencies of track improvements and have the technical ability to 
produce simple designs and standard construction specifications. Discussions with 
Public Works indicated that their field teams were ccrmitted to other projects and
 
would not be available early next year. Also, Public Works priorities (and limited 
resources) are directed at national and regional routes or force-account work bri
gades for agricultural parastatals, neither of which is relevant or appropriate for 
this project. Nor has Public Works any experience with agricultural land clearing.

On the other hand, Rural Engineering is familiar with both the ',Ianantali Dam and 
Resettlement Projects and apparently has the available technical capacity to start 
on a detailed field study now. This was re-emphasized by the Chief of the Rural 
Engineering design office who acccrmpanied the engineering team's site visit and
 
aerial survey. Short-term engineering assistance would help this office produce

the best and most timely design and construction documents. Moreover, low-cost
 
drainage structures will be critical to the track improvements; a contract engineer

could focus productively on these areas. A scope of work is found on page 32. 

It was recommended to the Resettlement Project Director that Rural Engineering be
 
formally requested for a proposal for the field study of track improvements (as
well as other project construction activities). Signature of an agreement with them 
should represent the very first sub-obligation of funds as soon as the project is 
authorized. The second should be a PIO/T for a hardy, French-speaking engineer
familiar with roadway drainage in arid lands. 

Once Rural Engineering and the contract engineer complete the field study, design
and specifications, the construction documents would first be suLiitted for USAID
 
approval. The project would then issue a request for proposals from both private 
contractors such as SNTP, SATOM, etc. and the GRM rural construction parastatal 
OTER. 

Visits and discussions with the directors of both SNTP and OTER confirmed their
 
interest in a construction contract for the work proposed. SNTP, a private

Malian-French contractor, recently completed over $1 million of housing construction
 
at the dam site and also seens to halie both the equipmer'- and organization to 
handle $800,000 worth of work annually. SNTP's heavy equipmnent includes 6 large
bulldozers (D6/7), 5 graders, 5 scrapers, 10 dumnp trucks and 5 front-end lcaders 
a good range of eauipment for the job at hand. 0ER, a parastatal linked to Rural 
Engineering, does not have SNTP's familiarity with the area, nor quite this amount 
of heavy equipment. OTER did, however, perform commendably and inexpensively on 
$1 million of AID-financed dike construction in 1979-80. The choice cf construction
 
contractor should be based on the quality and cost of their proposals.
 

A construction plan for the track improvements, and including village site and land 
clearing is shown on page 34. The plan assumes track improvement and clearings
with the following heavy equipment: 

4 bulldozers (CAT D6/7)
 
3 graders (DAT 14G) 
5 scrapers (CAT 615) 
2 front-end loaders (CAT 920)
 
5 dump trucks (10-ton)

2 compactors (1 vibrator, 1 sheep's foot)
 
2 cistern trucks (4000-L)
 
1 maintenance van
 
associated support vehicles
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The resettlement zones with the largest rximjb'r o" villages should receive first 
priority. However, since project mobilization will depend on repairs to the
"entrance" track segments "A" and "B" from Konkoutou, work should begin there 
inmediately and then, the major portion of the team should move on and begin in 
Project Zone I with track segments "C" and "D" and village sites, Completion of 
the improved tracks and village sites would probably require 4-5 months, and must 
cease during the mid-85 rainy season. At the beginning of the following dry 
season 85-86 work in Zone I should be terminating and work should begin in Zone II 
with track segment "E"and the village sites. The following dry season 86-87 work 
should shift to Zone IV, track segment and village sites. Any unfinished work 
should also be completed on track segment "A"at this time. Work would probably
continue in this zone into the next dry season, 87-88, but the major part of the team 
should move back across the river and south to begin work in Zone III on segments
"H", "F" and "G". These villages will be the last to be flooded, so work here can 
continue through 1988. A separate and smaller land clearing team will follow the 
work on the tracks by about one season as shown on the construction plan. 
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SCOPE OF WORK 
SHORT-TERM CIVIL ENGINEER
 

The engineer must have a strong background in rural roads and drainage works and 
construction contracting, including a BSc in Engineering and several years project 
experience in another tropical country. Willingness and fitness to work in a very 
remote, difficult environment with little support and a R-3, S-2 canpetency in 
French are also necessary.
 

The engineer will arrive in Mali no later than May, 1984 and work with the Rural 
Engineering Project Team in the field and in Bamako for a period of six months. 
The engineer's specific tasks are: 

1. To work with the project team to survey and study each track segments 
to be improved in order to determine
 
a) the optimal track alignment;
 
b) the quantity of work necessary;
 
c) appropriate solutions to each drainage problem;

d) location of suitable fill and surfacing materials; and 
e) feasibility of coordination with deforestation operations.

These determinations must be within the least-cost parameters of track improvements 
as described in the Project Paper Annex. 

2. 	 To prepare with the project team a complete set of construction bid 
documents in French including 
a) specific descriptions of the location and quantity of earthwork 

including maps, sample sections, lists of quantities, and technical 
specifications; 

b) detailed designs, lists of quantities and technical specifications for 
each drainage structure; 

c) specifications, including locations and quantities, for village site 
stripping and agricultural land clearing; and 

d) itemized cost estimates of all above. 
3. 	 To provide limited engineering assistance to USAID and "Service Hydrauli

que" project management on other technical components of the project as 
requested. 
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7.2.3 ANNEX: LAND CLEARING ANALYSIS 

7.2.3.1 Introduction 

Land clearing must be accomplished by the project for both village sites 
and for cropland under constraints of limited time and labor. The most 
appropriate method of land clearing must take into account factors of 
time, cost, village participaticn, and ecological degradation. As over 
90% of the land to be cleared will be used for cropping, minimizing soil 
degradation is of vital importance. 

Land clearing is an important step in establishing farmers in new fields 
-- under unlimited time constraints the ideal land clearing method would 
be totally in the hands of the farmers themselves. Farmers would likely 
clear their land with more care and deliberation as to what trees to 
leave standing, removal of roots and bushes, etc., than would a hired 
crew. As time and labor are critically limited, different land clearing 
methods will be considered. 

7.2.3.2 Factors Governing Clearing Method 

The new villages will be located in upland, wooded savannas with some 
riverine fringe forests. At some of the new sites, much of the 
agricultural land has been cleared in years past and now lies in 
herbaceous fallow or secondary growth. Soils in the project area are 
predominantly Aifisols and Ultisols whose agricultural capabilities are 
largely dependent on topography and the presence of lateritic material.
 
Topsoil in much of the area is shallow (less than 50 cm), overlying
 
plinthite; even so, under the traditional system low intensity
 
cultivation of peanuts, fonio, cowpea and bambara nut is possible.
 

The time required to clear different zones in the project will vary. In 
some areas, such as Zone IV,an estimated 70%of the land has been 
cleared before and is in herbaceous fallow. iwever, at most of the new 
sites cleared land is scarce. In the area with the largest concentration 
of new villages, Zones I and II, only 107 of the potential agricultural 
land appears to have been cleared before. 'herefore, using the figures 
of 6000 total hectares for field crops (see Agricultural Analysis) and 
the planned repartition by zone, and by adding 500 hectares for new 
village sites (actual area plus 20% increase for expansion), the area of 
land requiring clearing by zone is: 

Zone I 90% of 3,548 ha. - 3,193.2 ha. 

Zone II 70% of 966 ha. - 676.2 ha. 

Zone III 30% of 221 ha. - 66.3 ha. 

Zone IV 90% of 1,265 ha. - 1,138 ha. 

Village Sites 500 ha. 

Total to Clear 5,574.2 ha. 



In order to estimate the difficulty of clearing these areas, an
 
assessment of trees was necessary. A recent inventory of the trees in
 
the portion of the river valley to be flooded showed the following
 
distribution of tree types and sizes:
 

Tree 

Species 


Pterocarpus 

Frinaceus
 

Daniellia 

Oliveri 

Cordila 
Pinata 

Aneogesus 

leocarpus
 

Acacia 
Specialis
 

Kaya 

Senegalensis

(Afr. Mahogany) 

Vitellaria 

Paradoxa
 

Parkia 

Biglobosa
 
(Locust Bean)
 

Bombax 

Costatum
 
(Kapok) 

Prosposis

Africana 

Other Species 


Average: 


Average 
Diameter (cm) 


24 


33 


26 


37 


22 


71 


22 


28 


29 


30 


13 


17 Total: 


Average
 
Number/
 
Hectare
 

13
 

4
 

4
 

1 

1
 

1 

11 

1 

3 

2 

140
 

179*
 

* 	 Reference:- Salif Kanout , Rapport sur 1 'inventaire des forets de la 
Retenue du barrage de Manantali.Bamako; Ministare du Develop
pement Rural, 1979. 

- Hubert Forster, Inventaire du bois dans le barrage pras de
 
Manantali au Mali. Munich, 1979
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Discounting the more productive trees which the farmers leave growing in 
their fields, there is an average of 158 trees/hectare in the savanna 
within the resettlement zone, including the fringe forests along the 
river tributaries. It should be approximately representative of the new 
lands near the upland sites. It should be noted that only 18 of the 158 
trees/hectare have average diameters greater than 22 cm. (8-1/2 in.) and 
that "other species" represents saplings, very small trees, and shrubs 
with average diameters of only 13 an (5 in.). 

In addition to the existing density of trees and brush to be found in 
various zones, other factors bear upon the choice of the appropriate
method. The traditional practice of not cutting productive trees--those
 
which bear fruit, provide ingredients for medicines, furnish fiber for 
rope, are used to make household furnishings or kitchen implements--has
already been cited. Also, both traditional and modern influences on 
cultivation practices need to be considered. For example, farmers 
cultivate mainly with hoes of various sizes--not much animal traction is 
used--and often plant in orchards or in and around productive trees. 
Further, fields which have been in fallow and are put back into 
production are seldom completely cleared. Trunks and stumps may be left 
intact permanently or until labor permits removal in the future, which 
may be a growing season or more away. 

The project must nonetheless lighten the burden of physical labor 
required by the resettlement. To diminish competition for soil nutrients 
and sunlight between trees and cultivated crops, the project should 
finance the removal of larger species. 

Soils must be protected from compaction, erosion, and subsequent physical
and chemical degradation. In much of the resettlement areas, removal or 
disturbance of the thin layer of topsoil would expose the underlying 
lateritic soils, thus severely reducing crop and pasture production
potential. The land clearing must be done with minimal disturbance of 
the top soil. his is most important for fields to be cultivated but 
also applies to village housing sites because women grow their gardens on 
plots within the family concession. 

The appropriate clearing method mst accommodate participation by village
representatives. Members of the Village/Project Coordinating Committees 
will be asked to identify trees to be removed from housing and field 
sites.
 

Finally, as will be discussed below, the management requirements, 
logistical support, labor demands, time needed, and cost are aspects 
which weigh upon land clearing method. 

7.2.3.3 Alternative Methods Considered 

In traditional systems clearing is usually done by hand using indigenous 
tools such as machetes, axes, and hoes. To ensure regrowth during the 
next fallowing period, stumping is generally not done. This method of 
clearing causes the least soil disturbance, and the problem of run-off 
and soil erosion is generally minimal. However, this system is 
inappropriate for large-scale land clearing, since it is slow and very 
labor-intensive.
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Land clearing for crops and pastures can also be done manually by "ring 
barking". This method is generally effective for eradication of trees up 
to a certain size. Ringed trees, however, take a long time to die, and 
the shading by standing trees can be detrimental in establishing good 
crops.
 

A third alternative would be some combination of selective or
 
clear-cutting--to remove particular trees or to completely denude the 
site--using heavy equipment such as specially-equipped tractors or 
bulldozers. Mechanical clearing operations vary depending upon tree 
density, nature of the dominan species, thickness of the underbrush, 
soil properties and the cropping system to be used. Sone of the 
procedures used include knocking down the trees with (a) a heavy chain 
pulled between two tractors, (b a heavy roller with blades, (c) a 
front-mounted dozer blade, (d) a combination of tree pusher and root 
rake, and (e) a flat-bottomed cutting blade that can shear the trees at 
ground level. Each method has relative merits and At'e-erits, and their 
use depends co a large extent on the soils and intended land use. The 
technique that causes the least soil disturbance and leaves leaf litter 
and other biomas on the soil surface is necessary for soils susceptible 
to erosion (i.e., kaolinitic Alfisols). The World Bank-financed QAPF 
project near Bamako is using chains with apparent success in a wooded 
savanna area. 

Compared with mechanized clearing, manual clearing operations are slow 
and inefficient. Depending on the vegetative cover and tree density, 
manual operations without stumping and burning may require up to 80 
man-days/hectare for complete clearing of woody savanna. Traditional 
"incomplete" clearing generally requires less that 25 man-days/hectare 
again without stumping and burning. On the other hand, based on work at 
IITA, (Copper, Lal and Classen, 1981), it requires about one working 
hour/hectare to clear with the shear blade attachment compared with two 
working hours/hectare required with the tree pusher/rook rake 
combination. The fuel consumption is also about 50 percent less for the 
shear blade than for the tree pusher attachment. More important, soil 
disturbance is minimal with a bulldozer-mounted shear blade. Tests in 
1981 at IITA showed little difference in runoff and erosicn rates between 
mechanized shear blade use and traditional methods if care is taken to 
avoid excessive traffic over the field and if land is cleared under dry 
field conditions. Trees can be cut but roots and trunks will remain in 
the field.
 

Using chain saws is a fourth possibility. However, this method would be 
efficient only for cutting and felling larger trees and not appropriate 
for the smaller brush and shrubs prevalent in the resettlement zone. The 
large-scale labor requirements are considerable: a skilled saw operator 
for two days/hectare and dozens of unskilled man-days/hectare for moving 
the sawn wood. More critically, the management and organization 
necessary to keep several dozen fragile chainsaws, skilled operators and 
work crews running is another logistical burden on the project.
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Given the time and labor requirements of traditional land clearing
methods and the logistical setup needed to support a chainsaw operation,
the most time and cost-effective method of land clearing, which is also 
environmentally sound, appears to be the use of bulldozers with shear 
blades for larger trees and with chains or bladed rollers for smallkr 
trees and shrubs. The valuable tree species to be retained will be 
clearly marked with paint prior to clearing operations. No large trees 
will be uprooted and no land leveling or -3eedbed preparation will ba 
done. Where necessary, due to the density of trees and heavy brush, 
larger, fallen trunks will be pushed or dragged to the field perimeter.
Farmers will be responsible for burning off scrub and for seedbed 
preparation. They will likewise be charged with the distribution and 
stockage of felled timber for use as firewood during the subsequent rainy 
season. The availability of this wood will reduce the physical labor 
burden on both men and women by eliminating the demanding task of cutting
and transporting wood, often over long distinces, to stock for rainy 
season needs . 
The land clearing plan and contract will be approved by AID and the RPU 
prior to execution. 

7.2.3.5 Area/Cost Estimates 

Fields to clear 5,074.2 hectares 

Village sites 500 hectares 

Total hectarage 5,574 

Equipment time/hectare 1.5 hours 

Total hours required 8,361 hours 

Equipment days 1,195 (7 hour day) 

Daily equipment cost 250,000 MF ($1/750 MF) 

Total equipment fee $398,333 

istance Factor (207.) 79,667 

Inflation (7%one year) 33,460 

Contingency (15%) 76,719 

Total $588,179 

7.2.3.6 Implementation 

This activity will be contracted directly by USAID via competitive
bidding to a Malian government agency such as OTME (see Tracks Analysis,
7.2.3) or a private company. It should logically be executed by the same 
agency or company that does the tracks component. The sequence of site 
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clearing should coincide with the village transfer plan as outlined in 
Amex 7.1, Evolution of Site Selection Process/Transfer Plan. Thus, all 
existing villages located at elevations below 170 meters and scheduled to 
move in May 1986 will have their new sites cleared first. 

Monitoring will be done by the personnel of the RPU Division of Technical 
Monitoring. The on-site wells construction technicians or the 
field-based CD agents will be continually at the construction sites. 
They will follow the day-to-day achievements. At the same time, the 
Village/Project Liaison committee will be asked to have representatives 
at the new sites on a permanent basis once construction activity begins.
All land clearing should be accomplished by April 1987. 
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7.2.4. ANNEX: VILLAGE WATER NEEDS ANALYSIS/WELLS CONSTRUCTION CCIPONEN 
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II. Comparison of Well Systems

III. Implentation Schedule 

7.2.4 .1. INTMODUCTION 

This analysis presents the data and methodology used for the design of an 
appropriate water supply system for villages forced to move by the filling
of the reservoir of the Manantali dam. 

The hydrogeological background is described in Section 7.2.4.2, and indicates 
the results of field prospection done by a team from the Direction Nationale de 
1'Hydraulique et de 1'Energie (DNHE) to determine the water potential at locations 
provisionally chosen as resettlement sites. 

A discussion of alternate water supply systems justification for the primary
systailchosen in the development of village water points, and a suggested 
implementation plan are presented in 7.2.4.3. 



7.2.4.2 HYDROGEDLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJEC' AREA 

A. Geology of the Manantali Region
 

The region of Manantali is essentially characterized by a
 
plateau of successive formations of Cambrian sandstones
 
traversed by a system of faults and associated network of
 
fractures. The Bafing River, with its source in Guinea, cuts
 
through the sandstone formations which take on the morphology of
 
escarpements, hills and isolated buttes. The parts of the
 
plateau which are the most elevated in the project area are on
 
the right bank of the Bafing, east near Nounkala (530 meters),
 
and on the left bank, southwest of Barlakoura (454 meters), and
 
southeast and north of Ougoudinko (443 and 430 meters).
 

The more recent surficial formations are alluvial clays, silts 
and sands adjacent to the river and secondary streams. Soils 
become more lateritic toward the areas of higher relief. The 
sandstones are generally massive to thin bedded, quartzitic with 
some conglomerate, interbedded with shales, and in part altered 
by weathering. They are cemented commonly by a more or less 
calcareous meterial and in some cases by silica, being highly 
compacted and hard. The strata are relatively underformed, with 
microfissures through certain formations. Different systems of
 
faults extend throughout the region, with intrusioins of
 
dolerite along some of the fractures.
 

B. Hydrogeological Characteristics of Resettement Zones
 

Detailed knowledge of the local hydrogeological conditions was 
afforded by the UNDP financed study conducted by the Direction 
Nationale de 1 'Hydraulique et de 1 'Energie (DNHE) and a thorough 
reconnaissance of the project area by Mission engineers. The 
resulting data allowed for an accurate interpretation of the 
subterranean lithology and its corresponding hydraulic charac
teristics, in the interest of investigating the potential for 
development of water points in the resettlement zones. 

1. Sequenca and Description of the Formations
 

The topsoil ismostly a layer of sandy clays or clayey sands
 
which extend Lo a depth of 3 to 5 meters. Eroded soils carried
 
by water and deposited form the alluvium, which lie on a layer
 
of lateritic subsoil, eroded and deposited, or formed in place.
 
These soils are unconsolodated and range from coarse to fine in
 
particle size. 
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The rock substratum is composed of a seried of sandstone beds which 
extend to the limit of the reconnaissance boreholes, the deepest 
being 100 meters. The sandstones range from quartzitic to felds
pathic with traces of heavy minerals and localized beds of jasper. 
The cementing material is calcareous or siliceous. 

The top bed of sandstone reaches an average depth of 10 meters. It 
tends to be disintegrated and permeability is relatively high due to 
weathering. 

The next deeper bed of sandstone continues to an average depth of 23 
meters. alteration and decomposition occur to a lesser degree and 
usually in areas where the calcareous cement has been dissolved or 
where fissures have developed. As finer particles fill in the voids 
of the weathered rock, the layer becomes less permeable. 

The next deeper bed of sandstone is more compacted, massive and 
hard. It extends to an average depth of 43 meters. The formation 
is impermeable, except in areas traversed by a network of 
fractures. The fractures and associated fissures can store
 
significant quantities of water. 

This bed is underlain by a bed of ferruginous shale, interbedded 
with jasper. The depth of the shale varies according to the degree 
of interbedding with the adjacent sandstones, as well as with 
geographic position and the bank of the river. On the average it 
reaches to a depth of 65 meters. The shale is very fine grained an( 
impermeable, except where intersected by fractures. As the 
fractures increase with depth, greater is the amount of water that 
can be stored. 

The deepest layer of sandstone continues to an average depth of 88
 
meters, where it is. interrupted by a contact with the underlying 
granite bedrock. This sandstone bed is massive and unconsolidated. 
The permeability of the rock itself is slightly increased due to an 
absence of cementation, but the significant quantities of water are 
found in fracture zones. 

In some areas, intrusions of dolerite have intersected the 
sedimentary beds, creating zones of contact metamorphism adjacent tc 
the intrusions. Networks of faults and fractures are associated 
with the upper part of the intrusive masses, producing favorable 
zones for groundwater storage.
 

The sequence of geologic formations in the area is illustrated in
 
Figure I. 
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2. Hydraulic Characteristics of the Formations 

The subsurface distribution of water is limited to two zones. The
first is the alluvial aquifer, or groundwater of the saturated
portion of the topsoil, subsoil and the disintegrated substratum.
Its upper limit is defined by the water table, and its lower limit
by the impervious substratum. The second deeper aquifer is confinec 
in the substratum. The two aquifers differ markedly in their 
hydraulic characteristics and potential for exploitation in
 
developing water points. 

Upper Aquifer:
 

The topsoil and subsoil layers are favorable to the accumulation of 
water due to the permeability of the sandy soils. Permeability is
slightly reduced in areas of higher clay content, or where soils are 
composed of compacted laterite.
 

The underlying sandstone also contains a certain amount of water due 
to its weathered nature and resulting porosity. This is reduced 
increasingly with the next layer of sandstone, as the rock becomes
harder and less altered. Only in areas of microfissures does the 
bed have water-bearing potential. 

The combination of these layers, especially the first 10 meters, and 
to a lesser extent down to 23 meters, have the greatest potential
for water storage in the upper aquifer. The availability of
groundwater, in these layers, however, is dependent upon the rate of 
recharge, as water naturally depleted by evaporation, transpiration,
and lateral percolation. An annual rainy season of approximately
five months provides infiltration to the aquifer directly through
downward percolation of rainwater, and indirectly through seepage
from rivers and streams. The alluvial aquifer becomes especially
productive during this period, as it is constantly replenished. 

Subsequently, as the rains cease, the water table drops and
productivity is dramatically reduced during the hot and dry season,
which continues for the renainder of the year. Year-round storage
is limited due to the thinness of the productive groundwater
layers. If, however, the soil layer is greater than 15 meters,
which is rarely the case, the storage area is greater and there 
would be enough water to sustain a favorable yield for year-round
exploitation by many families (as is the case with the Niger
alluvial soils). 



Lower Aquifer: 

The underlying series of sandstones, themselves, have limited 
possibilities for water storage, as the rocks become finer, more 
compacted, and generally impervious. Large quantities of water are 
present, however, at depth where tectonic activity has caused 
fracturing through the formations and water has accumulated in the 
substratum. In the project area these substerranean aquifers are 
found between 20 and 80 meters of depth, and on the average at 46 
meters. Fracture zones resulting from doleritic intrusions can also 
be productive aquifers in the fringe areas of contact metamorphism. 

These aquifers have the best potential for exploitation and furnish 
the best well yields. These sources can be exhausted over time, 
however, as the fracture systems are not continuous. Water which 
has accumulated in fractures and associated fissures, is stored in 
quantities comparable to the extent of the network, whether it be 
extensive or only localized. 

C. Identification of Water Resources in the Resettlement Zones
 

The well drilling team from the DNHE executed a series of drilled 
wells in identified fracture systems in order to provide 
quantitative data on water resources in each of the predetermined 
resettlement zones. Location of the drilled test wells was 
systematically accomplished through the use of a combination of 
photographic interpretation, geophysical soundings and extensive 
field reconnaissance. Aerial photographs were used to detect the 
occurence of fracture zones by identifying particular land features 
or lineaments', and geophysical prospection was done in order to 
localize fracture zones more precisely through the use of 
resistivity soundings. 

More detailed data about the characteristics of the drilled well 
itself were obtained concurrently with the l1thologic and 
stratigraphic data, during the reconnaissance campaign. Important 
information was gathered on the depth and rate of penetration, well 
yield, the depths where signific'nt outputs of water were 
encountered, the static water level in the borehole, the temperature 
and the conductivity of the water. Most of these characteristics 
are specified in Table I. 

Twenty six small diameter drilled wells were executed, to an average 
depth of 68 meters, with the shallowest being 43 meters and the 
deepest being 100 meters. PVC casing was inserted in the upper 
portion of the well to prevent caving in of the topsoils and 
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decomposed substratum. Once solid dock was attained, at an average 
of 26 meters, the casing was places and drilling continued at a 
smaller dimension (from 150 mm to 100 mm). 

Fractured zones with measurable outputs of water were mostly 
encountered between 36 and 52 meters, though some were encountered 
as shallow as 20 meters, or as deep as 80 meters. The average among

all 26 wells was at 46 meters. As fracture systems became more 
extensive with depth, drilling was often continued until a larger 
output of water was obtained. Where water was encountered, the 
output was measured, the yield determined and the static water level 
measured. 

.'he minimun yield considered exploitable for a drilled well by the 
DNHE is I cubic meter per hour (lmI/hr) or 1000 liters per hour, 
considering 12 hours of pumping per day. On the average, this could 
furnish a village of 150 inhabitants and their animals with water 
year-round. 

Of the 26 wells executed, six produced negligible quantities of 
water (less than Im3/hr) giving the campaign an overall success 
rate of 77%. Six wells produced over 5m3/hr, the most productive
being an artesian well measured at 26m3/hr. The average potential
yield of the 26 wells was 3.7 3/nr. 

The static water level was also found to be relatively high, on an
 
average of 8 meters below the ground surface. All resettlement
 
zones gave favorable results, locating significant quantities of 
water, at depth, in fracture zones.
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TABLE I 

MANANTALI 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL STUDY - CHARACTERISTICS OF REONNAISSANCE WELLS RESETTLEMENT 

Well No. Depth of Total Water Yield Base of Potential Static Level tSpecific
 
Site Casing(m) Depth(m) Encountered(m) Casing (m3/h) Yield(m3/h) Capacity
 

DOWNSTREAM - RIGHT BANK
 
Sonfara 31 88
F1 	 52.5, 67.2 1.3 0.63 10.45 0.063

Bingassi I F1 31 76 56.5, 61.3 3.8 
 2.6 16.29 0.26


F2 31 76 Progressive 2.5 1.6 15.32 0.16
 
from 55 to 70
 

Bingassi II F1 31 82 Progressive 1.5 0.54 
 3.07 0.054
 
from 34 to 70
 

F2 31 91 82.7, 85 to 87 4.3 1.6 4.49 0.16

Kolonindala F1 19 43.5 23, 38.5 8.7 
 5.8. 3.95 0.58
 

F2 19 64 44.5, 49.4 1.8 1.3 5.12 0.13

F3 31 82 72.6 1-3 0.57 7.97 0.057


Fardala 
 F1 22.3 70 24 2.2 1.6 8.27 0.16

F2 18 49 21.5, 23.3, 31, 35 2.3 2.2 7.58 0.22
 

Mintegnan 
 46 to 50
 
F2 25 55 40 to 43, 45.6 4.7 3.6 11.83 0.36
 

Keniekenie- F1 22 100 Progressive 1.3 1.0 
 9.10 0.10
 
dala F2 19 49 18.5, 27, 28 12 10.0 7.32 1.0
 
DOWNSTREAM - LEFT BANK
 
Sobela I 25 67
F1 32 to 34 0.6 0.43 11 0.043
F2 25 61 54.4 2.5 1.7 9.95 0.17
 

F3 31 76 46.5 -  8.71 -

Sobela II 
 F1 25 70 46 	 2.3 1.3 7.11 0.13

Banfara 
 F1 22 55 41 2.7 1.6 5.58 0.16


F2 25 55 33 4.3 2.3 6.08 0.23
 
UPSTREAM -EAST
 

Nounkala F1 31 70 58.3, 61 12 5.8 
 10.17 t058

F2 39 73 44 to 45, 57, 12 4.1 0.41
 

65.5
 
F3 28 49 28 to 43 15.3 6.8 5.57 3.68
 

UPSTREAM - SOUTH 
Kologo 16 73F1 	 34.3 -  8.45 -

F2 40 76.8 68.6, 75.4 20.4 6.2 7.05 ).62

Sitaninkoto 
 F1 22 59 17.5, to 22, 58.1 Artesian . Artesian 

Total and Avg -26 Wells 26 meters 68 meters 46.069 meters 
 5.3 	m3/h 3.7m3/h 8.31
 

t 	 Specific Capacity is the well yield per meter of drawdown below the static water water level, in cubic meters per.
second per meter. Specific capacity remains fairly constant for moderate drawdowns and is reduced as the well is
pumped at an excessive rate. Specific capacity is computed as the yield at the casing base divided by the

difference between the casing depth and static water level.
 

Potential Yield is assumed to be the well discharge or yield if a cistern is constructed ten meters below the
 
static water level and is pumped to the bottom, or ten times the specific capacity. Pumping during peak demand
 
periods may exceed potential yield but cistern storage is replenished during the night and times of little use.
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7.2.4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF VIIIAGE WATER POINTS 

Of the many factors which must be considered in the selection 
of new village sites, none is more important than assuring an 
adequate water supply with the appropriate infrastructure to 
meet the village demands for water. Having identified the 
potential for the exploitation of groundwater resources in the 
resettlement zones, other criteria considered essential to the 
development of functional water points were the current
 
patterns of water use in the villages, the present source of 
their water supply, the estimated daily consumption rates of 
all water users, the overall water needs of each village, and 
expressed preferences for the source of future water supply. 
The application of this data to the given hydrogeological 
conditions identified the possible options as well as 
restrictions in the development of water points for the new 
villages. 

A. Existing Water Supply and Use 

The project villages can be represented by three different 
patterns of water supply: 

1. 	 Villages which obtain water exclusively from the 
Bafing River; 

2. 	 Villages which obtain water from shallow dug wells; 

3. 	 Villages which obtain water from both the river and 
fram wells. 

Water use in the villages can be divided into domestic 
(drinking, cooking, and washing), gardening and livestock 
watering. Each of these uses have different characteristics, 
indicating somewhat different requirements for supply. At 
present, there are no improved village water systems in the 
project area. 

Villages located within approximately one kilometer of the 
river fully depend upon it for water supply. Flow is perennial 
aiiWthe water quality is satisfactory from the perspective of 
dissolved solids and turbidity. No data is presently available 
regarding the sanitary quality of the river water. 

Bathing and washing of utensils is done in the river, and water 
for drinking and cooking is carried back to the household. 
This 	aspect of water supply and use is exclusively the domain 
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of women. Water for cooking, drinking and other use is carried bacl
 
to the village by women in galvanized steel tubs, usually with a nel
 
capacity of 30 to 40 liters. Each household has a small fenced
 
water storage area in the household compound where carried water is
 
stored in covered spherical earthen urns. Usually, tomatoes are
 
grown on the fence around this area to take advantage of spilled
 
water and the seepage through the slightly porous storage urns.
 
Evaporation of moisture from the urn surface also effectively cools
 
the water, especially in the dry months.
 

For these villages irrigated gardening is done on the slope of the
 
river bank, or in small plots on top of the bank. Crops on the
 
slopes take advantage of stored soil moisture after river recession,
 
which is augmented by water carried from the river. Plots on the
 
tops of the banks are watered exclusively by carried water.
 
Watering of livestock is done at the river.
 

Villages situated away from the river use unimproved dug wells for
 
all domestic and gardening use. Some water from these wells is usec
 
for goats and sheep, but cattle are generally herded to a surface
 
source at some distance from the village or the river. Typically,
 
each household or extended family unit will have a private garden
 
plot located near the village with a dug well which is used for
 
watering, as well as for water to be carried to the household for
 
domestic use. Typical carry distances from well to household are
 
between 100 and 500 meters, but can be as far as 1.5 kilometers
 
during the dry season.
 

Family gardens vary between 100 and 200 square meters. The
 
principal crop for these irrigated gardens (not to be confused with
 
rainfed production of staples) is tobacco, with smaller amounts of
 
vegetables such as onions, cabbage, and peppers. During the dry
 
months (October thru May) there is no dependable rainfall. Water i
 
applied directly to vegetables from the well using the calabash and
 
rope. Random observations and measurements in several villages
 
indicate application rates between five and ten millimeters per day
 
(500-1000 liters/ 100m4).
 

In most cases hand dug wells are shallow holes, about one meter in 
diameter, sunk 3-5 meters into the beds of sand and clay. Shallow 
wells are dug rapidly, and multiplied in function to the village 
water needs. They are often numerous (up to 20 or 30) and found 
close to one another. The overall restriction to the depth and 
productivity of the wells is the shallowness of the topsoil layer, 
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the coresponding limited storage capacity of the soil and the 
underlying rock layer which is rarely penetrated. Water storage
rarely exceeds 50-100 cm or a yield greater than one cubic meter per 
day. 

The depth and longevity of these wells depend upon the resistance of 
the soils directly overlying the water table. With the advent of 
rains, the walls erode and caverns form, causing the sides to 
collapse. Few permanent wells were found in the existing villages; 
most have either to be redug or newly located each year 

B. Inventory of Village Water Needs 

The calculation of village water needs was based upon an inventory
conducted by the DI{E study, observation and surveys by AID, and 
supplementary figures furnished by the Arrondissement of Bamafele 
and Kokofata. Estimates of domestic water consumption for the 
inhabitants in the project area indicate a higher use than many 
other areas in West Africa. This can be explained by the pattern of 
private wells or a perennial surface source within easy carrying
distance of most households, which is not typical in rural West 
Africa. Estimates of per capita daily use in the project area for 
those who do not have access to a surface source for washing 
clothes, utensils and bathing are between 30 and 50 liters per day. 

This coincides with the estimated consumption rate for people of 40 
liters per day following figures in the World Health Organization 
publication, Water Supply for Rural Areas and Small Comunities, by
E.G. Wagner and J.N. Lanoix. This includes water for drinking, 
cooking, washing utensils and clothing, and bathing. 

Therefore, daily consumption rates for humans and animals were 
decided as follows: 

People: 40 liters per day 
Sheep & Goats: 10 liters per day 

Cattle can be herded to perennial surface sources for drinking in 
the traditional manner. 

The population data needed for the calculation of daily water 
consumption was taken from the IER socioeconomic study financed by
IJNDP. This daqta was used to calculate the village water needs in 
Table VI. Population figures were increased by 10% as a margin of 
error for the study. These values were then increased by 2.5%per 
year until 1989 (total 15%) to account for future population growth. 
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TABLE I 

MANANTALI 

RESETTLEMENT 

VILLAGE WATER NEEDS 

Village 
1983 
Pop.* 

Population 
Water Needs 

No. Goats 
Sheep 

Goats, Sheep 
Water Needs 

Total Water 
Needs m3/day** 

Wells 
Required 

Present Water 
Source Observations 

1. 

2. 

RIGI B.NK 
Soukoutali 

Sekokoto 

325 

110 

16,440 

5,560 

225 

20 

2,850 

250 

19.3 

5.8 

2 

1 

River, Wells 

in hamlets 

River 

Gardening near 

river & wells 

3. 

4. 

5. 

b. 

7. 

Keniekenieko 

Nigui 

Farabandi 

Firia 

Kenieba 

445 

294 

400 

360 

479 

22,520 

14,880 

20,240 

18,200 

24,240 

41 

12 

64 

55 

134 

520 

150 

810 

700 

1,700 

23 

15 

21 

19 

26 .3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

River 

10 Wells -; Wells reach rock 

Seasonal Stream Avg. 4.5m 
10 Wells +; Wells Avg. 12m 
100 Shallow W-lls along stream 
30 Wells +; Wells reach rock 

10 function Avg. 14.5m 
River; Wells 

U 

8. Madinandi/ 
Sandegnan 

227 11,480 69, 870 12.4 2 
are rare 
3 Wells; 20+ Wells reach rock 

Avg. 8.5m 

9. Tondidji 350 17,720 69 870 18.6 2 8 Wells;Shallow Wells reach rock 

10. 

11. 

Ganfan 

Kambou 

212 

173 

10,720 

8,760 

94 

11 

L,190 

140' 

12 

9 

2 

1 

Wells at River 
4 Wells;Shallow 

Wells, River 
River, Stream 

at 11m; 9m at Riv 
Wells llm; Shlw. 

Wells 2m - rock 

LEFT BA 

12. DiadJkoto 102 5,160 15 190 5.4 1 River 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Souroufouga 

Kouroukondi 

B.trl.kourou 

62 

204 

237 

3,120 

10,320 

12,000 

37 

69 

.62 

47 0 

870 

780 

3.6 

11 

12.8 

1 

2 

2.. 

3 Wells-dry; 

River 

River & 15 Wells 

20+ Wells 

Wells Avg. 
7 
m 

Avg. 5m - do 

not reach rock 
WellA reach rock 

8m: yield 9001/d 

* llun.in 
N.'DJ;IiP-t iinced 

and anical ne.:ds 
11[R Study 
Lncreased by 10 for margin of error in TER Study and 15% for population growth until 1989. 
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TABLE 11 (ont) 

MM4ANTALI 

RESETTLEMENT 

VILLAGE WATER NEEDS 

Village 

1983 

Pop. 

Population 

Water Needs 

No. Goats 

Sheep 

Goats, Sheep 

Water Needs 

Total Water 

Needs m3lday* 

Wells 

Required 

Present Water 

Source Observations 

mmmm. 

16. 
LEfT BANK 
Tintilla 

(cont) 
251 12,720 98 1240 14.0 2 100 Wells, 10 

w/,water 
Yield 300 1/day 

17. Kinkorma 299 15.120 79 1000 16 2 20 Wells & 

River 

Wells Avg. 5m 

1. Bamafele 573 29,000 166 2100 31.0 4 River & 
200 Wells 

Wells reach rock 
Avg. 6.5m  littleWater 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Marena 

Diokeli 

Samantoutou 

Konlakara 

Ougoudinko 

467 

402 

68 

130 

433 

23,640 

20,360 

3,440 

6,560 

21,920 

135 

187 

12 

58 

190 

1710 

2370 

150, 

730 

2400 

25.4 

22.7' 

3. 6 

7.3 

22 

3 

3 

1 

1 

3 

12 Wells; 

Animals to River 
12 Wells; 

10 Wells; 

10 Wells; 6 

give water 
20 Wells 

Wells b-9m, some 

reach rock 
Wells Avg. lim 

some reach rock 
Wells Avg. 9m 

at rock 
Wells Avg. 8m 

2m3/day - Avg. 

15m, no rock 

24. 

25. 

26. 

'ouibalan 

Bakioke 

Kourond[ 

257 

333 

50 

13,000 

16,840 

2,520 

117 

154 

19 

1480 

1950 

240 

14.5. 

18.8 

2.8 

2 

2 

1 

100 Wells -

most go dry 

15 Wells & 

River 
4 Wells 

2 go dry 

Wells reach rock 

Avg. 7m 

Wells reach rock 

Avg. loin 
Wells reach rock 
Avg. 7m 

_ 

27. Bant.Mijoke 178 9,000 43 540 9.5 1 10 Wells Avg. iam 

28. S-10 893 45,200 135 1700 47 3** 26 Uells, 

Seasonal streams 

Some reach rock 

Avg. 6m 

29. Bamhouta 229 11,600 84 2 River & 3 Wells Avg. 6m 

10. Coul?",,ad.|1z 297 Is,040 31 39u 15.4 2 River 
8m: yield 9001/d 

JL. Stateto 323., .14 180 16.4 l**, River 

ilViii a t to be aoved, nur whltly-dependent on new water sources requtre t/2 number of wells. " 



33. 


34. 


35. 


36. 


37. 


38. 


39. 


40. 


Village 


Kologo 


Diba 


Sitaninkoto 


Koba 


Sobela 


Nantela 


Faradala 


Nounkala 


1983 Population 


Pop. Water Needs 


255 12,920 


234 11,840 


566 28,640 


241 12,200 


(Host Village) 


(Host Village)
 

(Host Village) 


(Host Village)
 

No. Goats 


Sheep 


54 


105 


116 


--200.
__Wells,
 

TABLE II (cont)
 

VILLAGE WATER NEFDS
 
Goats, Sheep Total Water 

WWater Needs Needs m3/day* 

680 13.6 

1330 13.0 

1470 30.0 

-2530 14.5
-


-TOTAL WELLS 


Wells 


Required 


1** 


2 


2** 


l** 


1
 

1.
 

72
 

Present Wace
 

soIurce 


Wells
 

Rive.
 

River
 

Wells
 

-HANANTALI
 
RESETTLEMENT
 

Observations"
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C. New Village Water Supply System 

Many types of water systems can be considered for different types of 
water needs. Some, such as motorized pumps and pressure systems, 
can 	be easily eliminated as inappropriate in the project area due to 
lack of ability for operation and maintenance. Other systems offer 
distinct advantages and disavantages, with the final choice being a 
weighed solution, given all the social, technical, health and cost 
factors involved. 

1. Design Considerations 

The 	options considered for domestic water supply are: 

1. 	 small diameter drilled wells with manual pumps;
2. 	 large diameter dug wells, cased, sealed and fitted with 

manual pumps and an access cover for emergency use with a 
bucket; 

3. 	 large diameter dug wells, cased, with apron and raised 
wall, open for use with buckets, or 

4. 	 small diameter drilled wells connected to an adjacent large 
diameter dug well serving as a cistern for water storage,
 
cased, and open or with access cover for use with buckets.
 

Option 1. has the advantages of the least chance of contamination or 
going dry, can be installed rapidly and is the least costly, but is 
wholly dependent on the functioning and maintenance of the pump. 
Pump programs are plagued with problems stemming from a combinatinn 
of the sociological habits and cultural. beliefs of the communities 
using the wells, the implementing agency and the organization (or 
lack thereof) of the pump installation and maintenance program, the 
unreliability of present handpump design under a range of variable 
conditions, and the high cost of repairs and maintenance, 
consequently leaving a high percentage of wells out of use at any 
given time. This situation would be particularly unacceptable at 
the new village sites where no alternate source of vater is 
available. As long as the use of pumps has not become a custom and 
their maintenance program a routine operation, large diameter dug 
wells remain the only sure means of supplying water to a population. 
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Option 2. has the same disadvantage as option 1. as far as the 
unreliability of pumps, but allows for emergency access to the water 
source with buckets. In this manner, the village is always assured 
access to its water supply. The overriding disadvantage of dug
wells, however, would be the low well yield, as the upper 
groundwater aquifer is not productive enough to meet more than 
individual family needs, due to the thin topsoil layer and the 
generally impervious sandstone beds. This, coupled with the 
depletion of the aquifer during the dry season, make for an 
unreliable year-round water source as well. In order to meet an 
entire village's water needs, dug wells would have to extend to
 
significant depths where water is trapped in subterranean aquifers.
the variability of depth at which fractures occur and the 
variability of output would make this system prohibitively
expensive, with measurable yields (greater than lmP/hour) 
encountered at an average depth of 46 meters, and some as deep as 80 
meters. There is a significant difference in cost and time for 
execution of a well of 20 meters, 50 meters and 80 meters. The 
necessity to multiply the number of wells if an adequate yield is 
not obtained is an unknown factor which could have serious 
implications. 

Option 3. has the advantage of permitting the greatest numbers of 
users to draw water at the same time, being completely open, but has 
a greater chance of becoming contaminated from dirty buckets or 
debris. As a dug well it has the same disadvantage as option 2. 

Option 4. combines the advantages of the preceding three otpions,
with few of the disadvantages. The drilled well taps the water 
source at a depth which has sufficient yield. A cistern is 
constructed adjacent to the drilled well to a depth several meters 
below the static water level in tle well. A horizontal connection 
is made between the bottom of the cistern and drilled well to allow 
water to flow into the cistern by gravity. The cistern is in the 
form of a vertical concrete cylinder one to two meters in diameter 
and open at the top, permitting users to draw water by traditional 
means. The depth of the cistern depends upon the characteristics of 
the drilled well and in particular the static water level and 
specific capacity. The cistern must be deep enough to assure 
sufficient yield and storage during periods of minimum water level 
in the aquifer. More details on the design of this system are given 
in the following section on well design. 

2. Cost Considerations 

Option 1. drilled wells with manual pumps may have the lowest 
initial investment to produce an exploitable water point, but would 
become less and less cost effective with time, as repair and 



maintenance become major obstacles in a rural area. Moreover, there 
is no way to measure the cost of human incon- venience and hardship 
at the breakdown of a pump and consequent loss of water supply where 
there is no alternate source of water available. For this reason, 
the lower cost is not considered initiative enough to reccmend this 
type of system. Therefore, option 1. is eliminated due to the 
certainty of pump breakdown, the resulting crisis of no alternate 
water source, and the insurmountable problems anticipated in 
implementing and administrering the necessary pump maintenance 
program in an area as remote as Manantali. 

Options 2 & 3. Large diameter dug wells with the constraints of 
local hydrogeological conditions, are limited to fracture zones, as 
a shallower well in the upper groundwater aquifer would not obtain a 
sufficient yield to approach, satisfying a village's water needs. 
Deeper dug wells to subterranean aquifers are considered equally 
inappropriate, however, with the high cost per meter and the risk of 
producing dry wells or continuing to great depths to obtain a 
favorable yield. Though recurring costs of this type of system 
would be few (repairs are not needed, and maintenance would depend 
upon a contientious health education program), the initial 
investment would be monumental, and due to the unknown paramete , 
the least cost effective. 

Option 4., a drilled well connected to a dug well and cistern is 
retained as the appropriate water supply system, as it is 
technically sound, efficient, respects traditional water use habits, 
and is a reasonable compromise cost-wise between drilled wells and 
deep dug wells. It is the most sure means of producing sufficient 
quantities of water to support village populations at their new 
sites, with no alternate domestic sources readily available. It 
should also be noted that several people can draw water 
simultaneously from the cistern, at a rate considerably greater than 
one handpump on a drilled well. A comparison of the existing well 
systems and the proposed well system, with their corresponding well 
yields is shown in Figure II. Cost estimates are given on Table VII. 

3. Alternate Water Sources
 

Other types of water needs considered are for gardening and for the 
watering of animals. Possible options for garden irrigation systems 
would be diesel or manual pumps from wells or surface sources. 
Neither of these are deemed practical though, due to the advanced 
technology involved with proper operation and maintenance, the very 
small plot size, and restriction of mobility of garden sites. 
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TABLE III 

COST ESTIMATES FOR DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY 
MANANTALI RESERVOIR RESETTLE40 

Item Quantity Unit Cost Total 

Drilled Wells* 
Cisterns** 
U.S. Source Premium 
Water Pumps/Installation*** 

72 units 
72 units 

$15,167 
16,000 

1,092,000 
i,152,000 

500,000 
40,000 

Subtotal 2,784,000 

Inflation (7%one year) 
 194,880
 
Contingency (15%) 446,832 

Total 3,425,712
 

* 	 Unit cost was estimated using an average well depth of 65 
meters at $200 per meter for completed wells and $100 per meter 
for the 24 dry holes expected with 75% success rate. Unit cost 
data is estimated from active work in Mali and Togo. 

** 	 Cistern costs are estimated assuming an average depth of 20 
meters, a unit cost of $750 per meter, plus $1000 for wall and 
apron construction. These costs assume local construction 
techniques and were estimated from current construction in 
Mali. Cost data are not available using heavy boring equipment. 

*** 	 Submersible electric pumps with generators, or manual pumps to 
be installed on 25 positive test boreholes and project-fund 
boreholes at village sites to supply water for construction. 
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It will be more appropriate to locate villages near surface sources 
and exploit the upper groundwater aquifer by digging shallow wells
 
for garden plots in the traditional manner.
 

D. Well Design
 

As already described, the type of system selected for the primary
 
water supply is the cistern well. A tubewell is drilled with
 
standard rotary or air-percussion equipment. This takes a few days
 
at most. When its yield ismeasured and hydraulic characteristics
 
tested and found suitable, a cylindrical vertical cistern or
 
reservoir is constructed adjacent to the tubewell with its bottom at
 
some point below the water level in the tubewell. A horizontal
 
connection is made between the reservoir and tubewell to allow water
 
to flow into the reservoir. The top of the reservoir or cistern is
 
constructed in the same way as an open dug well so buckets can be
 
lowed for drawing water. A diagram of this type of system is shown
 
in Figure II. This type of system is currently in practice in Mali
 
and recognized for its appropriateness in the local conditions.
 

The tubewell is constructed to acceptable standards and practices

for potable water supply. All drilling logs, as built plans and
 
pump-testing records of the wells should be retained for future
 
reference in maintenance or up-grading of the water supply system.
 
Wells in unconsolidated or unstable aquifers should be screened with
 
a proper slot size to prevent entrance of fine material into the
 
well, and gravel packed if necessary. Screens should be of a
 
durable, non-corrosive material and have enough slot area to assure
 
that entrance velocities are not excessive.
 

Wells should be cased down to the sceen - .to bedrock with
 
durable, non-corrosive pipe. The casin _.-.ter should be large
 
enough (150 m) to install standard pumping equipment if needed at a
 
later date. The bottom of the casing should be sealed to the
 
borehole with an appropriate packer, stabilized with gravel of sand
 
and grouted in place. The tubewells should be capped with a rugged,
 
tamper-proof top which can be removed for access and potential
 
future use.
 

The cisterns or reservoirs may be constructed of pre-cast reinforced
 
concrete pipe sections or cast-in-place. (See figure III). The
 
former may be faster and cheaper and the latter stronger and more
 
durable. In either case the bottom and walls must be sealed to
 
prevent inflow of water or contaminants from the superficial
 
aquifer, or leakage of the well water into intersected fractures.
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The cistern diameter should be large enough so several water drawers 
can use it simultaneously; (1.8 meters). The top of the cistern 
must have an appropriate protection wall to prevent debris, dirty 
water, animals and people from falling in. A heavy apron should 
also be constructed around the wall above natural grade and sloped 
away from the well. The apron provides a clean, stable place for 
water drawers to stand and place their containers and ropes. There 
should be a collection drain around the apron and drain field to 
dispose of spilled water. 

A concrete watering trough for livestock can be constructed in 
proximity to the dug well, as deemed needed by the villages. Proper 
drainage must be assured in the trough to facilitate periodic
cleaning. The well should be enclosed by a sturdy fence or wall, 
with the trough outside, to impede animals from entering the well 
area. 

'M options may be considered for drawing water; households may use 
personal ropes and buckets, or permanent community ropes and buckets 
fixed to the well. Personal ropes and buckets may not be stored in 
clean areas, and are placed on the well apron before and after use. 
A possible improvement is to construct a heavy steel beam over the 
cistern and attach one or more heavy steel pulleys. Heavy ropes
through the pulleys are permanently attached to the steel beam frame 
at one end and a durable bucket at the other. As water is drawn, 
the rope slack goes down the well, as opposed to on the apron, 
avoiding contamination. This system also somewhat increases the 
potential capacity of an individual drawer as it is easier to pull a 
rope down from the pulley than up from the well. 

The depth of the cistern is determined by the hydraulic
characteristics of the drilled well. The bottom of the cistern must 
be deep enough below the static water level to assure adequate yield 
and/or storage. Five meters below the static water level at the end 
of the dry season is considered a minimum. For wells with a 
specific capacity less than 0.3 m2/hr (5 liter/min/meter) the 
cistern depth below the static water level should be increased. For 
budgetary purposes, 20 meters is considered the average required 
depth estimated for the cisterns. 
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Water System Capacity 

The number of people which can be served by a water system may be 
determined by one of three limiting factors; the yield of the well, 
the rate at which people can draw or pump, or the distance which 
they must carry water between the well and house. Typically, the 
peak demand for water use is early morning and late afternoon. 
Drawers of water have many other activities which preclude them from 
being able to draw at any time of day, or being able to wait for 
long periods in a line. Therefore, each system should be designed 
with a maximum net daily operation time between four and six hours. 
Otherwise, village requirements will not be met. Reasonable maximum 
carrying distances should be about 500 meters. 

A typical drawer of water can pull about 50 liter-meters per minute 
with a loose rope and local rubber bag. In other words, the drawer 
can lift about five liters per minute from a depth of ten meters. 
If six simultaneous drawers can work comfortably around a cistern of 
180 cm diameter, and a water depth of ten meters, they can draw 
about 50 x 6 - 10 = 30 liters per minute or 1.8 cubic meters per 
hour. Based on five hours of use per day, a well could supply about 
nine cubic meters per day. If a village's water needs are equal to 
or less than the well's capacity, one water point would be 
sufficient for their needs. If the well capacity is less than the 
demand, additional water points will be necessary. Based on the 
figures of population, water requirements and well capacity, the 
number of required wells are calculated in Table VI, to be 72. 

Water Pumps for Construction Needs 

Water will be needed at the new village sites for the construction 
of the warehouses, the social and administrative infrastructure, the 
wells, and village housing. To satisfy water needs prior to village 
relocation, twenty-five boreholes -- test bores and project funded 
bores -- will be equipped with either electric or manual pumps to 
evacuate water. 

Submersible electric pumps offer the advantage of fast evacuation 
plus portability -- that is, they can be moved from one bore to 
another. They require an electricity generator to power them and 
thus present logistical complications. 

Manual pumps would be more suitable for a semi-permanent supply. 
heir evacuation capacity is limited but they may prove to be more 

reliable mechanically. Further, they require no generators or fuel. 

Whether manual or electric, the pumps may be moved from one site to 
another as necessary. Since no maintenance or repair capability or 
infrastructure currently exists in the project zone, none of the 
pump installations are planned as permanent. 
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E. Implementation Plan 

Due to the time constraints for project implementation set by the 
filling of the reservoir it is essential that a workable 
implementation plan be drawn and adhered to. The plan for water 
must be coordinated and integrated into the overall implementation
plan including building construction, transportation and 
resettlement. 

The first task to be undertaken will be the selection of existing
positive test boreholes located at or near new village sites. These 
will then be equipped with pumps to provide water for construction 
needs. Since the positive test bores will probably not be able to 
supply enough water, some project-funded boreholes will also need to 
have pumps installed. The plan for selection and pump installation 
will have to be drawn up by the RPU in collaboration with 
contractors who will execute the various construction activities. 

About 72 operational water systems are needed, each of which
 
consists of a drilled well and adjacent cistern. The success rate 
for drilled wells in the area is about 75%, indicating that about 96 
wells will be drilled to obtain 72 with sufficient quantities of 
water. Since cisterns are constructed only after a well is tested 
positive, about 72 will be needed. 

Drilled wells are constructed using standard rotary or air 
percussion rigs. A good rig and crew can camplete one or two wells 
a week, including down time and moving. 

Cistern excavation and construction can be done either by
traditional methods using manual tools, compressed air hammers, and 
dynamite, or by using large boring equipment. Using traditional 
techniques, one crew can complete between two and three cisterns per 
year, depending on depths and materials penetrated. A large boring
machine can complete a cistern in a week to ten days, assuming pre
cast rings are used for lining. 
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The choice of construction methods for the cisterns could be
 
critical for implerientation and each has its own advantages.
 
Manual methods are currently in use in Mali, albeit not to the
 
scale needed for this project. There are organizations and man
power with experience in these techniques. There is a certain
 
safety factor using multiple crews and brigades of small equip
ment as opposed to one or two pieces of large equipment, whose
 
failure, in a remo:e place could be disasterous to the implemen
tation schedule. The primary advantages of using large equipment
 
is potential speed, and the technical competence and reliability
 
of a larger international contractor.
 

No cost data is available to date on construction using large
 
boring equipment. Expressions of interest are presently being
 
solicited in the Commerce Business Daily.
 

If a large international contractor is selected for cistern
 
construction, the drilled well component should also be part
 
of his contract in order to minimize problems of coordination,
 
construction standards and to maximize the incentive for mobi
lization.
 

An approriate system must be set up to coordinate, monitor and
 
approve installation of the pumps and construction of the wells.
 
Personnel with experience in water well construction and ground
water hydrology will be needed. Construction should be monitored
 
by a groundwater and wells expert aided by two on-site field
 
technicians. These three people should serve for three years to
 
provide necessary monitoring. This will ensure that the wells
 
construction and pump installation and testing meet the required
 
standards and specifications.
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7.2.4.4 'SCOPES OF WORK

: MANANAL RFSENLEMM WELLS CONRUCTION ACTIVITY
 

About twenty-five pumps will be installed on boreholes and 72 water 
supply systems will be constructed to provide water to some 11,000 
who will be relocated from the area to be flooded. Each system will 
consist of a small diameter drilled well connected to a larger and 
shallower adjacent cistern (between I and 2 meters diameter) for 
storing and drawing water supplied by the drilled well. The cistern 
is excavated adjacent to the drilled well to a depth several meters 
below the static water level in the well. A horizontal connection 
is made between the bottom of the cistern to the drilled well 
allowing groundwater to flow into the cistern by gravity. The 
drilled well is capped and water is drawn from the open cistern by 
buckets and rope, eliminating the need for handpumps. 

A. Short Term Consultant (2PM) 

This individual will be a hydraulic engineer, rural engineer, or 
-wells specialist with no less than three years field experience in 
the construction of cisterns and boreholes. Experience in Africa, 
preferably the Francophone Sahel, is required as is French language 
capability at the level of FIS R3, S3 tested within the past six 
months. The consultant will be asked to undertake two tasks. 
First, he/she will prepare complete designs and specifications for 
the water supply systens and punp installations. These will 
include, but not be limited to: 

I. Well Drilling and Logging Techniques, including penetration 
rates, material sampling and analysis, and pumping tests for yield. 
The pump test methods and minimum yield required for completing a 
well shall be specified in detail. 

2. Details of small diameter well design and specifications, 
including casing dineter and material; screen diameter, material, 
slot type and size, length and location; requirements and materials 
for gravel packing and stabilization; design and specifications for 
grouting and capping the wells. 

3. Cistern design and construction including diameter, wall and 
bottom thickness and materials, joint construction and sealing. The 
desigo shall include an appropriate apron, top wall and drain. The 
most appropriate method for drawing water shall be specified and 
considered in design (i.e. permanent ropes and buckets attached to a 
beam and pulleys, or individual ropes and buckets). Criteria for 
required depth of the cistern shall be made based upon static water 
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level, water level fluctuations, well yield and water requirements.
Design shall include the connection between the cistern and well. 
Design and specifications prepared by the consultant shall be 
reviewed and approved by GOM and AID. 

4. Choice of appropriate (location and output) positive test 
boreholes, suggestion of project-funded borehole drill sites so that 
pumps may be installed and water provided for construction early in 
the project. 

5. Planning of tentative Implementation timetable. 

The consultant's second task will be the preparation of bid 
documents and Invitations for Bids for the water systems, based on 
the design and specification. 

B. Long Term Consultant (36 PM) 

Technical and linguistic requirements for this individual will be 
the same. However, he/she should also have the social/cultural
skills which will enable the consultant to live at Manntali for 
three years and work with Malian personnel and counterparts on a 
daily basis. 

The consultant shall coordinate and monitor all phases of the pump
installation and wells construction. He/she shall act as liaison 
for the water systems construction to coordinate and link these 
project components with all other activities. The consultant will
work with two on-site wells construction technicians. He/she will 
be responsible for sampling and analyzing materials and preparing
well logs and pLu-, test reports. These reports shall be turned over 
to appropriate .6encies in Mali for retention. 

Upon completion of each water system the consultant shall carry out 
a final inspection to ascertain if it meets requirements and 
specifications. Completed units meeting requirements shall be 
approved by the consultant in writing to G"M and AID. The 
consultant shall also provide an as-built drawing of each system,
with location and Identification marks. 

A sample implementation schedule is shown in Figure III. The dates 
are left open, since they are contingent upon approval of this 
project paper and signing of the PROAG. The plan makes it obvious 
that it is critical to begin as soon as possible in order to meet 
deadline of a full reservoir in 1987. 
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7.2.5 ANNEX: VILLAGE RECONSTRJCTION 

7.2.5.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Settlemnt, Concession, and Household 
B. Village Inventories 

1. Traditional Structures 
2. Above Standard Public, Private and Village Owned Buildings 

C. Building Systems Used in Traditional Village Construction
 
D. Availability of Local Building Materials 
E. System Retairfed for Building Construction 

1. Block Production 
2. Suitability and Testing of Soils 
3. Laterites 

F. Cost of Materials for Village Reconstruction 
G. Cost and Availability of Labor 

7.2.5.2 METHOD OF VILLAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND COST ANALYSIS 

A. Village Groupings and Resettlement Zones 
B. Constraints on Reconstruction 

1. Geographical Situation 
2. Dam Construction Schedule 
3. Access Roads 
4. Water Availability
 

C. Reconstruction Policy
 

1. Construction of Houses (Sleeping Quarters)
 
2. 	 Provision of Building Materials for Construction of 

Supplementary Structures 
3. 	 Reimbursement of Above Standard Private or Village 

Owned Structures 
4. Construction of Public Buildings
 

D. Organization of Village Construction Sites 

1. Sequence of Tasks for Village Reconstruction 
2. Scheduling of Construction Activities 

E. Contracting Options and Cost Analysis 
F. Total Construction Costs 

FIGURES 

I: 	 Typical Concession
 
II: 	 Plan of Household
 
III: 	 Abreviated Inplementation Plan 
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7.2.5. ANNEX: VILLAGE RECONSTRUCTION
 

7.2.5.1. Design Considerations
 

The information used to determine the most feasible system of building
 
construction for villages to be displaced was gathered through village interviews
 
and a thorough reconnaissance of the project area. Investigations and surveys
 
have been conducted since the first study done by Groupement Manantali in 1977.
 
Research by the USAID PTD team begaa in 1981, followed by further investigation
 
of traditional village habitat and construction methods, inventories of physical
 
structures, and an approximation of the cost quantities and availability of
 
appropriate building materials necessary for village reconstruction. These
 
elements have all been considered in the light of village needs and desires,
 
time constraints and project goals.
 

A. Settlement, Concession, and Household.
 

The dominant form of Malinke settlement in the project area is a small
 
to medium-sized village with populations of 150-200 and 350-400, respectively.
 

Thp extended family is the basic kin unit in the village, and the spatial/
 
structural unit is the concession.
 

Each concession is composed of one or more nuclear family households.
 
The size thus varies according to the number of households. Each concession
 
thus contains house; granaries, kitchens, chickencoops, livestock pens, work
 
shelters (e.g. for blacksmiths), and perhaps fetish structures, depending on
 
the social status of the lineage and numbers of family members.
 

Each married male and every married woman with children has his/her house.
 
Young children share the house of their mother and older siblings share a separate
 
dwelling of their own.
 

The spacial arrangement of housing in the concession present the general
 
pattern of a circular courtyard with houses built at the perimeter,
 
openings facing the center (see Figure 1). Granaries, kitchens, and other
 
structures will generally be set behind or between houses. The courtyard is the
 
focus of most domestic activities - both work and leisure. Except during the
 
rainy season, most cooking is done outdoors. Houses thus are essentially
 
sleeping quarters.
 

The majority of houses are made of circular walls of mud with an average
 
diameter of 4-4.5 meters and a height of 1.80 meters. Walls are either raised
 
directly on hard, compacted soil, without foundations, or in some cases on a
 
row of blocks laid cross-wise as a base. The thickness of the mud walls is
 
approximately 10-20 cms, depending on the type of construction. Walls can be
 
constructed of successive rows of mud blocks formed from traditional molds,
 
or of wattle and daub, where a woven bamboo frame is packed on both sides with
 
mud. The walls are then covered with a thin, fine plaster made from the earth
 
of termite hills. The roof is conical in shape, composed of a bamboo frame
work secured together by vegetal fibers, and covered with thatching. It is construct
ed on the ground and once assembled raised on the walls. The height of the roof
 
is approximately 1.70 meters giving the hut a total height of 3.50 meters.
 
The floor of the hut is stamped earth. This work as well as the plastering of
 
the walls is reserved for women. In general, there is a single opening although
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in some cases you find two openings diametrically opposed. Openings for
 
windows are rare.
 

Granaries are likewise constructed out of mud block or plastered
 
bamboo. They are raised approximately 50 cms off the ground on stacks of
 
large rocks and supported by traversing beams of wood. This is necessary
 
for protection from insects and animals.
 

Most other structures in the concessions, i.e. kitchens, and animal
 
shelters, are usually constructed of woven bamboo. Water storage areas and
 
showers are defined by wood or straw enclosures or simply an area tucked
 
between other built structures. Sitting or meeting areas are generally wood
 
posts and slats, with or without straw roofs. A plan, elevation of section of
 
structures in a sample household, are shown in Figure II.
 

The spatial organization found on the level of concessions is also re
flected on the overall level of the village, of which the following types
 
can be distinguished;
 

1. The village composed of concessions grouped in a circle around a
 
common center,
 

2, The village composed of clusters of concessions,
 

3. The village with no discernable order,
 

4. The village with dispersed, isolated concessions , separated by 
open spaces. 

Traditional habitat and spatial organization on the level of the con
cession and the village are essential factors to be considered design and
 
establishment of the new villages.
 

B. Village Inventories
 

In an effort to evaluate material quantities and construction needs,
 
as well as investigate the methodology and procedure necessary for the village
 
inventories to be carried out at critical stages of the resettlement process,
 
inventories of physical structures in 22 of the 30 project villages were
 
conducted. The remaining eight vi-ilages were physically inspected and cate
gorized according to other villages with similar populations.
 

Building functions were identified and detailed measures were taken of
 
structure diameters, heights, and types of materials and quantities used. Aftei
 
arriving at a method of standardizing the types and sizes of buildings found,
 
structure categories were developed and buildings tabulated accordingly. This
 
was accomplished by covering the villages concession by concession and inter
viewing heads of households. Public buildings and privately owned mod'ern struc
tures are addressed in the next section.
 

1. Traditional Structures
 

The combined inventories of all traditional structures presently
 
existing in the 22 villages are shown in Table I. Broken down into categories
 
by the type of structure, the following averages and statistics were found:
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a. Houses (Sleeping Quarters)* (taken from sample of 500 houses) 

Average Interior Diameter: 4.50 meters
 
Average Wall Height: 1.80 meters
 
Average No. of blocks: 600 §
 
Average No. of Bamboo Poles: 80
 
Average No. of Straw Bundles: 12 (4 stacks to a bundle)
 

In general, houses vary between three distinct size categories:
 

1. Small: 3.50 - 4.00 meters
 
2. Medium: 4.10 - 4.50 meters
 

3. Large: 4.60 - 5.0 meters
 

b. G-anaries * (taken from a sample of 400 granaries)
 

Average Interior Diameter: 3.50 meters
 
Average Wall Height: 1.40 meters
 
Average No. of Blocks: 350 §
 
Average No. of Bamboo Poles: 60
 
Average No. of Straw Bundles: 8 (4 stacks to a bundle)
 
Average No. of Rocks: 60
 
Average No. of Wood Beams: 10 (2.5 - 3.0 meter lengths)
 

In gerieral, granaries vary between three distinct size categories:
 

1. Small: 2.10 - 2.60 meters
 
2. Medium: 2.70 - 3.20 meters
 
3. Large: 3.30 - 4.00 meters
 

c. Kitchens (taken from a sample of 75 kitchens)
 

Average Interior Diameter: 3.80 meters
 
Average Wall Height: 1.60 meters
 
Average No. of Blocks: 400 §
 
Average No. of Bamboo Poles: 60
 
Average No. of Straw Bundles: 8 (4 stacks to a bundle)
 

In general, kitchens vary between two size categories:
 

1. Small: 3.40 - 3.80 meters
 

2. Large: 3.90 - 4.20 meters
 

d. Chicken Hutches (taken from a sample of 100 chicken hutches)
 

Average Interior Diameter: 1.80 meters
 
Average Wall Height: .60 meters
 
Average No. of Blocks: 100 §
 
Mud Roof
 

In general, chicken hutches vary between 1.50 - 2.00 meters.
 
and a height of .50 - .80 meters.
 

§ Block dimensions taken as approximately 30 X 15 X 10 cms.
 
* Fetish houses and forges were counted among houses or granaries 
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.e. Livestock Pens: (taken from a sample of 50 livestock shelters)
 

Average Interior Diameter: 3.50 meters
 
Average Wall Height: 1.4 meters
 
Average No. of Blocks: 350 §
 
Average No. of Bamboo Poles: 50
 
Average No. of Straw Bundles: 8 (4 stacks to a bundle)
 

In general livestock shelters vary between 3.40 - 4.00 meters
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As the limited amount of time available for field research did not
 
permit for inventories of all 30 project villages, a method of extrapolation
 
was adopted according to population figures in order to arrive at structure
 
estimates in those villages not inventoried. The following averages of struc
ture type per inhabitant were determined:
 

* one house for each 2 inhabitants
 
* one granary for each 3 inhabitants
 
. one kitchen for each 20 inhabitants
 
* one chicken hutch for each 14 inhabitants
 
• one livestock shelter for each 33 inhabitants
 

* 18 inhabitants per concession
 
These formulas also helped in the estimation of the number of structures for
 
villages not inventoried.
 

The total number of each type of physical structure for all villages
 
is presented in Table II. These figures were then increased by 10% to include
 
a margin of error, (except in the case of the granaries which were increased
 
by 20% in order to include the large number of granaries found in the fields
 
and not counted as part of the village inventories.) The estimated composite
 
total of each type of structure in the 30 villages is as follows:
 

" Houses (Sleeping Quarters) : 4423 rounded to 4500
 
" Granaries : 2870 rounded to 3000
 
" Kitchens : 430 rounded to 450
 
* Chicken Hutches : 612 rounded to 650
 
• Livestock Shelters : 271 rounded to 300
 

According to the averages found, structures in a typical village are distributed
 
in the percentages below:
 

Average % of
 
Total Village Highest % Village of
 
Structures Inventoried Highest %
 

Houses 53 68 Soukoutali - (expanded due to
 
housing of dam
 
workers)
 

Granaries 32 46 Kambou
 
Kitchens 5 11 Nigui
 
Chicken Hutches 7 10 Dialakoto, Nigui
 
Livestock Shelters 3 8 Konkorma, Souroufouga
 

2. Above-Standard Public, Private and Village Owned Buildings
 

Though the majority of village structures are of the traditional style,
 
other buildings of above-standard construction were encountered. These consisted
 
of improved banco or stone houses, schools, mosques, a Protestant mission, and
 
government buildings at the arrondissement (Bamafdl6). A cement block reinforced
 
concrete warehouse and lodge also exist at the arrondissement. In each case
 
detailed measurerients were taken and building materials noted. The problem
 
of the replacement of these buildings is addressed further on in the section
 
on Reconstruction Policy.
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C. Building Systems Used in Traditional Village Construction
 

During the first visits to project villages in preparation for the
 
USAID Project Identification Document, different options for reconstruction
 
were presented as follows:
 

1. Monetary reimbursement for their building losses, leaving the villages

responsible for the purchase of materials and construction of their new homes;
 

2. Government furnishing them with new homes; or
 

3. Government assistance to help reconstruct, provide them with building

materials, and provide technical assistance necessary for the reconstruction
 
of their villages.
 

All villages exhibited the preference for the third option and have
 
retained this choice during all subsequent interviews. In many cases, the
 
adamant desire to build for themselves is to give them the maximum control
 
possible over their future move. 
 Some villages are preoccupied with the idea
 
that foreigners will takeover tneir present village sites if they should
 
leave. Villages also felt very strongly about their new village being iden
tical to their old village. By building themselves, they would have maximum
 
control over these fctuors.
 

As previously described, the basic systems of building construction are

wattle and daub, and mud block. 
The wattle and daub method of house construc
tion consists of a verticle frar.awork of poles with bamboo woven between the
 
poles to form a surface on whichto apply mud plaster, which is packed onto both
 
sides of the bamboo. The advantage of this system is that it 
can be construc
ted relatively quickly. The disadvantage is that it requires a lot of mainte-

Liance due to shrinkage cracks.
 

House construction of mud blocks consists of fabricating mud blocks

in the traditional manner on the ground with open wood molds. 
 The mud mixture
 
can be simple, or it can contain broken up vegetal matter. 
The blocks are left
 
to dry for at least a week and then raised in tiers joined by mud mortar.
 
Walls are usually plastered to render the surface smooth and protect them from
 
the weather. The advantage of this system is that it is more durable than
 
wattle and daub, and requires less maintenance, as most shrinking and cracking
 
occurs during the curing of the bricks. The interiors of the houses also
 
tend to stay cooler due to the increased thickness of the walls. The disadvan
tage is that more 
labor and time are required for the fabrication of the bricks
 
of the walls.
 

D. Availability of Local Building Materials
 

The materials which are available year-round are earth and wood, though

weather can affect the ability to transport them. Earth for the fabrication
 
of building blocks is abundantly available, especially where borrow pits have
 
already been established for the construction of the access road from Mahina
 
to Manantali and for the dam earth-works. Some lateritic soils have already

been tested for their suitability and are currently being used in the building

construction near the resettlement area. 
(Soils are further discussed under
 
Block Production).
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Wood for door lintels should also be abundantly available when wood
 
clearing within the reservoir limits begins. In cases where doors must
 
be replaced, wood should also be available in sufficient quantities, either
 
from what is cleared from new village sites and fields or from what may be
 
cleared from within the reservoir area.
 

An available supply of bamboo will be an important factor in village
 
reconstruction. Bamboo grows wild in certain areas, mainly uninhabited.
 
Villagers must often travel great dibtances to collect bamboo and consequently
 
reserve bamboo most often for construction of roof structures. It was signalled
 
by certain villages that although it was once available in large quantities,
 
the supply of bamboo is less than in years past. The large quantities of
 
bamboo in the project area, especially in the zones of Goungoudala-Niarekira
 
and Konkoukoutou, might be sufficient for building needs, if it is cjllected
 
before it rots. In any case, bamboo available for cash purchase s'.ould be
 
sufficiently available.
 

Thatch is expected to be available in sufficient quantities, but only
 
during the dry season. It cannot, however, be stored for more than one year,
 
(in optimal conditions) due to infestation by termites, its brittleness and
 
tendency to break with age. A more serious problem are the bush fires.
 
Villagers must be informed about the necessity to restrict burning, at least
 
until after sufficient amounts of the grass -- a perennial -- have been cut.
 

Rocks used in the construction of granaries are available throughout
 
the region, but the quantities necessary to reconstruct granaries in all
 
villages may require logistical support - - dump trucks or donkey carts (of
 
which there are few in the project area) to help with transport.
 

E. System Retained for Building Construction
 

Due to the potential shortage of bamboo and the massive quantities which
 
would be necessary for the reconstruction, compressed mud block is regarded
 
as the best material for the task. It is both storable and transportable.
 
Bamboo shall be reserved for roof construction and not used as the framework
 
for wattle and daub.
 

Considering the limited time available for reconstructionmud block is
 
also the best material. On a small scale, wattle and daub houses can be raised
 
more quickly,but mud blocks can be mass produced more rapidly than woven bamboo
 
frames. Presses will be used for the fabrication of compressed mud blocks to
 
make them quickly as well as to render them durable enough to transport.
 

1. Block Production
 

The production of building blocks by the use of a simple, manually
 
operated block press can significantly reduce the amount of time required
 
to fabricate the amount of blocks necessary for village reconstruction.
 
Using traditional methods, two men can produce approximately 100 blocks per
 
day. A block press can produce 500-600 blocks per day with a four man team.
 
Block production can also be increased when presses are grouped together and
 
organized into a factory-like system, where tasks are divided and individual
 
operations become more systematic. Maximum efficiency depends upon the amount
 
and type of logistical support (i.e. trucks, loaders, prepared borrow areas,
 
mixers, etc.).
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Unskilled laborers can be instructed in the operation of a block
 
press with minimal training and supervision. For this reason, block presses
 
are more desirable than more sophisticated automated presses which have faster
 
production rates. Such equipment would necessitate more training and closer
 
supervision and increase the possibilities of work accidents (manual presses
 
are practically accident-free).
 

A typical block press consists of a mold box with pivoting cover
 
plate, piston and pressure linkage which exert the necessary pressure to
 
compress the earth mixture to form a block in the mold. 
 The compressed block
 
is ejected from the mold by releasing the toggle linkage and exerting pressure
 
on the press handle. The three basic steps are filling the mold box, compress
ing the block, and ejecting the finished block. The finished block is left
 
to dry in the open air, protected from the sun and rain so that water is eliminat
ed slowly. The press is mounted on 
a heavy wood plank for stability. Other
 
tools used in the block production are shovels for mixing, screening for sifting,
 
and wheelbarrows for transport of materials.
 

2. Suitability and Testing of Soils
 

Not all soils can be used for house building. In order to select
 
the best soils for brick making, prospective borrow areas should be identified.
 
Simple soil tests can be performed on site or locally as indicated further
 
below. Sampling is essential as the topography, vegetation, and groundwater
 
can affect the local occurrence of suitable soils. Adjacent locations can possess
 
completely different soil structures, making multiple borrow areas necessary,
 

Suitable soils should contain a good mixture of sand and clay, with
 
some gravel. The gravel and sand serve as the body of the block and the clay
 
as the particle binder. Organic materials should be completely avoided or
 
removed, as they weaken cohesion in the block. Stabilizers such as Portland
 
cement, lime or asphalt emulsions can be used to strengthen particle bonding,
 
as their action reduces the natural tendency of clays to change volumes on
 
contact with, or in the absence of water. 
 Certain soils mixtures are found,
 
however, which can be used without stabi.lizing additives provided that the
 
recommended granolometry is respected. In general, soil that is used should
 
be at least one-third sand, up to one-third clay/silt, and one-third gravel,
 
(no greater than 6-10mm).
 

Simple soil tests which can be conducted in the field are the part
icle size analysis, compaction analysis, and shrinkage and moisture movement
 
test.
 

1. The particle size or grading of a soil can be determined by find
ing the ratio of gravel to sand to clay/silt. The procedure involves a large

jar filled halfway with the selected soil sample, and then filled with water to
 
be shaken throughly and set aside for approximately 30 minutes. This allows
 
the mixture to settle in layers with a larger particles on the bottom and
 
finer ones on top. In this manner, the layers arc neasured. Then it can be
 
decided if the sample is suitable or if the quantity of a certain particle
 
size must be adjusted by adding more of another size.
 

2. The compaction analysis determines the cohesive ability of a
 
soil mixture and its packing quality. This is largely determined by the clay
 
content. The test is performed by taking a handful of the screened and slightly
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a
 
moistened earth and squeezing it until the water 

content is reduced to 


The compacted ball is then dropped from a
 trace of moisture on the hand. 
 to how it has
 
height of approximately three feet and examined 

on the ground as 


The fewer the pieces indicates the better compacting ability

broken apart. 

of the soil.
 

3. The test for shrinkage and moisture movement 
is conducted in order
 

to determine the need for a soil stabilizer and 
in what proportions, (if at all).
 

A box of predetermined dimensions is filled 
with the soil sample and allowed to
 

As -the sample dries, the
 out of the sun for three to seven days.
dry in or 

shrinkage is measured. A suitable soil should not exceed a certain 

limit of
 

shrinkage and a corresponding high percentage 
of clay.
 

of earth for road construction and backfill 
for the
 

Excavation 

of lateritic soils.
 

dam construction have already identified 
extensive areas 


Laterites are defined as highly-weathered, 
clay-bearing materials with greatly
 

quartz and other
oxides, as well as 

varying proportions of iron and aluminum 


These tropical soils range from a soft, unconsolidated 
consistency


materials. 

The softer varieties are known for their ability
 a rock-like occurence.
to 
 Lateritic
 

to resist moisture and tendency to harden upon exposure to air. 

fabricate
 

soils contain very stable kaolinite clays 
making it possible to 


These clay-stabilized
a stabilizer.
compressed blocks without the use of 


soils may be exploited in the block production, thus eliminating 
the need for
 

additional stabilizers.
 

= 

F. Cost of Materials for Village Reconstruction 

($1 750 MF)
 

The cost of materials will depend upon 
the quantities required, the
 

As sleeping quarters will be
 
quantities available, and the method of 

purchase. 


the first structures needed for newly arrived 
settlers, the first material
 

The cost of these materials are
 for housing construction.
requirements are 

Purchasing by contract would
 

based on direct purchase from source areas. 


include overhead charges and is addressed 
separately in the section on Contract

ing Options.
 

1. Roofing Materials
 

With the mobili:ation of the dam construction 
site and building of worker
 

Prices also
 
housing, bamboo and thatch prices have 

increased over the past year. 


vary between the seasons, being less 
expensive during the dry season when 

straw
 

free time for collection,then during 
the
 

is abundant and villagers have more 


rainy season when they devote their 
energy to farming. Prices for thatch and
 

bamboo are as follows:
 

April 1983 Projected 1984 Price
 November 1982 


300 FM ($ 0.40)
250 FM
150 FM
• Straw (per stack) 
 1200 FM ($ 1.60)
1000 FM
600 FM

" Straw (per bundle) § 150 FM ($ 0.20)
100 FM
75 FM

" Bamboo (per pole) 150 FM ( 0.20)
125 FM
FM

Fiber for frames (estimated)tO0
.


§ 4 stacks = 1 bundle 



2. Compressed Earth Bl6cks
 

Determining a fixed price for an ordinary banco block at Manantali
 
is difficult, because 	either traditional standard housing has been built by

villagers themselves to rent to dam workers, or else workers have acquired

parcels of land and built for themselves. In order to calculate the cost of
 
a compressed earth block, the following elements must be taken into conside
ration:
 

Item 	 Projected 1984 Cost
 

• Block Press and Tools
 
(wheelbarrow, shovel,
 
screen per press) 
 500,000 FM (locally available)
 

• Transport of Dirt 500 FM/m3/km
 
" Laborers 
 2,000 FM/day or per 500 blocks produc

ed per day/4 laborers
 
" Supervision 	 8,000 FM/day, or per 2000 blocks super

vised per day/1 supervisor
 

As the first priority 	with respect to village construction is to build houses,
 
the cost of a block is based on this. In order to build 4,500 houses with
 
600 blocks per house, 	2,700,000 blocks are needed. One cubic meter of dirt
 
can make 100 blocks (dimensions 10X 15X 30) 	and 4 laborers working together
 
on one press can produce an average of 500 blocks per day.
 

100 blocks = 1 m3 of dirt
 

500 blocks/day/4 laborers
 

Item Quantity Unit price Total FM
 

Bl6ck Press 50 500,000 FM 25,000,000 FM
 
Dirt w/Transport 26,530 m3 /
 

for 5 kms 500 FM/km 66,345,000 FM
 
Laborers 5,307 days
 

500 b/day 2,000 FM/day 42,456,000 FM
 
4 lab/5OOb
 

Supervision 	 1,327 days
 
1 sLp/2000b 8,000 FM/day 10,615,200 FM
 

TOTAL COST 
 144,416,200 FM = 0192,555,00 
1984 Approximate Total Cost/Block 53 FM = $0.07 

3. Wood Beams and Planks for Doors
 

If wood beams and planks are purchased in quantity from the contractor
 
responsible for clearing wood from the reservoir limit, prices can be estimat
ed as follows:
 

Beams for granaries at 2.5 - 3.0 meter lengths: 500 FM/meter or
 
1500 FM/beam = $2.00/beam


Planks for doors (depending on width): 1000 FM/meter
 
4.5 	m (10 cm width) = I house door; 4500 FM or $6.00 plus %2.00 labor 

- $8.00 
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3.0 	(10 cm width) = 1 granary door; 3000 FM or $4.00 plus $2.00 labor 
$6.00 

Wood beam could also be retrieved from the field clearing activities, in which
 
case, the price would depend upon the labor necessary to transport the wood
 
to the ',illage sites.
 

4. Stones for Granaries
 

The quantity of stones necessary to reconstruct all granaries surpasses
 
the amount naturally available around a typical village site, except in the cases
 
where resettlement sites are near mountainous zones. In cases where stones are
 
not locally available in sufficient quantity (i.e. river valley area of Zone 1),
 
trucks may have to be used to transport the required quantities.
 

1 cubic meter of rock costs approximately 3,500 FM = $4.65
 

G. Cost and Availability of Labor
 

During site visits and interviews, villagers were asked about their ability
 
to furnish the labor and expertise necessary to rebuild their villages. In all
 
cases the villagers expressed their interest and willingness to supply the neces
sary labor for the construction. Construction is uniquely the domain of men so
 
the largest part of this task would fall upon them. Women usually assist in
 
transporting of water and banco mortar, plastering walls and floors. Traditionally,
 
work groups of youth, with women included, are employed when large tasks have to
 
be done (i.e. communal field work, land clearing, road repair, etc.). This
 
approach could be used in the reconstruction activities as well. Little expertise
 
exists, however, in building construction other than for traditional mud houses.
 
Above standard buildings are built by trained masons of which there are few in
 
the project villages. Most men are capable, however, of building with mud blocks.
 
Since men often build their houses and other structures in the concession, some
one can usually be found in each concession with this type of building experience.
 

Villagers are not, however, used to building in a restricted amount of time
 
or on such a large scale. New houses are built during the dry season at the
 
leisure or pace desired by the owner. People do not fully comprehend the organi
zationand time required to reconstruct an entire village.
 

Technical assistance will be required in block production and in the organi
zation of the village construction site. Assistance in improved masonry techniques
 

will increase building quality and most importantly, the villagers'ability to
 
build efficiently.
 

An important project concern will be the availability of labor which will
 
be affected by laborers seeking work at the dam site or in the deforestation
 
project. Though the dam contractor has arrived at a quota of Malian workers
 
allowed, the reservoir deforestation work may require many laborers. This might
 
seriously deplete the village labor force if compelisation is not available in
 
the village reconstruvtion work.
 

It would be preferable to direct project monetary resources to the proje't
 
population as much as possible. For example, as building materials have been
 
promised to the villages, an effort can be made to buy necessary materials or
 
hire required labor from resettling villages for project tasks requiring paid
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labor (e.g. block making, house construction, well digging, field clearing).
 
The villagers have a vested interest in accomplishing the successful resettle
ment of their villages and could be further encouraged and motivated by a just
 
compensation for heavy tasks.
 

7.2.5.2 METHODS OF VILIAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND COST ANALYSIS
 

In order to arrive at a methodology for reconstruction activities several
 
factors were considered, of which the principle concerns are discussed in this
 
section. The expressed needs and desires of villagers, the constraints of the
 
physical. environment of the project area, and the dam construction schedule
 
were all evaluated to determine the most appropriate and least-cost method for
 
the resettlement.
 

One of the concerns of the villagers has been the selection and configuration
 
of new village sites. The results of technical studies conducted in the resettlement
 
zones were used to suggest new sites and determine infrastructure needs for water
 

and access. These components were evaluated and a construction program established
 
based on this analysis. The construction program is organized on the level of
 
the individual village construction site. A projected sequence of tasks for
 
reconstruction is presented as a guideline for implementation.
 

With the requirements for reconstuction defined, different options were studied
 
concerning the approach to implementation and the potential contracting method. The
 
cost analysis of the options looks at the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
 

A. Village Groupings and Resettlement Zones
 

The choice of new village sites has followed a detailed process and will
 
be one of the first tasks to be finalized at the start of the project.
 

The 30 project villages (plus hamlets) have chosen to move to five reset
tlement zones (see Annex I in Section 7 for detailed plan). Two of these zones
 
are located downstream from the dam: Zone No. I on the right 1ank near the exist
ing village of Bingassi and Zone No. II on the left bank near the existing villa
ges of Nantela and Sobela. The remaining three zones are located upstream from
 
the dam near the boundaries of the future reservoir, all three on the right bank
 
of the lake.
 

The logistics of transportation between the present villages and the reset
tlement area will play a very important role in the construction and moving
 
processes. DisLances vary between the existing villages and each of the five
 
zones, from the shortest distance of 1 kilometer for a village in one zone to
 
the longest distance of 53 kilometers for a village in another. The approximate
 
distances between the present and future sites are shown in Annex I. In some
 
cases these distances will vary according to the rapidity of road building or
 
track upgrading and consequently the most direct access to village sites. The
 
average distances that the villagers must travel between their present sites
 

and resettlement areas are as follows: 38 and 22 kilometers,respectively for
 

Zones I and II.
 

The significance of these distances logistically is that these villagers
 

will not be able to travel daily to and from their new sites during the reconstruc

tion procc s, but will have to spend extended periods ot time there with visits
 
are
back to ti, ir villages when necessary. The distances in the other zones 


relatively short (6-8 kilometers) and thus pose less of a transport logistics 

problem. 
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B. Constraints on Reconstruction
 

The following areas could prove to be problematic in the implementation
 
of construction activities if a strict schedule is not followed:
 

1. Geographical Situation
 

One of the fundamental determining factors in project design lies in the
 
physical constraints posed by the geography of the Manantali area. The topography
 
of the project area is characterized by two lines of sandstone cliffs at the edge
 
of a regional plateau and hills, defining the limits of the Bafing River Valley.
 
The dam reservoir will follow the 208 meter contour line which runs approximate
ly along the base of the cliffs. Villages cannot remain in the river valley, no.
 
move up the cliffs and are therefore forced to move downstream from the dam an
 
average of 22 kms from their present sites. Few villages can actually remain
 
in proximity to their present sites on the limits of the reservoir, due to natural
 
restrictions of the terrain. The reservoir will cut off north-south circulation,
 
as roads do not exist over the cliffs. The tracks which do exist behind the hills
 
are quite distant from present and future village sites, thus requiring formidable
 
detours If north-south circulation is to re-establish itself. Once the reservoir
 
starts co fill, access between the different resettlement zones will become
 
discontinuous and central control over activities physicallv fragmented. For
 
this reason, all major construction activities must be weli programmed taking
 
into consideration these physical constraints of the project area.
 

2. Dam Construction Schedule
 

Construction on the Manantali Dam began with The first land clearing at
 
the end of the rainy season in 1982. Though behind schedule at that time work
 
shifts 24 hours a day brought the construction work up to date VLth the completion
 
of the construction headquarters, the temporary bridge, the first diversion of
 
the river, the concrete injections for the dam foundation, and equipment in place
 
in November 1983. The effects of dam construction on village resettlement are:
 

• The third diversion of the river in the beginning of the rainy season 1986 will
 
cause an abnormal rise of the river (three meters) which could cause the early
 
flooding of five villages -- Soukoutali, S6kokoto, K6ni6ndni6ko, Dialakoto, and
 
Souroufouga. The river will descend again during the dry season, but may remain
 
abnormally high well into the dry season. Thus, these five villages should be
 
safely moved by the 1986 rainy season. In addition, major streams off the right
 
bank of the river could remain flooded into the subsequent dry season affecting
 
parts of the road and jeopardizing continued access on the right bank of the river.
 
This could require all villages moving from or to the right bank to be evacuated
 
by the 1986 rainy season as well. This necessarily becomes Phase I of the reset
tlement.
 

• The reservoir is to start filling in rainy season of 1987. The remaining villages
 
must be moved before the access roads are permanently cut off by dike construction
 
and the eventual filling of the lake. This will be Phase II of the Resettlement.
 

Assuming that project mobilization takes place in early to mid 1984, construc
tion activities caa begin with the dry season at the end of 1984. As construction
 
activities follow the dry seasons, this allows only three 9-months seasons in which
 
to complete all major resettlement tasks.
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3. Access Ways
 

With more than one half of the project villages moving to areas where
 
means of access by vehicle is extremely poor, the establishment of adequate
 
tracks to assure circulation during construction activities and thereafter is
 
mandatory. Approximately ten villages in Zone I are to be located in areas
 
where there has been no recent habitation. Some old fields are evident, but
 
are not currently under cultivation. No roads exist in this area except for a
 
track done by the well drilling team of the DNHE doing test wells and a very
 
indirect access via the village of Bdrdt6kounda to the nu-th, which requires a
 
detour of approximately 15 kms. The villages in Zone IV (Tintioulen) wish to
 
locate in an area where fields are currently under cultivation and access is
 
by means of a footpath. Village construction cannot begin in these areas before
 
at least preliminary clearing of tracks to the new sites is accomplished. As both
 
of these zones contain villages to be displaced during the first phase of reset
tlement work on access ways must begin there. The tracks to and between the
 
existing villages will also require minimal maintenance at the end of each rainy
 
season.
 

4. Water Availability
 

An important limitation to construction activities will be the availa
bility of water. Water is not only necessary for the fabrication of blocks and
 
house construction, but for the support of the village work crews to reside at the
 
new sites. The villages to be moved during Phase I will be the first villages to
 
receive functioning water points. A manual hand pump will be supplied for each
 
of the 23 positive test wells to enable construction to begin. Well drilling
 
must likewise start early in project activities, preferably in conjunction with
 
final site selection since the location of exploitable water points will determine
 
the final position of new villages (water points should be no more than 500 meters
 
from the village site).
 

C. Reconstruction Policy
 

Following an evaluation of the several alternatives available-- building
 
everything for villagers, providing only materials, providing a combination of material
 
and technical assistance, or simply offering financial compensation -- the following
 
policy has been adopted as most appropriate:
 

1. Constructicn of Houses (Sleeping Quarters)
 

The primary structure in a family concession is a house used for sleeping
 
and the storage of personal and household items. All settlers must be assured
 
adequate sleeping quarters upon arrival at the new villages. The project will
 
pay to have the walls of these houses built by masons and laborers engaged and
 
supervised by a construction contractor. The walls -- and all other structures
 
will be rebuilt (granaries, chicken hutches, kitchens, livestock pens,etc.)
 
using compressed but unstabilized mud block. Roofing materials will be supplied
 
but members of the family concession, or village work groups, will be rcquired
 
to build the roofs.
 

Village inventories have indicated that houses vary between three dis
tinct size categories, small, medium and large, with interior diameters ranging
 
from 3.5 - 4 meters, 4.1 - 4.5 meters, and 4.6 - 5 meters. Sizes which fall within
 
the small category will be reconstructed at 4 meters, those within medium at 4.5
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meters, and those within large at 5 meters.
 

2. Provision of Building Materials for Construction of Supplementary
 
Structures.
 

All buildings other than houses will be constructed by the villagers
 
themselves at their own pace, with materials supplied by the project.
 

a. Granaries: Materials for granaries include mud blocks, bamboo, thatch,
 
wood beams, and stones. Materials will be provided in quantities to alloy' for
 
the construction of three distinct sizes: those inventoried with an interior
 
diameter of 2.1 - 2.6 meters are considered small and will be supplied with materials
 
to construct up to 2.6 meters; those of 2.7 - 3.2 meters are medium sized will
 
be considered 3.2 meters; those which are 3.3 - 4 meters fall in the large catego
ry, to be considered 4 meters. The purpose of the categories is to expedite
 
materials distribution, with an exact amount of materials corresponding to a
 
size category.
 

b. Kitchens: Materials for kitchens include mud blocks, bamboo, and thatch.
 
Materials will be supplied for 2 sizes of kitchen construction - small, between
 
3.4 - 3.8 meters, considered 3.8 meters; and large between 3.9 - 4.2 meters.
 

c. Chicken Hutches: These are all one size and will all receive the same
 
amount of materials - mud blocks only.
 

d. Livestock Shelters: Materials will be provided to replace livestock
 
shelters up to 4 meters, the largest average size inventoried. Materials include
 
mud blocks, bamboo, and thatch.
 

e. Mosques: The two mosques located in the project area will require
 
only blocks.
 

3. Reimbursement of Above Standard Private Village Owned Structures
 

Above standard houses built by villagers and the Protestant Mission facili
ties will be compensated for according to a price estimate based upon the type of
 
construction and the unit cost. These buildings were measured and evaluated at
 
a cost comparable to current prices, to allow for the reconstruction of a similar
 
structure.
 

D. Organization of Village Construction Sites
 

A topographic map will be established of each new site. Contour lines will
 
be shown at 5 meter intervals for a sufficiently large scale to identify productive
 
trees to be saved, to study drainage, and to determine the amount of land to be
 
cleared. The physical restraints of each site shall be studied and unfavorable
 
areas avoided, such as zones with steep grades, hard lateritic crusts, low lying
 
flood areas, ctc.
 

Parceling of land is currently being designed by the Ministry of Public
 
Works and the Institute of Cartography. The spatial organization of the former
 
villages will be respected as closely as possible, observing th2 composition of
 
each family concession and respecting neighbor and family affinities. A great
 
deal of flexibility will be retained at the time of laying out of villages and
 
subdivisions. The PMU will work wiLh a topographer in the plotting of new villages.
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The amount of land to be cleared and leveled is estimated at 50 m per
 
inhabitant plus an additional 20% to allow for extension in the future. An
 
adequate amount of space must be planned for all physical structures, sitting
 
areas, verandas and water areas within the concessions, gardens around the
 
concessions, and public spaces in the village. The site will be cleared of brush,
 
thicket and trees in the way of houses.
 

Moving of the villages might be carried out in two phases with the villages
 
grouped as follows:
 

Phase I: To be moved by June 1986
 

Soukoutali Dialakoto
 
Sdkokoto Kouroukondi
 
Kdnidkdnidko Bamaf6l6
 
Kdnidba Konkorma
 
Nigui Kourondi
 
Farabandi Souroufouga
 

In addition to the five villages potentially threatened by the abnormal rise
 
in water in 1986, the villages of Ki6ndba, Nigui and Farabandi could be moved at
 
the same time since they are moving downstream to Zone I and might encounter
 
transport difficulties if the waters remain abnormally high throughout the follow
ing dry season. Konkorma and Kourondi could be moved as well since they will be
 
grouped on the right bank of the reservoir along with the other villages of the
 
Tintioulen zone, thus depending upon the right bank road for sure transportation.
 
Bamaf6ld is included as it is the Administrative center of the area. Phase I is
 
comprised of 12 villages.
 

Phase II: To be moved by June 1987.
 

Firia Koniakar6
 
Madinandi/Sand~gnan Badiokd
 
Tondidji Samantoutou
 
Ganfan Ougoudinko
 
Kambou Diokdli
 
Tinntila Bantandjok6
 
Barlakourou Bambouta
 
Goumbalan Goungoudala
 
Marina Diba
 

1. Sequence of Tasks for Village Reconstruction
 

The general sequence of activities suggested at the new sites is listed
 
below. This describes the individual tasks and conditions necessary for each
 
phase to be executed successfully. The two phases of resettlement will not be
 
carried out as isolated programs, since many activities will coincide and prove
 
to be interdependent (i.e; roads, wel1-, land clearing, etc.). These tasks are
 
elabnrated time-wise in a proposed implementation schedule shown in Figure III.
 

a) Preliminary Work
 

Results of Final Soils Study and [opographic Surveys: To be applied
 
to preliminary sites chosen by the villages. Necessary adjustments or changes of
 
sites carried out.
 



Supplementary Work necessary for any site changes executed (i e.
 

new topographic survey, etc.)
 

b) Final Site Selection and Preparation
 

Final Sites Visited and Approved by all Required Parties: Village
 
representatives including spiritual leaders visit final sites with appropriate
 
experts (Architect - Urbanist - Engineer), Authorities of the Administration
 
(Chef d'Arrondissement), and representatives of the Resettlement Project.
 

Establish Plot Plans of New Villages Based on Plan of Former
 
Villages: To be accomplished using aerial photographs to be furnished
 

under UNDP financing and topographic surveys of former sites, also to be accomplish
ed under the UNDP financing.
 

Village Input and Adjustment of Plans: Changes to the proposed plans
 
as indicated by the villages allowing maximum flexibility for future changes
 
during construction.
 

Designation of Construction Zones: To be carried out on the site to
 
determine warehouse area, and parcels to be assigned to villagers based on the
 
existing composition of each family concession in present village, respecting
 
neighbor and family affinities.
 

Plotting of Village Plans on the Sites: Physical delimitation of new
 
site and individual family parcels.
 

Site Clearing: Land leveling by use of heavy machinery, area estimat
ed at 60 m2 /inhabitant.
 

Layout of Concessions and Subdivision of Household Plots: Planting
 
of stacks delimiting individual concessions, establishment of spurs and paths,
 
public spaces, etc.
 

c) Establishment of Wells, Tracks, Warehouses
 

Well Drilling and Cistern Construction: Establishment of water source
 
for construction needs and evenLual village exploitation.
 

Construction of Zone Warehouses: Establishment of storage facilities
 
for building materials and food aid.
 

Construction of Trracks: Preliminary tracing or simple grading
 
of access spurs to villages to permit circulation. Beginning of track improvement
 
program.
 

d) Fabrication and Colleution of Materials
 

Establishment of Work Teams for Block Production and Delivery of Earth:
 
Block factories set up at sites of pre-assigned villages with necessary materials
 
to fabricate quota according to rotation schedule.
 

Collection of Materials: Collection of bamboo, thatch and wood to
 
be carried out concurrently with block production.
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e) Establishment of Construction Scheduling:
 

Establishment of Village Plan: Schedule of house construction
 

to be carried out concession by concession.
 

Establishment of Transfer Calendar: Transportation schedule for
 

village transfer.
 

f) Construction Activities:
 

Construction of Houses:Layouts within each household concession.
 

Construction of Public Infrastructure
 

Furnishing of Materials for Supplementary Buildings
 

g) Transport of People and Goods
 

h) Post-Transfer Activities
 

Construction of Supplementary Buildings: Materials furnished, construc

tion to be carried out by villagers.
 

Finish Public Buildings
 

Finish Track Improvements
 

2. Scheduling of Construction Activities
 

The general organization of the construction program foilows the geogra

phic location of the five resettlement zones and the transfer of people over two
 
villagers will be locally organized and coordinated,
years. For the mosL part 


using common storage facilities and construction equipment. Each village, however,
 
will retain its autonomy and independently control its own jobsite.
 

In order to establish a construction schedule, the following elements
 

were considered:
 

material quantities needed
 
.	 number of structures to be built
 
construction equipement necessary
 
workers necessary for different construction tasks
 

• time necessary to carry out each construction task
 

As sleeping quarters are the first building priority, material quantities
 

listed per village in Table III, based on inventory data, and subtotaled
are 

according to village grouping. Quantities for granaries, kitchens, chicken huts,
 

and livestock shelters are also estimated in Tables IV, V, VI and VII respectively.
 

The number of sleeping quarters per grouping are also listed.
 

Apart from logistic support of dump trucks and loaders to deliver earth
 

to the sites for blockmaking, block presses are the principle pieces of equip

ment needed on the jobsites, along with wheel barrows, shovels, screening, etc.
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In the fabrication of mud blocks, presses set up in groups of four form the
 
most efficient production system; one factory of four presses can produce an
 
average of 2000 blocks/day. With four laborers per press and four presses per
 
factory, a team of 16 laborers comprise the basic work unit. House building
 
can also be accomplished efficiently with a team of three workers raising one
 

house per day. This was observed during field visits and also reported as
 

the formula for reconstruction at Selingue. With these basic formulas and a
 
knowledge of the number of structures or materials needed, the time necessary
 
to carry out different tasks can be estimated.
 

Tables VIII and IX give a general idea how the time required for house
 
construction can be estimated, for Phase I and Phase II respectively. The first
 

assumption is that blocks will be produced the same season that structures are built
 
and the village moved. The next assumption is that construction will take place
 
during the nine month dry period, thus limiting the amount of time available
 

to make blocks and raise houses before the rains set in. The time estimates in
 
Tables VIII and IX have been calculated without overlapping tasks in order to
 
demonstrate the maximum amount of time which would be required to accomplish the
 
wall work of houses. The approach most likely to be used, however, will be to build
 
simultaneously as soon as blocks are available. The assemblying of roofs, which
 

takes approximately four men 2 days to finish, would also be set up in teams
 
working simultaneously with the blockmakers and housebuilders, in somewhat like
 
an assembly line production.
 

The basic material needs for the 12 villages of Phase I is estimated at 
1,865 houses requiring 1,119,000 compressed mud blocks, 149,000 bamboo poles, and 
22,800 bundles of thatch. In addition, the material needs for supplementary struc
tures is estimated at 502,400 blocks, for a total of 1,621,400; 70,720 bamboo 
poles, for a total of 219,720; and 9,620 bundles of thatch, for a total of 

32,720 bundles. With a usual mix of 8 presses it would take on the average 
85 days, or a little over three months (§) to fabricate all, the bricks necessary 

for the reconstruction of the average Phase I village grouping. With an average 

of four building teams per grouping, it would take anaverage of 81 days or three 

months (§) to raise the walls of the houses. It would take the roof workers twice 
that time to finish all the roofs, so either their numbers would be increased, 
or adequate logistical support would have to be assured to avoid any lapses in the 
materials supply. These time estimates also include a 30% increase to allow for 

any unforeseen difficulties which might arise.
 

The estimated material needs for the 18 villages of Phase II include
 

2,558 houses, requiring 1,535,000 mud blocks, 205,200 bamboo poles and 31,200
 

bundles of thatch. The totals for houses and supplementary structures are
 

2,408,650 blocks; 331,450 bamboo poles, and 48,238 bundles of thatch.
 

The need for 50 presses in Phase I increases to 60 presses in Phase II.
 

Normally, if construction progresses according to schedule, as soon as Phase I
 

finishes with their presses, these would rotate on to Phase II. Phase II villages
 
could already begin block production during Phase I and store the pressed blocks
 

Working months are calculated as having 26 days, with four days for rest.
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in the zone warehouse, or under a well protected shelter. Another possibility

is to purchase another 10 presses for the assurance that no village is delayed due
 
to lack of presses.
 

Two safety factors have been included in this type of construction schedule.
 
First, calculations have been made considering that all materials can be furnished.
 
to a particular village during an allotted period of time and that each village
 
will adhere to a semi-imposed program. If, however, for any reasons construction
 
falls behind schedule, the production and furnishing of materials for the supple
mentary structures can be left to a future date, if need be after the villages
 
have moved. In this manner, the structures of primary importance sleeping quarters,
 
will definitely be terminated according to a planned schedule to assure all villagers
 
adequate shelter at the new sites, and supplementary structures will be completed
 
as the provision of building materials can be programmed at the convenience of
 
the project.
 

The second safety factor is that construction could be continued into the
 
rainy season. The greatest obstacle of the rainy season is the deterioration
 
of access tracks and intermittantflooding of streams, hindering all transportation,
 
following storms. The storms, however, tend to be short-lived, with periods of
 
sunshine between storms to allow the ground to dry up. If complications arise
 
and construction falls behind schedule, blockmaking could -ontinue into the rainy
 
season providing that materials (earth) are stockpiled at the sites beforehand,
 
thus allowing the villagers to work during the intermittant periods of sun
shine. In case of Zone I, located off the improved Mahina-Manantali road,
 
trucks could even supply the sites during the rainy season. A lack of labor could
 
be the only problem if the villagers are working either their former or new fields.
 
On the other hand, if they are on food aid and the labor is paid, villagers could
 
very wellchoose to work on the village site. To the contrary, if 'Tillage labor is not
 
available, depending upon the urgency of the situation, outside labor could be
 
easily secured in the Manantali area.
 

E. Contracting Options and Cost Analysis
 

In order to determine the most appropriate, expeditious and cost effective
 
approach to accomplishing the village reconstruction task, the following options
 
for implementation were considered:
 

1. Use of a Local Construction Firm,
 
2. Use of a Local Jobber (Tacheron),
 
3. Intervention of specialized NCO or PVO,
 
4. Intervention of theRPU
 
5. Village Administered.
 

The advantages and disadvantages of each option are as follows:
 

1. The use of a local private construction firm has the advantage of rapidity
 
and a defined standard of quality. It is always in the interest of construction
 
cont .ctors to perform work in the shortest amount of time possible in order to
 
maximize profits. This approach would also require the least amount of intervention
 
of the PMU and USAID, as the task of supervisior. and quality control would be
 
contracted out as well. This approach also wo'Ald be the most costly due to
 
mobilization and overhead charges and the larie margin of profit anticipated.
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Other disadvantages to this approach lie in the lack of spontaneity and flexi
bility in implementation. Village participation in construction would be minimal.
 
Precise plans locating all houses to be built would be required for all village
 
sites, according to standard construction practices, before execution of the
 
work.
 

2. The use of a local private jobber has the advantage of rapidity, though
 
not to the extent of a large construction firm, and of construction of a defined
 
standard of quality. Local jobbers are generally small construction firms which
 
subcontract work from larger firms. Their capacity material-wise is inferior to
 
the larger firms, and would therefore require more time to execute a task. Their
 
advantage over large firms are lower overhead fees, lower profit margins, and more
 
flexibility in execution. It would be feasible with smaller firms to include
 
the villagers more directly in the construction process as they quite often hire
 
workers locally and are more apt to accept unusual conditions (i.e. use and
 
train villagers exclusively for their labor force) in the interest ,:f 6ecuring
 
a contract. There would also be more flexibility in the requirement of precise
 
plans for execution of the work, as their construction practices tend to be less
 
formal. The disadvantage of these small firms is that one would not be able to
 
undertake the entire reconstruction task. The work would have to divided between
 
two or more jobbers, and by phase. The work would be supervised by a separate
 
contract, but in total would require more intervention of the RPU. The cost would
 
still be relatively high, but lower than if by a large construction firm.
 

3. The intervention of a specialized non-governmental organization or a 
private voluntary organization has the advantage of expertise in specific areas 
and no profit motive due to the benevolent nature of their work. In this case 
an organization specialized in construction and self-help work would be sought. 
The cost of this approach would reflect the true cost of the actual construction
 
work along with the cost of supporting the technical assistance and operating
 
expenses. Execution by this method would assure maximum village participation,
 
flexibility and spontaneity in the construction process, and a minimal management
 
burden on the RPU. Contiacting and accounting procedures would also be simplified.
 
Implementation schedules and technical plans would be developed with the RPU in
 
conjunction with the villages. The disadvantage of this approach is that there
 
are few organizations involved in this type of work or specialized in this type
 
of construction. A PVO would have to field a staff with the necessary expertise,
 
which could be time consuming and risky. Local Malian PVO's are little developed
 
and NGO's small and relatively inexperienced.
 

4. The intervention of the Resettlement Project Unit would have the advantage
 
of complete control over project activities, from planning and coordination, to
 
execution. The RPU would hire all necessary personnel, organize the construction
 
activities and supervise the execution of the work. Costs would be minimum,
 
covering the cost of materials, labor, transport and related operating expenses.
 
Technical assistance would already be covered under the operating expenses for
 
the project staff. The management burden, however, would prove to be enormous
 
and the most cumbersome of all the contracting approaches. Another disavantage
 
would lie in logistical coordination, as the RPU will not have the heavy equip
ment necessary to perform the work and would be required to rent it from w atever
 
source available. This approach could be very time consuming and inefficient.
 

5. Village administered construction would have the advantage of complete
 
control of reconstruction activities by tihe settlers themselves. Villagers
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would collect materials, fabricate blocks, and build their new villages as they
 
wish, at their own rate. This would be the most spontaneous and villager oriented
 
approach, as well as the least costly. The disadvantages lie in the lack of time,
 
the great distances between the former and new village sites, and the villager's
 
inexperience with large scale construction.
 

A cost analysis of the different contracting options is shown in Table X.
 
Village reconstruction is divided into two parts; the construction of houses,
 
and the provision of materials for supplementary structures. The costs for house
 
construction are based upon unit prices calculated according to the square meter.
 
Each unit price is based upon the true cost for construction with a certain
 
percentage added according to the method of contracting used. The standard house
 
used has an interior diameter of 4.5 meters or a unit area of 16 m2 . The base
 
cost of a standard house is estimated at %104.00, for materials, labor and no
 
technical assistance. Each q;ption has been evaluated according to the degree
 
of technical assistance needed, operating expenses involved and the profit margin
 
where applicable.
 

The provision of materials has been calculated according to the quantities
 
and costs of the materials themselve and transport and overhead fees where
 
applicable. Material quantities for the supplementary structures are taken from
 
Tables IV- ViI. Costs are taken from the section on Cost of Materials for
 
Village Reconstruction.
 

Option Recommended
 

Option 1, use a local construction firm, is eliminated due to its high cost
 
and little assurance of village participation in the construction process.
 

Option 4, intervention of the RPU, is eliminated due to the extreme manage
ment burden posed upon the RPU and the uncertainty whether there would be enough
 
time to complete the work, without jeopardiziog the other functions of the anit.
 

Option 5, village administered construction, is eliminated as it is unrealis
tic time-wise and logistically for villagers to build new houses and collect and
 
fabricate materials without any assistance whatsoever.
 

Option 2, is considered a viable approach to village reconstruction if the
 
time factor is of major importance.
 

Option 3, however, is considured the most appropriate option if methodology
 
of village construction and village participation are of major importance.
 

The choice of either option will depend upo-i the date of project approval
 
and the signing of the PROAG and the availability of qualified construction firms
 
or specialized organizations.
 

Further research into Option 3 has uncovered an organization capable of
 
executing the reconstruction work, currently being installed in Mali. ADAUA, the
 
Association for the Development of a Traditional African Urbanism and Architecture,
 
is an international non-ptofit organization based in Ouagadougou, Upper Volta.
 
Originally working out of Geneva, Si:itzerland, it was created in the early 1970's
 
and gradually turned its focus to West Africa in the interest of promoting the use
 
of indigenous building materials and improved construction methods appropriate
 
to the African milieu. ADAUA has primarily concentrated on the construction
 
low-cost housing and the creation of in-country capacity in the form of cooperatives
 
and training programs to execute the construction programs. They work in conjunc
tion with an extensive research program on local building materials, in an effort
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to reduce the current dependence upon expensive imported products.
 

ADAUA has just recently installed a headquarters in Mali and will be
 
involved in two projects initially over the next couple of years. The first
 
is in conjunction with the Directorate of Urbanism to transfer their appro
priate technology to the Republic of Mali by training masons and technicians
 
in the construction of 24 pilot housing units in a suburb of Bamako. By
 
establishing this local capacity, Malians will be able to continue with the
 
sensibilization process in their country. The second project, financed by
 
the World Bank, is part of a health program in the First Region of Mali, in
 
which ADAUA will be training local masons and technicians and forming self

supporting cooperatives in the construction of rural health centers.
 

ADAUA has been unofficially contacted by AID but has not been officially
 
solicited for an expression of interest. Due to the uncertainty of their avai

lability, Option 2 has been retained for budgetary purposes, as it is the most
 
realistic alternative to Option 3. The cost of this option (seen in Table X)
 
is estimated at $2,187,388.00.
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FIGURE III October 1983 
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TABLE I 

INVENTORY OF PHYSICAL STRUCTURES PRESENTLY EXISTING IN PROJECT VILLAGES
 

Village 
Type of 
btructure 

Average 
Interior 
Diameter(m) 

Average 
Wall 
Height(m) 

No. of 
Bamboo Poles 

No. of 
Stacks 
of Straw 

No. of 
Structures 
Sm Med Lg 

Percentage 
Total of total 
No. of villla~e 
Structures structures 

1. Soukoutali House 
(w/Dougoutakoto Granary 
and Liliko) Kitchen 

Chicken 
Livestock 

4.2 
3.2 
3.4 
1.7 
3.6 

1.8 
1.5 
1.5 
.5 

1.4 

60 
40 
45 
§ 
45 

12 
8 
8 
§ 
9 

92 121 
4 15 

24 
54 

237 
73 
6 

23 
9 

68 
21 
2 
7 
2 

348 

2. Sdkokoto House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.4 
3.4 
3.8 
1.8 
3.6 

:1.8-
1.4 

J. 7. 
.5 

1.4 

70 
55 
60 

.§L 
60 

10 
.7 

8 
§ 
8 

14 
1 

41 
7 

3 
15 

58 
23 

3 
.7 
2 

62 
25 
3 
8 
2 

93 a 

3.. K~ni kCni ko House 

Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.5 
4.0 
1.8 
3.8 

1.8 
1,4 
1.6 

.5 
1.4 

80 
.60. 
65 
§ 
60 

10 
C 
8 
§ 
8 

216 
108 
30 
32 
21 

53 
27
7 
8 
.5 

407 

4. Nigui House 
GranaryKitchen 

4.2 
3.23.6 

1.8 
1.5
1.7 

80 
60

.65 

14 
10
10 

49 
10 

79 
23 

9 
23 

137 
56
28 

55 
22
11 

Chicken 
Livestock 

1.8 
3.5. 

.6 
1.4 -

-§ 
60 

§ 
8 

24 
5 

10, 
2 

250 

5. Farabandi House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestcck 

4.3 
3.2 
3.7 
1.6 
3.6 

1.8 
1.4 
1.5 
.7 

1.4 

80 
55 

'65. 
§ 

' 60 

14 
8 

.10 
§ 

171 55 
5 36 

:23 
61. 

195 
102, 

13 
27 
989 

,56-
29 
4 
8w 
3 

§ Chicken huts have stick and mud roo 
B46 



TABLE 1 (cont.) Percentage 

Village 
Type of 
Structure 

Average 
Interior 
Diameter(m) 

Average 
Wall 
Height(m) 

No. of 
Bamboo Poles 

No. of 
5tacks 
of Straw 

No. of 
Structures 
Sm Med Lg 

Total of total 
No. of $Tlaqe 
Structures Structures 

6. Kenidba House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.5 
4.0 
1.6 
4.0 

1.8 
1.4 
1.5 
.7 

1.5 

70 
60 
65 
§ 
60 

10 
8 
8 
§ 
7 

42 
28 

183 33 
77 23 

258 
128 
24 
27 
11 

58 
29 
5 
6 
7 

448 

7. Madinandi House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.6 
3.8 
1.8 
3.4 

1.9 
1.4 
1.6 
.5 

1.3 

70 
50 
55-

§ 
50 

12 
8. 
8 
§ 
6, 

27 
27 

70 21 
32 25 

118 
84 
14-
19, 
7 

49 
35 
-6 
7 
3 

242 

8. Firia House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.5 
4.0 
1.8 
3.8 

1.9 
1.6 
1.5 
.5 

1.4 

70 
55 
60 

§ 
50 

12 
8 

10 
§ 
8 

31 
25 

11820 
48 14 

169, 
87 
10 
26 
13 

55 
29 

9 

4 

c 
" 

305 

9. Tondidji House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.6 
3.8 
1.5 
3.4 

1.9 
1.r6 
1.7 
.5 

1.4 

. 

80, 
60 
65 

§ 
50 

16 
10 
10 
§ 
8 

27 115 35 
26'94 

177 
124 
11 
19 
3 

53 
37 
3 
.6 
1 

334 

10. Ganfan House 
Granary 
Kitchen 
Chicken 
Livestock 

4.5 
3.2 
3.8 
1.5 
3.5 

1.8 
1.41 
1.'o 6 

.7 
4 

70 
50 

-60 

50 
§ 

14 
6 

10 

8 

5 
7 

'75, 33 
3824 

113 
69 
14 

.20 
9 

50 
31 
6,
9 
4 

225 

11.: Kambou House 4.3 1.8 70 14 8 25 8 41 42 

Ric en 
Livestock 3.2 

.7 
1.440 

§ §
6 

• 

6 6 
2 2' 

: ~~97'"•..... 



TABLE 1 (cont.)
 

Average Average No. of No. of No. of Total Percentage of 
Type of Interior Wall Bamboo Stacks Structures No. of Total Village 

Village Structure Diameter(m) Height(m) Poles of Straw Sm Med Lg Struct. Structures Observ. 

12. Dialakoto House 4.2 1.7 60 9 21 25 3 49 56 Avg.door: 
.6 x 1.5 

Granary 3.1 1.4 45 6 16 9 1 26 30 Avg.door: 
.55 x 1.0 

Kitchen 4.0 1.5 55 9, 0 2 0 2 2 
Chicken 1.6 .5 § § 9 10 
Livestock 3.5 1.4 45 7 2 2 

88 

13. Sourou ouga House 4.3 1.8 55 8 12- 8 6. 26 46 Avg.door: 

.56 x 1.35 
Granary 3.1 1.3 35 5 13 .6 - 1 20 -36 Avg.door: 

.50x.87 
Kitchen 3.7: 1.6 45 .6 3 5 
Chicken 1.7 .7 § § 3 5 
Livestock 3.5 1.3 30 4 • 4 8 

14.Kouroukondi House 4.4 1.7 70 12 32 49 24 105: 52 Avg.door: 

.60 x 1.40 
Granary 3.6- 1.5 50 6 9 27 30. 66 33 Avg.door: 

.50 x .90 
Kitchen 4.3 1-.6 60 8 14 7 
Chicken 1.5 .7 § :§ 14 7 
Livestock 3.5, 1.3 60, 8 -3 

15. Barlakourou House 4.4 1.7 70 12 15 57 9 81 49 Avg.door: 

.65 x 1.50 
Granary 3.3 1.4 45 4 22 22 8 52 32 Avg. door: 

.50 x .90 
Kitcken 3.9 1.6 55 8 13 8 
Chicken 1.5 .5 § § 15 9 
Livestocl 3.4 1.4 45 4- 4 .2 

165, 

16. Tinntila House 4.5 18 80 10 18 90 22 130 50 Avg.door: 
.65 x 1.40 

Granary 3.4 1.4 50: 6 1 9fiR AR 89 34 Avg.door: 
.50 x .92 

Kitchen 3.2 1.6 50 6 14 5 
Chicken 2.0. .8 - 22 8 
Livestock 3 

262 



TABLE 1 (cont.) 

Average Average No. of No. of No. of Total Percentage of 
Type of Interior Wall Bamboo Stacks Structures Vo. of TotalVillage 

Village Structure Diameter(m) Hteight(m) Poles of Straw Sm led Lg Struct. Structures 

17. Bamaf6l House 4.5 1.8 60 12 23 148 71 242 55 
Granary 3.6 1.5 50 8 3 56 59 118 27 
Kitcben 4.2 1.6 50 10 28 6 
Chicken 1.9 .7 § § 38 8 
Livestock 3.5 1.5 40 8 ~443 

17 34 

18. Goumbalan House 4.2 1.7 65 9 37:- 59 2 98 51 
Granary 3.0 1.5 55. 6 4 14 : 48 66 !,35 
Kitchen 38 1.6 -60 8 10 5 
Chicken 1.5 .6 § § 10 5 
Livestock 4.0 1.3 55- 6 7 4 

19. Konialar6 House 4.5 1.8' 60 10 16 34 2 52 55 
Granary 3.2 1.61 50 6 4 12 28 30 
Kitchen 3.6 1.6 55 8 4 4-
Chicken 
Livestock 

1.6 
4.0 

,6 
1.6 

§
60 

-§
10-

56 56o 4 

: ;:, 95 :

20. Marina House 4.4 1.E 70 14 621156 11 229 57 
Granary 3.4 1.( 60 8 5 29 82 116 29 
Kitchen 3.8 1.( 65 10 16 4, 
Chicken 1.6 r § § 28 7 
Livestock 3.6 50 8 : 13: 402 3 

21. Badiokd House 4.4 1.9 70 16 7 78 36 121 47 
Granary 3.2 1.7 60 10 3 25 66: 94 37, 
Kitchen 3.6 1.5 60 12. 8 3 
Chicken 1.8 -.7 § §12 5 
Livestock 1.5 55 10 20 8 

255 

.22. Konkorma Houses 4.4 1.7 -80 14 23 98 27 148 51 
Granary 3.4 1.4 .60 8 14 32 42 88 31 
Kitchen 3.5 1.6 60 8 17 6 
Chicken 1.6 .6 4S§ 26 9 
Livestock 3.2 1.3 '6' 9 3 

N2-> 



TABLE II
 

TOTAL QUANTITIES OF PHYSICAL STRUCTURES INVENTORIED
 

No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. nf Live-. 
Village Population§ Concessions Houses Granaries Kitchens Chicken Huts :istock shelters 

1. Soukoutali 325 26 237 73 6 23 9 

w/2 hamlets 

2. S~kokoto 110 8 58 23 3 7 2 
3. Kdnifktni~ko 445 36 216 108 30 32 21 
4. Nigui 294 19 137 56 28 24 5 
5. Farabandi 400 14 195 102 13 27 9 
6. Knidba 479 35 258 .:128 24 2 11 
7. Madinand! 227 16. 118 84 14 19 . 
8. Firia 360 30 169 87 10 26 13 
9. Tondidji 350 12 177 124 11 19 3 
10. Ganfan 212 20 113 69 14 20 .9 
11. Kambou 83 5 41 44, -41 6 2 
12. Dialakoto 102 8 49 26 2 9 2 
13. Souroufouga 62 3 26 20 3 3 4 
14. Kouroukondi 204 16 105 66- 14 14 3
15. Barlakourou 237 17 81 -52 13 15 4 
16. Tinntila 251 15 130 89 14 22 7 
.. Konkorma 299 27 148 88 17 26 9 
18. Bamaf6ld 573 43 242 118 28 38 17 
19. Goumbalan 257: 5 98 66 10 10- 7 
20. KoniakarC 130 3 52 28 4 .5 6 
21. Marina 467 26 229 116 16 28 13 
22. Badiok@ 

§§ w/3 hamlets 
.274 

59 
121 
30 

94 
'20 

8 
3 

12. 
4 

2Q 
2 

§§ w/2 hamlets of Kambou 90 _45 50 56. 3 
23. §§ Samantoutou 68 34 -4 5 2 

x 4 a: :5, 



TABLE II (cont.) 

No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of Live-

Village Population§ Concessions Houses Granaries Kitchens Chicken huts StoLk shelters 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Bantandiok6 §§ 
w/l1 hamlet 
§§ DiokCli 
w/4 hamlets 

§§ Ougoudinko 
w/1 hamlet 

§§ Kouroundi 

§§ Bambouta 

§§ Goungoudala 
w1I hamlet 

§§ Diba 

178 

402 

433 

50 

229 

297 

234 

89 

205 

216 

25 

115 

149 

117 

62 

140 

151 

18 

80 

104 

82 

9 

20 

22 

3 

12 

15 

12 

13 

28 

31 

4 

16 

-21 

16 

6 

12 

13 

2 

7 

9, 

7 

SUB TOTALS 

Plus 10% Margin of Error: 
(20% for Granaries) 

Rounded to: 

8,181 

818 

8,999 

9,000 

4,021 

402 

4,423 

4,500 

2,392 

478 

2,870 

3,000 

391 

39 

430 

450 

556 

56 

612 

650 

246 

25 

271 

300 

§ Population figures taken from 1983 IER Study.
 

§§ Villages where inventories were not conducted, but estimates were 
made according to population figures and building statistics. 



TABLE III
 
ESTIMATE OF BUILDING MATERIAL QUANTITIES FOR HOUSE CONSTRUCTION *
 

Resettlement Village Grouping No. of No. of No. of Total Bricks Total Total
 
91_ & Hamlets(H) Bricks Bamboos Straw Grouping Bamboos Straw
 

Bun. Grouping Group.
 

ZONE No. 1 - DOWNSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

1. Bingassi I 	 Bamafdld 160,000 21,300 3,200 160,000 21,300 3,200
 

2. 	Bingassi II Samantoutou 23,000 3,000 500 82,000 10,800 1,700
 
Bantandjokd & H. 59,000 7,800 1,200
 

3. 	Faradala Diokdli & II. 132,000 18,000 2,700 274,000 37,000 5,600
 
Ougoudinko & H. 142,000 19,000 2,900
 

4. Mintdgnan 	 Kdnidba 170,000 22,600 3,400 170,000 22,600 3,400 

5. 	Ddkdlikourou I Nigui 90,000 12,000 1,800 219,000 29,100 4,400
 
Farabandi 129,000 17,100 2,600
 

6. 	Ddkdlikourou II Soukoutali & H. 156,000 20,900 3,200 194,000 26.000 4.000
 
Sdkokoto 38,000 5,100 800
 

7. 	Dalafara Kdnidkdnidko 143,000 18,900 2,900 160,000 21,200 3,300
 
Souroufouga 17,000 2,300 400
 

8. Kolonindala 	 Barlakourou 54,000 7,200 1,100 188,000 25,100 3,800
 
Badiok6 & H. 100,000 13,300 2,000
 
Koniakar6 34,000 4,600 700
 

ZMNE No. 2 - DOWNSTREAM/LEFT BANK
 

9. Sobdla I Dialakoto 
Tinntila 
Kouroukondi 

33,000 
86,000 
69.000 

4,300 
11,500 
9,300 

700 
1,700 
1,400 

188,000 25,100 3,800 

10. Banfara Mar6na 
Coumbalan 

151,000 
65,000 

20,200 
8,700 

3,000 
1,300 

216,000 28,900 4 ,300 

ZONE No. 3 - UPSTREAM/RIGHT BANK
 

11. 	 Nounkala Firia 111,000 14,900 2,300 189,000 25,300, 3,900
 
Madinandi/ 78,000 10,400 1,600
 
Sanddgnan
 

12. Tintioulen 	 Tondidji 117,000 15,500 2,400 363,000 48,100 7,500
 
Ganfan 75,000 9,900 1,500
 
Kambou & H. 57,000 7,500 1,200
 
Konkorma 98,000 13,000 2,000
 
Kouroundi 16,000 2,200 400
 

ZONE No. 4 - UPSTREAM/LEFT BANK
 

13. 	 Road Solo-N~ard Bambouta 76,000 10,200 1,500 174,000 23,400 3,500
 
Kira Goungoudala & H. 98,000 13,200 2,000
 

ZONE No. 5 - UPSTREAM/SOUTH
 

14. Kolo-go I 	 Diba 77,000 10,300 1,600 77,000 10,300 1,600
 

TOTAL 	 2,654,000 354,200 54,000
 
* No. of Houses taken 	from table i and increased by 10% for marginof error. -35



TABLE IV
 
ESTIMATE OF BUILDING MATERIAL QUANTITIES FOR GRANARY CONSTRUCTION*
 

Resettlement Village Grouping 

Site & Hamlet (H) 

ZONE No. I - DOWNSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

1. Bingassi I Bamaf41 

Total 

Bricks 

50,000 

Total 

Bamboos 

7,800 

Total 

Straw 

1,100 

Total Bricks/ Total 

Grouping Bamb./ 
Grouping 

50,000 7,800 

Total 

Straw 
Group. 

1,100 

2. Bingassi II Samantoutou 
Bantandjokd 
& H. 

10,000 

26,000 

1,600 

4,100 

200 

550 

36,000 5,700 750 

3. Faradala Diokdli & H. 59,000 
Ougoudinko & H. 63,000 

9,300 
10,000 

1,250 
1,350 

122,000 19,300 2,600 

4. Mintdgnan Kdnidba 54,000 8,500 1,150 54,000 8,500 1,150 

5. Ddkdljkourou I Nigui 

Farabandi 
23,000 

43,000 
3,700 

6,700 
500 

900 
66,000 10,400 1,400 

6. Ddkilikourou II Soukoutali & H. 
Sdkokoto 

30,000 
10,000 

4,800 
1,500 

650 
200 

40,000 6,300 850 

7. Dalafara Kgnidkdnidko 
Souroufouga 

45,000 
8,000 

7,100 
1,300 

950 
150 

53,000 8,400 1,100 

8. Kolonindala Barlakourou 
Badiokd & H. 
Koniakard 

22,000 
48,000 
12,000 

3,500 
7,500 
1,900 

450 
1,000 
250 

82,000 12,900 1,700 

ZONE No. 2 - DOWNSTREAM/LEFT BANK 

9. Sobdla I 

10. Banfara 

Dialakoto 
Tinntila 
Kouroukondi 

Mardna 

11,000 
37,000 
28,000 

49,000 

1,700 
5,900 
4,300 

7,600 

200 
800 
600 

1,000 

76,000 

77,000 

11,900 

11,900 

1,600 

1,600 

Goumbalan 28,000 4,300 600 

ZONE No. 3 - UPSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

11. Nounkala Firia 
Madinandi/ 
Sanddgnan 

37,000 
35,000 

5,700 
5,500 

750 
750 

72,000 11,200 1,500 

12. Tintioulen Tondidji 
Ganfan 
Kambou & H. 
Konkorma 
Kouroundi 

52,000 
29,000 
39,000 
37,000 
8,000 

8,200 
4,600 
6,200 
5,800 
1,200 

1,100 
600 
850 
750 
150 

165,000 26,000 3,450 

ZONE No. 4- UPSTREAM/LEFT BANK 

13. Road Solo -
Niardkira 

Bambouta 
Goungoudala 

34,000 
44,000 

5,300 
6,800 

700 
900 

78,000 12,100 1,600 

ZONE No. 5 - UPSTREAM/SOUTH 

14. Kologo I Diba 34,000 5,400 650 34,000 5,400 650 

TOTALS 1,005,000 157,800 21,050
No. of Granaries taken trom table lland increased by 20% for marginof error. 
 -36



TABLE V
 

ESTIMATE OF BUILDING MATERIAL QUANTITIES FOR KITWHLN CONSTRUCTION § 

Total Total Total
 
Resettlement Village Grouping Total Total Total Briaks/ Bamboo/ Straw/
 

Site & Hamlet(H) Bricks Bamboo Straw Grouping Grouping Grouping
 

ZONE 	NO. I - DOWNSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

1. Bingassi I 	 Bamaf61i 15,500 1.860 248 15,500 1,860 248 

2. Bingassi II 	 Samantoutou 2,500 240 40 7,500 840 120
 
Bantandjok6 5,000 600 80
 
& H.
 

3. Faradala 	 DiokCli & H. 11,000 1,320 176 23,OOC .,760 368
 
Ougoudinko 12,000 1,440 192
 
& H.
 

A. Mint6gnan 	 K~ni~ba 13,500 1,560 216 13,50C L,560 216 

5. 	DWkglikourou I Nigui 15,500 1,860 248 22,50C Z,700 360
 
Farabandi 7,000 840 112
 

6. 	Dgk~likourou II Soukoutali 3,500 420 56 5,00 600 80
 
& H.
 
S~kokoto 1,500 180 24
 

7. 	Dalafara K~ni~keni6ko 16,500 1,980 264 18,000 t,160 288
 
Souroufouga 1,500 180 24
 

'8. Kolonindala 	 Barlakourou 7,500 840 112 15,500 L,800 248 
Badiokg & H. 6,000 720 96 
Koniakar6 2,000 240 40 

ZONE 	NO. 2 - DOWNSTREAM/LEFt BANK 

9. Sob6la I Dialakoto 
TinntilA 

1,000 
7,500 

120 
900 

16 
120 

16,000 1,920 256, 

Kouroukondi 7,500 900 120 

10. Banfara Mardna 9,000 1,080 144 14,500 1,740 232 
Goumbalan 5,500 660 88 

ZONE NO. 3 - UPSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

ii. Nounkala Firia 5,500 660 88 13,000 1,560 208 ' ' 
Madinandi/ 7,500 900 120 
Sand6gnan 

12. Tintioulen Tondidji 6,000 720 96 25,500 3,540 472 
Ganfan 7,500 900 120 
Kambou & H. 5,000 600 80 
Konkorma 9,500 1,140 152 
Kouroundi 1,500 180 24 

ZONE NO. 4 - UPSTREAM/LEFt BANK 

13. 	 Road Solo- Bambouta 6,500 780 104 15,000 1,800 240
 
Niar~kira Goungoudala 8,500 1,020 136
 

ZONE 	 NO. 5 - UPSTREAM/SOUTH 

14. 	 Kologo I Diba 6,500 780 104 6,500 780 
 104
 

TOTALS 215,000 25,620 3,440
 

S No. of Kitchens taken from Table II and increased by 3d.% for margin of error. -37



TABLE VI
 
ESTIMATE OF BUILDING MATERIAL QUANTITIES FOR CHICKEN HUTCH CONSTRUCTION *
 

Resettlement Village Grouping
 
Site & Hamlet (H) 


ZONE 	No. 1 - DOWNSTREAM/RIGHT BANK
 

1. Bingassi I 	 Bamafdld 


2. 	Bingassi II Samantoutou 


Bantandjokd 


3. Faradala 	 Diokdli & H. 


Ougoudinko & H. 


4. Mintdgnan 	 Knidba 


5. 	Ddkdlikourou I Nigui 

Farabandi 


6. 	Ddkdlikourou II Soukoutali & H. 

Sdkokoto 


7. 	Dalafara Kdnidkdnidko 

Souroufouga 


8. Kolonindala 	 Barlakourou 

Badiokd & H. 

Konialard 


ZONE 	No. 2 - DOWNSTREAM/LEFT BANK
 

9. Sobdla I 	 Dialakoto 

Tinntila 

Kouroukondi 


10. 	 Banfara Mardna 

Goumbalan 


ZONE 	No. 3.- UPSTREAM/RIGHT BANK
 

11. Nounkala 	 Firia 


Madinandi/Sanddgnan 


12. 	 Tintioulen Tondidji 

Ganfan 

Kambou & H. 

Konkorma 

Kouroundi 


ZDNE No. 4 - UPSTREAM/LEFT 	BANK
 

13. 	 Road Solo - Banbouta 

Niardkira Goungoudala 


ZONE 	No. 5 - UPSTREAM/SOUTH
 

14. Kologo I 	 Diba 

• No. of Chicken Hutches 	taken from 
 TOTAL 


Table I1and increased by 10% for marginof error.
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Total Bricks 


4,200 


600 


1,400
 

3,100 


3,400
 

3,000 


2,600 

3,000
 

2,500 

800
 

3,500 

300
 

1,700 

1,800
 

600
 

1,000 

2,400
 
1,500
 

3,100 

1,100
 

2,900 


2,100
 

2,100 

2,200
 
1,200
 
2,900
 

400
 

1,800 


2,200
 

1,800 


61,200
 

Total Bricks/Grouping
 

4,200
 

2,000
 

6,500
 

3,000
 

5,600
 

3,300
 

3,800
 

4,100
 

4,900
 

4,200
 

5,000
 

8,800
 

4,000
 

1,800 



ESTIMATE OF BUILDING MATERIAL QUANTITIES FOR LIVESTOCK SHELTERS § 

Resettlement 
Site 

Village Grouping 
& Hamlets(H) 

Total 
Bricks 

Total 
Bamboo 

Total 
Straw 

Total 

Bricks/ 
Grouping 

Total 

Banboo/ 
Grouping 

Total 

Straw/ 
Grouping 

ZONE NO. 1 - DOWNSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

1. Bingassi I Bamaf616 6,650 950 152 6,650 950 152 

2. Bingassi II Samantoutou 

Bantandjok6 i 
Hf. 

700 
2,450 

100 
350 

16 
56 

3,150 450 72 

3. Faradala Diok~li & H. 
Dig udinko & H. 

4,550 
4,900 

650 
700 

104 
112 

9,450 1,350 216 

4. Mint gnan K6ni~ba 4,200 600 96 4,200 600 96 

5. D~k6likourou 
I 

Nigui 
Farabandi 

2,100 
3,500 

300 
500 

48 
80 

5,600 800 128 

6. Dk6likburou 

II 

Soukoutali & H. 

S~k6koto 

3,500 

700 

500 

100 

80 

16 

4,200 600 96 

7. Dalafara K6ni6k6ni6ko 

Souroufouga 
8-050 
1,050 

1,150 
150 

184 
24 

9,100 1,300 208 

8. Kolonindala Barlakourou 
Badiok6 & If. 
Koniakar6 

1,750 
8,400 
2,450 

250 
1,200 
350 

40 
192 
56 

12,600 1,800 288 

ZONE NO. 2 - DOWNSTREAM/LEFT BANK 

9. Sob6la I Dialakoto 

Tinntila 
Kouroukondi 

700 
2,800 
1,050 

100 
400 
150 

16 
64 
24 

4,550 650 104 

10. Banfara Mar6na 
Goumbalan 

4,900 
2,800 

700 
400 

112 
64 

7,700 1,10C 176 

ZONE NO. 3 - UPSTREAM/RIGHT BANK 

11. Nounkala Firia 
Madinandi/ 

Sand6gnan 

4,900 
2,800 

700 
400 

1i2 
64 

7,700 1,100 176 

12. Tintioulen Tondidji 
Ganfan 

Kambou & H. 
Konkorma 

Kouroundi 

1,050 
3,500 
2,100 
3,500 

700 

150 
500 
300 
500 
100 

24 
80 
48 
80 
16 

10,850 1,550 248 

ZONE NO. 4 - UPSTREAM/LEFT BANK 

13. Road Solo 

Niar~kira 

- Bambouta 

Goungoudala 
2,800 

3,500 
400 
500 

64 
80 

6,300 900 144 

ZONE NO.' 5 - UPSTREAM/SOUTP 

14. Kologo I Diba 2,800 400 64 2,800 100 64 

TOTALS 94,850 13,550 2,168 

§ No. of Livestock Shelters taken from Table II and increased by 10% for margin of error. 
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TABLE VIII 
PHASE I - VILLAGE CONSTRUCTION No. of 

By Priority No. of No.House No. Supp. Total No. of No.Days Bui-lding No. Days Tot.ls 
Resettlement Area Village Grouping Houses Bricks§ Bricks§ Bricks Presses Brick- Teams Building Buildin 

DWklikourou II 	 Soukoutali 323 194,000 52,500 246,500 8 80 4 105 185/ 
Sdkokoto 7 mos. 

Dalafara 	 KMnigkdnidko 267 160,000 83,900 243,900 8 79 4 87 166/
 
Souroufouga A.4 mos.
 

Sobdla I 	 Dialakoto 170 102,000 51,750 153,750 4 100 4 55 155/

Kouroukon di 
 6 mos.
 

Mint6gaan 	 keniba 283 170,000 74,700 244,700 8 80 4 92 172/ 
6.6 	mos.
 

Dikilikourou I 	 Nigui 365 219,000 99,700 318,700 8 
 104 6 80 184/
 
Farabandi 
 7 mos.
 

Tintioulen 	 Konkorma 190 114,000 63.500 177,500 6 77 4, 62 139/

Kourondi 
 5.4 	mos.
 

Bingassi I 	 Bamafdl 267 160,000 76,350 236,350 8 77 4 .87 164/
 

12 villages 1,865 1,119,000 502,400 1,621,400 50 	 6.3 mos.
 

§ Brick totals taken from Tables IV ,V,VI,VII,VIII
 

§§ 	 No. of Brickmaking days is calculated according to I press produces 500 bricks/day, plus 30% for trnforseen delays. 
No. of House Building days is calculated as 1 team of four workers can raise one house/day, plus 30% for unforseen delays. 

§§§ 	 Total No. of building daYs in-ludes both brickmaking and house building. The total no. of days is divided by 26 working
days/month to calculate the no. of months, assuming that the work doesn't go simultaneously. This total is the maxi
mum 	amount of time it should take to rebuild the houses in the villagqs.
 

No. of Bamboo for Houses 	Phase Ii 149,000 No. of ±.Joo for Supplementary Structures: 70,720 Total B&mboo: "219,720
 

No. of Ftraw Bundles for 	Houses Phase I: 22,800 No. of Straw Bundles for Sup. Structt." 9,620Total Straw Bundles: 32,42D 

No. 	of Wood Support Beams for Granaries Phase 1. 9,910
 

No. of Stones for Granaries Phase I: 595 m3 	 I 



PHASE II 
TABLE IX 

- VILLAGE CONSTMJCTION 

Rsetleent Area Village Grouping 
___________~~_________ 

No. of
Houses 

Ro. of 

___ 

O.of 
s 

rlzc 

Total 
? 

No. 

rse 

of No. Days
Days 

-JAM 

No. of 
Building 

Teams 

No Days
Build 

m 

TotaliS 
Days 

Bild 
Nounkala Firia 

Madinandi/Sanddgnan 
315 189,000 97,700 286,700 8 93' 6 68 161/ 

6 mos. 
Tintioulen Tondidji 

Ganfan 
415 249,000 150,650 399,650 8 130 8 67 197/ 

7.5 mos. 
Kambou 

Sobrla Tinntila 143 86,000 49,700 135,700 4 88 4 46 134/ 
Banfaxa Goumbalan 360 216,000 103,400 319,400 8 LO.4 6 78 5 mos. 

Margna 1821 
Kolonindala Barlakourou 

Koniakari 
313 188,000 114,200 302,200 8 98: 6 68 

7 mos. 
166/ 

6.5 mos. 
Badiok6 

Faradala Ougoudinko 
Diok6li 

457 274,000 160,950 434,950 8 .43 8 74 215/ 
8 mos. 

BLngassi II Samantoutou 
Bantandjoke 

137 82,000 48,650 130,650 4- 85 4 45 130/ 
5 mos. 

Road Solo Niar~kira Goungoudala 
Bambouta 

290 174,000 103,300 277,300 8 90 6 63 153/ 
6 mos. 

'Kologo I Diba 128 77,000 45,100 122 100 4 79 4 42 121/ 
18 villages 2,558 1,535,000 873,650 2,408,650 50 4.5 mos.

§ Brick totals taken from Tables IV,V,VI,VII,VIII 

§§ No. of brickmaking days is calculated according to 1 press producing 500 bricks/day _ 30% for unforseen delays.
No. of house building days is calculated as 1 team of four workers raising 1 house/day, plus 30 2 for 4nforseen delays. 

§§§ 	 Total No. of building days includes both brickmaking and house building. The total no. of days is divided by 26 
working days/month to calculate the no. of months to complete -the building. This is assuming that the work doesn't
 
go simultaneously. This total is the maxiium amount of time it should take to rebuild the houses in the villages. 

No. of Bamboo for Houses Phase 11:205,200 1b.of Bamboo for Supplementary Structures: 126,250 Ibtal Bamboo: 331,450 
No. ofStraw Bundles for Houses Phase II: 31,200 No. Straw for Supplementary Structures: 17,038 Total Straw: 48,238 

No. of Wood Support Beams for Gran&ries Phase II: 18,790 
No. of Stones for Granaries Phase II: 1,127 m3 

I, 



I. Construction of Houses 

METHOD 

Option I Large Private 
Contractor 
Local 

Option 2 Jobber (Tacheron) 

Technical 4sxan 
.tl.r 3 0 r PYO 

e 

COST ANALfSIS FOR VILLACE 

UNIT : 
NO. of UNITS UNIT PRICE(m7) AREA(m 

2 
) 

4500 $4G.OO 16 

4500 20.00 16 

4500 13.00 16 

:AWZ I 

MECON ST.RUCTION Cin dollars) 

COST pei DISTANCE 
UNIT -UDjTT. _ CCEFFICIE4NT(20%) 

$.640.00 $2 80,00.O0 576,000.0W 

320.00 ;,440,.%I0,00 288,000.00 

208.00 36,000.00 187,200.00 

SUPERVISIai 
(6X) 

172,80.00 
. 

86,400.00 

TOTAL COST 

$3,628,800.00 

$1,814400.00 

$1,123,200.00 

ES'rW 
EMIjN 

18 

24 

28 

of 
- ) 

Option 4 

Option 5 

Rc.xCettlement 
Project Unit (ReU) 

Village Administered 

4500 

4500 

9.75 

6.50 

16 

16 

156.00 

104.00 468,000.00 

$ 702,000.00 

$ 468,000.00 

32 

44 

II. Provision of Materials tor Supplementary 
BB O 

__ _ BNO ALTI 
Option 1 1,445,000 2-.,000 30,000 

Structures 
nD 
WLD 
30,000 

Dy
DuES 
750 

y S 
SnIRES 

,800. 3 

TOhiS 

,101,150 

T& W 
1 

$444400 

-.rOjTj 
-

$48,00. 

To-coqr5 

WOOD 
$60,000 

T Cf Tor.co$S
DOORS SP$ 
4,5O $8,370 

TOT.COST 

$266,420. 

0%) 

TIAS 

R 284 (30Z) 

TOT. COST 

PROVISION
ATERIALS ($ 

79,926 $399,630.00 

Option 2 s" 1 " " (2QZ) 53,284 $372,988.00 

Option 3 " " " o" " UJOZ) 26,642 $346,346.00 

Option 4 - - ,, , - o- .It .... $319,704.00 

option 5 t of to- $266,420.00 

TOTAL OF I. & II. 

Option 1 

I. Construction of Houses 

$ 3,628,800.00 

1I. Provision of Materials for SupplementryStructures 

$399,630.00 

GRAND TOTAL 

$4,028,430.00 

Option 2 1,814,400.00 $372,988.00 2,187,388-.00 

Option 3 1,123,200.00 6,346.00 1,469,546.00 

Option 4 702,000.00 $3L9,704.00 $1,021,704.00 

Option 5 468.000.00 $266,4?0.00 $ 734,420.00 

5 UNIT COSTS 

CosL/Blbck - $ .07 

Cost/Bamboo Pole - $ .20 

Co -/Straw Bundle- $1.60 

Cost/ Door imx.5m - $6.00 

Cost/Wood Beam - $110 

Cost/Stonetm3) - $4.65 



7.2.6. VILLAGE ADMINISTRATIVE/SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
 

7.2.6.1. INTRODUCTION
 

This analysis addresses the problem of administrative and government
 
service buildings now in use in Bamafele which will be flooded by the
 
construction of the Manantali Dam. Though the majority of village
 
structures are of traditional mud block and thatch construction, the
 
buildings serving administrative and social infrastructure generally
 
use the higher standards of improved banco or concrete construction.
 
The replacement of these structures will be necessary for the rees
tablishment of these services normally available to the village
 
population.
 

The design requirements and cost estimate for the buildings concerned,
 
shown in Sections II and III, are based on GRM standard plans deve
loped by the appropriate ministry. These are followed by recommen
dations in Section IV.
 

7.2.6.2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
 

The 	building listed below are to be constructed at New Bamafele
 
(except where noted) replacing those inventoried during village sur
veys. In each case, detailed measurements were taken and building
 
materials noted.
 

a) 	2 School Buildings of 600m2 with a total of 9 classrooms and an
 
office, each room being 6m x 10m, with a ceiling of 4m. These
 
will replace the existing six room school at Bamafele and three
 
room school at Kenieba. Existing buildings are constructed of
 
mud block, cement floors and plastering, metal doors, windows
 
and roofing.
 

b) 	Administrative Building for local government personnel of 100m2
 
containing three offices and a storage room, each room 5m x 5m.
 
The existing offices used are of mud block, cement floors and
 
plastering, metal doors, windows and roofing.
 

c) 	Maternity Ward/MCH Clinic of 170m2 containing waiting, consulta
tion and delivery rooms, in-patient wards, storage rooms, a
 
kitchen and toilets, as part of health infrastructure to be
 
placed in the project area (see Annex 7.7.).
 

d) 	Dispensary of 75m2 containing waiting, consultation and treatment
 
rooms, a storage room and toilet, to replace existing health
 
clinic comprised of four traditional mud block buildings of
 
approximately 72m2. The Dispensary and Maternity Ward/MCH Clinic
 
will be in the same compound and adjacent to each other.
 

e) 	Health Outpost of 50m2 containing a waiting and consultation room,
 
storage room and toilet. This is to be placed in the zone of
 
Tintioulen where the second largest village will be resettled.
 

f) 	Pharmacy of 115m2 containing sales and storage rooms, to be part
 
of the health infrastructure to be placed in the project area.
 

,̂'
 



g) Forestry Post of 75m2 containing an office and storage roans, to replace

existing forestry services facility of mud block construction.
 

h) Veterinary Post of 75m2 containing an office and storage roan, to replace
existing veterinary services facility of mud block construction. 

i) Housing totalling 250m2 divided in to 3 modest dwellings of 55m2 including

cooking anid toilet areas  for the school principal, medical officer and
assistant to the chief administrative official, and a dwelling of 85m2 for
the chief administrative official with cooking and 
toilet areas, replacing

existing banco and cement house of approximately 75m2.
 

j) Administrative Guest Facility of 76m2 consisting of four roans each 4m x
and a toilet area of 3m x 4m, replacing existing lodge of ceent block con-
4m
 

struction of approximately 150m2.
 

Also covered under reconstruction of infrastructure are improved warehouse
facilities existing in Bamafele. 
 A large warehouse of 200m2, built of concrete

and ceaent block serves the government agricultural extension agency (ODIPAC), 
 anda smaller storage facility of 75m2 serves the local Federation of Rural Cooperatives. The replacement of these structures is covered under Annex 7.2.1 where

site warehouses will be turned over 
to these organizations for post-project
use, the central warehouse of 200m2 for ODIPAC and site warehouses of 75m2

for the Rural Cooperatives.
 

The replacements financed by this project will be built of cement block for
walls and corrugated metal roofing on stone rubble foundations. These higher

standards are currently applied to all new GP4 structures and the designs and

cost estimates are based on standard plans from the concerned ministries. 

7.2.6.3 	 COST ESTIMATE
 
Unit Cost/
Type of Unit Area (m2) m2($)* Total Cost 

1. Schools- 9 standard classes
 
(6m x 1In), and 1 office (6m 
 x 10n) 600 $250 $150,000.00. 

2. Administrative Building - three 
offices (5m x 5m) and 1 storage roan 
(5m x 5m) 100 250 25,000.00, 

3. Maternity Ward/MCH Clinic - five 
medical roans for office consultation 
and delivery (3m x 5m), two storage rooms 
(2m x 2.5m), kitchen (3m x 5m), two toilets 
(2m x 2.5m), guard/workers room (2.5m x 4m)
and waiting area (4m x 5m) 	 170 250 142,500.00 

4. Dispensary - two medical roams for 
consultation and treatment (3m x 5m), 
one storage room (3m x 5m), one guard/
workers roam (2.5m x 4m), 1 toilet 
(2m x 2.5m), and waiting area (3m x 5m) 75 250 18,750.00 

http:18,750.00
http:142,500.00
http:25,000.00
http:150,000.00


Unit Cost/

Area (m2) .m2($)* Total Cost
 

5. Health Outpost - 1 medical roan for 
consultation and treatment (3m x 5m), one 
storage roan (3m x 5m), one toilet 
(2m x 2.5m), and waiting area (2.5m x 4m) 50 .250 12,500.00 

6. Pharmacy - one sales room (6m x 10m), 
one storage roan (6m x 6m), and veranda 
(1.2m x 16m) 115 250 28,750.00 

7. Forestry Post - one office
 
(5m x 5m), two storage rooms 
(5m x 5m) 75 250 18,750.00 

8. Veterinary Post - one office
 
(5m x 5m), two storage roans (5m x 5m) 75 .250 18,750.00
 

9. Housing - Four dwellings, three 
of 55m2, one of 85m2 2501" 250 62,500.00 

10. Administrativd Guest Facility 
four rooms (4m x 4m), one washroom/ 
toilet (3m x 4m) 76 250 19,000.00 

TOAL ;396,500.00 

20% Distance Factor 79,300.00
 

GRAND TOIAL ;475,800.00 

*Unit price based on Ministry of Health estimates, and DNJC prices found 
in Annex 7.2.1. 

7.2.6.4 ECCHMENDATIONS
 

As the buildings serving Administrative and Social Infrastructure are of 
higher construction standards, a private construction firm will be used to 
execute the work. These facilities will be constructed and ready for operation
by May 1986 when the first phase of the population transfer will take place. 

http:475,800.00
http:79,300.00
http:396,500.00
http:19,000.00
http:62,500.00
http:18,750.00
http:18,750.00
http:28,750.00
http:12,500.00


7.3 ANNEX: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
 

This project is not intended to bring about a net improvement in the
 
economic well-being of the population of the Bafing Valley near
 
the Manantali Dam. Nor is it intended to guarantee that a basis
 
for future economic development is directly established through
 
institution-building, substantial construction of productive
 
infrastructure, etc. Rather, the concern in this project's design
 
has been to minimize the costs of resettlement. Costs have been
 
considered at three different levels:
 

1. 	 at the lc~el of the population to be resettled -- where
 
the objective has been to minimize the losses which
 
they will have to absorb as the reservoir behind the
 
dam fills and covers their fields, trees, and houses;
 

2. 	at.the level of the Government of Mali, as it takes
 
on the responsibility to assist the population to
 
resettle; and
 

3. 	 in AID, as it seeks to make its budget and staff for
 
this project go as far as possible.
 

Just how the project design solves the problem of cost-minimization
 
is discussed in some detail below. In general least-cost alternatives
 
were sought and chosen if possible. However, least-cost options
 
were not always the most cost-effective in terms of other design
 
criteria.
 

Three critical conditions for the implementation of this project
 
generally led to the choice of slightly more expensive but more
 
cost-effective interventions than those which might have been
 
lower cost:
 

1. 	 the time constraint -- the water will begin rising in
 
1987 and the people must be moved by then; this gives
 
only three dry seasons to accomplish all infrastructural
 
work;
 

2. 	 the project area has been relatively inaccessible; the
 
explosion of economic activity in the Manantali area due
 
to the dam construction has just brought the entire popu
lation into the market economy (both labor and commodity
 
markets) with a bang; and
 

3. 	 the AID Mission in Bamako is not only far away but also
 
has limited manpower to manage such a complex project.
 

Each of these constraints will be seen as affecting the choice
 
of project intervention at each level: resettled population,
 
Government of Mali, and AID. The total impact of these constraints
 
is seen in the bottom line of $18,335,000 It was not possible
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Minimizing Costs for the Local Population
 

It is impossible to place a monetary value on all of the assets
 
which the population to be resettled will be forced to give up in
 
the 	process of resettlement. The Socio-Economic Survey carried out
 
by IER with funding from UNDP in mid-1983 attempted to evaluate
 
the 	worth of buildings and wells; the survey team assessed the
 
current value of such non-movable property at just over $600,000.
 
They did not assess the value of trees nor did they attribute any
 
value to investments people have made in (a) clearing agricultural

land, (b) maintaining tracks, trails, and wells, or (c) developing

detailed knowledge about the best ways to make a living given their
 
current resources. These assets will, however, be lost and the
 
project will incur direct financial costs to replace some, although
 
not 	all, of them.
 

The project will help to compensate the settlers for their losses
 
in four ways:
 

1. 	providing physical infrastructure to replace that which
 
will ha destroyed;
 

2. 	by assisting in the task of clearing new agricultural
 
fields -- that is, providing mechanical equipment to do
 
an initial clearing;
 

3. 	by paying cash compensation for the loss of production
 
of important mango trees; and
 

4. 	by supplying enough food aid for enough time to enable
 
people to establish and become enough accustomed to their
 
new farms so that they can again produce their own food
 
supplies.
 

Table 7.3.1 summarizes the costs which the project will cover.
 
For each element of the four interventions, alternatives which were
 
of both lower and higher costs were considered.
 

Table 7.3.1 Loss Compensation Plan for Settlers
 

Higher Lower Selected Option:

Element Cost Cost Cost
 

INFRASTRUCTURE:
 

Houses 	 Cement or cin- Let people do 4500 mud block shelters
 
varam blocks all own constructed by con
with construc- building as tractor; settlers pro
tion completely they like vided materials for
 
done by 	 some 5000 other
 
contractor 	 household structures
 

($2,701,000)
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Higher 
Element Cost 

Public 
Buildings both replacing 

existing units 
and adding new 
social infra-
structure 

Roads/Tracks Construction 
or upgrading of 
10 road segments 
(206km) providing 
ease of use 
during project 
and post-project 
improvements 

Wells High quality 
hand-dug wells; 
drilled wells 
with pumps 

AGRICULTURAL 
ESTABLISHMENT: 

Clearing Complete mecha- 
nical clearing 
and preparation 
of fields 

Seeds An improved 
technical 
package 

TREES: 

Mangoes and Cash payment 
other fruit plus establish-
trees ment of nurseries 

in each resettle-
ment site with 
improved saplings 

-3-


Lower 

Cost 


Let GM pro-

vide any 

purchased 

inputs out-

side of the 

AID-financed 

project 


Selected Option:
 
Cost
 

Warehouse for each
 
village for transition;
 
conversion of project
 
buildings to post
project public use
 
after move; minimal
 
reconstruction of
 
arrondissement
 
buildings
 

($769,000)
 

term 

improvements 


Current 

standard 

hand-dug 

wells
 

Provision of 


project
 
($2,214,000)
 

Drilled wells with
 
adjacent cisterns
 
($3,426,000)
 

Provision of improved
 
improved tools; tools; use of bull
some chain dozer and chain to
 
saw assistance do initial clearing
 

Nothing 


Nothing 


Simply grading Adequate construction
 
by Travaux of feeder roads in
 
Publiques or new village sites;
 
project equip- grading of all other
 
ment with track segments to
 
minimal short- permit access during
 

of 5500 ha.
 

($588,000)
 

Emergency supplies:
 
contingency allowance
 
only; no line item in
 
budget
 

Cash payment of
 
$70 per mature tree
 
based on recensement
 
($140,000)
 



FOOD AID:.
 

Only alternative considered was Distribution of
 
one chosen: standard World'Food (delivery costs of
 
Program package. $ 20,000)
 

It should be noted that many social costs of resettlement will not be
 
directly covered by such a plan. Medical commodities will, however,
 
be provided/sold by the GRM through the health facilities ($66,000);
 
in addition, attempts will be made to encourage other GRM projects,
 
particularly the World Bank supported project for expending primary
 
health care in the First Region, to locate services in the area.
 
Information inputs will also perhaps help to alleviate the social
 
cost of uncertainty and insecurity associated with resettlement.
 
The team of village liaison workers (salaries and vehicles for $78,500)
 
and support for the Village Coordinating Committees (largely logistical
 
support with project vehicles ($1,500) -- to help them go back and
 
forth between home villages and resettlement sites) will also be
 
important in this respect.
 

Certain opportunity costs already perceived by the villagers have also
 
been taken into account in the project design. The possibility of
 
employment on the dam construction at 80,000 MF per month exerts a
 
very strong and very understandable attraction for most young men.
 
(This amount probably exceeds annual cash agricultural incomes for
 
entire households in recent years). Being required to devote labor
 
to reconstruction of one's own house -- for free -- would thus imply
 

a special hardship for such young men. Since such young men are
 
essential to accomplishing the task on time, however, it has been
 
decided to allow for payment of wage rates which are competitive with
 
those currently being paid in the overheated Manantali regional
 
economy. Further, each contractor will be required to hire unskilled
 
labor, to the maximum extent possible, from the population whose
 
infrastructure is being constructed under contract.
 

The Manantali economy is likely to deflate rapidly after the comple
tion of the dam as only a residual labor force will be required to
 

At that time, it is expected that agricultural
maintain and operate it. 

occupations will again appear more attractive to the resettled popu
lation, the opportunity cost of labor will drop, and people will again'
 
find it profitable to invest time in their own enterprises.
 

Costs Incurred bythe Government of Mali
 

For the Government of Mali, the cost of the resettlement effort has
 

two dimensions: cash and political. The cash dimension is most
 
cover
directly addressed by this project. Funds will be provided to 


the majority of needed infrastructure identified by the GRM and hire
 

additional required staff (3 accountants, 3 construction technicians,
 

1 draftsman, 9 community development workers, 5 drivers, 5 secretaries,
 

2 janitors and 18 watchmen). The GRM contribution will largely be in
 
The World Food
the form of Government staff seconded to the RPU. 


Program contribution of food aid will supplement the AID financial
 
input as far as the GRM is concerned.
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The potential political cost of this resettlement effort to the Govern
ment of Mali if it is not well-done has been recognized in the project
 
design. Every attempt has been made to ensure that it is minimized,
 
not only by trying to ensure timely completion of necessary infra
structure but also by the design process itself. The extensive
 
communication of the various joint Service Hydraulique/AID design
 
teams with the villagers in the area has already served to alleviate
 
some of the initial suspicion that the Government was requiring them
 
to move for reasons other than the dam. It has also helped to create
 
an atmosphere of willing cooperation in solving the problems of
 
resettlement between the villagers and the GRM RPU staff already
 
working on the project. By focussing on physical deadlines for
 
construction and the moving, AID/GRM have also tried to avoid the
 
(politically expensive) delays encountered in the Selingue resettlement.
 

AID's View: Making the Funds Go as far as Possible
 

For AID, the PID-approved budget level of $10 million was the accepted
 
cap on the costs which could be programmed in the project design.
 
As the engineering design work proceeded, however, it became clear
 
that this sum was minimal -- too low, in fact, to permit the project
 
to be certain of meeting the time constraint and the Mission manage
ment constraint. By continually seeking the most cost-effective
 
solutions to each problem of resettlement, the design team finally
 
limited the basic project funding requirement to $14.1 million.
 
Addition of inflation and contingency factors boosts the expected
 
final price tag estimate to $18 .3 laillion.
 

From the Mission perspective, an important requirement was to provide
 
adequate funds to permit hiring highly-skilled technical assistance
 
who could carry out day-to-day financial management duties and could
 
provide experienced advice on the infrastructure activities in the
 
project ($2.7 million). In order to get the project off to as rapid
 
a start as possible, short-term expertise is also provided for.
 
This Lechnical assistance will help put bid and contract documents
 
together. There are only three dry seasons to do the work and no
 
time can be lost in getting underway.
 



BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMiENT
 
7.4 ANNEX: SOCIAL SOUNDNESS ANALYSIS
 

7.4.1 BENEFICIARIES
 

The target population of the project includes all the people
 
who will be forced to move by the artificial lake that will be
 
created behind the dam. These will be the direct beneficiaries
 
of project assistance. In addition, people in villages which
 
will not be flooded out but which will have fields, domestic
 
trees, or satellite farming hamlets inundated, or which will find
 
their normal sources of domestic water contaminateds will also
 
receive assistance from the pro3ect. This will taku the form of
 
water points, land clearing, and social support.
 

The displaced population will be the direct beneficiaries of
 
employment opportunities financed by the proect activities.
 
Others employed to achieve the resettlement will likewise
 
benefit. Villagers and others will gain cash income from the
 
aale of construction materials such as bamboo and thatch.
 
Contractors or Malian government agencies who win contracts will
 
derive profits or experience from the work. The government of
 
A.li and the Senegal River Basin Development Orqanization will
 
see some 11,000 people moved out of the lake retinue area in a
 
timely fashion which will avoid retarding the completion of the
 
dam.
 

7.4.2 CONTEXT
 

An understanding of the setting in which the resettlement will
 
take place will increase the likelihood that the efforts of
 
project planners and are both appropriate and successful.
 

7.4.2.1 SOCIAL PATTERNS
 

The 11,000 people to be moved or otherwise directly affected by
 
the dam construction and filled reservoir are almost entirely of
 
the Malinke ethnic group. People are grouped by clan, lineage,
 
and extended family household in which the eldest male acts as
 
custodian of the family assets, makes the important decisions
 
which bear upon marital alliances and production, and represents
 
the family before the village council and government
 
authorities.
 

These people trace their heritage to the founding of the Mali
 
Empire and to three particular culture heros -- Soundiata Keita,
 
Tiramakan Traore, and Fakoli Koroma. Inter-clan social
 
relationships are thus based on the historical legends which have
 
been and still are transmitted by individuals who specialize in
 
this pursuit. The point to be taken here is that no historical
 
animosities or rivalries breed serious social discord among these
 
groups.
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BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
Vilag Q(el h1.'io i.- ve.!t,4,d in , the elde.'-t mmle member of the 

founding (or ,:onquerino) .ineae. Decisions which affect the 
villace as a whole are mde by a council consisting of all 
extended family heads. Fr,:,m this group is named an elder to 
represent the village in public (political party and
 
governmeritai) affairs. 

Villace cci,. :trata can include people who are considered to
 
be descended from nobles, from non-noble freemen, from endogamous 
occu:at ional soe.:i ists (e.a. , blacksmiths), or from ex-serfs or 
captives. Social structures include age-grade based groups of 
both males and fees, hunter associations, and other occult 
associations such as the Nama or 'oma. 

Decis'onz. which affect the resett2lement effort will no doubt be 
made by the council of eld,-r. 

7.4.2.2 PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
 

Crop cultivation, animal husbandry, and placer mining are major
 
components in the rural production system.
 

The cultivation of a special mix of crops is aimed essentially
 
at providing food subsistence for the family. Crops grown are
 
mainly sorghum, millet, fonio, and peanuts, with corn planted
 
adlacent to the family compound and rice sown in low-lying
 
rainfed areas. The amount of fonio grown Provides insurance
 
against complete croc failuren. In addition, vegetable gardens,
 
domestic and wild L-ee crops, and other foodstuffs gathered in
 
the wild provide hiahly important supplements to the family
 
diet. Further, this is an area where wild game still constitutes
 
a maior part of the diet.
 

Dry season river reces.sion and hand-watered crops include those
 
for both household consumption and for sale. The former are
 
vegetables such as o!<ra, melons, tomatoes, and bitter tomato.
 
Tobacco, indigo, and onions are grown for sale because they are
 
storable and transportable. Cotton is grown extensively by
 
traditional methods and is locally spun and woven for traditional
 
clothing and blankets.
 

Preparin, fields for sowing is one of the mosdt physically
 
demanding tasks that must be accomplishe' before the rains set
 
in. Clearinq new areas requires that trees be cut and brush
 
cleared. In some instances the circumference of large trees will
 
be incised with an ax or machete, bushes cut, and after a short
 
time for drying, the entire area will be burned off. Useable
 
wood -- for cooking, for fence and household construction, for
 
implements (mortars, pestles, stools, benches, tool handles,
 
bowls), or for medicinal purposes -- will be salvaged and
 
stored. Note these fields are
that distant from the household
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and constitute but a part of the crop Production area.
 

In this regard. we can consider that people imbued with 

traditional knowledge in this region exploit six to sevan 

different crop areas. There are veyetable gardens w it.hin the 

household concession. There are fields farmed every year which 

are immiediately adiacent to the concession eand in which ok:n is 

usually sown early and harvested early. A third area, farther 

removed from. the househo . is re-served for plot o f peanuta, 

millet, sorghum, and fonio. These are cultivated for two to 

three yers, the fields then rotated both among the crops and to 

new locations laterally adiacent. These locations are normally 

close enough to the houtsohlKd sc 'shat they are tended on a daily 

basis by family members who return to the concession to eat and 

sleep each night. A fourth -area may be constituted by the 

. arming hamlet. This is created wh.en population growth increaseos 

the ores3ure on cult ivable ..tnd nearby the village. A part of 

the extended family will move to a location where there is good 

land which has lain fallow for as many as 15-20 years. A house 

(or houses) and one or more granaries will be built. Here fields 
will be cleared, crops sown and tended, the harvest gathered, 
processed, and put in temporary granaries. During this time the
 
family dwells here. It reenters the village concession only
 
after the farm cycle has been completed.
 

Sometimes an increase in village population, sometimes simply
 
family fission results in permanent habitation of the
 
once-seasonal hamlet, in which case it becomes a small village, a
 
satellite of the original.
 

Other ar'as which may be cultivated are those low-lying spots
 
where raini 11 collects and rice is grown; river banks where dry
 
season cropz are planted as the river level recedes and the
 
residual moisture nourishes the plants; and other locations of
 
low elevation where sub-surface water can be exploited by
 
traditional hand-dug wells and dry season gardens are tended.
 

Note that this description does not pretend to distinguish
 
those special areas in the larger pattern which may be
 
particularly exploited because of micro-environmental soil
 

conditions or humidity. Yet these are normally identifiable by
 
the local population. It is important to note also that gardens
 

and fields immediately ad3acent to the concession and the village
 

have their fertility enhanced on an annual basis through
 
composting with household refuse and manuring. Moreover, the
 

third layer -- that is, the peanut, millet, sorghum fields -

will also have a fertility artificially built up through the
 
pattern of cropping practices they receive.
 

Modern agricultural methods are not widely practiced in the
 
project area. Compared to other regions of Mali, relatively few
 

families use plows, fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides, or
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follow the pr.-ct,-. r-,: 'ndrd by th,? l ensi.on agency, 
ODIPAC. The 1iff cu I ty cf a:ce S,3 .and -re,;. to the zone, the 
limi.ted mark-etz for orneduce and low .roduce prices also af fect 
farming practicee?. The con truc-tion -,f the !am will bring much 
change to methods of crop zu It ivation in the future. The 
introduction of irrigation te,-hniques, in the Bafing Vai!, y will 
likely intensify production if the farmer believes it will be 
profitable. 

Livestock production is ex tensive. For most of te year, 
animals roam freely to forage unattended by any herders. Sheep
 
and goats will usually be tethered in the family conpo,und at
 
night but are et out during the day to browze. Cattle are
 
corraled only d.ring the cropPing season when they pose a threat 
to crops. During this period They will be attended by a herder,
 
generally a family member but sometimes a hired hand. They wil
 
be let out to graze and water during the day but returned to the
 
corral at night.
 

Small ruminarnts are kept for meat p,-oduction and ritual use. 
They are owned by the women of the family who may do with them
 
what they wish. Cattle are raised mainly for the purpose of
 
amai.ng family wealth, Darticularly to serve as gifts to
 
famililies whose daughters would be wed by male members of the
 
houzehold. They are considered to the property of the entire
 
family under the custody Of the eldest male. Cattle also serve
 
as ceremomial animals slaughtered on the occasions of rites of
 
passage ceremomies marking birth, circumcis-ion, marriage, and
 
death.
 

Placer-mining is a dry season activity which has been practiced
 
for centuries in the Bafing river valley. Women pan for gold in
 
the river and streambeds and diS; out the side_ of hills, washing
 
the soils in calabashes so that the heavy dust will sink to the
 
bottom where it will be seen and gathered. Men practice the
 
centuries-old technique of digging holes deep into the earth,
 
exactly as was described by medieval Arab authors. This mining

practice cannot be done during the dry season since water would
 
fill the shafts and tunnels.
 

Migration is another dry season activity which is traditionally
 
practiced with various objectives: hunting, wage labor in the
 
peanut basin in Senegal, apprenticeship for learning purposes,
 
renewing ties with relatives, or simply exploration and
 
adventure. Dry season travel to visit relatives is the norm for
 
female family members.
 

For those who do not travel or migrate during the non-farm
 
season, much work has to be done prior to the next rains. This
 
includes building or repairing household structures, building or
 
moving corrals, stocking firewood, gathering and proc-essing wild
 
produce, gathering manure and household refuse to transport and
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spread on th F fields, and makinq 7-r room irinq household 
implementa. Life is generally labor intensive but perhaps the
 
most labor ious tasks are preparinq both new and annually 
cultivated fields for the next cropping season. The clearing and 
howing must be done during the hottest time of the year. the most
 
intensive effort required when water and foodstuffs may be in
 
short supply.
 

7.4.2.3 SETTLEMENT PATTERNS/HOUSING
 

Villages in the Bafing valley tend to be settled adjacent to
 
the river, an unusual pattern given the incidence of river
 
blindness (onchocerciasin in the valley. The village are mostly
 
composed of two to three different clans or lineages but
 
zometimes contain only one. Strong relations tend to exist
 
between villages, based mainly on the exchange of daughters. 

Extended family linengez are gathered in compounds which often 
group as nany as four generations. The compound or concession 
spreads out in a circular fashion from a central couryard -area. 
It includes sleeping dwellings, cooking structures, granarie,
 
livestock enclosures, chicken pens, and walls, sometimes
 
artisanal work space. Reception vestibulec are often a separate
 
structure in the concession. Every adult male has his -)wn
 
sleepino dwelling as do married women who have borne children.
 
Youngsters and girls pass the night in the house of their mother
 
while older male siblings have their own separate sleeping
 
houses.
 

Sleeping dwellings are gene'rally built of mul walls using the
 
wattle and dab method of bamboo lattice-work over which mud Is
 
packed, or using hand-formed mud blocks laid one upon another.
 
Roofs are conical, framed with bamboo poles intersticed with
 
split bamboo strips and hound with either cultivated fiber (dah)
 
or strips of vine cathered in the wild. Over the roof framing
 
several rolls of bound reeds, usually perennial grasses (waa'23),
 
are layed from peak to edge, allowing an overlap at. the top of
 
walls of about a foot to facilitate rainfall run-off. The
 
traditional building method, as in much of the higher rainfall
 
and forested areas of West Africa, is that of wattle and dab, but
 
this is being gradually replaced by block construction. However,
 
where structures are intended as only temporary or must be put up
 
in a hurry the wattle and dab system is still most often used.
 

Other structures are constructed in a fashion similar to houses
 
but with less care. Granaries, however, merit some discussion
 
because building methods differ according to type. Those of a
 
more permanent nature in which a threshed and winnowed grain crop
 
is stored on a medium to long-term basis tend to be built of
 
block. Others dre built of mud packed over bamboo lattice,
 
raffia or royal palm leaf mats, or mats of woven perennial
 
grasses. Still others are simply bamboo lattice or mats with no
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mud coverino nt al. The:oe are used for temporary grain sitorage, 
for dryin, pjrposes, -, o,,r ,-"edIdiI t,u-!rr stora'e of shucked corn. 
It is esent ia to note that the !ermanent granaries are 
constructod up off the ground on either a stone or 
insect-an f-fungu-re.s,ist.ant -.og base? on to,, of which a mpecia 
layer of solit hard wood, ced-z - li'e in its re.-sistance and 
longetivity. is laid before the granary itsolf is constructed. 
The elevatj., n of the grana ry, the insect and rot resistant wood 
at ita basc, and the make-up of the plaster (essentially clay, 
sand and careen catt e manure) which is smeared over the exterior 
and interior s urf ace combine to make -the granary a highly 
vrotect ive crop storage facility. 

Mud b:oc'- are often lnid ui to wall the compound, but in many 
instances the enclo:szure i.s formed by heavy branches or young 
trees which are cut and stuck in an e:cavatod trench. This wood
 
is aIsor o f a res stant nature. Corrals- in which the cattle are 
penned durino the growirep :zeaon are built in the same fashion. 
in the SafinlI Valley, they tenji to be built coser into the 
village or con n z ori than they would be in other parts of 
southern Mali in Spite of the its4_.t prvoblem they brLr"g. The 
reason is the threat that f- abundant population of lionsFairlv 
pose to the stock. The c,'rals are often moved yearly t.o a new 
location and the former spot is an e:ceptionally fertile area for 

o -cultivation. The nanur0 , ,our:.,, is gathered and spread on 
the fields farmed on an annual basis. 

One. can conclude that thene people have developed a system 
which sustains them throughout the year as best they know how. 
It i:a neither r-iid nor static. O-, the contrary, it appears to 
be flexible and accommodating to innovations which people believe 
will improve their lives.
 

Finally, it is im:p,o-,rtnnt to stres.s once aqain that unlike in 
other areas of the Manding Plateau where few people dwell along
 
water courses, the vast malority of people affected by the
 
construction of the Manantali Dam are situated along the Bafing
 
River. Although subgected to the dread affliction of river
 
blindness, they have unlimited water resources and lands for
 
cultivation and livestock grazing.
 

7.4.3 NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF THE DAM CONicRUCTION AND
 

POPULATION RESETTLEMENT: WAYS TO MINIMIZE THESE EFFECTS
 

The construction of the dam will have both positive and
 
negative affects, from short to long-term. What this analysis
 
will focus on are the negative aspects that will hypothetically
 
affect the population touched or forced to move by the artificial
 
lake. These are what the project will seek to minimize. These
 
negative factors will be material, economic, physical,
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pychological , and .soziaI: not ,",f the people whIc, nust move will 
suffer losses in these reolms. Note that these overlap and are 
simply set forth and cateoorizeo, for illustrative purposes.
 

Materially, it is c ear that famiies will lose their 
homesteads, that their tradition1 burying places and sacred 
locations wi'll be flooded, and particular farm p otn specially 
favored will be lost. The fert iity built up in fields cloest 
to the household will be last. Family-owned trees will be cut 
down in the deforestation activity. Access to water for 
drinking, washing, cooking, gardens, and animals which is now 
virtually unrestricted will be :severely reduced. 

The income produced by both field and tree crops will be
 
drastically diminished durino and after the resettlement.
 
Domesticated trees such as mango, orange, guava, lime, and
 
grapefruit take several years to reach mature bearing age. These
 
provide not only income in cash and kind to the family, but
 
perhaps more importantly are a significant source of calories and
 
vitamins during the so-called "hungry season" -- the time of the
 
year from March to June when the temperature is the highest, the
 
work is the most physically demanding, no gardens produce, family
 
foodstocks are dwindlina, and the subsequent harvest is still
 
some time away. Indeed, tree produce is what keeps many children
 
alive during this difficult time of year.
 

Because new fields will have to be cleared and sown, those most
 
proximate to the household will be less fertile than is normally
 
the case. A fertility regenerated from a falow period will
 
indeed be the case, yet yields from these areas will be lower
 
than the lost fields would have produced. The same will be true
 
of household gardens. These will be new plots lacking the
 
fertility derived from household wastes that lost gardens would
 
have. The main losers in this re2gard will be the women, for
 
produce from these gardens provides not only ingredients for the
 
sauces which accompany the staple grains but surplus for barter
 
or sale as well. Until such new gardFns begin to produce, the
 
household will have to buy sauce items or the women will be
 
obliged to gather wild edibles.
 

By the same token, the requirements of the move will likely
 
mean that women will be restricted in their dry season pursuits
 
of gathering firewood to stock for the rainy months, harvesting
 
the produce of the shea, ronler palm, locust bean, kapok, baobab,
 
and the many fruit trees, exploiting ponds for fish, and panning
 
gold. The tree harvests in particular are highly important, for
 
the shea nut provides much of the family cooking oil, the locust
 
bean provides a ma3or dietary ingredient higher per unit in
 
protein than even the peanut, the palm sets forth an edible root
 
similar to a bamboo shoot, others provide bulk in the form of
 
processed leave, stamen, or pulp which goes into the sauces. All
 
such foodstuffs are gathered and processed mainly in the dry
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months of the yc.r. Since mst hmnds, male and female, will have 
to direct their erierg !e'. oward the resettlement, these important 
dietary complements will be lost for at least the season of the
 
Move.
 

The influx of workers for the dm construction has 'reateti a 
consumers' market for the local population that formerly did not
exist. This wll, laet for some six years. Grains, legumes, 

poultry, moat, and fish as well as other necessitie3 cuch as 
spices and firewood, are in demand and local prices have 
incroased. Part of this demand is being met by the local 
population, part being met by outsiders, particularly cattle 
merchants and butchers, but in any case the cash income of the 
loc,:a: protPulation has in' eased. This bonanza will be curtailed 
during the time necessary to engineer the village transfer. 
Farrers wi l net be able to supply this market because they will 
be movina their families and reestablishing their households. 
(Note that upstream v;ila-gj as far as thirty kilometers away are 
now supplying the construction camp market). This will mean some 
e-zonomic loss. 

The wild game population of the Bafing Valley will decrease. 
Already, construction workers using modern hunting arms go off 
into the bush in pursu it of game, mainly the hartebeest, roan 
antelope, and lesser antenlopes. Such animals are traditionally 
hunted for both the meat they provide to the family diet and the 
income produced through sale or barter in cash or kind. The loss 
here will be permanent, and nutritional as well as economic. 

At the *ame time that the nutritional well-being of the family
 
,will suffer, the requirements for demanding physical labor will
 
increase. Dwellings, granaries, reception vestibules, latrines,
 
chicken houses, household fences, and corrals will have to be
 
built. New fields will have to be cleared and gardens started.
 
No doubt, shallow surface wells will be dug.
 

Villagers traditionally allocate use rights to land to families
 
who need and can adequately exploit a specific area. This
 
process is performed by the council of village elders, the
 
hereditary village chief, and the oldest living descendant of the
 
original settler family. Certainly in the past this has been
 
accomplished in either a peaceful or bloody fashion, depending on
 
the era. In this instance it will likely be accomplished in a
 
non-violent manner but it is likely that great amounts of social
 
tension will be generated in the allocative process and that such
 
tension may be long-lasting in nature.
 

New village sites will be chosen (by pro.-ect management and
 
outsiders) essentially according to quality of local soils and
 
water resources. Villagers themselves would choose sites
 
according to many many more criteria. One of the most important
 
of these would be determined by sacrifice and divination: that
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is, whether the ancestral spirits and other spiritual or material 
beings in which vital forces are believed to exist would deem the 
new site to be a propitious one. Rituals will be performed to 
diminish the psychological stress which will result from leaving 
ancestral locations, the sacred bush that is adjacent to every 
village, the forest and village shrines likewise there, the 
familiar comfort of the family concession, from losing the 
utilitarian krno,wedge of the micro-environment, and fror the 
difficulty of rekindling the feeling of familiarity and 
well-beina in brand new surroundings. Research has informed u!s 
that the psycholcoical stress that accompanies resettlement is 
usually more severe than any other kinds of loss. Thus, the 
project will particularly address this problem, mainly through 
seeking to involve the population to the greatest extent possible 
in the planning and execution of their resettlement. 

Beyond the uncommon psychological stres:s that villagers will
 
undergo, physical health can be expected to deteriorate. The
 
Health Analysis (Section 7.7) discusses !ae problems of
 
onchocerc isi!z, bilharzia, and lesser diseases. It is expected
 
that drugs, alcohol, and venereal diseases spread by prostitution
 
will also take a toll. The long term impact of the spread of 
these modern vices may not he measurable, but will nevertheless 
be important. Such has been the case at Selingue where 
younasters, having experienced wage employment and the high life 
this brought have refused to return to family and farm. 
Concomitantly, the necessity of sustaining such new lifestyles
 
brought about a significant local increase in theft, particularly
 
of livestock.
 

Prices have already risen in the Bafing Valley and as far away 
as Mahina. Those residents who will not be able to take advantage 
of marketing opportunities afforded by the influx of construction 
and service personnel will see their own purchasing power 
curtailed. 

One can assume that the traditional social structure and the
 
ties that bind members of the extended family and those allied
 
through clan, lineage, marital alliances, or longstanding service
 
relationships will be strained.
 

7.4.4 BENEFITS
 

It is acknowledged that there will be certain positive affects
 
of the resettlement effort. Benefits derived from the project
 
will include cash income earned by villagers employed by the
 
organizations that will execute the several activities. There
 
will be possibilities for employment to assist with field
 
clearing, clearing or otherwise improving motorways, blockmaking,
 
the construction of project cffices and buildings, and the
 
construction of village housing. In addition, there will be the
 
opportunity to earn cash through the provision of bamboo and
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crass for roof contruction. 

The platt..n,, of the new village.s , ill offer the chance to 
regroup famin'lies that in existing villages have been obliged to 
Settle apn,rt because f inreas.ing numbers. The platting will 
likewise offer villagers the opportunity to plan for future 
family growtx by including enough space in the new concession for 
adds tiornai. houtse construction. 

?roper:.y built, the new houses constructed of comoressed block 
will be sturdier and will require less annual maintenance than 
current stru:tufee do. 

These vil..JIqeS .S1,-ttin ad,acent ot the new mccess road will 
have significantly greater opportunities to market their farm 
produce, firewood, hand-made implements or ob'ects, and 
foodstu-ffs ga-.hered in the wild. They will have direct transport
links to the ra4ihead at Mahina .-ind it can be assumed that the 
regular traffic, now common but heretofore non-existant, will
 
continue afte. the dai, is corpieted. 

The vi~lagez: that must move to the east from the Tondidji area 
closer to Kita will find road link , to Kita, their normal center 
for commerce and social services, much improved. It is also 
likely that the com inercial e taloitaLion of the lake for fish will 
take place, at leant in p.rt, from this location. 

Social infrastructure and covernment services will be vastly

improved at New Bamafle. A new school, a dispensary, maternity 
clinic, oharma:y, veteirinary and forestry posts, grain storage
warehousing, the acricultural extension office, and offices of 
the Mini +.ry of th(e Interior wil relace the existing minimal 
structures to be flooded. The location o-
 New Bamafele will 
fac i t ate acces-:. to. these. s ervice 4 for a qreater number of 
people. 

-he downstrear irrigat ion potential created by the dam is 
estimated at several thousand hectares. A European consulting 
firr., TECHITAL, has already conducted a feasibility study which 
identified three thousand hectares immediately downstream on both 
banks. Villaqes that resettle downstream wil be able to take 
advantage of such irrigation opportunities that are realized. 

We have noted that perma nent marketi.ng access will be 
facilitated by the improved road infrastructure. One must also
 
acknowledge the large ,zonaumeLr market, both African and European, 
that is presently offered at the dam construction site, albeit it 
is only a temporary one. N,:,netheless, all sorts of foodstuffs, 
includina meat on the hoof, are in demand and local prices have
 
substantialy increased. Whi'e outsiders bringing in imnported

goods are exploiting this market, local peop le are also
 
benefitting from the demand. 
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Further, n l.imited demand :for zervicos *2t the construction cite 

has been ,-rcated and 2-r,_ 1 are being employed as laborers, 
watchmen, and gardeners.
 

Finally, it can be ass umed that exrjosure to modern technology 
brought by the dam will have a long-term beneficial impact, if 
only the ,rovL.ion of know,.dge that alternatives exist and that 
other choices, however limited they may be, affecting family 
well-being can be made. 

7.4.5 PARTYCIPAT!ON/MOTIVATION
 

People who wil* I be forced t, move by the fEood water.: have been 
much involved in resettlement planning to date. Starting with 
the sociological study in 1977 villagers who will be displaced 
have been constantly consulted in the planning process. This has
 
included two AID/GRM missions in late 1981 and early 1982 which
 
resulted in the Project Tdentification Document and a number of
 
missions subsequently carried out by both AID and the GRM.
 

Since The naming of a Malian government resettlement
 
coordinator (1982) and the constitution of a Project Resettlement 
Unit (early 1983), villagers or their representatives have been 
constantly consulted during the design phase in preparation for 
finalizing a Prolect Plan. Their concerns have been incorporated 
in the proect design. 

Communications between local government authorities and pro'ect 
planners were establihd early and are exczellent. Local 
officials lik ewise seek to minimize the ,!iiruption of the lives 
of the Bafing Valley re-,idents. More than proiect planners, 
these official:z are fully aware of tthe sc-ia! and political 
ten; ions that may be generated by the dam construction and 
resettlement. Local admini~strators' ._!,:,1laboration with AID and 
GRM project personnel has been highay uyreductive, particularly 
during the process of final site seilection in which the help of 
the head government official in the administrative 
circumscriptLon of Bamafele was. essential 

This collaboration and communicat on must continue and the 
project will :eek to ensure thi. by cceating three .iorts of 
vresettlement committees. 

The first, the Project Liaison and Adjudication Committee, will 
be composed of one representative from each vil~lsge to be 
resettled, the project director, his American counterpart, the 
USAID project officer, the chief of the Division of Social 
Support and Monitoring, the chief ,:?f the Division of Technical 
Control, and the chief of the local arrondissement. This 
committee will approve the RPU work plan and coordinate the 
overall resettlement effort and the sub-activities, and, through 
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the village reprecontatives, provide advance notice to the 
villagers of tasks planned for each :hase of the project. This 
committee will also function as a grievance committee to hear any 
claims of inadequate performance by contractors executing 
sub-activities, to resolve any inter-villnge disputes over land 
or water resources which may arLse, to address any claims of 
insufficient compensation for trees of above-standard housing, 
and to resolve any other disputes or grievances which cannot be 
settled at the village level. 

The chairman of this committee wil be the chief local
 
administrative official (the chef de l'arrondissement). The
 
vice-chairman should be selected by the village representatives
 
from among themselves. It is expected that this committee should
 
meet at the arrondlssement headquarters of Bamafele every six
 
months or more as needed and lointly so decided. A small
 
honorarium of perhaps 2,000 MF should be paid to each village
 
representative on the occasion of each meeting to cover
 
transportation or other exoenses. 

The second type of resettlement committee will be a local unit
 
composed of project representativee and villagers from each
 
resettling village. Specifically, this committee will be called
 
the Village/Project Coordinating Committee. The Project
 
Management will be represented by one of the contract community
 
agents. The agent will act as the permanent on-site liaison
 
between the village, the pro~ect management unit, and activity
 
contractors. The village will be represented by its own
 
citizens. The make-up of the village representation should be
 
self-defined but will most likely reflect the existing
 
traditional decision-making structure. This committee will meet
 
as often as jointly agreed but no less often than once a month.
 
Initial meetings should be held aL the existing villages until
 
activities begin at the new vilile sites. Thereafter meetings
 
should be held at those locations. The village population should
 
be made aware of the necessity of having a committee presence at
 
the new sites and thus constitute its membership accordingly.
 

The contract community development agents will have to
 
coordinate with more than one village in most instances. Their
 
assignments to the villages should reflect the resettlement sites
 
plans in that the agent should work with villages clustered at a
 
specific site.
 

The duties of this committee will be to coordinate resettlement
 
activity at the local level, including approving site platting
 
for concessions and fields, assisting in the baseline census of
 
families and their possessions, facilitating the distribution of
 
food, coordinating financial compensation for trees or
 
above-standard housing, overseeing the reestablishment of village
 
orchards and shade trees, coordinating construction of granaries,
 
latrines, fences, and such and therefore facilitating the
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allocation of materials for this purpose. The committee will plan and
 
coordinate the transfer of the village population and its possessions
 
from the old site to the new. There will no doubt be many other such
 
duties defined by the committee itself which will aid the resettlement
 
effort. It is expected that the chairman of this committee will be
 
the village chief or his designee with the project agent serving as
 
vice-chairman
 

A third committee will be formed to represent village women and assure
 
that their opinions and desires are also represented in decision-making,
 
The female sociologist in the RPU will organize and coordinate this
 
group.
 

With the constitution of these three committees, participation of the
 
local population in all phases of the resettlement should be assured.
 
However, project management will have to take care that no special
 
interests dominate any of the committees to the detriment of the
 
powerless. In this regard, the interests of women and children may
 
require special attention.
 

Seeking the full participation of the direct beneficiaries should
 
motivate them to seek to accomplish project tasks as jointly planned
 
and defined, for it will be in their interests to do so.
 

The motivation of Malian government project personnel and contract
 
personnel to accomplish project goal must also be addressed. The
 
project will seek to assure the full collaboration of project personnel
 
through financial and material compensation. In the case of senior
 
personnel, the project will provide basic housing, furnishings, and
 
utilities at no cost. For contract personnel, allowances for local
 
housing will be provided. All government project personnel will be
 
provided with comfortable office space and the material means to do
 
their work. Transportation will be provided to both government and
 
contract personnel. Finally, various allowances will be provided to
 
compensite personnel for the high local food prices, the remoteness
 
of the project site, the long hours outside of the regular working
 
day that this project will require, and the large difference between
 
local wages, based on the Senegalese government salary scale, and those
 
earned by Malian personnel.
 

7.4.6 ISSUES
 

There are several issues which this section will discuss, including
 
those which the project design, team have attempted address.
 

SETTLER LOSSES: The project will seek to minimize the cash losses
 
which will be incurred by the settlers. It will accomplish this by
 
financing monetary compensation for such losses as tree crops, impro
ved housing, and others as may be identified by project personnel or
 
the coordinating committees.
 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: The project will seek to minimize the demand
 
for physical labor on villagers, This project will require
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to0 

de'ivei other r Iu_ut nP.tio .I, rebu iL d structuree, cle.tr 
e:.t raord i. ' !r - In-," n .of - IT,,, n e bricks, collect and 

mratr ia 
and eQtab 2 i.h new fQI d San, q.earden, anH move people an,2 
personal be ,:,:' ii s Th pz. -, e ct w _l1 fin n , , pait! lab,:,r to 
accompl ish all br ickmakina. government bui ina construction, 
field clearinc, the construction of rural tra':, the provision 
of village wolls, the re nntructor of vil lago hou.,ina and other 
structure-, .and the at.oc,-k:4 g :-nd dI:ito butIan ,f food p i 
Vi .la-iers will be asked only to reeonstruct structures such as 

osou.!U:, : ra n rie , atr i r::, f e n,.ce.,-, corralz, and ch ickeri 
houses. Conzt.-ction materials will be nrovided to do this. 
Al thouch much of the vi I Iacer:?' abor wi exp:e.ded i. the 
rebuldinc, effort, some should nonethelezs, be ava-ilable fcr the 
preparation of new fields for cultivatio,n. 

NUTRITIONAL DEFICTENCIES: The proect will distribute food mid 
provided by the World Food Program to all families displaced by 
the retinue or whose field!- may be floode-d. 

As mentioned above much labor will be required to build the new 
family concessions. It is also recognized that farmer!. may 
likely try to cultivate their ,-,ld fields, and at the eape time 
establish new fields at the resettlement site. Experience with 
other r es:ett l-.ment efforts hav.- shown that family nutr ition 
suffers as now fields murst be cul.tivated. It is believed that 
hirvests will be insufficient to provide for all the nutritional 
needs of the family. For this reason, and an addition a 
comperisastion for the forced re ettement, full WFP food rati-n. 
will be furniszhed to each family on a per capita basis over two
 
years.
 

NEEDS OF WOMEN: Women are Iely to :jffer both phyraicaiy and 
economical.y. In the former situation, the e:,.traordinary demand 
for physical labor, potential dcrased family nutrition, ard the 
psychological stres. of the move will likely a.ffect pregnant and 
nursino women in particular but all other wo.,.en as well. In the 
latter case, the lo.ss of concez.icn or other vegetable gardens 
and their own cultivated field:s will result in ecoromic oss to 
women. Infants and young children will personally ex1perience 
such !osso?- throuoh dim i- :Th.:' nu it in It. is therefore 
essential that wo,en's gardon., be ree;tablihe11 as early as 
possible -nil that, in particllar, fencin.? mater !a,'s be n,rovidrd 
for this purpose. Note that i n -eek!nil to pay snecial -!ttention 
to the needs and concerns of worrr. h- ,'c, ect !Mvision rf Z¢,.'a 
Support and Monitoring has recruited a female profe.zional as one 
of its two senior staff members. This p erson wa, the chief of 
the social affairs team which directed the Selinaue
 
resett lement.
 

EMPLOYMENT: The project will seek to en.sure that re--ttling 
village males get first crack at salaried employment 
opportunities which will be available with project contractors. 
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Th zs w-£1.1 r,2du,: .., ,-0. fl, , uI t '. hayt , ,. dt r ",- whhoroin .. i ho 
vi 1 . 7u wi .a' b-T -- i ro,, teI part icipate I.i th 
con struct on . n' t:anzfc-r 'y provi 11n! vo untary 1ahor wN, i e 
outsid rre wo-iId ben e t from being paid to 'a1, bric;s., bul d 

,-r h. 	 truehou-O , -'ear -io 7d.. sam,-- wi I1 _)Id f r the 
nurcha-ze -f 	 .u-h Es and RonettinaWt--i .- bamboo thatch. 
v i aoer!: w cc' -i'-.d L,:.:, : p,, the se materi,l,5 to the 

_houzing ,.._ruction cont -. ctor for cash .purch-s:e. To the extent 
that v "a.,.!I -aSrmot !: U..:, y abo c,,r mater Ial for cah payment 
o11tzi dor w 1.1 bo encn irao,' ! t d :-o 

PROJECT PF;..f. NNEL F' -FT.-: The pro,ect rust attr.-t comttn. 
and dedicateld persornne to its staff to oversee the resettlement 
effort. Thu:-, p r :: ),_,e:t funding will compensate Malian civil 
service personnel for the disparity between their salaries and 
wages paid at the project site. 

In this regard, it is worth notina that OKVS and contractor 
personnel waaes at Manantal i are based on Sencecalose standards. 
Were the resettler,nt P ro 't, to be a reoion..a. (with the 0MV ) 
rather than a bl..terl (wi1h .he GRM) one, its perzonnel would 
0e renrerat, a..t the :.am,-, rato a!- !CVS employees Df comparable 
ed'ca! ion C,oX.Pt?,1 02n,eQ and r- .ponsibilty. Samplen of these 
wase:: are !1!" o. 

Chief CMVS Rep 	 6,524,512 MF --annual salary 
1,080,000 .F --idemnity for responI.bilty 
1,98-0, .0 MF -- indemnity for location 

22? ,41ArYF -- family allowance 

0IVS Coor¢inato.r 5059,4i6 ?'- --annual salary 
for Deforestation 6,,V00 'F -- indemnity for responsibility 
and R1.ottler, en: ,5 ,0 -; MF -- indemnity for location 

224,624 MF -- familv allowance 

Draftsman 	 2,085,',04 MF --annual salary (173,792/mo) 

Secretary 	 1 ,261,152 F --annual salary (105,096/mo) 

Driver 	 .,0 4,i60 MF --annual salary (8,8,680/mo)
 

Janitor/Laborar 751,536 MF --annual salary (62,628/mo)
 

By comparison, a Ma' ian civil servant with a university degree 
ear-ns a startinq .salary of some 80,000 MF per month, or less than 
an OMVS-empioyed dr iver an,! not a whole lot more than the least 
--killed laborer or guard at the project site. Under these wage 
scales, a scretary for the OMVS at Manantali would be likely to 
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ear'n r e h.n t '..or,:ne , .-.-- p.,r-,.", , L-,tor officiin . _- i oai d at a:

Mal ian ,.ovrrrme nt r.ite: .
 

The Fro ), J ,,ne;- % h. ve0 o.ht thi. ineq uity by' de .-- :- to , iniiriz 
budgCeting v.rious allowances for pro'cct personnel, both civil 
Service and contract support e-Ployee-.. T.-,y will thu. receHive 
hardship nric c.-os t-of -. ivi.r il '. -s of. r , c-iv ly, '3O'. and 

,25.% o_-,f y - 3ry. I ,,. tomonth b,.3 .;a '_% :.erv attach,,; 

the Re a :t1- mont Project Uni nt(RPU!Man.intaLI will *so
-A 

receive 75"; ble a ,: .-. i n
uf monthly as w.,rk emands 11wan,*e 

recognition of the lone hcoura that wor;.... in t h r x e l
 

rua i : V
requ ire. Cont r.: t P."iploye::c-r t rci1 , a !1onth y
 
.oucinc .wance to -fiat, .o~v their .
.a. and for ,wn .o,-cin This
 

lieu yod.in:4 which
is in :) f eing providled ', t , -r 21et, would
 
require much more conotructi.',n of hou:.s.ng destined for uze only
 
during the pro,-act.
 

AVAILABI.TY OF S!.UFF: CI .NT LA': Th ro Itarea ha a 
population density of lezrs th-rn 7, pers.,:/:2. Many v i lages ,.ire 
now sett.d in 2,oc'jti o. in the ver val1-ey wherV . iv.iri -u le
 
land extends only to t.h': frontie.-s of the val'ey, that iL3, f.he
 
hills and cliffs. They w,il1e r,_ ioc.-ate,2 in ae--_is having much
 

-
more cultivablo than nw ,a . ..nnd i. the : 4--.1h.r, th 
tradition of ab i-in reraiz strong. 7t 
exoectid that vi Iayers wi ',' -ont.. nue, this practice arid etstabl ish 
new hamlets a.-L we-l a iinL ,Arr e% t .ne.-s at sItes, that will. 
not be flooded by th, r,.-:serv,:,ir. 

Cattle are relatively few in the r,,e,:t area. Their nu'b3ers 
tend to be reztricted by the prevalence of the tsetse fly 'hat 
transmits bovine try-2nVzoni. si. vnh1 "breedz, th 
Mkeren and Ndama, are trypano.t-e -'..tant. Even in very dry y -..z-rs, 
fow humped-Zack 2ebu transhune the :,ro e area bc. ue of the 
trypanosomi9i.sis throat and other inz.ct - tranrmitted di so u.,es. 
Local cattle will continue to jraze ,xten4-iveKy as has been the 
practice and pastUrago. in Suf-Ec i-!nrt cuantity should be 
availbie. Should thi:s not be tho ;a:ae, i will result from 
ill-timed or overly ext -ry.;iye burning of the bush and not, from an 
insufficient amount of land for *-razina. 

'ugh 

AVAILABILTY OF LAND COMPARABLE TO WHAT WILL BE ABANDONED: In 
the short run at least, the i..fnd to which people will move will 
riot be as fertile as that which thay leave. This is recocne:3 
by all. The reason is mainly becauze vilagers have built up 
residual fertility on hous;e fields and gardens they have 
cultivated on an annual basis. Over the long term, it is 
believed that the old and now areas are of similar quality and 
potential. Indeed, many of the locations to which villages will 
move are or at one time have been their f,-irming hamlets. 

AVAILABILTY OF SUFFICIENT LABOR: It will be pro~ect policy to
 
accord settlers priority for employment by the various
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contractor-s5 which execulte p-ro.,ect act iv itie-s. Should there prove 
to be an insufficient amount of labor avail.-ible, it is believed 

that one r-dio adverti.zement would flood the z--one with people 
seek ing work. Jobs are in short supply in Mali and the 

possibility of landina saaried employment at Manantali has 

already resu ted in a huge Dver supply ,.'f labor at the dam s±te. 

7.4.7 THE DIVISION OF' SOCIAL 5UPPORT AND MONITORING (DSSM)
 

.ctivity :.an technically 
aceiCnrolishd in such a fashion as to fulfill AID's commitment to 

the 4ovu rnnenQ of Mali and the tri-state Senegal River Basin 

Development Organization. However, aware as it is of tho results 

of past population resett lement e-ff,orts and potential problems 

that nay arise, TSAID rzeet-s not only to technically achieve the 
movement of people to their new homes but to minimize the 

,aterial, economic, soci.a, physic l, and psychological losses 

that night occur. To this end the Project Resettlement Unit will 
include a division which duties will include conducting or 
coorrdinating any and all special st ud.. es deemed necessary, 
performing the on-going monitoring fin concert with other 

divistions) to ensure that the rese.ttlement activity is proceeding 
a_, planned, providing certain forms of support to the 
resettlement population, and over seeing or coordinating specific 

sub-.ictivities. It is envisioned that this divi!sion, referred to 

as that of Social Support and Monit,-.ring (DSSM) will be composed 

of two sections, that of Special Studies and Monitoring, and that 

It is clear that the -e.ttement be 

of Population Support. 

The section of Special Studies and Monitoring will be charged
 
with the following tasks:
 

- Establishing the terms of reference. letting, and
 

administering a contract with the GRM Instituto of Social Science
 

(Institut des Sciences Humaines) to execute a survey, to identify
 

and inventory existing archaeological sites and the area to be
 

flooded so that those .dentified as especially important might be
 
studied before the retinue fills. This survey should be
 

undertaken as soon as possible after project financing is granted
 
by USAID/Washington and completed by mid dry season 1984-85. The
 

research is expected to take 3-4 months. (Subsequent intensive
 
study of any particularly site(s) will have to be supported by
 
another donor, e.g., UNESCO).
 

Establishing the terms of reference, letting and
 
administering a contract, preferably with a local Malian
 
consulting firm to conduct a special study to update and refine
 

information generally provided in the 1983 IER study financed by
 

the UNDP. This new investigation will census villages concession
 
by concession to determine exactly how many persons are residents
 
and thus will be moved and entitled to food aid, as well as the
 
extent, nature, and quantity of their personal belongings. This
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study should be undertaken and completed in two months during the
dry season 1984-85. (See Project Monitoring Analysis, Section 7.8.).
 

- Establishing the terms of reference for the epidemiological,

nutritional status 
(height, weight, upper arm measurement) study to
 
be executed by personnel of the National Public Health Institute.
 
The DSSM will call upon short-term technical assistance to elaborate
 
the TOR. The project will also finance necessary technical assistance,

equipment, and other survey costs. This study will be coordinated
 
by the Mananatali Resettlement Project but subsequent follow-up

should be provided by the Institute.
 

Identifying the verifiable indicators by 
 which project
 
progress can be measured, define and establish the means by which
 
social tracking can be done. It is assumed that routine monitoring
 
can be done by the contract community development agents in conjunc
tion with member(s) of the Village/Project Coordinating Committees.
 
For extraordinary monitoring, special interviewers 
or researchers
 
should be hired on a short-term basis. (See Project Monitoring,
 
Section 7.8.).
 

- Establishing the terms of reference and administer contractE
 
for any special or in-depth studies deemed essential.
 

- Drawing up the terms of reference for a mid-term evaluation
 
to be conducted in late May and June of 1986, at which time progress

to date will be measured and special problems identified and solutions
 
proposed.
 

- Defining the team make-up and draw up the terms of refe
rence for a final evaluation to be conducted in January of 1988. 

The section of Population Support will be charged with:
 

- Constituting the Project Liaison and Adjudication Committee.

This will be done in concert with villagers and administrative
 
authorities (as discussed in the section on 
PARTICIPATION) in CY 1984.
 

- Constituting the Village/Project Coordinating Committees.
 
(See PARTICIPATION). This should also be done in CY 1984 
as early
 
as possible.
 

- Planning and executing an orientation visit to Selingue of
 
all members of the Project Liaison and Adjudication Committee. This

activity should be coordinated with and aided by the branch project

office based in Bamako and the administration at Selingue.
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- Facilitatinq the nece-ary ai ni!. ,n nnd c'vriic..ion betweon 

the Vilage/Proect Co rdinat_4je c, Im it tee dn tLh on t i act:'r 
organizations which execute or oect sub--activit ie. such as 
construction and clearing. 

- With V/PCC, e:amining and _ert.g, r u., ji chanes 
in, the plats for villacers and fields (to be oversee by the 
M-a'ian Nationa Office of Urbanism and': Con!struct ion but 
contracted to a private firm under UNDP financing) for 
implementati',n of the new site s~n. 

- With V/PC(C or dolega tes, and a rcpr esetrit Ive of the GR M 
Office of Water.s and For e. t s pl..;nning an d overseei ngI, the 
identification of trees to be removed from new village and field
 
sites by contractor 

- With V/PCC and c,:,ntr.ct org.nnl iz,..it on, eri:ur,.rir the .r:,vi.ion 
of fence, fire, and wood for other purposes as grantiry or latrine 
construct i on to village concessi,:,n. 

- Coordinating reception of WV? food at Mahina and transport by
 
contractor to new village site storage facilities. 

- Distributing (including storace, inventory, accounting) of 
WFP food aid to eligible familes. 

- With representatives of GIRM Waters and Vorests, coordinating 
creation of a nursery for fruit and -,hade trees at New Banafele. 

- Determining and providing ca.sh compensation for productive
 
fruit trees, above-standard housing, or other losses to heads of
 
extended family households (or as otherwise suggested by PLAC or
 
V/PCC members).
 

- Distributing seed (includinG vegetable seeds to women) and
 
tools for cultivating and clearin, as necessary. 

- With the other PRU divisions and tw committees, jointly
 
planning, coordinating, and overseeing engagement of contract
 
truckers and transfer of people and personal belongings to new
 
village sites.
 

Two senior Malian staff memtber:5 will be needed to run the
 
Division of Social Support. Both of these should have academic
 
training, preferably in development anthropology or
 
development-oriented rural sociology. One of these, the division
 
chief, should have at least a Master's degree. Further, one of
 
these two staff members should be a woman, and thus able to
 
devote particular attention to the problems of women and
 
children. These two senior staff members should generally divide
 
their responsibilities, each overseeing to the tasks of the two
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t7",n .,:-i n,, t :7 i n tellj .7* th1.4 short- t,;r-m..h ia *: .st..n bc cv .e the 7peria! $t,.',ies anc. 

Monitoring e',tn ,-help with the e'aboration of ter s of 
re~ference tho . of .tud! es, rn~t of the cenio- stafrf 
energies wL .! ' ,fvot., to the P'opulation Surpc.rt Section. 

Tn i on , the d i v i .I T"u e e Cy two exp ine ne,
,?_-ntract ,:,-,r ty ,dove'---P..,n't -1 : IItz !t. is ou,.-2cQ*e::t . that 
thes~e have ,.h ie.* m hJ. h sch,- !. ,2r m- mt ion, The.e exr.eri.onced 
agent., w 1 b!e a t r 1:,3-r::.(ct headqu..4-ters but overaee the 
fe d act iv it es of other n'ct.:b. d a t the new village sites. 
T'he fie d-ba-ed 'aye."It:. wi: b,-, v n in nurtber, Al of these 
wil; 11_, h,,r:! ract _-onune I .ikcw i!-i conr. 

Six n h of :_-hort-ter r. t,- h ric .," a s.si.tance i:5 f oreseen .vs 

n :¢ess1ry to asist the Div i.:ion of Social Support and 
Xoint or -ng. Te oop orat iv: agjreement between AID, C ark 
'.'niverity, snd the 'n.! tit ut' f-i r N e'ovment An thropolo:y should 
be e>:ot...J to h:: t:ecvi,,e .rcn.te'.nicza a'li 

The Division of Fooial Suzr:iort and Monitoring wil a1so have to 
dr aw heavily uponi the r e!:,ou r:eP,. and expert ":.ue of the RPU 
teochnie2 art admini.tr-Ytivr . divi.ions to make this project 
work, 
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LAND TENURE
 

Will the settlers be assured of access and tenure to lands to which
 
they move? Will the move engender conflict between the settlers and
 
people already living at the new sites?
 

Access and usufruct rights to crop and pasture land are among the
 
Malinke granted by the village chief who exercises power over the
 
area. He acts in concert with the so-called land chief, a descendant
 
of thos remembered as the first inhabitants of the area, and dispenses
 
rights to land based on availability, family need, and family capacity
 
to exploit the land.
 

It is important to note that the settler population will remain
 
within its tradtional area of influence. All village representatives
 
voiced the need to settle at new sites within the limits of their
 
traditional domain. Because of the essential homogeneity of clan and
 
lineage in the project area and alliances based on blood or marriage,
 
intervillage conflict over land availability or tenure should be minima
 

Most sites to which settlers will move have at one time been
 
inhabited by ancestors or people from the village which has chosen
 
the site. In some cases, particularly Zones I and Z (right and left
 
banks immediately downstream of the dam), hamlets have been establshed
 
by people from villages which will move there. In other instances
 
the chosen sites are locations of former hamlets of the settling
 
village. People moving into Zones III and IV are qimply moving just
 
last of the present locations. The sites they have selected are in
 
areas they already farm.
 

Only in Zone II is there a host population which required consulta
tions apart from traditional village communications and discussion
 
on the resettlement. Although traditional ties exist between host
 
villages and those wishing to relocate there, negotiations concluded
 
on agreement determining what villages would settle adjacent to host
 
villages--two in number--already there and what areas would be avai
lable fcr farming by the settlers.
 

Villages thus have chosen locations for the new villages with which
 
they are environmentally familiar and to which they have traditional
 
rights, or at the least, ties through allied clans or lineages. The
 
design team expects that any land tenure conflicts which arise will
 
be intravillage and will have to be resolved by village elders or,
 
finally, by civil authorities.
 

One additional point merits discussion here. Why do so few people
 
live in the chosen resettlement zones? The answer is, first, that
 
population density is meager for two essential reasons in the entire
 
project area. This results from 19th century warfare-interethnic,
 
religious, and anti-colonial, disease vectors, and the shocking lack
 
of health care available to people. Second, the areas to which people
 
will move are at some distance from the present limits of the river.
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They are either currently formed by people from villages planning to

resettle there or the land lies in fallows there is not a serious
 
difference between the production potentialy of these lands and what

people farm now. Were this the case, villagers would not have selected
 
these sites for relocation.
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MANANTAL.I RESETTLEMENT PROJECT - THE 
ROLE OF NATIONAL AND REGIONAL COMMITTEES 

AND A PROPOSAL FOR THE DESIGN 
OF THE RESETTLEMENT PROJECT UNIT
 

In preparinq this report, documents available at 
USAID/Mali and from personal libraries of USAID staff on 
resettl ement were reviewed. In collaboration with a 
representative from Service Hydraulique, an October 19-20*trip to 
S61..ingu6 was under'taken to discuss that resettlement effort with 
remaining staff who were involved in planning and implementing it 
and with vill. agers in a few of the communities whic:h were 
relocated. Bot.h the staff at Authorit6 de S6lingu. and village 
clhiefs indicated that they would welcome the opportunity to 
disc:uss their exper:ience w:.th representatives from the Manantali 
area. Discussions were held with the UIJlDP and World Food Program 
representatives who supported the S6lingu6 resettlement and who 
will also be involved in the Manantali effort. Finally, a Field 
tr-ip to Mahina, Baf out.ab, Kita, the Manantali dam site and 
selected villages in the resettlement zone was undertaken from 
October 2?* through November 4 where the Service Hydraulique 
representative and I met with villagers and functionaires. Two 
engineers from USAID/Engineering assisted us on the trip and will 
be submitting a separate report. 

A visit to S6ling"6: leaves me with a sobered understanding 
of the complexity of the resettlement task. A few days in the 
Manantali Area gives me a sense of. the delicate balance which the 
resett]ing vi].lages and their hosts are currently maintaining. On 
a good day, I have characterized the resettlement effort as it is 
currently conceptualized as a planned disaster relief effort. On 
a bad day, its seems to present the possibilities of a planned 
disaster. 

The risks for errors which could have profound 
consequences for the affected population seem more visible and 
potentially more ubiquitous in a forced resettloment effort. 
Implementation of this project will require a clear understanding 
of what is to be done not only by the Malian agencies involved, 
and USAID and its contractors, but also by the people of the 
resettlement zone. Overpromising will exacerbate the inevitable 
sense of loss which will occur in any event. 

This analysis and proposal were developed in the context of 
changing USAID/Bamako policies in host country contracting which 
would, by implication, change the role of host country agencies. 
At the same time, the Malian representative to the OMVS Council 
of Ministers had rcuently argued successfully in that forum that 
Malian national agencies and not the West African Regional OMVS, 
would be responsible for implementing the resettlement of Malians 
caused by the construction of the Manantai Dam. This report 
attempts to deal with both of these factors. 

*1982
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The resettlement process can be conceptualized in four
 
stages which cover at least a generation in the lives of the
 
resettled population:
 

1. 	 Planning, initial infrastructure development and
 
settler recruitment
 

2. 	 Transition
 

3. 	 Economic and social development
 

4. 	 Handing over and incorporation with the regional
 
economy.
 

The last two phases are thought to be crucial if living standards
 
and production are to improve and development is to be sustained.
 

It has been noted that few technical, organizational or 
socio-political changes are adopted by settlers during the period 
of transition to their new sites. It is thus not advisable to 
attempt innovations during this period (1). Because the period 
proposed for this project is limited, AID/Washington has 
suggested that the project not attempt an economic devel opment 
purpose (State 1.88239) , the USAID supported effort, will thus be 
limited to stages one and two above. 

The Manantali Resettlement Project Identification Document 
identified several committees and agencies which might have a 
substantial role in coordinating and implementing the Project. 
These include the following:
 

1. Resettlement Coordinating Committee
 

2. An Autonomous Project Management Unit
 

3. The National Committee of OMVS
 

4. OMVS Proetde_arr agedeMannal i 

The 	 first three of these will be discussed in the section which
 
follows. Next, more detailed analysis of the proposed project 
management unit will be di.scutssed. Final.y, three issues which 
emerged i n the course of our i el d vi si ts will be presented. 

egi on N£._.lat:'- f7 .gD.:!_[.ee.- i i.F. 	 Ea.l_ and i ona Coord.g nat n 13o di#.!es 

The functions of an overall coordinating body can be 
viewed in three contexts: 

1. 	 its role in providing advice and a base of political
 
support for the Malian representative to the regional
 
OMVS Council of Ministers, the Minister of Energy and
 
Mi nes;
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r'e::, i. :i.n itSo and 

t iming nd sharingn of.F resour(- .sor ifml 1 omentat i on 

of th e. reg:ji on al c'ompon"er:nts of eac:h of the prcijec:ts 
(e... technSical. assistalnce managed at the regional 
e 

2. 	 iits 10 r I l.:: c: i(s to coo0rdci nat ing t.he 

evel);
 

3. 	 its ro.e in coordinating the timing and sharing of 
re.so.u ce.s f or bilateral activities of eac:h of the OMVS 
p.roj oc s ,iih in Mal i.ith. 


The 	exiistigi c:oordirnating body for OMVS activiLies in Mali is the
Co ... _ it'. I .(. : (3Mtt_ ,)na!. ci o .r1 . 

Wh:.le all !irn:i. str:ies in Mali and tlhe i r Directi-'io -nsare 
consi dered to se members of: the Comi td.., there i s no f i x ed 
individua. represen.ative From ea::h:Ii of he member- M"lin i.stries. 
Meetin.s are not he: on a pre-set, ri o: :i.C: ba.i s but rather ar'e 
sc:hedulI ed : aria a ii c:ect(-d"e d Io'.a :i. ii r Olpons :.p ci.. i cantre e 

e:.:ven:.:'ts;* I.7 ,"1. ". u:A i.:u:..;.. r" li 's posi tin e :lar d to 
O]MVS l::,=e:-,r ct :iv i i. ThIe of is theSi. Ia . Pres'.i iint the Commi ttee 
]i;..r o:..r ..,!iofr I Se.-rvic e Hvylran l:i que, ,;anSd the D:i. reo:::t.r i.s the 
MinIis.te!or :-f Ener yad Miues who i5S pe rmanent IRM represenEt.ative 
:o tlie Coir il o:F i ni ster-s. It .s thus t.hr oughli hi m l.that the Mal i 
hat.i al Commit ., o U . for'X'-ma ly submits i::s posit.:i.on to the 
regional JIIS Z',:., I MiniI i of. sters.. 

It 	 ..s .: I I that. th:i commi:::(::)mini.,ee wi 1 l be most useful i n 
(contii..ex albove, extent, intLie f:irst no tdcl-. and to some tn , I Vhe second 

whi ch i r,(:'],volvl ati on i itwee the, gI ,rovernment of andpc 	 Mali 
the Reg i :na OMI.VS Couni.I of Hii nii st ers T.fhe ro1 . of Vhi s 
c:c::smm i ti.ee i crdnating I . mp emen iat : on of the regi onal. 
acti.vi t i of '.::i t.:hL.e proct(:s:: ,ia. var-y ac cording to- each oF OI'IVS 5 . 1wil 
I.the projet(. GIiven the di.fe.,re-nces :in aii.it:i.iis to be under'taken 
by acl- of tlie Four prl o , i c . e dio!s. appear-je.t (::o]imm titV.V sc not to 
I:e s ibst ant i. al,1 1yy 3 mp orL a .I 0 :00 rd.(5:1:inrat i o of bi l ateral. 
act i vit. i es 

In 	 the c-aso of t-he lianantal i. Resettl emert Pro.ject, I V i s 
not expeted that tie Co:mmittees V will be sig.nificantly ilnvolved in 
req i on a] or b:i ate r ,l :imp] ement-at i on Th cooorddi nat ioon of 
resources and ti ingq of act.vi i:.i es from the r-egi onal 1.evel wi 1 

fu : tI:,:.e o.r.,2p: ioErr . unitbe the" - 1 c : i oh of OMVS regio nal do being 
establish. at s For Ibi.. i mplementati onshed thellaIantal. i.e. ateral 
151isuesc C'Iis o (SI(? ' :a me~ .c V~li iai e i1s e>&ipected t~o be 
t he? .f,r pr an:inid:l no lrol-iI... ers. These are.F !.1.Iln ning I .s.l.vi 


di scussed:io 1 (::bew.
 

Se.rv ice Hydraul]:i.u. has at.tempt ed to establ i sh the 
Maranita1iI Fe se t.t1.ement Cc:mmi ttee to provide more systematic 
coordi nat:i on c:f !the bi ateral c:oi::mpoinent.s of the pro.ject. In 
February 1982 a was setto the, letier - .following agencies to 
request that t:hey de.:s'-ignate:: e a permanent represent:.ativye to the 
Commit tee: Mi ni. stre d .a Sant ', Eau;: et For-_ts , Inst i ut 
d' EEconom:i. e t deI Trvau. 'nb i cs , Op4drat ion deet" echerche, 
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Transport., Ca:-u tc',r ahi: eti F: [ut I onal de Sciences', I ,I:i 
I-lHumnnes,, 1 f i t bovet a,--. r-esponded and havei. ".- three mntine h ai el:,.'e 
desi g:atd.. repre's:.pr': This qroup has% c:orivrned once for theI al:.tives. 

re For UNDFpurposes;, oJf r -i. iewi t he tr'mwof recf ericeI:I0 the 
supporC: i.d stul i s. In the absence o."f slstant ive i ssues which 
r2elui. F F'e - .1u :ior anld act 01: , ther-e, :i. .. IL..4.. .. .For:i no.; r-easCi 

. L mi'"( S Itthi L"r.m 1i I: h v Li C.(: om. mi ,:'c4: . VCo l..:'It: poi ot.have 


c or a i shing. the
couldd ...y.: . .thr (t ::hrum fo: r establ u orgcani zat :ional 
reat1 a shi For... Resetlm I nn Projc(:: :t In:i .I..hi ps propose-d tlhe 


FId rememLereo:d tha r~n al ttees 
v s:eve-:ra I. C) F meh::han i, wh 

It .':'; b::,e .i ::,r n :istnteri.er commi 
are only. ine of .p,. W (i-' :i at: i onal sins i c:h 
are avai . ff orr f.ormal (2cor-din :. ion o-f project s invol vi ng 
complJ ex i n ' ; on a., arran ' O(1:r"nt.4,, The(.: range.i of otherI:r-.or- ,I517.i al::i 
possi e cI]::oor d. r . tinq msc'hani sin s prs n ed i F labl' 1., It. :is 
li kely, that conrts: t,- and detia I in of st a.f.f wi .. be the 

s used , co niotpri ncip For'ms in thi:. pro iet,::: and th:ose mec:hanissins 
requi re Fe or patr. ipat on the Fu.l.l. r',asngeth freoquent: rel..] i]ar ::i o. of 
of nomi.[1:0i mf.-ebr's. 

og suppC:or t sI..: will moreThe s'q: nall]y ledPro.r : i.:Har r . c.s' be 
import an t in t:rms of regiona] coordinatio'n, and the Resettlement 
Management I tni: will he the prinn::ip..; agenc:y in :oordinati and 
managi ng ii] ate:iall y supported act v ii es. Bioth of I hese 
organ i za ions ., wil .ewbe0 -ow.1ly cr-et.:ed i r te1spon-,se to tie 
constructi on the dam an it( te.setoif . cinsequet r 1lement. 

It -is antic. ipated t h,at t.he pr-:i nc:i.pal ac:ivitie.,s requiring 
coordination wi reginal " actiiies v'i.:I. be s.ite specific. 
For : ncriei:( r f r:onstru[c:ti:t on .. I. a *ff ' i ngr (., i mii o(' the dam c w e(clt : 
access roads i n the (;,-,it ne area; def rest at.ion aridst: t-n 
constr uct ion of roads: toC' remve wCod produc:t s shou.d be pl anred 
in a -, which will bo l ,Tr-art0 ,v .mar'F: hot C a , : 1 ai ii y of material s 
for- (:contr o.:ni: new bui 1. and ut ilit ofct oF (::.iS maxim ize.-.. y the 

r Ifo of :I: ml troads { Cr- i transp: r s.:(::t.. F :rrents rosc: ti erm offort. 
OMVS in in the pr-oc::ess of establ. i shIin a reg:i onally .supported 
organi'z a i. ri site. which wi.1. h ave reslp ornsibilityoni Oin.hanant.a.[:i. 
f or ass...iring the c0:oordinatiori of tho ti minc and shar-ing of 
res5ources wL:i ch are - :inianced by dif:erent agen:ies involved in 
the area. 

the F-r do_ !tSF Fr- j 0 '.. . havet c-,_ an:ant a!i: wi II three 
divi s:i. ons: Techn i ::a , Admini strat.i ve, and Resettlement and 
Deforestat ion. The !.USAID-supportied ProOjec:t Management Unit will 
be under the l;Res:,otement and Deforestat iron Divi sior. The Fret
c~_Earr.,-: do,_~w al ].1 howev r-, sei.l.lt i ex-erci f I nanci al 

control or di reoc. maar.c;'qemenrt c:or.rol oveF the act..i v:i Ii eo of the 

resettl I Pto ject.pin 


lTin str ctu::tur-e is diffe-,rent from the organization which 

execu.ted the Sd.l i nq O.. Dam construct i on and resel: tt l1ement in 

severa] ways. First, it is for obvi fous reasons a regional body 
under the direction of OMVS. The AnIthorit d'Am .nnagement de 
SWingu6 was a national projlec:t management unit which had direct 
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ThbIE 1 

ORGANIZATIONAL MECHANISMS TO, INCPXASE COORDINATIOll 

STAFF LEVEL 


* Interagency coordinating or advisory 

committees 


* Liaison office at port or central 

ministry 


• Interagency task force 
e Binding cooperative agreements 

e Loaning of personnel between agencies
5 Cost sharing 

e Joint training and orientation courses 

for agency personnel 


• Copies of reports sent to heads of 

other agencies
 

* Fixed reimbursement agreements
 
o Single report format used by two or
 

more cooperating agencies
 
* Existence of an independent monitoring
 

and evaluation entity
 

# Merging of agencies
 
e Creation of an incentive system (fi

nancial, promotional, professional)
 
to encourage working on joint projects
 

* Lending of resources (personnel, 

transport, etc.) by one agency to 

another on an informal basis 


e Use of informal information systems 

by decision makers 


n 	 Encouragement of informal communica-

tion between agency staff (through 

inter-agency sports competition,
Ze, 

5 	 weekend staff retreats, occasional 

seminars, etc.) 


* Having participant agency offices in 

the same location 


a Periodic meetings of agency decision
 
o 	 makers on an informal basis 

a Staff participation in agency decision 
makina 

e Use of a supportive management style 
by supervisors 

e Use of a bargaining stratecy with ex
ternal actors, rather than reliance on 
preset rules 

BENEFICIARY LEVEL
 

e Beneficiary participation in decision
 
making and/or monitoring of the pro

ject
 
9 Formal staff participation in benefi

ciary organization meetings
 
* Orientation courses for beneficiaries
 
a Requiring contribution by beneficia

ries to project costs, e.g., labor,
 
money, materials, etc.
 

* Periodic.public meetings of staff
 
with the community
 

e Availability of staff in an office
 
accessible to the beneficiaries
 
(open on market days, for example)
 

9 Encouragement of agency personnel
 
participation in beneficiary organi
zations (civic, social, religious,
 
etc.)
 

a Posting of project objectives, target
 
dates, etc., where they can be viewed
 
by beneficiaries
 

e Conducting business and writing re
ports in the beneficiary dialect.
 

Source: Development Alternatives, Inc. Integrated Rural Development: Nine 
Critical Implementation Problems, Research Note No. 1, Washington, D.C.: 
February, 198]. 
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responsibility for coordination with donors and issuing 
contracts
 
for- the work. The Projet de Barrage will not be responsible for
 
actual negotiation of contracts.
 

Second, while not 
 di rectl y managed by the Pr.ojet eBarrape, the resettloment projec:t is viewed as an integral part
of its coor'di nation eFfort,, In the case of S-l inguft:, a special
projec:t unit For the Resetl.e. ement Studies was createdl separately
from the AAS i tself. As t!he i. me fc~r i nrnundati on app::)roached, a 
new u-i.t was created 
for the con Istruc-ti on of inFraserulcture and
transition to new ise es,. The LINDP dir'e' or who hacl headed up the 
Studies Uni t was re:t ai ned as tle e. p atr i ate co-di r-ct(or irn
collaborat:i on with a Mal:ianr'c;-director who had not. been :irvolved 
in the s-tudy ph ase.: lThore was no i co:sys temat (Z00rdina1:. ioi bet-ween
the study un i a d .ho AAS whl c was resonesible f the
cocnstruc:tion 0oF the d am unIti. later.:. staqes ofthe a construction. 
P1 at:i nq a ,:i vi e-i on f or (.: , . 1r::,men I wi thi n Po j ci ethe overall E t 
rye;.. of ctourso(-does not guar'antee that coord innat i on of the
resettli ement pro(..... th or .
ess:1 o:,th ei aspeccts c theI:: iam co striti.t :t on

will. occur, but the dei sion to eseab.lish dvi.the ci dodces seem 
to repres r re.-cogti on..th;1le ofc::ir' part: the desi tgners of the
project organi at:i. nl that th i e iss i mport ant.:; The de.ai 1ed
 
respon si bi1lit.ies if. 
 he st.., fF o'F :this unit have riot been For'mal ].y
rel.eased. It is anticipated tihat. the staF f of th:s agency wi. ll 
i ri c lude 2 Sr ec-a l:e.se, 5 Mal i ars, andc:l 1 Maur'itar-n:ian who will be
stati oned at Mananta i., lhe [Di re.-:c::tor of the Projec:t i s Garan
 
KDiIARF,,d a Ma i alr. We c*pe t
c :::l:.that the r'ole L'.he:,
of Resettlemernt and
 
De for-est:at-i on estaff mcml i 1 . be
:er bi: imit ed to czoordi nal: i -onand
will. c i anct vol 've actI e:. i i.e.venti on I ri ma agri.-c~ement of the
 
proj ct-. The CIhef 
 de r-o jt de Bcarrage presetnted hlie sameurnder e:nc: r I hi Ftndig (::i: rol-t. However, the Mini ster of Energy and

Mines shoul ci 
 revietw these provi sions and descripl i ons wi ti OMVS 
t.o v:-fy their agreement n::rcthis issue. 

The i,I1)SAID project design process has provided much of the

organizational basis f-or 
the planning substage to date. Service
 
Hydrauique and USAID/MIali have contributed substant ially to 
 the 
pl anni e duringo.Ffort 
 !he )rel]ar at :i on of the PID and thedevelopment of Scopes of 
 Work .for the techri cal anal yses
current. y under way wi tli support. 
eff:ort wiill be follccwe:d by the preparat ion of the USAID 

sIDF' hlie technical analysis 
supported


Project Paper which wi.. requt2ire ana., ysis o.f the fit ndin]gs of the 
UNDP studies and rpi sibs.y the c::ondulct :f some additional studies. 

It' should h.,e riol:ed :lhat noeit,her the Pro jet de Barrage- nor
the resettlem:ent Project Unit will be operational dur. rig the
initi a I. s-..tudy phase for the resettl ement.. The Servic-te Hydraul i que
proposed early esltabl:isl-ment f) a formal organization which would
be r-spoibil:ei For the pJann ing phase. The greater part of the 
planning effort will have been completed before USAI ) funds are
 
avail able for 
 the support of an organizational unit, and OMVS 
Regional funds are apparently not. currently available for this
 
purpose.
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Service H'ydraulique is seeking funds from the UNDP to 
support a temporary planning unit which includes one iofgieCrd 
gO~i...civi] as ef.depo an additional civil engineer, and 
support staff including a chauffeur, secretary, and eventually a 

guard. This unit wou.d monitor the studies being conduc:ted under 

F'NIUD firanced contracts, aut horize payment o-f those contracts, 

and est ab .i sh the str'uc:t ure r equ:i red for subsequent USAI 

financed phases. ahesta f*f wo(::uld thus basically be expected to 

collaborate wi UISAID :i.ri te Fro :ect :Paper des:ign process. Given 

the w:i de r ar g:e of tc:.:,chr:i.c:a. ci l: in hfI: -ir"ariceda : ects cover'ed the UI' nc:: 

planninrg studies, i. s sta.:1 u I . :, Ib aai ch hi.suplported y tecnirical 

g r oup (other th a n L h o s a a (gan ci . w hi c h a r a con duct i n lies h. 

studies) who can rea vie.euw the st-udi es advi s.:e.' s tu(::L es uniL.and t he 
on cldetai ls (:).f Ahe tec:hnic:al adequ ac:y c)f ea-c:h of the reports. 
AssL-umin-g the unit: director wi.l. have had substantia, exper'ience 
in the projecrt are.:a, this staf.f wold review the reports i.interm 

of the:ir ac:lequac:y in provi (::1in the requ :i red data to make 
dcecisi(oin s required for :implemLrntat.ion of :.ho project. Noticably 

lackl.::ing. in the p:ropsed sLtaf.fing pattern is social science and 
a tgr 0 r"i (: ax: a: a,2::)i. p-.:r 1:. i 

Whil.e th:. USAID project will prob.ab].y not extend to the 

economi c devel opment stage of r etl. tmeiit are- some1 A-here 
devel opmenta] ac ti vi ti .as wlhi c:h sl-o:iucd not be ignored duriIng the 

plann ing phase::,. S:t.l.er r cc:r'ui tment is :,bvious]. y d i.F.ferenti in a 
compl sory sca:home :han i n a volun. scheme. Ever, wi thit-.ary a 

compul.i sor y scheme, hCwe'ver, dec:i si ons shoul d be mad(:.e as to 

wlh ther rputs arid ass:i ,s.arice in rel ::oc1 on wi 1 b1e restri:p ati c: ted 
to oiily , bei.r-(2 invol unti.ar I y disp aced (e.g. pl].ac:ir-gthose c 
ax p lic i : r e. t: ciris or se.lt: t bv c:ristruact 1 aborersF.- who 

came i n L.to th ae ar-ca ) an c nii"mechari i sin ff or est abli . sh i gig an c 
regl.aa1 :i .l.:ig:i fi stanc:e. s isue shoculId be 

I: byI.22(i-o i ori 

rg foir:'' assis Thi :1s d 

consi dered inn t. C:,the F'' (in prc2c:ess. (Tihe.:i mportance o Li s 
issue c::an be s:e at ]. ringc..:, whe:,:re c)ne resett led lagjevi ]. 

r-eporte-;d lhat laborers who had w(2rk::e:l on c oistruc: ion o f the dam 
had taen.::ar over the ].imi ted f:l wh.icch hadsome of li number- of ds 

been cl eared for them and the ch-:f A:l r d pMqrer, hadroncl to 

int4.ervenea requirin ri g o e..-ave a ter : rr t iarv t. lhis. 1 ::' (::'eiu 
vil. ]. age cef :i. : a:., that:i theyi had no to::hi .: t obj ect:.i on 

,i rcor pcrat Ing th..s:: newcc:mers :c:, :..ia: r vi 1 a : hat:into eq Itag the 

ex i. st ing pr oc:(idures For thiis wer-e control ..ed by the chef 

d' arrocndi,ssemer vi a sal e, of a rit'o t.Ii a rewcomers wi th nonea of 

the reveinuies I::(.-'i ng: avail.al: 1:-:, thLie vv i. a. itsel .f. Anothere to. 

vil lage r.: .:red conr i.nu.i ng in ].lux of new set rs whi c:h isrt a :cin- r. 

stress:i thc.eir al re. (::lv :inadequate.' :i.f ra-s,tructure. (I d:. not k-:now 

whetA:l-er s ' t in th:is vil agei has b.ern r'eg:l.a'tedl by sale o.1etl.1emen( : f 
land or i.f :h iese r- venues woulcl be madcii, vaable .for Suplport of 

the vill ag s" s :i frF a :struct:ure) lh a A:.yp:a of 1 and tenurr::, for the 
sel 1 ers and th:: r h:s. s should be val i(1a Led ulring t:h:i s P ] en ing 

phase and paresumal:::, y wi he(:.:u('ndertaken :in part during the PP 

(:1daes.i in pr ces::sa arid :i.ri daur i nr thi earl y mrnths-i of the 

prcjec:t. The p:,lanir:irj phase sl"houl:ld also inic:lLde assessment of the 
set1:lemeit as a whole in relatioin to regional developmert and a 

propo:sal .for the sc::ope and scale of the .farming systems 
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envisioned for the area, presumably assuming eventual
 
agricultural intensification once the transition is complete (2).
 
Presumably, these issues will be considered during the PP design
 
pro:ess.
 

one' o the organizations involved in implementation of 
the resettlement project contains an ongoing planning function to 
address p]. ann :i.ng: for fiture development efforts :i.nthe area. If 
t:he O anticp.ats pursuigl i Jong:.-t erm development effort in 
the rpet:4 t earvl: ar , so-ii":i i n the est abl i shment of asc:)mE nvestment 

y wi l b mnda!-ie n :pl anni nq capabil . ha eaic-:.Co.L', mi 0 -., t i vjuwould be done 
i ail. . the F i.rst currentmore. pri v of :.h e' leivel of' Regi on if 

pin. s f:o de.ve m ii f his function are i. mp .-ment ed or at t he 
Vt.. ei nal ler.o. It shou l he. noted.i !.hat thLe proposed IJSAID 

supp or tedi:l I nt egr. Devel 1op ment 'r j woul inc ude(I'YVS ate.d 1. rC:t d i c 
support f.otr theCT' o ] a for Seneg:jal.. devel: pment o::f p1 an the Ri. ver 
Basin,n irnc.ld i. n c Hal i's F .ir.s,: Fseg.ion. 

to How Lands 

T'e anal ysi o0f the .Fic: a] or'qan i zati on for the 
imp l mentat i on of ltlhe Manantal i Resettl1 ement Pro j ec:t will be 
limited to these fuc.tiorns and strictures required to establi..sh 
i nfrastruc.t:.ure and t:o :a c: o-:pIti.lih the t:r ansi :i.on phase. There i s 
no si ng cu) ' ii i ni the area whi ch eitherle.-ag.:en cT:y irre-nly..I :1. exi s t once 
directl y !provi ci e, a. tllie . req u i red tlefor th. fun ctio:ors for 
relo. ti:t oi11prople for din ithe ex perti.. se. ( tmf or coor nat i ii re.qui red. 

wi. c nelesiif-c-l.s ;i. impl ement i ngThus it: h.! cm e siai].aary. hsha proj oct 
ui it. The il]at. ral r Eat i :.::i i t; o ..t1hte pr o je ct has been 
assi gned t:, S- vv i::ce .Iydra li..qur wh":ich is ui..nder the Mi n Istr y of 
Energy an dli icsia,Cl 1.1) I::k.:,m CT'I. e. menit PrTjec:t lhI tt Re v 1 1w be underi 
the Di viscii on Fnriq io e t Baraue' of 3Servi c e Hydrauli.i que. The 
Resett!l:.ement Fr:c IIri i o-f pro jects wh i.ch:, . n ine: several are t.o 
b ., O R- 1.e :' Divi. Iner.-ie et Btarrag:e of Servi ce-din , by, I i 
Iy-Idrau.:iqu.t::. D l ac nd' the F e.. i i n.:ler I)i.i..i>on ne t 
E_...g u .i. IId 'Ener-gy giq and damso ati.l cm tc Markala Dam, l Pl annir 

Tossav :',,KI::r i "arid....an a
 

Ti app c us, d t"h I Pi::). mns.inthe design of .Uand asnump tio 
about emer-g: ng I)/Hat si po].ii es ::on(:erin :i mnpl em1ien tation wi 11 
be pp r es::ent:. .d ii r.:.:0 t Nex.:t., sot of tab1 wi I c hnie.xi sect i on. a 
ana.yzes he goods aic servic::es, fuci-ction s r-equired and the r-ol.es 
of the:,Div is ioc',n pi c, c:s:. the Iment ejctr:r lEiarrage..0, Resetp. Pr) Uinit 
and o)f:!.JC.[ ,.'.,:i.wiil. pr . si ct: ur e. be I'opsied lThe or .izan:i a L t r 
recentIy1, :ru :yi5 0 H ydraul :i will h i n aCsd Servi:f:.c:e:- c:Ie b. d:i scussed 
1.ate:or- se.. .1ction an i an alr:.'ativ. yre:strut:-!:ure will be suggested for 
di scussi on h:ietwcen: vce'Hydraul i Cule during the PPServi and I.ISAID 

desi cri :irocess. 

In deve:lopin a desig.:n for the Resettlement F'rojeoct Unit, 
our approac:h was to begin with the goods and services and the 
funct. ions whicl wil.l he required tso provide them during the life 
of the project. The .listing is based on those indicated in the 
PID. The mechani. sins whi clhs can be used to ar-range for the 
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prc:.vi on of ,i o d:iLrs. ::t ii <o: servi.c e!Feachr and l': (cIn(rl 

will be noted. [ e typ e W .p rti.:: , wici wo:lid be required are
 
i ndi cated as well. s the m.ch: ir:1 L by 34wh:i ch ("0, s. ms33'.v that pert miay
 
be made avalab.1. l .1e For th: pr ojc: t
 

The st r ategyi propose..:d :i I:n:is analys,.is comb33,I3in.-E's sov::.ra] ofthese m'rha, i .n-Ms any oF the g:oods. an d providedm services to, be.::, 

urnd.Ier by the o e :trea , (otIurr ' y I i (::d u .. :l od p or
 
ind1rect.ly s,upplI'or Se.rv'b ice y'drul i.q - w I ch wi I. I have the
 
lead responsibii t, fli31 : ]ementati., oa However othert1 rofimp3 :i:r. , 
g:overnmentCal3331.?C1 encies :ii ..l 1 id i vat f rms and non-.... 
fi C(- ' C 3 3 fl "7'C 1 ar I. (C . C1- hI(:}i ; }: :-'t.:'I[ 1 1:.::1C F '".1 [.[-:.l ?.. i.C'. 'f:7 ) I ( I .' : 3i3 3 ?'l ',.:t !3_ 37:'i "'r ' 

the pro:ductio dei '(r-y Ilhe,(-l:I and In
and ve (f goods scrv!i ces. 

add:ii.::i - 3,3crrry o( '15.SC.c' funct-on :rt iC aCICI not
mI.. 31 : these a : pd ''.v d(C:)
rC"e q u.1 r-'- 1 [1331"J 3.:f)r'i--"3 r: c): !" u] /l 1 . 1.?Y pI jr r:. Cl1i3'c' .1:r(::6:? 1 ", :. ::. :3C 1I..3.? ,:117t !.ho :. 

s:i. hus. . emp:'333fh ' i 3d1:3'.'5'I i i: r c ,1ctingheyI : (335. and 
i.rteragen cy agi-nu:'(:(:m3-nts wi1th thoe. e:ntities as a mecl ani forsm 
pr ',idin s::ome dir :.:ct and ind irect: services (3)'.' Or 1On-. othcrt, 
hand , many functions wll requi ieldi staffi- i ongoigth " 
famil] iarity w.'j:i h: t'he 'f c te.d Cpul. .ation and thie terrain , and 
some f0+those F.1t:ion. s315 WI 1 (7:iii.f ' 3. i. lva (LIt I. rhe recaqdo.u, :-l Wi..1 
thei r r sc w: 111l ,, F r i n a n c.:.,[351t : . t all-] 1.C3:: t : ::' 3::-fo 1 an d to 

to .i 
tempoa~ry3,i WW~ o a 3:~1 sci anid 3.W ran1.st wh ic~h ca:in 

vi. 1. age cs .:rs . i areas and Li farm F:ieds. wsi1.. requi re the 
.3(233 of soil 'ev ist an 

[37bearrange3315.Cd on a cn:;o t r , c u a t.' r * 5 i-W'-: ?.I. :: at i on53.?]. toc. 
witih the sett::lers wi! be:[ r1:,qu[ and agent who isired, ar 
cx'-p j(rien:7-?cl in ths1 pc:e:1s s to5: prvid',' e thi. s coordSi nati on an'cI 
s::.ou t::I h:u an o'p;i3 nq :,l:y:'p 'ee, of 
fi.t. I Fosr i r ?r 3:e w' l:r, ose inrve..sti'gating the3. ii 

'I-rus l:e e-.: the:- Restl. me15',nt P:roject 
possib1. ty of 

[ ' .ag m:ic::a5lsec::ondi ng community 533li::.ri.:.ents fr I, . Di rect oi"n dI 1 a 
Coogaratu- ... - d I'-d I L , .5-,t 1l:.11dr7 i f on:[It l .h.at P roat eie1 no:t3:<. :'P'-

Document:33I. '3' i e(SCI thpW 5 1.af.:i.1 i ofII ani :fl7mous.. jectC 
managementI un.1 t wh.1ii C O.u I. -d.hst a Fed by mul:t3''ps ,-:p1 nary 

en io 715 n autono,51.17 pro 7 
Iwo ff .1 .1 

speci: :i se3':,3:l(::If.d Fror vat"v .1r 3. .5 I I a c 1.. respo, ns.1bl f. foro.nd.:e.1 o age 
resett-.amert. The Iprop s..al which fo3lIows departs.- from that plarn 
%n two respects. A in ca. above:.:, Se'r'v'i ce Hlydraul] 3.que do.1e.st e(.d:i 
not: cu:rrenyi 1 the , b. l..y au.ton1rromou.s, ar-nd the.expect:for I-to Ito F 
field b un:.::3 wri l l :e:,quiro m:3e (il,o t lheBamako-ba -sedse ,i 1 .. support f 

.:l is , i. sdi vi s:ion to which it at h Second::l.'.:,.res eml:phass:i 
gi ver 3:.d.3:3:m::',3, stc aff; :i Co ei ui' s. '. f bl : wh nto(:s of si..ff s t .li t 'a s 

u tla '713 3.. rt i o a 
needed and for a "i vet", [7. :i371i (pof t:ime. Seconrdment,, . s often? 
13r'ind.rj a ( r- 70 iSi.C1:Vr77'.353S7.:. c.... I ati. 

on.1y the:-:, partic . SL:u a5- : I x.' e g'iiven':C e.3.3,ml:voyee is 

eVs : 3:7C31",'. ohe ut I I i z of( tlhe 
borrowed xpet:'l,:'i for a (::L.]. r [7upr. poI'I:) asu.'-l 1 :g 'th'1at 'the. i sc: a3 Il'.r se7';, .in. 3 
homine g ncr37:y w i flo!t be L uii the same: act1 vi ie:s w:i tl' :he 
same CCp'q vee 0+f t-.,3p1, 1s.1.5.i. . Vt', if :o :eiy a servi.ce, ph Hn::.11R :i1 
which 1ml: i h"ome ,' i. er" supporths:I-, such:hp t. at::i the [033-.' ,1.33c- prCo0vi des oth:1 
.s3 371'C:j3.1 Ip ai'I" c: [2 r ntn:';333("4[,, sp. erlV (: I Cla53112237E's: , o ( 1.33 c ' t:C hnir.al 
:i.f , is:- eded arn,:1 i fic:omai on, whih : ac:tual rnot si.mply, a spec 
tc.:hnic37:al e 7:'.1:,rt:ise, ordmi ma.::,r ss.7, ]-To3.p:3,, s :u: t .3 ay :e c:1:'s: r a 1:).rab].e'.provide 
the necessary coninu o:/ site1..,1 l-,::3wever-, care o plermanent11 17 3. ho a f 
sta f f wo,ul3d be seconded (see p. 28 ) , and an N130 would be 

contrac:1ted. 
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http:servi.ce
http:13r'ind.rj
http:autono,51.17
http:533li::.ri
http:ind1rect.ly
http:sov::.ra


BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
.. shoular,d:i,b 	 -rranqeOther coorci nat.:i r,j in shot.i c Ie used to 

For- the needed expeort:is. ud theseh.se are incica trd in the charts 

which foll cw. For '.ampl t.:)he sei of a i ric"/ aigirtE':.:It:.ac':elliere t 

between S.ervie l..IvdrauJ ique,(D ]IAC arnd lesrLl..vagq. may b..a better 
:n.r ag and 	 :: 0vices whichIechant ism Tor ci.,' d ::r-ic tural iv(:.:sto(:.",k s 

wi : b2e needed :i. the area of an cngoi ng ba's.i : th;i:ban detai1 ing 

t h :se ag tI"s: to; Lhe Ret 1:1 em t F o .o: t ."i t wh i ch wou ld 
i ncr-ease iit.s ma,.rcaqement burde:n and where there wi 1l be 

i nsufF cp r-nt. c bi to su:er"vi se the tochni :cal aspects ofC:,:: abi 1 i ty 
thei r job. 

This analy.'sis is based upon two assumptions regarding 

current USAID/BamaI.::c policy which have substantial implications 

for the ro:le and staffing of USAID/amako, Service Hydraulique 
and the Rese l:et1(fit F:rojec(t: I.li t. 
These assumptio-ins are:
 

i. 	 Contracts for technical assi stance as wel1 as 

constructior j. ill be made directly by IJSAID/Mali and 
no major host country contracts will be used. 

2. 	 Authori...ation for payment of alJ vouchers and For 
procuremeint orders will require the signature of a 
[]SAID authori.ed contr actor :in addition to those of 
the re] evant Ma1 :ian counterpart. 

Ibis ro()posal represents USAIlD/EDamaao's position. Given 

the heavy use of corntra-ctincg proposed in this analysis and the 

above assumpti on , it wi.l1 readily be seen that the arrangements 

which r o.Slt t from I:hese n will aassump:i c:mn.a pose substant i a1 
managemert responsib i :i. For Be: Servity f1. USAID/Damako. ause ce 
Hyidrau] i que has not worked di roctl: y and ::xtesi.(ri5veyi y wi th USAID i r 
ihe actual mpl emer t ai on of projects , the substant i al. 
invol ve--ment :: - InSII) e..c ti:-.:.t may he som di ffeori r I on jewh-hat t than 
they havr ,.nticipate..ei It is expected that: the implicat :ions of 
the above assumiptions for proj ec:t imp]1ementati on arrangements 
wi 1 1. result in discussion between the Mi ss:ion and the Mini stry of 
Energy and M:ines and eventual revision of the charts which 
fol low. 

In addition, cooperative discussion between USAID/Bamako 
and the Minister of Energy and Mines will be needed to be opened 
with ODIPAC Ii rcatti oni i onal i Cooperati ves , Urbani sm,- the 

Ministries of Halth and Education dur i ng the PP design phase to 
conf i rm or modi -fy thei r invol vement i n the projen: t. It i s 
especial.y import ant that the long--t:erm plans of these ministries 
for support tro ihe resettl -edzone be clarified dtring these 
di sc;ussi on. I addition avail ab:i 1.ity of staf-f and 

reaponsibi]iies for salaries, benefits, housing and transport of 
seconded staf -f will have to bn defined, and mechanisms for 
maintaini g accourtabi i ty of those funds will have to be 
establI ished. 

)-i3)ii 

http:authori.ed


Goods and Services 


Project Staff 

Facilities and 

Equipment 


Function 


a Procurement 

of vehicles, 

ofc. equi>, 

residential 

furnishings 


b Selection of 

location for 

housing & 

offices of 

Recasement 


Project 


Unit (RPU)
 

c Renovation 

of housing 

& offices 

for project 

staff in 

resettlement 

area. 


Expertise/Responsible Agency 


SH reviews and approves pro-

.curement plan; Based on approved 

plan USAID Contractor procures 

all commodities with approval 

of USAID/Mgt Office; in accor-

dance with USAID procurement 

regulations in Mali; RPU to 

retain inventory of all items 


USAID & SH to negotiate with 

appropriate companies and 

private individuals to 

arrange for housing & office 

space for USAID contract 

& RPU staff on site 


USAID Mgt, PP team including 

SH specifies no. of housing 

units & TDY quarters. USAID 

contractor prepare plans for 

any necessary modifications 

and USAID approves 


SH 


RPU 
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Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required 


SH: Assuming Bamako as point 

of delivery for U.S. imports 

& point of origin for most 

local procurement. Receiving 

capability needed in Bamako; 

ability to contract for 

transport to Manantali needed purchase order.
 

RemarkL
 

Assume no exis
ting capability
 
for this in SH
 
or RPU; USAID
 
Mgt must provid
 
copies of all
 

in Bamako 


RPU: Inventory & receiving 

capability to verify con-

dition of goods & complete-


ness of shipment from 

Bamako.Preparation of 

procuremnent plan. 


RPU assigns housing & 

office space 

SH participates in PP 

team & decisions on no. 

and locations of 

facilities 


Service Hydraulique, Bamako 


Resettlement Project Unit, Manantali
 

& shipping doct.
 

ments to recei
ving unit
 
either at SH in
 

Bamako or on
 

site in Manan
tali;otherwise
 

completeness of
 
shipment cannot
 

be verified.
 
USAID Mgt.
 
should prepare
 
procurement
 

guidelines for
 
host country
 
procurement
 

USAID & SH to
 
clarify source
 
of financing
 
for on-site
 
project facili

ties ASAP
 

Assumes USAID
 
financing
 

for this
 
existing
 
structures in
 
the area will
 
be used as much
 

as possible.
 



Goods or Services 


E' 


V 

A 


L 


_U 

A 

T 


O 

N 

,and 


Monitoring 


Function Expertise/Responsible Agency 


d Inspect work, USAID Engineering, USAID 

review & au- Project Officer, RPU and 
thorize SH 

vouchers 
for payment 
of staff 
housing 
construction 
contracts 

On-going Institution with experience 


monitoring in monitoring resettlement 

and evalua- could provide resident on-


tion site social scientist with 

additional recurrent consul-

tancy support to set up 

studies and special 


evaluations and local 

hire agent, possibly from 

CDNC 


Mechanism 


Possible 


cooperative 

agreement 


between AID/ 

WA & Clark 

Univ./Inst. 

for Dev. 

Anthropology 

funded by
 
project
 
evaluation
 
funds
 

SH/RPU Capabilities Required 


Support of USAID TDYers
 
SH, RPU: Inspection of work
 

RPU: technical collaboration 


with IDA in setting up studies; 

review of IDA reports 


Remarks
 

Sec State
 

188239
 
directive
 

from AID/WA
 

requiring
 
expertise in
 
resettlement
 
monitoring
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, dididd Servicesn 

J. S 

I 

T 

E 


S 

E 
L 

E 


C 
T 


I 

0 

N 


and 


L 

A 

N 

D 


p 

R
E 
E 


'A 

R 

A 
T 


0N 

Function Expertise/Responsible Agency 

a Analyze PNUD American & Malian PP design 
studies to team, including forage & 
determine livestock expertise, hydro-
feasibility logist, forestry, agronomist, 
of new engineer, soil scientist, and 
sites and anthropologist 
chosen by 
each vii-
lage accor-
ding to 
their water 

supply, agro-
economic & 
social preferences 

of settlers & 

the relevant 

host populations 


b Verify the USAID Contract team and RPU 

exact domain consult with village groups
of each (dry season, 1983-84). 

village 


Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks
 

Staff of studies phase to l.Issue of USAID
 
collaborate; SH senior staff support for
 
to participate in initial schools & health
 
briefings & per iodic meetings services to be
 
during design phase clarified ASAP
 
including at least one on- as amalgamation
 
site visit of village
 

based on assump
tion of addi
tional services 
with USAID sup
port
 

Institute for 2.Will USAID/
 
Development Bamako pay per
 
Anthropology, 	 diem of Malian
 
could use S&T/ PP design team
 
MD Coop Agree- members?
 
ment on Area 3.Could IDS be
 
Development 	 brought in here
 

to start base
line work?
 

USAID Con- RPU: identification of Determine if
 
tract;CNDC Ialian experts to parti- former CNDC
would be cipate in team Selingue agents
 
seconded to SH: approval of inter- should/could be
 

RPU to as- agency agreements to parti-	 used & availa
sist with cipate in team bility of
 
housing ODIPAC agents
 
& public who appear to
 
structures; be currently

discussions should without job

be held with 	 definition;
 

ODIPAC re: their ODIPAC agents
 
collaboration 
 not detailed
 
under contract to but work plans
 
assist with 	 developed
 
plans for 	 jointly by 
farmers' fields 	 ODIPAC & RPU
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.I-.Js ,nd Services Function 


continued c Confirmation 
of diew new 

village 


sites with 

relevant 

Commandants 

de cercles 

and other 

administra-

tive and 

political
 
authorities 

d 	 Specifica-
tion of 
village 

sites and 

farm land 

areas; in-
cluding 
women's 


fields 

e 	Designation 

of trees to 

be cleared 

for village 

construction 

and clearing 

of fields 


(. 


Expertise/Responsible Agency 


.Chef de RPU, SH 

Soil scientist and urbanist 

in collaboration with village 

group; RPU agri. staff to coor-


dinate technical team and 

farmers and work with socio-

scientist; coordinated with 
Eaux et For~t agent (below). 

Permits from Eaux et Forets 

required, consultation with 

village Chief & Chef de Poste 

coordinated by RPU, (possibly 

Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required 


Meetings, RPU: Liaison with local 
letters authorities; understanding 

of jurisdictions and local 

issues 
SH: to support RPU in raising
 
issues at National level, if
 
needed for timely resolution
 
of problems if solutions are
 
not made at subnational
 
level
 

RPU and villagers identify 

precise areas requiring 

clearing for village and 


fields, 


Interagency RPU: field agent & senior
 
agreement staff liaison with Eaux et
 
or con- Forets; transportation for
 
tract with Eaux et Forets agent
 

including ODIPAC agents%,RPU,SH, Eaux et
 
USAID Project Officer, Fores- Forets to 
try Officer, Mgt. to review produce 
sub-contract prepared by plan for 
institutional contractor, trees to 

be retained 
in coordina
tion with 

-15-


Remarks
 

See pg. 
of this
 
report
 

Note sub
stantial role
 
of women in
 

this area in
 
agriculture;
 
Selingue plan
ners failed to 
reestablish
 

plots for 
women, result
ing in loss
 
of vegetable 
inputs in
 
diet 



11ods and Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks 

3 continued f establishment 
and opera-
tion of nur-
sery, inclu-
ding intro-
duction of 
improved 
fruit trees; 
policy on 
sale/free 
distribution 
to settlers 
& for host 

One nursery manager with pos-
sible support of Peace Corps 
forestry agent 

USAID con-
tract with 
Eaux et 
Forets with 
support for 
agent in 
lieu of fee 
collection 
for viola-
tions in 
the area; 
policy by 
RPU with 

RPU: analysis of Forestry USAID has suc
situation and familiarity cessful experi
with local villages to estab- ence in contrac
lish policy; liaison with ting directly 
Eaux et Forets with Eaux et 

Forets for this 
type of program; 
Note: funding 
for this com
ponent may be 
available thru 
USAID Village 
Reforestation 

population consulta- Project 
tion of 
USAID 
Forestry 
& Eaux 
et Forets 

g Clearing 
land for 
villages 
& fields 

USAID contractor will 
sub-contract with land 
clearing firm; RPU & 
USAID approve sub-

USAID Contract 
with land 
clearing firm; 
contract to 

Assumptions on'. 
local labor 
availability 
should be 

contract include clause examined in 
on preferment PP stage 
for hiring 
resettlement 
villagers 
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6oods tand Services Function 

4. R 
0 
A 
D 
S 

ana 

paccess 

a Identifica-
tion of pur-
pose of road 
(e.g. evac-
uation of 
population 
only,market 

road 

I 

T
E
S 

b Identifica-
tion of type 
of road 
required
and of site 

c Construction 
of roads -
in coordina-
tion with 
deforesta-
tion if 
feasible 

Expertise/Responsible Agency 

Chef de RPIJ and USAID project 
officer - USAID contractor to 
arrange transportation study, 

subcontract which will be 
approved by RPU and USAID 

USAID/Contractor provides
 

Topographer to specify ter-


rain constraints and 
engineer to specify construc-
tion sites and materials andequipment requirements 

USAID Engineering to set cri-

teria & specifications for 

bidding, to identify firms 

for bidding list, to review 

technical proposals 

USAID Management to review 

cost proposals in concert 
with RPU. 


Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks 

Short-term Chef de RPU who has familiarity 
sub-contract with local conditions 
with 
consultant 
to do trans
portation 
study 

USAID con- Chef de RPU who has familiarity Are there
 

tract with with local conditions complete 

Travaux maps of 
Public Manantali?

If so, will 

a topographer
 
be required?
 

USAID con- RPU: review and approval of l.Will fores
tract with construction subcontract try roads be 
construction criteria and contract primarily the 
firm; sub- documents existingODIPA 
contract pistes 

approved by towards Kita? 
RPU & USAID 2.-Consider 

deforestation 

or dam con
tractor as 

possible sourc 
& consider 
requesting 
Code 935
 

nationality
 
of supplier
 
waiver
 
for-935 
procuremene
 
& site source 
procurement
 

uthorization 

3.See OMM -Travaux Neuf 

contract for 

possible
 
format
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Goods and Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks 

continued 
 d on site USAID Contractor & RPU Monitoring road construction Frequent (i.e. 
monitoring progress 1 per month)
 
of road 
 visits to
 
construc-
 project site
 
tion 
 periodic pay

ments to be
 
made
 

e review and USAID Project Officer and 

payment
 

W a Identifi- SH,RPU,USAID Mgt., Eng. & USAID RPU; USAID liaison; super- Fred Kroll ma 
A cation of Project Officer develop con- Contract vision of CNDC agent; be helpful in 
T specific tract & final review report coordination with team identifying
E wuter points for seismic studies of small noted In 3 d above geological
R in each areas by reputable geological firms for the! 

village and firm or test drilling for Sahel; Mali 
S specifica- locate sites for hand dug Aqua Viva mayrf-'u 
U tion of type wells; CNDC agent to coor- be able to do 1-1 
P of well* dinate contact with test drilling;

P villAges 
 special effor
 
L 
 should be madez
 
Y 
 to consult
 

directly with( M '
 
women on loca
 

tion & number
 
of wells as
 

they may be
 
the principal
 
users
 

b Construction Local labor coordinated and USAID sub- RPU; Liaison with Manpower analy
of wells managed by NGO or drilled well contract contractor, USAID sis may be
 

,,tile the PID design team found construction team; USAID Con- with NGO NGO (e.g. CARE) needed to 
tractor develops subcontract; I :h exper- determine
.lct few villages want pump opera- USAID Eng., Mgt., & Proj. Ofc. ience in availability 

ti-wls onefvillae inda contract & RPU & SH approves wells in & willingness
, tzng preference for a pump sucnrtMalfloalbr
 

p±rattd well and would be willing subcontract Mali of local labor 

, cost share with the project to 
,-t it. Visited in our Mission the process for negotiating, village responsibility, 
..
, taling the well, the training in water use which will be established by the
 
,.%r~d Bank Health Project ii, the First Region could be adopted for those villages 

' ,..ich want pump operated wells. Construction contractor for these village.:wells may 
" . oifferent from those with simple wells. 

P -18



C.ods and Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks 

5 continued c Routine 
inspection 

USAID Contractor and RPU Inspection of work progress 

of work 

d final inspec- USAID Project Officer and 
tion of work Engineer and RPU 
& authoriza-

RPU, SH verification of 
completion of work 

tion of 
vouchers 

for payment 
of well 

construction 

6. H 
0 
U 
S 
I 

N 
G 

and 

P 
U 
B 
L 
-I 
C 

A 

a Establishment Chef of RPU, USAID Design 
of precise Officer &/or Project Officer 
policy & bud- with technical consultation 
get on what from USAID Engineering 
structures 

will be 
replaced 
with USAID 
financing; 
mechanism for 
determining how 
many hectares 
of land will 
be cleared for 
fields & for 
village location; 
what public struc-

tures will be 

Possible RPU: familiarity with local 
short-term conditions; liaison with 
use of USAID 
Cooperative SH; review and approval of 
Agreement policy and budget 

with 
Institute 
for 
Development 
Anthropology 
to do policy 
analysis 
during Project 
Paper design 

Policy Analy-. 
sis Paper 
should be 
prepared 
developing 

alternative 
decision 
rules and 
scenarios 
of consequen
ces for dif
ferent groups 
or individuals
this would 
provide basis 
for discussion 
by the team 

R' 

'E' 

replaced; what 

trees & orchards 
A 
S 

will be replaced; 
also exact method 
of 
of 

calculating value 
each, method of 

reimbursing losses or 
reconstructing lost 
Structures 
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(.)odb and Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU*Capabilities Required Remarks 

u continued b updated 

inventory 
of all indi-
viduals & 
structures by 
menage which 
will be re-

placed by the 

RFU Monitoring Unit under 
USAID Cooperative Agreement 
with IDA 

USAID 

Cooperative 
agreement 
with 
IDA 

Note: local 

head taxes 
make it dif
ficult to 
get accurate 
counts; a 
written report 

oneach 
project and 
verificetion 
with Chef de 
menage of 
exact number, 
size and indi-

cation of what 
structures will 
not be replaced; 
materials 
which can 

be moved 

menage should 
be prepared 
& submitted 
to village 
chief (even 
if illiterate) 

and the RPU 
cartes de 
famdle 
should be 
validated 

identified 

c verification 
of public 
buildings 

and places 
to be 
replaced with 
USAID support 

Chef of RI 
village 

with Chef de RPU; working relationship 
with local leaders 
SH: review & approval 
of plan and budget 

lPalabre 
materials can 
be moved in 
some cases 

2.Policy on 
schools & 
clinics to 

be explained 
to village 
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Gouds and Services 

b continued 

Function 


d Sensitiza-

tion of 

population 

on program 

for pro-


tecting 

and pur-

chasing 


paille
 
and
 
bamboo 


e Purchase, 

storage, 

and trans-

port of 
materials 

for con-


struction 
of housing 
and public
 
buildings 


f Installa-

tion of 

brick 


presses 

and 

training 

of 

locally 

selected 

masonry 
teams 


Expertise/Responsible Agency 


Policy on purchase of locally 

collected materials set by 

Chef of RPU with technical 

consultation by NGO, explained 

to villagers by RPU agent 

in collaboration with village 

chef de poste 


With RPU coordination,
 

NGO to construct hangers for 

storage at each new site, 

purchase & transport materials 

USAID Engineering, Project 

Officer, and Management to 

approve contract 


RPU,
 

USAID Engineering & Project 

Officer or PP design team 

to determine numbers of 

masons, number of presses, 

and size & number of local 

teams needed; RPU agent to 

work with villages in 

selecting training partici-

pants and local labor teams 


Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required 


Detail of RPU: supervision of CNDC 

DNC agents; agents in coordination 

USAID con- with N"GO 

tract wibh 

NGO 


USAID con- RPU: Coordination of 

tract with Timing and Locations 


NGO 

DNC agent RPU: supervisory of CNDC 

detailed to agents; coordination & 

RPU; USAID programming of schedule 

contractor for work with NGO 

subcontracts 

with Urbanism 

or NGO for 

training; 

USAID & RPU 

approves 
subcontract 
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Remarks
 

Bamboo cam
paign to.
 
start two
 
years before
 
houses moved
 

Note prohi
bition on
 
burning
 

Priority for
 
labor
 
recruitment 
will be
 
given to
 
resettlement
 

villages
 

Contact Urba
nism; World
 
Bank is deve

loping their
 
capability in
 
masonry train
ing to con
struct health
 
centers in
 
Region one. 
Their capacity
 

to meet WB &
 
AID project
 
needs at same
 
time should
 

be determined; 
PP team to
 
assess local
 
labor avail

ability
 



i: , 	,ds anid Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks 

r continued g Supervision RPU coordinates with NGO to USAID con- Same as 	above Traditional 
of village hire & transport local workers tract with 	 lodal youth
 
construction and supervise work sites; NGO 	 groups include
 

and trans- temporary work camps to be 	 men & women; pro
port of established initially, 	 vision for reim

work team bursement of all 
to view workers should 
sites 	 be made & for
 

planning of food
 
requirements to
 
include women's
 

groups
 

7. F 	 a Establishment World Food Program, Chef of ad hoc food RPU: familiarity with local verify cartes 

o of policy RPU, USAID Project Officer, team conditions participation de famille to 

o on food dis- possibly food program con- TDY or con- in food team get accurate 
D tribution sultant, NGO representative sultant under records on 

during con- AID contract family size
 

S struotion
 
U phase and
 
P policies on
 
P food distri-

L bution during
 
Y resettlement
 

phase (e.g.
 
food for work
 
only at new
 

sites during
 
construction, etc.)
 

b Identification Chef of RMU, NGO, .WFPI ad hoc food RP.U; same as above 
of quantity team
 
needed during
 
each phase of
 
project based
 
on household
 
data & policies
 
above & notifi

cation of WFP
 
representative
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G;uods and Services Function Expertise/Responsible Agency Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required Remarks
 

continued c Transport to 

project 


sites & 

distribution 


d Storage of 

food sup-

plies 


e Assessment 

of agri-

cultural 

input 

needs/ 

demand 


f Establish-

ment of 

policy on 

agricultural 

input dis-

tribution
 
e.g. will
 
seeds be
 
provided free?
 

g Procurement 

of inputs 


h Storage, 

transport 

& delivery 

of inputs 


SH & USAID/Bamako verify time-

ing & availability of stocks 

with WFP; WFP to ship by rail 

to Mahina& possible trAnsport 

to Manantali; NGO to transport 

& deliver to village sites
 

Direct distribution to popu-

lation as soon as possible; 

recipients provide storage 

and security 


RPU Monitoring Unit in 

consultation with ODIPAC 

agents and farmers 


Chef de RPU & USAID Project 

Officer in consultation 

with village chiefs & 

ODIPAC senior staff with
 
input from field agents
 

USAID Contractor subject 

RPU & USAID approval 


Possible ODIPAC facilities 

and ODIPAC agents; Con-

tractor or NGO transport 


Agreement 

between WFP 

and GRM 

USAID-NGO 

contract 


Oral corn-

munication 

to villages 

by NGO 


Interagency 

agreement 


with 

ODIPAC 


SH-ODIPAC 

interagency
 
agreement
 

SH - ODIPAC 
interagency 
agreement 

SH - ODIPAC 

interagency 

agreement 


SH: verification with WFP
 
RPU: coordinates programming
 
of quantity, location &
 
timing of delivery with
 
NGO & WFP
 

RPU: Same as above 


RPU: review and authori-


Monthly
 
shipment pre
ferred; local
 
managing to
 

be constructed
 

Will external
 
zation of campaign plan TA be needed? Will 

REDSO or contract 
USAID agronomist 
be needed to work 
with ODIPAC chef 

de cercle and 
field staff to 
set up campaign 
plans? 

RPU: Same as-above 

RPU:, liaison with ODIPAC 

RPU: liaison with ODIPAC Consider use 
of project 
contractor or 
NGO transport 

resources 
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.iuds and Services 

1 continued 

L 


V 
E 

S 


T 

U 

K 


K 
Lon 


:' I 

8. 

H 

K 

A Tisurveil-
L 


d 


andand 

E 

I 
I 

N 

Function 


i Establish-

ment of 

veterinary 

post & 

vaccination 

park 


i' 

a Water 

related 


disease 

lance
 

b Routine 
health 


services 


Expertise/Responsible Agency 


RPU coordination with elevage 

agents, USAID/ADO and Ministry 

of Rural Development 


Epidemologists at Mahina 

under WHO project and 


USAID IDP Health Component 

To be negotiated with 
Ministry of Health & 


World Bank by PP design
team 


Mechanism SH/RPU Capabilities Required 


SH - Elevage RPU: develop & negotiate pro-

interagency posal for interagency agree-

agreement ment with Elevage 


SH: authorize interagency 

agreement 


None 


RPU: liaison with Ministry 

of Health & World Bank 


SH: support RPU in authori-

zing proposals for service 


delivery and construction 

Remarks
 

Consider this
 
under Mali
 
Livestock
 
Sector Project 
In the vil
lages we vis
ited, animal
 

traction was
 
much in use yet
 

farmers report _ 
ed receiving 

no livestock 
serv ces in 
3 yers 

See section
 
in Health
 
IDP 

Analysis 

Existing ser
vices almost
 

nonfuncticnal
 
training, drug
 

delivery sys
tem & super
vision required 
in addition 
to new 

facility
 
and equipment 
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TheRoeo6rviceycrl qce 

An the preceeding charts indicate, the role of the RFLU 
would be to make and monitor key pclicy determinations to provide 
coordination of all pro.ject components. to maintain a flow of 
information to and from the vi . 1.ages, to handle external 
relations with the Projet de Barrage, and other governmental. 
agencies, and to moni tor performance under irnteragency agreements 
and contracts. These are functic)ns wh ich recquire on-site staff. 

The Divi sion of Energy and Dams would provide the National 
level support recluired to enter into interagency agreements and 
to assure that those committments are honored. This role is 
di f ferent from the detail e. odperat ional management of most 
functiorns which would be performed under a variety o'f interagency 
agre-.emeonts and contracts. The f unct:io ns of Se.rv i ce Hydrall i que 
and the RPU ar-e summarized in Chart 3, page 28. 

Service Hydrcaulique currently does not have the c:apacity 
to provide direct.y most of the goods and services requ:ired, and 
it can be argued that d:velopirg the c::apac ity to deliver food, 
buildIhouses, prov:ide agricultural and livestoc: exten.sion, etc. 
in an orrganizatic~n li: e Service Hydrau1:i. que wonuld not be an 
appropriate use of sc:.arce management and techn:tcal skills. On the 
other hand, the c:apac:ity to plan, c:oord innate, and moni'tor the 
provi sion of these goods anid servi c: s: i n an area where a dam 
causes dislocation of the populatiron :i s a capacity whic:h Service 
Hydraul. i que staf f may need i n the f: .ture and i s thus worth 
deve] op i n. 

The pr'ocuremert and distr:i,bution of buil ding material1s 
from 1oc:al sources, recruitment and payment of 1abor among the 
villages, supervis5ior of construction crews, and distri bution of
food supplies are crit:i.tc:al activities which will requi.re the 
support of agents familiar with the area but a].so wh:i ch are 
hi gh 1y vul nerab . e:--,to lea::age and mi smanagement. A substanti al 
role in the const-ucti on of housirig and public areas and food 
support would Ithus be gi.ve:.?n to a non-governmental organization; 
and preferably an international privale voluntary agenrcy wi th 
exteoc s i ye x peri en c:e in resete t 1 omen t and di sast er r elief eff or s. 
Bec:ause the prri vatec:: vol unt ary agenci: es whi c::Ii are current] y 
oper'ating in Mal: have limited programs here contact should also 
be made with c:thers whicih have more experience with thi s type of 
program, e .g. Oxfam. 

Whi 1 e some tr ansport at i orn would be provi decl to the 
Resettlement Project Lnit to support staff needs, trucks to 
transport bui.dirngi materials, food, worl.::ers and eventually some 
of the settlers and their belongings would be providecl through 
this organization. Fuel will be available through the Projet dce 
Barrage as well as mechanics servi c:es on a fee for servi(Ze basis. 
Contracts for addi t.i onal trarsportati on if needed dtri ng the move 
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coul alc so he made by this uni.: It.Mai te.n-:ance o.f records on food 

received and disbu'sed, materia.ls procured and placed, and otherfinani::ial accounts will be ma:intained by the I\OO in accordance 
with ULSA I D & WFF' standards. Cont act:: should be made with
e.pei't:ce:d PV[)s as s::oon as possible as their' consiltati. on onpolicy decisions about replacemen t o4 stru~ctures and construction 
opt.ion-,s may be val.uable "to the project manager and USAID project 
C Ff i :er. 

CARE has e'.:perie nce in the constr-ction of dug wells inMali which should be kept in mind as the hydrology studies become
available and the appropr':i.ate methods for c:onstructing wellsdeterm:ine. J . th .l.ocal parti cipat:ion, CARE planned 

are 
tio install upto 15 wells per year in l:he Douenr tza area, but notes that thenecessity of instal. inn the botto,m of the well. during the heightof t he dry eiasi.n may result in delays in reachinog the projectednut 'mb.' w;ii . compl(AR: be tig som-e oF i s..5 c"ur rent wel 1 sact i.vi i es but
wit in:1.r :. 0 merit biIt are somewh.at aut ous about: u

.,pandi. inr-o at ior georali:.Ical.1.y remot e area. If no dug wells are requ: red, CAIRE may be aess for thisa I appropriate source 
act i vit y. 

Assumi rU:g HJ'AID/Mal i wi .I require an institutionalcontr actor t:.o assi st in i. mpl ement i ng the pro ject, a nongovernrmential o.rganization could be subcontracted tn provide the
pgoods and ser rvi ces:- descri bed above. 

The above analysis of functions clearly indicates a heavyburrden on IJSAID/Mali and particul arl y IJSAID Management,
Engineeririg and the Project Officer in the implementation of this
 
proj ect.
 

The approved level of st a.f f and personnal servicec:ontract'ors :is not suff.Fi cient to meet this work load. Thus,
Mi ssi c w i. 11 stab li sh a smal . projec:t support 
the
 

uni t Lnder ani nstit: ut i onal con t r ac-I: wh i ci wi 1 1 i nc [ ude the appropr i ateeng:i n eer i ng staff and p roc:: uremert and f i nanci al managementspecial ist w-iho are thoroughly familiar with JSAID requirements;
this unit migpht serve all f ::ur Io.:n One projects, It should benot: ed t hat t h I:r anspo rt a t i o ne i. r em n. from B airia k o aree i k e ly
to be cqreato .... hart the ia:;.istir:j ve:::hicl.e 
 fleet or available railt.ranspor tat :ion ,can pro:,v:idea n a reliable and t:ime].y basis. TheMi ssi ons .l d c:on si tier. the - eas:i, bi l:it.y of provi diig ai rtransport on a r.i o lease to th' First Regior projects throughthis pro.jec't ':sup Ispr":i.p ::ui..L. ln Chart 2 and 5, it is assumed that 
an inst:itutiona., cont-ractnr will be required. 

Whether- a separate it i s c:reated or not, carefulcoordinatI::i.or- will be required among the Management, Engineeringand P'roj:ect Of ficer Staff. lThe techni c:al staff in Health,Forestry, Agr i cul: ture, and Livestoc:k will. be needed forconsultat, on orn some components. The Eval.iuation Officer should 
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review the studies and evaluations planned. Thus, the time 
requirements of the Manantali Resettlement Project should be 
clarified for each staff member and included in their expected 
scopes of work for eac:h year. The project oFicer would be 
responsible for appropriately utilizing the technical staff who 
are part of this proj...ect imp.lemen:ati:on qroup. 

There is no _prr. reason why the proj ect o f-f i cr shoul d 
be placed in the Agriculture and I...ivestock Divisi on of the 
Mission; agr'icul.tur'al, and livestock development activit:ies are 
only two comlponents among many. The maj.or i.ty of the functio-ns 
require engineering, health, and foretr support and tlie project 
officer could easily be located in GDO where the majority of 
these tech-n:ical :staff: ar-e assi..gned. In Clhart 2 whic:h .fol.ows, tle 
functions of SAII)/Mali, an inst itutiona 1 c on tractor, and a 
possi bl e nongovernmeita l org an i zat ion su-..contractor ar-e 
summar i zed. 

Next., one can deri ve orgoani zaLi onal structures for the 
Resettlement Project Unit, In tle organi. gram presented i n Chart 
3, those n.onwhic:(hI might Ie c arr-:i ed by each divisi arfuncti s on 
indicated: staffig l.evel s are t'e(--Intat. e]y suggest ed, and these 
shoulcl be e'.aminunO more careu ly during the PP d1lesign., It should 
be remembered that staf f reguir-ements w il 1 :incr ease the need f or 
s taff hoursi ng a. Ianant.a]:i. Use of O DIPAC aient s lh ca..r.,acy have 
housing in the area will. reduce this also. rlho organi gram( cost 
proposed by Servi.c:e, I--ly:ia.ulique will t hen be presented in Chart 4 
brief l y discussed. Fi all.y, the structure of organi z at i onal 
relationshiips among the proposed implementinc. agencies is shown 
in Chart 5. 

There is no one best way to organize. The two structures 
pr-esented above make di.Ff:erent assumptions about the roles of LhIe 
RPU, Servi ce Hydraul i que and USA ID. ]hi s Servi ce Hydr'aul i que 
structur-e i s based on the assumption that the Fu].1 complement of 
staff would be detailed to the RF.FU which wouldl result in a total 
staff of 16 technical. position's plus secretaries, chauFfeurs, 
guardians and maiti tnce staafn The first proposedo structure 
assumes use oF contracti ng and of i itr--agency agreements which 
woul .d re duce t.he Ib:;urden for di r mna(agerment of st af.F but. woulI.d 

ai son i nat I:F,'PUi ncrease ii and coord i ng fuict ions of the staf f. 
Total staff directl y maraged by the RPU in this case might be 8 
plus secretaries and other support stafF. 

A second differerce is that the Service Hydraulique 
proposal would maintain i Ls accounti ng and administrative staff 
in Bamako. In the structure proposed earlier, disbursement and 
account ing for the limited funds actualIy expended thr-ougli the 
RPU woulcl be done on site in order to h:e responsible to the 
i mmedi ate needs of the projeoct. Barn.::i ng faci 1.i.ties wi . 1 be 
available at the Manantali site. Consider'able delays may res.sult 
if change to authority For disbursemeLnt requir-ed author:izat,iorn in 
Bamako. If Service Hydraul i que has strong ob jecti ons to this 
authority at the project unit level, some means of provi ,ing a 
petty cash fund which is replenished monthly based on accurate 
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CHART 2 

FUNCTIONS OF USAID/MALI; INSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTOR AND NGO SUBCONTRACTOR
 

Institutional Contractor Nongovernmental Subcontractor USAID 

Procurement of commodities for housing offices Project officer and Management Office approve 
procurement plan 

Contracts for housing and prepares renovation plans Management office approves contracts for 

housing; engineering approves renovation 
plan; Project Officer Engineering inspect 
work and authorize payment 

Provides multidisciplinary team to review 
and verify site selection in collaboration 

Approves short term contractors to 
site selection 

review 

with SH & RPU 

Negotiates Cooperative Agreement with Institute
 
for Development Anthropology and AID/Washington
 
for monitoring and evaluation
 

On collaboration with RPU, drafting of 
 Project Officer, Management, Forestry Officer
subcontract or agreement with Eaux et Forets 
 to review subcontract with Eaux et Forets
 
for plan of trees to be retained and for
 
nursery
 

Arranges subcontract with land clearing 
 Project Officer and Management approve

firm to clear fields and with firm for 
 subcontract
 
transportation study
 

Provides engineer and short-term topographer 
 Approves subcontract and/or consultants
 
to specify terrain constraints and con
struction sites and equipment requirements
 

Prepares subcontract for road construction 
 Project Office and Engineering sets criteria

and provides on site monitoring in colla-
 and specifications for bidding; Engineering,
boration with RPU 
 Management, Project Officer review technical
 

proposals and cost proposal in collaboration
 
with RPU; Project Officer & Engineering
 
review work and authorize payment
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CHART 	2 continued
 

Institutional Contractor 


In collaboration with SH & RPU, develop 

subcontract for test drillig and 

monitors work 


Collaboration with RPU & SH, prepares 

subcontracts for well construction, 

routine inbpection of work, final 

inspection and payment 


In collaboration with RPU prepares 

!r subcontract with nongovernmental

4W 	 organization to handle village con-


struction, masonry training, and 

food distribution 

Provides short-term agronomist to 

collaborate with RPU in assessing 

agricultural input needs; assists 

RPU in drafting interagency agreement 

or subcontract 


Nongovernmental Subcontractor 


CARE as possible subconitractor for well 

construction 


Collaborates with RPU in developing policy 

purchase of locally collected materials, 

constructs storage facilities; hires local 


workers, supervises work sites; trains masons
 

Advises on food program policy; distributes 

food supports in accordance with policy 


.27B-
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USAID
 

Project Officer, Management approve sub- 

contract; Project Officer, Engineering
 
review work; Project Officer authorizes
 
payment
 

Engineering, Project Officer, Management
 
approve subcontract and Engineering and
 
Project Officer inspect final work and
 
authorize payment
 

Project Officer in collaboration with PPU
 
reviews plans and procedures for inventory
 
of individ'tals and structures to be con
ducted by Institute for Development
 
Anthropology
 

Project Officer, Management, Engineering
 
review subcontract; Project Officer,
 
Management, Engineering approve subcontract
 

As member of team, Project Officer develops
 
policy on food di1'----'n and monitors
 
implementation
 

In collaboration with RPU & SH and contractor
 
Project Officer participates in asscssing needs
 
for agricultural support services; assists
 
SH & RPU in developing interagency agreement
 
with ODIPAC and Elevage; Project Officer and
 
Management approve interagency agreement or
 
contract; Livestock Officer advises on plans
 
for services under Mali Livestock Sector Project
 

Project Officer coordinates with RPU, IDP
 

Project Officer and Regional OMVS staff in
 

monitoring river-related disease surveillance
 
activities, coordinates with World Bank, RPU
 
in planning facilities and services in project
 
zone
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Table.3 	 ORGANICRA, AND FUNCTIONS OF RESETLEENT PRnJECT 
UNIT AND DIVISION OF EIIERCIE ET BARRAGE
 

Division Energie et Barrage
 

o review and approval of annual o support RPU in raising poli
operating budget, work plan & 
 tical and administrative
 
progress reportr jurisdictional issues at National
 

o 	 authorize interagency agreement level, if needed for timely resowith 1ninstry of Elevage, Mi~nistry lution of problems if solutions
 

of Health, Eaux et ForEts, are not made at ubnatonal
 
ODIPAC level
 

o support RPU in authorizing o receiving capability needed in
 
proposals for health service 
 Bamako; for vehicles, office
 
delivery and construction equip., residential furnishings
 

ability to transport to Nanantali
 
needed in Bamako
 

Resettlement Project Unit
 
Chef de Projet
 

"member of team establishing poli- o verification with village chief of 
 o liaison with contractors & 
ies on food distribution public buildings and places to be USAID, WRP and water print


and purpusep of roads, distribution replaced 
 identification and vel construtreesidniiainndI1coer
o liaison with linistry of Health 
 tion, NCO for food & building
"member of team to establish & World Bank 
 o staff recruitment and selection
 

precise policy & budget on 1) udiat
 
public and private structures will cliaison with Sl headquarters and
pubtc stuctre w11I ProJet de Barrage	 o assigns housing & office space
ndpriat

be replaced; 2) how many hectares 
 r evaluation & monitoring: technicniof land will be cleared for fields 
o 	liaison with local political and collaboration with IDA in settle,'
& for village location; 3) what administrative authorities; up evaluation and monitoring

trees & orchards will be replaced 
 studies; revibw of IDA reports

and exact method of calculating
 
value
 

" 	develop annual and special work 
plans & budgets 

Community Liaison Analysim, ?Ionitoring 
Administration and Finance and Infrastructure Agriculture and Food Support and Evaluation 

o office equipment, supplies, o supervision of CNDC development of work plans for periodic monitoring 
employee furnishings; inven-
tory & receivnf capability 

agentn] to do 
lowing: 

the fol- ODIPAC & monitoring agents to 
include: 

special studies 

to verify condition of - assist NGO in iden- - collaboration of Eaux et policy analysis 
goods & completeness of 
shipment from Bamako. 
Preparation of all pur-
chase orders & purchase 

tifying water points 
aridtype of well for 
each village & con-
!itruction of well 

Porets to determine trees 
to be cut and village 
demand for new trees 

- identification of new 

no direct hire staff; 
social scientist 
2 enqueteurs 

contracts for Mali pro- - precise inventory of fields to be cleared 
curement prepared (signed all individuals & - campaign planning & delivery 
by Chef de PPU and USAID verification with of ag inputs 
authorized party on site) Chef de menage local labor contracts for 

o support of TPYer-ssuppor ofT~ers inch,-nclu-population - sensitization ofon land clearing; verificationo okcmltd 
ding lodging & transport building natrials of work completed; 
arrangements plan review and authorization 

o payroll disbursement - assist villages in of campaign plan 

o payment of limited local identifying teams o identification of quantity 
purchases 6 contracts to be trained in 

masonry 
of food needed during each 
phase of projectcoordina

o accounting 

, preparation of Annual 
Operating Budget 

- continuous informa-
tion to villages 
on plans 

- feed back from vil-

tion with NCO of delivery 

o develop proposal for inter
agency agreenent with Elevage 

1 management expert lages on problems I Agronomist or ag economist 
accountant coordination , prorar

ming of schedule for 1 agrcultura asstant 

work with NGO for In- ____i 

stallation of brick 
presses, construction 
teams 6 actual move 

o analysis of road plan 

1 CD supervisor 
2 CD agents 
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turv 	 Strxvjcv' !': , tru a1d t ., fi )- proused ly Ilydratal iqic

is presented below. 

Table 4 

Organi6ra~rne de la CelluJle de Projet 
Recasoment des Po u.tions de MANIJITALI 

Phase des Travaux 

Dirocteur Nationa. ] 
hYDRAUL.MUE ET EJERGiE 

C6ordomnateur National ,.aV I 
• 	 .-. 

I ]iuision Elnergie 

~B arrp'mcI 

Chef 	 SojetSection 
Ce I Administrative et 

ii Comptabl " : 

I 	 I__ 
 _ 

Section Travaux 	 Secrdtaxiatl Section enquste e uI 
........ 	 -veillance sociale.
 

1 Ing6nieur : Chef Section 2 Secr~taires 	 1 Sociolog-ue: Chef seo
2 Techniciens TP tion 
1 Technicien Topo 1 AoroEcononiste 
1 Technicien Urbaniste 2 Ehcadreurs Ruraux 
2 	Contremaltres 2 Dnqugteurs
 

2 	 Techniciens de Develop
pement o3oauutoire 

ChaLfeurs 
Gardiens 
Pl antons 
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CHART 5 

STRUCTURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
MANANTALI RESETTLEMENT PROJECT 

FOR 

.SAID/Dakar : ~ - eloa 

7f Region 

7on o s 

Council of Minis r 

.II 

S II 

Projet -e Barrage[ 

SManantali 

(on site in Manantali) 

GAdministraton 
A s n 

Resettlement and 
Deforestation 

Technicai 

USAID/Bamako 
- . r ew and apro.. 

"\ . I 

I Minister of Energy
and Mines 

National
oMVS 

Committee 

A 
L 

1e 
.S,. 

Project Support 
Con tractosi gi n e e r \ 
ccounting/t 

~ 
auditinR 
a Co 

ooLE 
"e _ _
I .dCnsrcg-

I.dCntuto 
Well Construction Contractors 

cFurntshi SuppyEducation 
FS 

I I 

I 

iae-a.er e t (s i/ u " t eo 
oes(ieu 
a.u~pproval) 

Health 

ODIPAC 

it r 
egM-ei - iService Hydraulique 

-a-; s e n d me n t" 
et 

Forets 

(nursery)
CNDC 

_ Manantali 
Re3ettlemento i te 

' 

,I"'nclllur ProcursementIDQ 
I Divisin of Energy 

and Dams 

f 

S 
ou Movltn 

FGodels n 
FooHousing tMasn 

T~raimng 

g 

Nupr Policy Analysis& 
Evaluation e~. 

Trainingon 

iai 

-. 

IComunity 
Liaio & 

Infratutr 
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Administration 
and Finance. 

-

1} 

Agriculturevocest 

and Food 

Support 

Agents 

- cash fund reimbursed 
periodically based 
on submission of 

SI 

b, c -cash fund reimbursed 
periodically based 

submission of 
vouchers to support 
contractors 

.__
 



accounting of expenditures must be established. 

The final choice about an organigram for the RPU will 
depend on clarification of role of all the agencies. 

In .: st:U!. oins wi th Di rector Chi ef of Project of the 
Manantali Dam and OMVS Representative, they indi cated concern 
that health and educati on fa:ilities and ser.vices would be 
included in hLb Resettl-.I. ement Project. hey reiterated that the 
v ill acges had( agre ed I() amal gamate at 1 east in part because of 
promi ses. of services wh i ch were made dur :i ng the P I teamt 
di sc'uss sions rega di nq c:hc:,i. c:eoof new si t".es. In di scu:.ss iion s with 
DEe before our :rip., it was indicated that JSAID involvemenL in 
establishirg t.hese faci.l it:ies and services under the project 
wo u 1d be r e s I r-i ::t.ed. 

There are three aspect.s of t..he- i ssue whi ch shoul d be 
clarified as soon7 as possible so that the vill. ges considering 
al magamati on assess h i mpor t ante cf the avail abi orcan te.: ity 
non-avai. albility of these servi ces as they make a f.nal decision 
on amal gamat i ng cduri 1n(g (::,-.T :ire ] C:) t in 

.1. 	 Wi ll the reset.tl ement pr-o.ject .Fund replacement of the 
one (I s: ensary (lamafel e ) anid two sinai 1 schools 
(Bamafole et Ken-ieba-Bafing) at the new sites ? 

2. 	 Will the project support development of new health and 
educ:ational services in the newly settled v.illaqes ? 

3. 	 If proj ect fund i ng c:anrot be made avai lable for 
rep]lacemernt and/or expans:i on of servi ces, what 
commi tme nt s ca: the of Educat i on makean Mini stry 
regardilng sup::port for these serv:ices ? 

It should be noted t.hat support of heal th servi ces i s more 
complex than csonstruct i on of fac i l i :i es. For ex amp 1e, the 
existing dispensar at Bamaf f6l_6 is rarely supplied with drugs, 
and adequ aL.e: equipmen t is not available. Due t.o tr-anspcsrtation 
difficulties, the ilnf irml.or sees onl].y ser iOusiy ill patients in 
the villa ges oither than i.amaf636] ,: where he is based. The mtr on; 
services are sought by fqqqti.onnai.re fami ie s only as other 
village women prefer tradtitsnal birth attendants who are older. 

The C hef d 'Arroni i ssemert stated that the Di rect i on 
General of Health had informed Iim in May that 13amaf mf6m was a 
pr-i or i ty for a d i sperisary , and that a new one would be 
corstruc.ted imme.-.diate]y in ordtier to strengthen the population for 
this move. Wit.hout strengthening of the drug supply system, the 
provision of Lransport at icsn and equipment, constr'uction of a new 
facility alore wsill not be suf ficient. 
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1. 	 Verify plans for MOH financed construction in current
 
location of Bamaf~l6.
 

2. If 1OH is not currently planning improvements in
 
Bamaf*_lc , formally request through the Ministry of 
Health that the World Bank financed health project 
in the First Region provide for c:onstruction of a 
dispensary and staff housing along with equipment, 
tr-ainirng, and drug SLpply and local financing systems 
at the new locat,ion c+ the arrondissement of Bamaflg? 
or at the 1oc.:ation of greatest populat ion concentrat:ion 
in the re-sett]ement zone. IJSAID has aler:rt.ed Mike Furst 
of the World Dank of this conc:ern. 

3. If UI D) wi 1:1 not provide support for expansion of 
heal .h servi ces and construct i on off ac: iii ties in 
amalqamated villages, OMVS, Service Hydraulique, and 
the vii1 a,.s to be r-.settled who have agreed to 
amalgamate, and the Mini stry of Health should be 
formally notified. Other donor contributions should be 
sought by OMVS, Service Hydraul ique and the 
Reset.tlement Project Unit Chef. 

4. 	 USAID/M-w.i may want to consider providing temporary, 
disaster relief-like services during the months of 
resett lement. 

not 
plan

USAID/Mali is not 
aware of GRM and/or 

ned for the resettlem

involved 
foreign a
ent area. 

in formal 
ssistance 

education 
support wh

and 
ich m

I 
ay 

am 
be 

Cl r-iftatin o Vi 11ages Invle inRstemt 

Based upon an analysi s of the revi sed map of the 
reservoir, some questLi ons about which viIi ages are being 
relocat..cd entirely and which should be programmed for partial 
relocation remain. The following viilages have been identified in 
the PID and appear on the OMVS map of Mission A1.15 as being 
clear]1y in the area to be innundated: 

Soukout ali Far aband i Kambou 
Sb::tkoto Kourou:ondi Ti ma 
Dialakoto Firia 	 Diba
 
Souroufouga Kni ba Koba 
K.ni~k~ni ko Tondidji Sitaninkoto 
Niqui Ganfan Sandegnan (Mahina) 
Tinti 1 i a Marena Barl akourou 
Kouroundi 	 Kon korma .Banbouta 
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Blamia f .l &Gougondal a Goumbal an 
Sitajr.to Kouniakan Badioke 
In addition, there are several small villages which are not 
mentioned in the PID but whic:h appear to be included in the 
innundated area on the revise-d map. It :is understood that the 
offic:ial list of vi.l].aqes even thouqh an adjacent hamlet may have 
become the center of populati'ron (e.g. Sandegnan is officially a 
village though most of the p)Opu].ation in that area is in Madina, 
which is not recogn ized a.dm:i nistratively as a village). OMVS at 
Manantali doe-.s not have .suffi cient data to verify that these 
vill]a(g:es are ir fact to be i nnun dated. 

These shoul d be added to the li st of sites to be 
i rinurdated , and in i t :ia. vi si ts made to them by a Pervice 
Hydraul ique/LSAID/iIEO team: Dial amokol i , Tiemoko, Liliko. 

Finally, there are a few villages which are included in 
the F:'ID as villaces to e: reloc:ated but wh ich do not appear to be 
in the innurdated ar'ea on the map. It is possible that only the 
fie.lds of these vilar:s are affect.e, but the location of these 
villages in roc.::y areas may prolibit reloc:ations of these .fields7 
requ;ci i ng.l transfe r of the entti re vi1l age or namlet popul ati on: 

okeli
Di c Ougoundinko 
Kol i a Sol o 
IK:o I go o Noun k a Ia 
S .(I a n to(tit ou 

The terms of reference for a pedological, 
agrosocioeconomic and topographic studies could be amended to 
include assessment of the feasibility reloofcati ng the fields 
only. Because these villages have previously been loc:at.ed inland 
away from t.h rivet',r, :h changr-es i n thei r ex i sti ng farmi ng 
systems as a resu. t of new proximity to t.he river' if tlhey remain 

t::u' rel:L u. anayze. fi ndi ngsat the:ir si .l"::tj ] d be'he y/ ed. These 
should be pr-sent ed L :hes: vi llI a(gJes as soon as they are 
available an(::l probably l l t:l,..:o,I::b:ydesign::" team. 

There are .i scti i owha ss..s may emergealso juri is(:tei which 
dul.iring thehurso co:i thep:., Those are ctof rI"o.je:t:. i.ssu.e s of direr 
concern to govr:nmnrrimott o.f Ha i off ic:ials and not to LSAID; they 
are menti o:'d he::r c:on ly, r:i nd the p ' 'r:ojct desi gn t e:am and 
:imp lO-:me-t 1.at :i.on , that .ervi e .i. will have ana ff S : l y cr a q itou..-
i mport ant. r'o. e i r :n:(2r"c: :ir"at :i r i :Jt.h na.,i onal and subrat i onal 
pol :iti c:al ard amitist I rati ve I.eaders as f in al si tLs are ch-ose . 
The affcc:t:od vi ll.aceJ s ar'e w :i thin the domains of t hree.0 c:ercles: 
Bafoul ,hl:a, ta Kloenieba. Eac:h rom .d:.(.: r-(: and1:li and 
ch..f: c._d'.i-at:. .-. wiith:in the Cercle of Bafoulab. should ber ii. 
corsu l ted and kept ir r:w-red. wi 11 rec:ui redmf Banamaf&£1 be to
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relocate. Whether or not it is re-established as an
 
arrnd ' .enti.. will. depend at least in part on their proximity to 
another existing .. ment-. This issue will be decided by 
the commandantp e cerc I , possi bl y i n coll1aborat i on with regional 
and nat:ional of the Min istry of Interior. 

In addition, eleven villages are reconsidering the 
possibi].i.ty of reloc ating at sites within the Kita Cercle in 
order to alter their po].itical jurisdictional arrangements. At 
least nine are among those expected to be resettled by the 
pro j e:: : 

V110g0: Currently Listed in PID 

Konkorma no. 7 
Tondi dji no. 7 
Kamb ou no. 7 
Ganfan no. 7 
Marena no. 7 
Sandegn an no. 5 
Badi nke no. 6 
Goumbal an no. 3. 
Ougoundinhko (see above) 

A national delegation was expected to visit the project area in 
early Januar,* to( cari f y their preferences. 

Finally, discussions with other qovernmental agencies 
(i.e. ODIPAC) about their support in the prject area should take 
into consideration the f act that the project touches several 
arrn _ ssements.i di fferent .er-:l.. in several . es. 

*1983
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Robert Dembl6, Service Hydraulique 

M. 	 Maiga, Director, Office d'Exploitation et de Re.herche de 
Ressource du Haut Niger (OERRHN) 

Mme. Doumbia, Volet Social, OERRHN 

M.B. Doumbia, Chef de Village, Kangar6 

M.O. Diaque, Adjoint Administratif, OERRHN 

M. Fabou Doumbia, Chef de Village, Kangar6 

M. Djoyo Doumbia, Chef de Village, Kendiguila 

M. Salikou Daniolo, TDC, Volet Social, OERRHN, S6lingu& 

Toufig Den Amara, UNDP 

Michael Furst, Health Project Team Leader, World Bank 

Peter Fisher, German Embassy, GTZ 

Jean Peters, World Food Program 

M. Dolo, Adjoint du Commandant do Cercle, Bafoulab6 

M. Ci fing Ciss6, Eavet For.ts, Bafoulab6
 

Dr. 	 Bassidiki Traor6, Directeur de la Sant6, Bafoulab6, Ministry 
of Health 

M. Karim Sako, Chef de Secteur, ODIPAC, Bafoulab6 

M. 	 Demb6i6, Chef de Village and other village members, K6ni6ba-

Bafing
 

M. 	 Bode Demb616, Chef de Village and other village members, 
Tondi d.j i 

M. Garba Kontao, Chef d'Arrondissement,. Bamaf6l
 

M. Demb6.l., Chef de Village and other villages, Nigui
 

-	 Village members, Rinkassi 

- Village members, Djinfiti 

Commandant de Cercle, Kita 
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Garan onar, Chef, Projet de Barrage, Manantali 

91a Sissoko, Projet de Barrage, Manantali 

David Hess, REDSO 

Dan Jenkins, REDSO 
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BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
I1) SrUdder .Iv c. I.Tht q It: c. i of LandsF2v tiq c rrrt a rN4ew 

ett I c-inen t-. i t-.-TF.pp1 - _S-... c. A G1 oGbal State-of--the-

Art E va].atior with Specific Vmhasis on$ Pol ic, Ifnplications. 
I n t i tute .for Developnenlt Anthropcl ,qg and Cali.Fornia In stitute 
of 1 Ethno] og', O[- 198 .1 

(2) ibi d . 

(3) In t:his analysis. indirect services will be listed with the 
di rect good/serviro which SUP.prts. Conceptuall y, howewer-,l ii: 
di rect good.d s and viU.. are tho.se whi ch are del i vered to the 

t I ers * f .ural-,.i.I ;,d sUPp !i es, aCIr j. cil t i nputS Ind r-ec t 
r,i-v ,-s and ac:t.L.e ,- t ths. 1 unc ' ,ns w.hi ch invol ye face to 

e c:o.1-C:.r I- .. i t : i e-Is .c:" ai"1i,.l t r ansf er of goods and 
S vi c.e i. L. ', ;ch t ' ' Feq,1i r-?d t.. set. thFe c nte,t in which that 
f.:rans er- ,----c1r -.t.i n i on" sales vs. gi fts new! p (:)lc i e. of 
trees) or ic, -. l.rport dii. re.:t del, ver-y (ecg anal vsi s of ag input 
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DNC Direction Nationale de la Coopbration 

ODIPAC Optration de Dt.veloppement Intgr6 pour Zla 
Production d'Arachides et de CWr-ales 

RPU Reset1lemnent F'roject Unit 

OMVS Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du fleuve 
S n-ogal 

USAID U.S. Agency for International Development 

NGO Nongovernmental Organization 

PP Project Paper 

Service 
Hydraulique Direction Nationale de I'Hydraulique et de 1 Energie 
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7.6 - ANNEX: AGRICJLURAL ANLYSIS, 

7.6.1. Soils
 

The project area is part of the Mandingue Plateau which lies within the
 
Soudano-Cuinean climatic zone. Seasonal rainfalls from May to October of
 
800-1200 mm and the presence of heterogenous soils permit cultivation of
 
many crops. 'Thelandscape is dominated by sandstone mountains, gently

rolling plains with dryland crop capability, and humid microclimates
 
along tributaries and in lowlands where vegetable gardening and flooded
 
rice are possible. Soils are predominantly Alfisols. From a
 
reconnaissance soil study conducted by the Institut d'Economie Rurale
 
(IR), adequate arable land is available in the resettlement area,
 
primarily downstream of the Manantali dam.
 

There are two predominant morphopedological units in the resettlement
 
zone: 
 one is a rolling sequence with a subsurface layer of plinthite

(lateritic material) and the other is an homogeneous plain of deep fine
 
loamy sands and fine loamy clays. Both units are exploitable under the
 
traditional extensive cropping systems currently practiced. 
The soils
 
containing plinthite are arable depending upon the depth of the upper
 
horizons; where the soil is shallow, these areas have marginal agronomic

utility and should be left as natural pastures and forests. If the
 
topsoil is sufficiently deep (greater than 30 cm) ]nw intc-city

cultivation of peanuts, fonio, cowpea and bambara nut is possible.
 
Bowever, once the topsoil has been removed, productivity declines sharply
 
as the impermeable plinthite layer restricts root growth and water
 
movement.
 

The deep, porous soils typical of the plains in the project area are
 
polyvalent, useful for most dryland crops and fruit trees. 
 They have a
 
high water-holding capacity and are friable, and, therefore, workable
 
with traditional land implements.
 

Some hydromorphic and alluvial soils are also available in the
 
resettlement zone. The hydromorphic soils are found principally in the
 
Sitaninkoto zone (05). They are high in clay content and drain poorly.

They may flood during the rainy season and are therefore limited in use
 
to rice culture. If drained their cropping potential would increase.
 
The low-land and alluvial valleys are composed of deep rich loams and
 
loamy clays and are useful for both rainfed and irrigated rice, maize and
 
garden crops.
 

In summary, the soils in resettlement area are similar to the soils
 
currently used by project farmers. 
 Soils of the four major categories
 
described above are in sufficient supply in the new zones to meet
 
farmers' agronomic needs. While the soil survey conducted by IER was not
 
the sole or the primary factor used when selecting village sites, it was 
an important part of the exercise. 



7.6.2. Crops 

Agriculture is the major occupation for 90% of the active population in 
the project area. Major crops are sorghum, millet, maize, peanuts, and 
both upland and lowland rice. Peanuts are the primary source of cash 
income. Other crops traditionally cultivated in the area are fonio, 
bambara nut and cowpea. Major constraints to Leditional agriculture are 
irregular rainfall and remoteness from markets, tAough soil fertility, 
seedbed preparation, seed quality and labor are also factors. 

According to a 1978 survey conducted by ODIPAC, the local extension 

agency, the average yields of major crops were:
 

Crops Yield: Kg./Ha. 

Peanuts 910 
Sorghum 610 
Millet 830 
Fonio 540 
Maize 620 
Rice 400 

This low productivity can be attributed to the extensive and traditional 
methods used. The project area is isolated, sparsely populated, and 
lacks good roads and access to markets and population centers. Pressure 
on arable land is low. A system of fallowing is used to maintain soil 
productivity and the use of commercial inputs is minimal. The cropping 
and fallowing patterns differ according to the crops planted and the type 
of soil; most typically, three or four cropping seasons of cereal/peanut 
rotations are followed by fonio until fertility is so diminished that a 
subsequent fallow of five or more years follows. Some farmers report 
continuous cropping of peanuts in rotation with cereals up to ten years 
before fallowing. 

The natural vegetation ranges from forested to herbaceous savannas. 
There are valuable trees in the area, both for wood and edible uses,
 
including the shea nut (Butyrospermum parkii), locust bean (Parkia 
biglohosa), kapok (Bombax costatum), African mahogany (Kaya 
senegalensis), ronier (Borassus sp.), baobab (Adansonia digitata) and 
mango, citrus, papaya and banana. Land-clearing is traditionally done by 
hand, using machetes and axes and valuable trees are left standing. 
Field vegetation is burned after a drying period and stumps and fallen 
trees are frequently left in the field. Most planting is done by hand 
and animal traction is not widely used. 

In recent years ODIPAC has been promoting the use of improved peanut, 
maize and rice seed, animal traction, agricultural equipment (plows, 
seeders), inorganic fertilizers, manures, and fungicides. The following 
data from a 1978 survey of 827 production units indicate the extent to 
wiich various improved practices have been adopted by farmers: 
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Practice %Using 

Improved seeds 60.0 
Inorganic fertilizers 52.0 
Manure 32.0
 
Fungicides 27.0
 

From this survey there were 45 plows and 20 seeders in use in the area. 

In previous years ODIPAC* and its predecessor organization, 
OACV,**
 

were charged with the commercialization of peanuts and provided credit to 
farmers to encourage use of improved practices. Since the fall in world 
market peanut prices a few years ago, ODIPAC has changed its emphasis 
from peanut production to crops development. Credit is no longer 
available and expanded use of animal traction and commercial inputs is 
likely to slow. With World Bank financing, ODIPAC now is trying to 
define and understand local agricultural problems and suggest appropriate 
technical solutions. Crop diversification is encouraged; both soybeans 
and sesame have been introduced and intensified maize production is 
encouraged. ODIPAC conducts multilocational trials on improved seeds, 
which is the most fully transferred innovation in the area. ODIPAC 
finances studies and supports village associations in marketing. A study 
is in progress to propose ODIPAC assistance to the resettling farmers, 
with perceived needs being in land clearing, potable wells, and market 
access. 

In determining how to be responsive to problems which will arise from 
resettling, AID considered the question of seed supply. In the project 
area farmers are generally self-sufficient in meeting their seed 
requirements. As seed multiplication and distribution requires a great 
deal of management to be done properly, it is not within the scope of 
this project to undertake such a task. Farmers will be informed that 
they are expected to carry their seed with them to their new villages. 
AID will, of course, finance the transportation. In cases of shortages, 
ODIPAC, which has a system of seed production and distribution operating 
in the area, should be able to respond. 

7.6.3. Livestock
 

Livestock, including cattle and small ruminants, play an important role 
in the farming system of the resettlement area. The Meren breed of 
cattle is raised for its resistance to trypanosomiasis and is used as a 
dual purpose meat and milk animal. Goats and sheep are also prevalent. 
An extensive system is used wherein animals forage freely over the dry 
season and are grazed under more contained conditions and bedded in pens 
during the cropping season. The locations of these pens are moved from 
year to year, thus fertilizing different areas. 

• Operation for the Integrated Development of Peanuts and Cereals 

• Operation Peanut and Cereals Crops 
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As the resettlement zone is ecologically similar to the zone currently 
inhabited, no problems are envisaged in transferring livestock production
from one zone to the other. Pasture is not subject to intensive grazing 
pressure under the traditional system used. Access to water is expected
 
to be similar in both places with animals 
and natural catchments. 

frequenting springs, streams, 

Villagers will be responsible for herding 
village sites. 

their animals to the new 

7.6.4 .Trees 

In the Manantali area villages, a variety of tree species form an 
importeant component of the present farming system. These are primarily
 
fruit trees - mango, citrus, papaya and banana. The number of trees per 
farmer and thus their relative income generation value varies 
considerably throughout the zone. The villagers of Kenieba reported
possession of only two mango trees whereas it was evident that villages 
such as Tondidji and Kouroukondi have hundreds. It is estimated that 
many male farmers have six to ten mangoes with some owning considerably 
more. Once the trees have become established they require little or no 
yearly input and the benefit cost relationship becomes extremely 
favorable, especially in comparison with annual cash or non-cash crops. 
Fruit trees are money in the bank. 

Farmers in the resettlement zone state that mangoes can be worth as much 
as 50,000 E1 a year which is a considerable sum for the area. Villagers 
value mangoes highly, particularly since they ripen prior to or at the 
beginning of the rainy season when other foodstuffs are usually in short 
supply. 

In addition, mangoes are valued because they can be used as gifts or alms 
and thus fortify the social prestige of the farmer. Mango trees also 
function as important inheritance items that a farmer may leave behind to 
his children or grandchildren. 

Other forestry species are important to the area in addition to. fruit 
trees. These include baobab, ronier, karite and others. They are 
sometimes planted and often protected. They can provide revenue through 
the sale of leaves, rope, fruits and sheanut butter. It is difficult to 
quantify these benefits since they are basically products gathered from 
the bush and transformed and consumed at a family or village level. It 
is evident, however, that resettlemewnt will cause a loss of income and 
nourishment when people are forced to abandon their orchards. 

In the resettlewint zone, valuable trees will be protected during 
land-clearing. Villagers will be responsible for savLng and stochpiling

.fallen trees for reconstruction and fuelwood. This will not, however, 
compensate villagers for the established orchards which will have been 
lost to them and this is a prevalent worry expressed. by villagers. 
Therefore, the project will give priority to compensating villagers for 
the loss of their orchards. During preliminary techmical studies of the 
resettlement zone financed by UDDP, a census of orchards and fruit trees 
was completed by the Institut de l'Economie Rural. When determining 
compensation amounts, established older trees will be considered as more 
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valuable than seedlings. Compensation will be paid to villagers as a
 
function of the production of the number of trees over the period it
 
takes to establish new ones.
 

The above does not, however, get the new trees planted or increase access
 
to improved species or techniques. To address this, the RPU/PMU will 
contract with the GRM'. Eaux et Forets (planned by January 1985, see 
Section 2.8.3.4. ) to establish a nursery at the largest new village, 
'%bw" Bamafele. The nursery will be approximately one hectare in area
 
and should be able to produce about 30,000 trees a year. Species will
 
include mangoes, citrus, guava, papaya, etc. The nursery is described in
 
Section 2.8.3.4. Trees will be sold at a price to sustain recurrent costs
 
since cash compensation will have been given.
 

7.6.5 Summary of Agricultural Resettlement Issues
 

a) Productivity of new land brought under cultivation:
 

As described om the Soils analysis (7.6.1 ), sufficient arabie land is 
available in the Resettlement zone to duplicate the traditional cropping
 
system of farmers in the project. PBwever, during the first few years,
 
productivity of this land newly brought under cultivation will be lower
 
than average. This wil 1 likely be due to improper or partial clearing of 
land, increased weed density, and the farmers' own lack of knowledge
 
about the newly cleared area which will affect crop management 
practices. To address this problem of expected crop shortfalls, the
 
project will distribute WFP food aid to villagers for two years as
 
described in Section 2.8.3.3
 

b) land clearing:
 

During the initial 5-year period, land clearing will be a major task 
resettled farmers will have to face. Approximately 6,000 hectares of
 
land are estimated to be cleared by the project. The population to be
 
moved is approximately 10,000 people. According to the recent IER
 
survey, within this population are approximately 800 UPA (Unite de
 
Production Agricole) &ideach UPA cultivates an average of 7.5 hectares
 
per year with approximauely half as much in fallow. Most of the land
 
will Le used for upland crops; approximately 51/will be fertile land in
 
house fields for maize; 2%will be lowland for rice; and 5% will be for
 
irrigated garden crops. Fallow areas will not be cleared by the project.
 

Given the vast area to be cleared and the labor and time constraints
 
facing villagers, it is unrealistic to expect that farmers will be able
 
to clear their own land. Farmers have stated that felling and cutting
 
trees is the most arduous task in land-clearing. Some farmers have also
 
stated that Andropogon gayanus and other plants are quite difficult to
 
remove. herefore, the project will assist villagers in land-clearing.
 

In choosing the most appropriate method of land-clearing
 
(see 7.2.3). The factors of time, cost, village participation,
 
availability of labor and ecclogical degc adation were considered. Where
 
dense conditions require mechanized clearing, a bulldozer mounted with a
 
shear blade or with chains or bladed rollers will be employed. No large
 
trees will be uprooted and no land leveling or seedbed preparation will
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be done. Where necessary, due to the density of trees and heavy brush,
larger, fallen trunks will be pushed or dragged to the field perimeter.
Machine traffic over the field will be limited and will be done only
under dry field conditions to minimize soil compaction. Farmers will be
responsible for burning off scrub and for seedbed preparation. The
land-clearing plan and contract will be approved by AID prior to 
execution. 

c) Loss of productivity from valuable tree species: 

The project will assist villagers in two ways to compensate for valuable 
tree species which must be abandoned. A cash compensation will be made 
to each farmer based upon a census of his trees and their estimated value 
over the period it would take to establish new ones. In addition,
RPU/BIU will contract with the OR's Eaux et Forets to establish a tree 
nursery in the project zone. This nursery will produce approximately
30,000 trees/year which will be sold to farmers at a price which will 
sustain recurrent costs. 
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7.7. ANNEX: PUBLIC HEALTH ANALYSIS
 

7.7.1. INTRODUCTION
 

The Manantali resettlement project includes a health
 
component intended to achieve several objectives.
 

First, planning the location of the sites where new
 
villages will be built was done with the intent of protecting the
 
population from known or potential breeding sites of the
 
onchocerciasis vector. At the same time, an attempt was made to
 
locate the villages at some distance from the banks of the river
 
since the incidence of schistosomiasis will likely increase once
 
the dam construction is completed. Hence, potential new village
 
sites downstream from the dam have been situated away from the
 
river but in accordance with site preferences voiced by the
 
settlers.
 

Second, the project will replace and upgrade health
 
facilities which will be flooded, Thus, a maternity clinic, a
 
dispensary, and a pharmacy outlet will be constructed at the new
 
site of Bamafele. In addition, a small health outpost will be
 
built at Tintioulen, the main resettlement site of Zone 4 just to
 
the east of the present location o)Z Tondidji. These facilities
 
will be staffed by Malian government personnel. The settler
 
population should thus be afforded minimal care during and after
 
the move.
 

Third, the project will finance an epidemiological/
 
nutritional survey in order to establish or update basic
 
information on the health status of the population. All
 
cases of schistosomiasis or trypanosomiasis identified in the
 
population will be treated, assuming the consent of the patient.
 
Execution of the survey will assist the National Public Health
 
Research Institute to develop a long term capacity to monitor the
 
health status of people, not only in the Upper Senegal river
 
basin area of western Mali but throughout the country.
 

7.7.2. THE EXISTING HEALTH SITUATION IN THE BAFING RIVER
 
VALLEY
 

This section describes the health situation of the
 
population to be resettled and compares it with what might be
 
expected once the relocation has been concluded, Special
 
emphasis is given to waterborne diseases but other parasitic
 
and infectious diseases are discussed as well. Information on
 
which the discussion is based has been drawn from three recent
 
studies. The first is an extensive World Bank-financed epidemiological
 



study which covered three administrative circles (Evaluation
 
Sanitaire des Cercles de Kita, Bafoulabe, and Kenieba---hereafter
 
referred to as the KBK study) which included two villages
 
affected by the resettlement project. The second was done under
 
the auspices of the UNDP/WHO-supported onchocerciasis vector
 
control project which considered the westward expansion of the 
project area to include the afing River Valley (Mise 6 jour des 
Donn~es Concernant le Foyer d'Onchocercose dans la Phase I du 
Programme d'Extension Ouest, ICP/MPD/007). The third was the 
USAID-financed environmental study done in 1977-78 by the 
Gannett-Fleming consulting firm. This included several of the 
villages which must be resettled. Knowledge was also derived from 
a field recornai ssance in the project zone by the Sahel 
Development Planninq Team health officer and personal contacts. 

A. PARASITIC DISEASFS
 

malaria: Generally the same epidemiology, namely holo
endemicity or an infection rate at 65% and above, can be assumed 
for the present and relocation sites. Bingassi for example had a 
plasmodium index (PI) of 80.5% in 81, which compares well with 
86% PI of an upstream village (Firia). Overall PI in the KBK 
area was about 43% with the following strain distribution: P1. 
falciparum: 80.6%; Pl. malariae: 18.5%; P1. Ovale: 0.9%. Overall 
spleenrate was 25%,. As usual these indices are highly age 
specific: practically nil until 6 months of age (due to maternal 
artibody protection), with a sudden rise after I year (PI:62%) 
and a peak in the 5-9 years group (PI:69%), they fall equally 
sharply after age 20 and remain low (PI:21%), except for a flare
up in pregnant women (PI:36%). There will be some geographic 
variation between downstream settlers (who will most likely have 
the same malarial epidemiology) and lake shore settlers (who will 
encounter an increased anopheles population during the dry season 
due to perennial larvae breeding sites). However, vicinity to a 
dispensary or health post and therefore access to antimalarials 
might be more important than vicinity to larvae breeding sites. 
This has been shown in the KBK survey, where villages with a 
functioning dispensary had a significantly lower PI than the ones 
without health facilities in spite of similar pluviometric 
indices. Anemia is the disease most frequently associated with 
malaria, especially in the 5 to 15 years group which has also the 
highest spleenrates. Loss of working days due to malaria is 
difficult to measure but the fact that 31% of all surveyed adults 
complained about frequent febrile episodes especially during and 
after the rainy season (which is also an important agricultural 
activity period), suggests that at least some workdays are lost. 
Present seasonal variation is unknown but the enormous water 
rei voir of approximately 49 000 ha surface will undoubtedly 
inrluence seasonality with its perennial breeding sites for 
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anopheles larvae. Thus an increase in malarial incidence rates 
during the dry season ("la soudure", March through May) amongst 
the lake shore settlers might be expected. Disease specific 
mortality rates were estimated at 35% between 6 months and 
year- of age, 29% between 1-4 y and 20% between 5-9 years, thus 
making ma. aria the most important "killer" disease in the 6 month 
to one year group, and the more evenly all year round spread 
infection rate amongst the lake shore settlers will probably not 
alter significant ly these mortality rates because of possible 
increased levels of natural immunity. Again, access to properly 
used anti-malarials will be more influential than geographic and 
seasonal changes. Prospect .e treatment as described under WHO 
strategy var:i. ant Nr. I will be the preferred intervention against 
malaria, al though at some later stage chemoprophylaxix might be 
added on a selective basis. Widespread availability of cheap 
mosquitoe nets shoul.d be encouraged. 
All in all, it can be said that, from the malaria vieopoint, 
resettlers away from the lake shore might be better off, but, 
avai 1 abi 1 i ty to chl oroqui ne wi 11 be the most important 
influencing factor. 

Ornchocerciasis: Data obtained from the extensive research 
carried out under the OCP westward extension planning phase ovor 
the past years indicate that downstream settlers will probably 
encounter the same health hazards as now but settlers along the 
lake shore will experience a decrease over the next decade. Some 
villages such as Blamafele and lintilia, which in 1981 had a 34% 
prevalence of positive skinsnips and a 0.20% blindness rate might 
experience an increase in oncho when settling in the Dingassi 
village. which had a 51% skinsnips and a 1.24.% blindness rate. 
The Manantali dam itsel.f w:ill not become a breeding site, since 
there will. be no open water cascades. 
On the other hand, vil1agers from Goungoudala for example, with a 
positive skinsnip rate of 78.6% and a blindness rate of 6.36% 
will be certainly better off when resettled at the lake shores. 
Blindness rates vary extremely from as low as 0.17% at Bamafele 
to as high as 13% at Konkorma (blindness rates of 3% and above 
indicate hyperendemi ci ty) . Blindness rates increase sharply 
after 45 years of age (they are very rare amongst the 15-35 years 
labor force), and are about 4 times higher in males than in 
females. Of the surveyed vi llages near the Bafin river, 2 were 
found to be hyperendemic (Bambouta and Goungoudala, with a 
positive skinsnips rate of 75% and above) and 12 meso-endemic 
(seven of it with an elevated meso-endemicity between 5(0% and 75% 
positive skinsnips rate). 
It should also be noted that, in the overall KBK ophthalmological 
epidemiology, onchocerciasis forms only 18% of all visual 
impairments and ranks second (after cataracts) in the causes for 
blindness. In some villages however, onchocerciasis is cause nr. 
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one for blindness. The ophthalmoloqical disease prevalence 
distribution in Binqassi is: 11.1% of the total population 
impaired vision/blindress de to cataracts. .7. %due to 

onchocerciasis, 3.2% due to trachoma; the corresponding figuires 

for Firia are: 8.6% (cataracts) 1.5% (onchocerc:iasis) and 10.8% 
(trachoma). The simuliun damnosum savannah species was found to 
be the main vector. Simuliuw sirbantum was -found recently in some 
villages. Larvicide resistance has not yet been detected. Thus, 
from the onchocerciasis viewpoin:., it can be said, that lake 
shore dwellers and settlers r the Djirfiti and Kenieta area 
will, in most circumstances, be better off than befor-e, but the 
ones settl i nq in the Di riqassi area wi 1 . enc:ounter the same 
hazards, or, if com.no from h,!poendemi c vil lages (Bamafele, 
Tintilia, Firia) mi glht he worse off. Since chemotherapy 
(Diethyl,:arlamacide) is partially effective acainst microfilaria 
only, adult worm treatment (suramirie) due to its severe side 
effects unsuitale for mass treatment- and nodulectomy only r-areJy 
practised in Francophone Africa, and since the westwrad expansion 
of the OCP seems a- present on ikly, a reset.tlement policy which 
enrouraqes vi l l a:e arid wel 1s .. onstr-uc:t i on away from the 
downstream rapid-, seems to offer the only soluti, on to this 
pr oh em. 

ur':ont t 
already started, miqht require selective breedinq site sprayinq, 
possi bi throuh'i qround I evEl larvic:idinq such as practised 
rather stccessfuil ly in some vM 1.1 ages near Bandi agara i n the 
Doqon. Availability of abate (femephos) .arvicide arid or-qanizing 
periodical sprayinq should be encouraqed. 

Mhe somewhat. rlon1ed sett 1ement at P inqiassi which has 

Sch istosomi asis- Whereas any sicnificant change of malaria and 
onchocerci asi s is debatable, schi stosomi asi s (S) will almost 
certainly rise -.qnificant ly amongst the lake shore settlements, 
but especially in any ]arce scale future irriqation schemes. 
Present S. epidemioloqy is larqely unknown except for Bingassi 
and Fit ia whirh were of low endemicity in the 1981 KBK survey: 
parasite rates in urine samples were 4% for Binqassi and 9% for 
Firia. All species were S. hematobium. As usual , infection 
rates are highest amonqst the 5-14 yearn population, somewhat 
lower amonqst the 15--44 years old ones and very low before age 5 
and after aqe 45. However, the oeih i tat.i i effects 
(splenomeqaly, anemia, I iver/vena cava shunts) appear already 
several years after the infection, when egg output in the urine 
and stools miqht level ofT or actually decrease. The anticipated 
sharp increase of S. will not come from the indiqenous poplulation 
(who, at present, have a very low inffection rate mainly because 
of the rapid flow of the I-afinq) but. probably from infected 
outsiders who migrate into the area. This has been precisely the 
case in the Selinque dam/lake 150 km south of Bamako, where 
several hundred heavily infected people from the Bozo tribe moved 
in and caused the beqinninq of an epidemic which now becomes more 
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and more endemic. Also, due to a very high biorythm (growth
 

rate) of the snails (Bulinus for S. hematobium, biomphalaria for
 

S. mansoni) in tlWe newly created still waters, even a low
 

indigenous infection rate usually builds up rapidly often within
 

a few years. Again, the lake itself might be of a minor problem, 
but new ir-rigation with its close cycle of human egg passers, 
snails and swimming cerc(ariae will certainly be. Since the major 
rise in S. will almost certainly be pfter the end of this 
project, and since practically no data on the present situation 
exist, an initial baseline survey incl udinu a mal acological 
(snail) study before or shortly after resettlement and a peri'dic 
monitoring by the IDP health surveillance project is essential. 

PraziquanrteJ. (brandname biltricide), recently approved by the FDA 
(Federal Drug Admiristration) has changed S. campaign strateqies 
in favor of treatment over snail control. It is effective 
agai nst all species (S. hematob i um, mansoni , i ntercal atum, 

mattheei et.c. ) , hi ghl y effective (90% sensi ti vi ty and 
specificity), with hitherto unknown ide effects and administered 
as a single dose by mouth. Although relatively expensive (Dols. 
3 U.S. per sinecl e adult treatment), its price will probably go 
down when manufacturers multiply and mass production starts. 
However, re:i nfecti on will occ:ur and the disease wil follow the 
course of water, especi ally low cur'-ent irrigation channels, 
until other', largiely unaffordable measures such as wearing high 

rubber boots, banning people (especi ally cli]dren) from swimming, 
defecating and urin ati :, ri corouts snail control, clearing of 
shore and irrigation channel vegetat ion, per-iodical flooding of 
the cha rie3.-, and repeated diagreosis and treatment of the entire 
popu].ation will be introduced. The main di.f.Ficulty in the trade 
off of decis:ion (vicirity of water and therefore more fish in the 
diet., better body hyg:i ene and easier i rrigat i on/hi gher 
agricultural output versus increased schistosomiasis) lies also 
in the fact that the degree of debilitation through S. is still 
under debate. In the KBK survey, for example, no splenomegaly 
(by far the most common debilitating factor causing anemia) could 
be associated with t:he admittcd:lly low prevalence of S. Wor d 
wide studies on the impact on product ivity are contr-oversial too. 
All in all it can be said that from the schistosomiasis viewpoint 
downstream sett.lers without irrigated agriculture will be better 
off then the ones it, the vicinity (means direct skin contact with 
infected water) of low current irrigation channels and, to a 
lesser extent, along the lake shore. 

QPPy.Os. i..sis: Necator americanus, the only species found, 
seems to be widespread (58% prevalence in downstream Bingassi, 
65% :in upstream Firia). However, parasite load (number of eggs/g 
of stools) is low, thus contributincq probably little to anemia: 
88.3% of infected persons investigated eliminated less than 500 
eggs/g of stools, none of them more than 3000 eggs. Men, and 
especially the ones older than 45 years are almost twice as much 
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affected as women. The preferred strategy is prevention throuqh 
improved latrine holes (notably concrete walls) and treatment 
with ferrous salts against anemia and, on a selective basis, 
mebendazole against hookworm. 

Dracunculosis: seems to present no problem. None was found in 
Bnassi, .id only 0.6% of the population of Firia was infected. 
In the KBK area as a whole there were however several heavily 
infested villaqes, mostly in the dry North, with an annual 
incidence rate of up to 25%. Since it affects mostly the male 
adult labor force with an average of 54 days invalidity period, 
it may present nevertheless an important loss of productivity in 
certain villages. The rewly constructed wells with a surroundinq 
wall and concrete apron should provide the best prophylaxis in 
the resett 1ements. The other intestinal hel mi nths such as 
t en. .is, tri chcepSh.!ois, sc ariasl.S, ourias.S and the 
yhipwrm are practi(ally absent (prevalence rate between o.1% and 
1.7% for all of them). Anmebiasis (E. histolytis) was found in 
7.7% of the Bincassi and in 14.4% of the Firia population. Of 
these only 8% presented the hematophaqeous trophozoites and 92% 
were cystiform. Gi adsis (99.8% cyst form) was found in 7.3% 
of the Binqassi and 6% of the F.ria population. 

S.eepi..g qi.Fes: amongst 2695 seroloqical exams only one child 
present.ed with specific immof1uorescerce and hemagqlutination 
antibodies. Although the tsetse fly species abound, most of them 
are of the Glossinia morsitans submorsitans type which transmits 
ani mal trypanosomi asi s. However, the trypanosomi asi s 
epidemiology amongst the resettled population is largely unknown. 

B. INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

Whereas most parasitic diseases can be effectively 
controlled by verti cal programs such as vector control, mass 
prophylaxi s and treatment, the epidemiology of infectious 
diseases remains .argely a medical, sanitary and nutritional 
problem. Thus although infectious disease conditions in the 
present and in future resett.ement areas are probably the same 
(with some exceptions such as a rise in venereal diseases during 
the construction period) clean water supply, immunization 
programs, and proper treatment wi. 11 reduce i nci dence rates i n the 
newl y vill ages who benef i t from those in tervent i ons. 

!leasles: It is the first cause of mortal.ity in children between 
1-8 years with a highly age specific and uneven geographical 
distribut i on. Non-exi stent before age 6 months (maternal 
antibody protection), it builds up rapidly after 9 months of age 
by reaching the 4th place in infant: mortality after malaria, 
respiratory tract infections, and diarrheas. Between age 1-4 y 
it is responsible for one third of all deaths, (with a case 
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fatality rate of 25%). Surprisingly it is still very high 
amongst the 5--9 years old children, namely 28% of all deaths). 
This and the highly uneven geographical distribuiion, which 
varies of course from year to year (a typical measles epidemic in 
a village of 500 people has an average "build up" period of 7 
years) is mainly due to the isolation of villages and hamlets. 
Firia for example presented 50% measles antibodies in the 1-9 
years age group, whereas Bingassi had only 5.8% duri~ig the 1981 
KBK survey. Measles immunization, possibly beyond tho otherwise
 
recommended atje of 2 years during the first vaccination year is
 
therefore imperative. 

Tberc-losis AT): TO indices are very low, compared to other 
LCD's, despite a mediocre BCG immunization coverage of 39% of the 
total population and a positive PPD (purified protein derivate) 
rate of 28% amongst the ones vaccinated in the 1971/72 campaign. 
Annual incidence rate is 80/100.000 pop and in the entire KBK 
area only 2 TB positive sputa were found. 

eproEy: Much more common than TB, leprosy has a prevalence rate 
of 1.9% of the KOK population which is almost twice the rate of 
Mali in general. Rare in children, it is present in 2.5% of 
young adults and in 4.2% of the population beyond 45 yea~-s. 

V.enerea disises: Gonorrhea, by far the most widel, spread 
adult bacterial disease encountered in Malian facilities, has 
unfortunately not been evaluated in the KBK. A sharp rise of 
this disease can be expected due to the huge labor force, (German 
construction workers expect a population of up to 15.000 with all 
their dependents) who are almost entirely from the outside and 
relatively high income earners. Treponemal disease (Syphilis, 
Yawns, Bejel ) antibodies were found in 11% of the KBK 
population. Binqassi with 16.3% and Firia with 14.3% had by far 
the highest prevalence rates. The quasi absence of positive 
serology and clinical Bejel amongst the population below 15 y 
suggest mostly sexually transmitted treponemal diseases. 
Widespread availability of tr'eatment is the answer.
 

Salmonel[osis: Aqqlutinine H seropositivity was around 20% of
 
-.... af;ion for both Dincassi and Fir-ia. Although this test 

remains positiwye for several years, it nevertheless suqqests that 
fecal conta.mination presents a hiqh risk in this area. Properly 

constructed wells away from defecation sites will r-educe its 
i nci dene. 

Hepaiiti at (B).: 8% of the total KBK population had positive HD 

antigens. That high figure explains that liver cirrhosis and
 
hepatoma are, according to official health statistics in Mali,
 
the first cause of adult male mortality. Although generally well
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tolerated clinically, 15% of the seropositives had abnormal
 
transaminases. 18.2% of the adult population gave a history of
 
icterus, of whose 2.6% presented with hepatomegaly and 2.2% with
 
hepatosplenomaly. 
 These are all very well high figur~s. The
 
newly developed specific hepatitis B 
 vaccine (Institut Pasteur)
 
should therefore be included in immunization campaigns (similar
 
to Yellow fever).
 

ltanus: Although difficult to evaluate in a cross sectional
 
study, neonatal tetanus is believed to be the nr. 
 one perinatal 
(6 weeks after birth) mortality cause which kills about 25% of 
all infants of that aqe. Immunization of the pregnant mothers 
with tet. toxoid is the answer. 

..JhooPing .Ogh: Prevalence rate during the survey was low (0.5% 
of children below 5 y). Thin figure might be misleading,
 
however, especially since the mothers seemed to recall 
pertussis
 
episodes as high as 80% of the under 
two years children in some 
vi 11 ages. 

P-imyelitis: 0.4% of all the KBK population presented 
with
 
paralysis 
and the annual incidence rate is estimated at 16/1000

people. Most paralyses occur before age 2. This rather high

figure is well justifying an immunization program.
 

Meningtis: Situated within the meningitis belt, its mortality 
rate is estimated at 1.7% before age 15 and ranks fifth amongst
 
the mortality cases between 1-9 years of age. The last 
 major
 
epidemic in the area was in 1970.
 

S-ruptocor-ceal infctions: 2.6% of children below age 4 and 1% 
of the children 5-14 presented with soar throat or tonsillitis.
 
Although no throat swabs were done, streptococceal infections can
 
be assumed in many cases. Without proper treatment, valvular
 
cardiology and glomerulonephritis will be frequent consequences.
 

C. NLJTR IT ION 

No adult malnutrition was observed although the "slimness
 
rates" 
were quite high: 58.3% of adults had a height/weight
 
deficit of between 10% and 20%. 21.5% of 
more than 20% deficit.
 
Severe obesity was found and moderate obesity was present in 1.5%
 
of all cases examined (all adults). This picture changes
 
dramatically amongst the under fives, notably around the age of 

y: the problem of 
appropriate standards and definitions became
 
apparent: 71% of all children between 1-4 y were below 80% of 
the
 
Harvard (weight for age) standard; according to the Waterloo
 
classification 51.8% of 
this age group had protein malnutrition
 
(FEM) of which 54.5% were of the chronic type (weight age
for 

deficiency) 
and 45.5% acute (weight for age deficiency), the
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problem of attaining the exact age was not revealed.
 
Clinical (i.e. clinically recognizable) malnutrition was found in 
7% of all 948 children below age 10 who presented themselves at 
the health examination points. Most of it were marasms with only 
I case of Kwashiorkor. It is our opinion that the only way to 
improve that malnutrition pattern amongst the "at risk" group of 
around 3 years of age, will be the availability of a variety of 
tasty high nutrient food and preventive and curative health 
measurements. The high measles epidemiology (see above) might 
contribute more to this malnutrition rate than the lack of staple 
food. 

Avitaminoses: are extremely rare (I case of vit. A, 2 cases of 
vit. B deficiency) in all the KBK area. 

Goiter: by contrast, is a major health problem, 29% of the 
surveyed KBK population presented with goiter; prevalence rates 
for Bingassi were 24.4% and for Firia 25.1%. As elsewhere, young 
adult women have the most voluminous ones. Although myxoedema 
was only present in 0.5% of the goiter population, the achilles 
tendon reflexogram was prolonged in 19.7% of the population, thus 
suggesting a huge if not the major proportion of hypothyroid 
goiters. The underlying reason is of course lack of iodeine in 
their diet, especially its very low concentration in their 
drinking water. The answer to this lies in the provision of 
iodized cooking salt which should be commercially available and 
the population sensitized to its use. 

emogiobi nOp thies: 2.9% of all KBK area newborns were estimated 
to present SS sickle cell anemia and 0.5% the SH type. 8.5% of 
the 2500 testsera had a G6PI) deficiency with no apparent 
protective association with malaria. Although well tolerated, an 
8.5% G6PD deficiency demands nevertheless a prudent approach to 
folic acid deprivants such as pyrimethamine as a malaria 
prophyl act i c: agent and some sul f onami des. Since most 
hemoglobinopathies do not lead to splenomegalies (at least not at 
an age beyond 5 years), most nf the 15.5% spleen index is 
probably attributed to malaria, and, in exceptional cases, to 
schistosomiasis (see above). 

Other di seases: The KBK survey revealed a host of other 
diseases, which, although mostly much more elevated than in 
developed countries, were thought to be of minor importance in 
the survey area: cardi apathi.es: 2.5%; arterial hypertension 
(above 160/90 mm Hg): 6%; Bronchopneumonia ranks fourth in 
mortality of children below 10 years of age; diabetes (all of the 
juveni le type), about 2%; infantile dia..rhea: 20.4%; hernias 
(17.2% of all children under age 5 had an umbilical hernia); 
hydrocela (4.5% of adult males under age 45, 12.4% of males above 
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45 y); 19.8% of fertile age women presented gynecological 
infections, of which 95% were a vaginitis or cervicitis and 5% an 
endometritis or salpingitis. (The gynecological infection rate 
in Firia reached 29.5% of all women age 14-45 y); detal car ies 
amongst fertile age women compared to men, thus suggesting the 
mineral deprivation due to frequent pregnancies; chronic 
eardischarge: 2%, deafness: 0.4%, etc. 

Su mm ry 

The overall picture is that of a typical LDC population without 
access to modern medical care and in a very low socio-economic 
environment. In addition, there are some "tropical" vector borne 
diseases of which at present mainly malaria and onchocerciasis in 
some areas represent a major health problem. The only 
snifkcan: chage to be expected in the resettled areas will be 
for schistosomiasis. The rest will probably remain largely the 
same. Health interventions, therefore, should be more of a basic 
health service type offering immunization, some health education, 
and a broad range of relatively simple curative services, and the 
construction of proper wells. 

7.7.3. EXISTING HEAL.TH CARE FACILITIES 

At Bamafele, the chief administrative town of the project area, 
there is a rudimentary health post, the only government health 
care facility between Mahina 100 kilometers to the north and 
Kokofata, another rural administrative center located 50 
kilometers to the southwest. This consists essentially of four 
mud houses which are supposed to serve as dispensary, maternity 
and birth clirc, and pharmacy. The post is staffed by a senior 
male nurse and a midwife. The equipment is non-existant. Seldom 
are any drugs available, both because the location of Bamafele is 
remote--.cut off from all but pedestrian, bicycle, or motorbike 
traffic for several months of the rainy season--and because the 
government does not have the financial means to offer better. 

At Mahina there is a dispensary that is manned by a doctor 
trained in the Malian medical school. He is assisted by a senior 
male nurse and a midwife. This facility also suffers from a 
shortage of supplies and from a lack of maintenance, but a 
project which will be funded by an International Development 
Association loan plans to renovate and expand this unit to the 
status of a hospital. 

At Manantali, the construction consortium (ECBI) has built a 
580 m2 health facility which includes a ten bed hospital with a 
laboratory, a radiology unit, an intensive care capability, a 
pharmacy, a surgical operating theater, a morgue, and lodging for 
one physici an and three nurses. Two completely equipped 
ambulances attached to the hospital serve as mobile units. 
Although intended exclusively for the provision of health care to 
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the expatriate work force and the UNVS representatives during the
 
period of the dam construction, this facility will be turned over
 
to the government when the dam is completed and the expatriates
 
depart.
 

At the adjacent settlement built to lodge the African work
 
force, a dispensary 130 m2 in area has been constructed and
 
serves about 1000 workers and their families for routing needs.
 
For more complicated, non-emergency requirements su(ch as surgery,
 
people are obliged to travel to Mahina. This dispensary will
 
also be turned over to the government in 1988.
 

In addition, a mini-onchocerciasis program operates at 
Manantali. This is staffed by a senior entomologist, two 
technicians, and a driver. A 100 m2 office building with a 
laboratory and storerooms has been constructed for the personnel.
 
A modern has has been provided for the entomologist. This
 
program, started in 1982 with UNDP funding, treats some 25
 
simulium breeding sites with a weekly dose of Abate (Temephos)
 
over an area from Diba 80 kilometers upstream to Dilia which is
 
about 70 kilometers downstream. This program is primarily
 
intended to protect the construction force. It is currently
 
funded into 1985 but will likely continue until construction is
 
completed.
 

7.7.4. PROPOSED HEALTH COMPONENT ACTIVITIES
 

The activities proposed in this analysis have been conceived
 
with the recognition that the project is not developmental in
 
nature and with the very limited purpose in mind: the relocation
 
of people with as little personal loss as possible. Our intent,
 
therefore, is to minimize financial inv....tments to the extent
 
feasible. At the same time, we recognize the need to provide a
 
basic physical infrastructure t: enable the Malian government to
 
afford its citizens--in this case, the people being forced to
 
relocate--access to minimal health c:are during the period of
 
severe stress that the resettlement 4jill generate. Further, we
 
posit that have to be so
certain baseline data will collected 

that the effects of the relocation can be measured. We
 
emphasize, however, that 
 no long term assi stance to the
 
development of the government's public health care capability in
 
the Bafing river valley is proposed in this component.
 

A. PROVISION OF HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
 

Note that this section should be read in conjunction with
 
Section 7.2.6. which describes the provision of physical
 
infrastructure for government administrative and social services.
 

The health facility at Bam0',le will be flooded and lost when
 
the reservoir fills. Thus. replacement of the health care
 
facility will financed by USAID funds. Because the present
 
facility is conceded to he inadequate, USAID will upgrade the
 
infrastructure by constructing more durable buildinqs. They will
 
have sturdy foundations of heavy stone with cement mortar, walls
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of cement block, and roofs of corrugated metal sheeting over 
steel trusses and purl ..ns,, 

Bamafele will be relocated in Zone I, downstream of the dam and 
adjacent to the new access road which links Manantali with Mahina 
and the railroad. New Bamafele will become a major center in the 
Bafing valley wit h the largest concentration of people in the 
area. A number of other vil ]lages will also be reset tled in the 
same zone. Wh.ile it is true t'hat the h ea.l th rare -Facilities 
located at: the dam construc:ion site will even itually be turned 
over to the (iverriment, the'se are .ocated 25,--.30 south Zone"i::fm of 
1. Wit ie t peop]e to be reset.tl.ed i n this zone added to those 
who alr ead,! innhab i t teh area, the P(lW)UL at :i.on shoud: number 
12,0.))-,00. (C) within a J.5 kilometer radiuls. Thl:is is enoLgh of a 
concen'rai: on to just i f y thle provi si.on of governmentIheal. th 
services. "lTherefore, at New Bamafelp, the project will finance 
the construL-ct.i on of: 

a 75 m2 dispensary
 

a 170 m2 maternity clinic 

a 115 m2 pharmacy out].et 

a 55 m2 house for the senior., health staffer 

The resettlement in Zone 4 called Tirotioulein will also regroup
several vil.l ages in a .loose amalgamation. Project analyst posit
that this 1ocation on the eatern shore of the reservoir will 
become the major town in this area. Improved tracks and the 
cl_ass B road financed by the World [ank :in an earlier development
1oan wilI1 :i nk-:: thi s settl emeni wi th Kita and the rai 1roan . lbli s 
Zones 1 and 3 by the f il.ing oft the reservoir. To .:.rve the 
needs of this gr-oup:, ng, satelli.- It post 55 m2 wilI, bea t hea.th of 
bLu.i t. It will not be permanentl y sta.f :d during the project bit 
will re(:eive regular visits from personnel based at New Bama-f E.oe 
or Kolkof ata. 

All of these buildings will he constructed to the standard 
plans used by each ministry. The designs are simple but 
functi onal. 

Project financing will also equip and furnish all the facilities 
witlh the standard :items conta:ined in the commodities l::ist drawn 
up jointl y by the Ministry of Health, the I.ISAID Sahel Development
P lanning Team hea.1. th advi sor and the iSAIA ./ama k o heal th 
adv:i sor. This. ] i st coni sts essenti ally of basi c items 
recommended by WHO. 

The RM will finance an initia] sto:k of the standard start-up
drug sutpp].y for the pharmacy. A national drug distrilbution 
policy was established following an in-depth, mult,i-donor stLidy
of the pharmaceuti ca.l system in 1981. It was decided that 
pharmacies should operate independently of the health care system
and on a profit-making basis, albeit state-run. The pharmacy 
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Financed by the project wit.l be the only one within a sixty 
kilometer radius of the limits of the resettlement project area. 

One month of technical assistance has been programmed to help 
the GRM set up the -urni shings and equi pment in the new 
faci l i i es and get the admi n:i strati ve systems--inventories, 
records, .f:i.les--.-organized. 

However, befotre any disbLursement of funds for the preparation 
of bid doc:ments or for construction contracts, JSAID will ask 
the GRII M':linistry of IHrlth to agree in writing to provide 
personnel. .for these facil t:i. es. 

B. EF:IDEMIOL OGICAIl./N.TRITIONAlq... SIRVEY 

The proje wi.l finance an extensive survey with the ob.jective 
of establishin g or updati ng baseline information on the disease 
ep idemiol gy and tlhe nutritional status of Lhe popul ation in the 
res.,e'tt lemen:t zones anid adiace'nt areas. 

T'he epi demi ol ogica. part OF l:le survey wi l]. seek to establi sh 
i:reval, nce ratet:s, ]a"Oeoy unknown (ex<cept. for the small amount of 
data that was fu.trn i. shied by the O<K st.udy), espec:ially for r ecei ve 
a special .f octs -for part icu.ar reasons. First, the incidence of 
s :histosomi asi s is expec.:ted to riso e i gn i f :i.cant ly i n the area 
over ti.me:,: , ih::ier as thp pr act icce of i rri gated cropping 
spec i a.Lists occu.s , as happene:.d sulbsequen t to the f i 1i ng of t.he 

r r voi r at ,e i Inu.. o.on,[- to.li"ypanosomi asi s preval ence rates 
in the area are compJ etely unkl:nown,, Iowever, due to the new 
cli aqnost.i c: ab :i :iit now i nstal ed at the Hanant anJi heal th 
f acii t:i I wo cases of sl .eping sik:nes:; were :i.dentifi ed amongt c 
(Tcost: r. c.tion r umployee itn Janarr :1984. The incidence: of this 
disease a Iso :1incs- ead inn LI't.h. e i rngue area fol lowing the 
compe1 -t i o tlie dam. Ilor':ov, r WHO .ant,of a n emi nor;: conslt.. a 
• rypannsomiasis expert based al: the WHO West Afric:a trypano 
r e:eaht:- -;tat i on oc: at alt I ,:a inn" the Ivory Pierre. d:': Coast, 
CATTANII"), (Tl'ypannosom i asm:i s Research Laborat nry - WJ(] .... BP 1425) 
estimates sero-pos:it:ivity prevalenc: e rates as high as 5% in the 
Mananta]J. are.a. Wi. tlo treatment., h:i s di sease :is fatal. 

For these reasons andi ber:ause the UINDP program at Manantali is 
Focused on onchocerc i as. s., the survey wi ]. . concer)trate its 
effor-t s on schi stosomi asi. - and trypa n osomi asi s. 

The epidemiological sur';vey shoul.d be carried out by the trained 
personnel of the I'..ati onaI F.ubli. c Heal th Research Insti tute. 
Technical gui dance for the schi stosomi asi s part of the survey 
wil] be availah] :: from the West German team attached to the 
institute which spec.ializes in :he epidemiology of: that disease. 
The WIHOlI trypanroiomi as: s spec i al :ist at. Daloa should asked to 
provide guidance and tra:ining to the team that investigates the 
tryprno epidemio:l:,ogy. ::f for any reason the NPHRI cannot carry 
ot the survey, tle IM medic:a] scho, is capable of doing it 
with the assistance of the French specialists who are on the 
staff. 
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BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
i,.,in d t :... L It int heThe surv s n d o .( th-, P"CKire P 1. n : 

proj Rrpc - .........10, u i c,n : :1. ., t: C c.. h.bt 
it i II ii.:e. y that 
not everycne I. I I. !:ci reahc: C..d.h : i a l ts will be deIvo1.- tot edvc*:'r."i f ",/:i(j1 I i., " I:fr s uc i. ci:: L: a I ai ,ic c: C.in. ,:, .i r .. . , ':. ,='i...: L:r "'./I .r.. 

r'esetlem.etci.ri: pro .jec: t.1 ith S:tt 

,i. hen 


st:aff., that : is 'lst.er Li.[.i1. str-s , 
v f mi v 


estab l.:isLh . h :iasi. F f utu.u c .m ioloPCcii iI C I i ",:..Li q:t..on or"
 
m i toriri fl .. p op [ 'i wci Ibe. ', l 


FileI ,s will bie cretIe: fi i i i i c.AJ "'iiI houplold 't':o 

I h:: a.t ,ii .[ :-.. f or 
schi sto:soCia he:matiturn c'cgic in [.hpc uine. Sin:3.ce cur rent 
Cl-i. ' . i'ai:.i-,4 tf c 50 h",I t ':,:ril:. ,L .'"::.I:,irie Ish: l cpri:cCl:, ,:'.:1-. : - L c : ".~ :" ' (."1 I:I".0% I t].:: :(1 Ta't C I- ofI th. o:.iii.:iL1po ri . lo:'. 

deteri nec to? p .'va I ci.osnmaIr*i 'n . Irate *fn(**c. hi:. iiman ci.--whi ii:h 
geer 'all,,cy..i hc
. cha'iva Iene rat .onl:'cr t: !: thlb at1. one entr .. .of
 
Bccli, mt :'s oma hIia 4oh.cr m i I.n 1 (::::h'ri i chal . f :.cl l. to
4,.ol::i u I.: 
det.ct
.........a l.arge.: .:.,ami!:,pl.s of: l:hLi s .ccc . -a . population.0o:i.]. it will und:ercgo
 
stol]. :i. t
I ion. 

To determini the pi c'''il*ic C of (:rypa:nnsmisi, s~lc, seolecti.on by

serol ogy -for ev:ev: aybodyV
(using the,-:, Smit hl-,-C1ine V. CAI T) w~ It be the
 
f ir st-: t.as I::of t.h:, -FE lci t.eams, f:ul 1ol :c by a paras: tc:, ogy :.iam
 
(glancd l ion n)
:: Ita pl... 1.. i. r-u inat F-or max i mall 2y ()() peop a2000 .e, 


bl]. .: r.. rcl :i
PXAl ( ui. g I he mi r"C rii (:::nifi I;i h arrcIe i:.c.ri4:.r- :Cent ri..ugat::io. 

Technique): Ii i. m.x.:ci-'.',e 1()o( IC Cro1 and a C,-F (Cer'eh5rospi hali. / 1, 

f lui cl For ly ' rpl 1a tr1 xams
) maii ,a 1 ) I. 'he ter w:i 1l have to
 
be cone. t th.pIh ianta.i f4 . ly or at Mahi , whiere
cith . 4acilnt l,*h 

fa(i i. i f ,r e; :is..
fo.:: i:41 

Pit I:he :sam tie.t tthe e po:id eiolo"liol :7a urvey is e cLitedc
 
it is p rposed t:h at
I:i ::iye e:posri 1.i:ca:ions of ,ai.. c:.asest.l.o.F Iof
both
 
dis. ::,.h :o j w..; to a
. r. ( i4. ... th:i i 1]. am:,u t 

si ng.l ._--,do:e of pr :iq e:l
pra:.iz n. (I:i I. 1.:i. :i i:.? ) ,tIr o: ypai cscomi as I
 
t:hi . w:l l - a fr:C.:,rCx t C.:ri i over 25 days and
requi -, Ire re.atment4 t n 
c:onsis4[tig . a. singl. l .1.e".:jr. ' ci i he.,B j j .. I: a m:i. . ne 1 .dses f
 
mel a r cc 0:: r ol. c:ort: scon r1 ov
a r :i .: 47 aI:: r'iCtake 2:1 daysa'. lhe tr47.eatmernt
 
wI ill h ave !o b admini rcl i.. tr
47. :t er l.o at. t.he MIanantal i hospi tal or
 
at the L .ypfl.. ie :-
 i. n Ihi'h :ina ., wh :icl wil 1 r elui re pat..ient.
 
coopmr.a"'r t : on a. c.onseni
.. itIC) it':.oma there fni: the ICi In r urat.i .on 

"wo 'a:-:ams shoul I::e f
C fie 1 :ll-:ed:l... Clpi cidflogic l 
Each tea-i sl-,m I1d c(:.cco .ci. c :, csr oc.cd: i .':.s . urss , 2 

r: i ( C::ia 1 survey 
mlii. s) 

t.echniic::i.ans t:o update,clc c" a:,-i C::::oaicircrma.ti on (i .F necessa'-y) 1I 
t echnli c: o (1. s-pese idrug.scc I. ai de, dr aadis1:a .l.- , ii cr" ver , ::ook., and a 
co s.- hel per. Th:sce p sChouriri,c b::e C .f:or then::.", chCi c :ontrac:t.ed 
spec:ii.:c period of the survie,! if th.?y I: r-ove to unavail 'ble from 
the nat i or . insi tu. :::te (MI1 SFP).:a 


In addi::icmn, t:here.- slhould be a supe.-rvisor-y team composed of a 
senior e'.xperierced :ep:idemiologist, a physician withbexperienc:e 
conducting f i el d surveys, '.r'I 1 orn rinurses, an eff i cient 
secretary, an aide, arid a driver. Th .eul:)iderio.logist. !.shol..ld be 
contracted for" a pe-iod of four months with techrical assistance 
f unds.. Thi s team should move from site to site to help the field
 
personnel as necessary and t. oversee the survey.
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BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
T"o hcr r:he i nisEt I: u c- Iite p i.hIelI:: t dos; i ::su'V&,Y an f i el d 

.11:t i r c. 1: morst hs h n i. c: ale . 1 . , anid I i:: he da a, 11r' c o-f e c_ 
assi stf.a [1n (.' C .. v one mornth of therc cm .d.7,1 lh'. Thi ii . o 
servi c:s o f , p-ner ep i. ii a desi gnan . . n domio og i. c: survey and 
1 o g i st ic:a Fp]. anci nal anl two mon t'. n-f t.heo sr vi c:eOs of a c ompuer 
pr-ogramer-idat a spec/:i 1:o eIl. p sign sur-vey formscs't a ana7:is cie:-
and ass:i1st t:h e-lr nq c.ral y:.i ir f,or'mat :i,w:i bo. i and I t:., or. 

lie ci:) .j .?(::- w F i ria -c::e e : r an o1 . o- mob .jzij.I g: IL .1 (.h !i :s i: at c: c) . s c.f j. 
the. L,-am arid mc:,v'i.ricl 'hi ihro.-:,ho i -.he [iroi oct -area. 'lh s car 
be a :rni" . *.: i rp : i 'Ii(:'o-: s-- r" c].. c'.)(ir l yc:c I sci:0 c,"vii lj I Yri- - - ' .. ,-v"'eI-i-:ou..-c~lias ..inCi b: - t a ssur-::.:I l, nvo i ci 0.-,h.m. I" . l.lhat .l.r.e ,,alI.... err a iJ. e 

one mob . .V.al.C.1 a":l .. :i."vn -. pa rf C: I IIe . at. o cap(-. : i wi be 
I c-,cl c 3i V C -Ir,noaI I 1::, .r: p.r:-: mIC 1 son r e IIt.. 11c: I-. Ji :)pose-?d t hat. t lhe 

j o c: + I i an :: C .5a rnI J. na 1i o stp r: , I - th,:,ipl cl' F: ' c...obi.i.e a h. c s t. i . d t o c_ 
4:2..r (: F-,r t.I f ivCi LIhir. :i : :: s -.oi p r.:i..hr:,od cciH .e 

t.hat-oriri l w I bce.-.-surve, h s!.-L l-i,_.- . ].ab I.l.l r r"c:.cl. iir by 
h .e irsti Lut ei b c, ri .:.ur )Ir- nor i ri c F f o- to .:.:d:iIfI-(.....Ir' c (. m ii tor .. . 

C. VI I....AGE IRICl....CATI 01.I]N ..I["y 

leal t h p pc.:i,.al :i -t ! 1ave -0...(c:vlcI I. t.:o ashsi s t. l" pr-o .je 1t plI c:1anner s 
.in 1: h cho.i. c: ot i.i:-es .fc:orIt. lIe r r J oc: at ion o f vill.1 ages. hUS , 
amongc iho ma.r1c a 1.: ri.but s c pcter-:.i al new si tes that were 
c: 0-,-i i o r e d Ihh , vi. I nm IEa . FffC c::Is on "Ie h e- . 1: h oF t he 

Pc ]a :i .i - {P . ..: ci i-. ja .::cf i : nP r 0 

A(c:c:_r 1 ir gI o"nchoc r-,.c: as s e i lor s -,ascI-, both at amDa ko and at. 
H-n a r t I f..'i , ar"c.:.I -.. i m1 dainn 0 IIc:sp i-J t-h. .F ng r ?o (..IC..s. . ies 
rora i11.v ci rd al:::-, t .3 -les TI1:.h sl al1 :i t,: tc-, -w ki. .1.oine r . cr.:i i s 
wo.re ir s. r umIrc- a I r si:.al I :iih . th ::)oI i c::y of r-eset i n 
vi I Iages a .. .eas::twc) l. im tr-. s away f F- m ::nown or poe-intI i a 

um 1. c. I Proj t 1p:31 a.r ers have succeeleds i cc f :1arv i ., L)r- cl i :. -.s c: 

to clate1?-proC1qrammi rg a.l to :3t a. 1 v:i. ll age moves t.) 1.oc:atlions t.hat
 
pc,se no r .s I.. 

Mor )ove:,, . 1)]. 1: I ew I t or :ie pr -.or.j c -t.v IE:..? k .1 ay/ L'c:" c .1. vi ages 
enhance c-ini i tins of san i tati on. Cc i essj.os wi ll. be Ioc:at ed 
f urft br-' apa I anci ( .ituat Ud I:C fAr: i. iit:ate the dr ai nage of r ai r. 
ilhe r o.J c:f buci ot als i:ri ncl tidesb furds to pay .for- the di.ggi. rng of 

at iri Th i beI la r1i no einc:h co-ssicn, "faily s wi 11 an 
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7.7.5 *ESTIMTED COSTS 

7. 7.5.1 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL/NUTRITIONAL SJRVEY 

FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 TOMALS 

**FIELD PERSNNE (2 teams) - 4- - 4 

4 microscopists (4pm) 
4 nurses (4pr) 
4 drug dispensers (4 pro) 
4 scribes (4 pm) 
2 aides (4 prn) 
2 drivers (4 prm) 
2 cooks (4 pm) 
2 cooks' aides (4 p) 
2 watchmen (4 prm) 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

-

-

-

-

-

.... 
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

***SUPERVISORY/PLANNING PERSONNEL 

1 epidemiologist (4 pm TA) -
1 epidemiology survey designer/ 

planner (1 pn TA) -

1 MiO trypanosomiasis 
specialist (1 pm) -

1 physician (4 pm) -

1 canputer prograrmer/ 
survey designer/data 
analyst (2 n TA) -

2 senior nurses (4 pr) -

1 aide (4 pm) 
1 secretary (4pro) -

60 

15 

4 
4 

30 
4 
1 ... 
1 

-

-

-... 
-

-

-

-

" 

-

-

-

-

-

. 

60 

15 

4 
4 

30 
4 
1 
1 

(X14AMITIES 

Camping equipmnt (cots, 
sleeping bags, tents, 
tables, chairs, lamps, 
nets, kitchen utensils, 
2 generators, 2 freezers, 
2 refrigerators L8 18 

Laboratory equipment 
4 microscopes 
1 PATH schisto kit 
1 CATI team set 
1000 extra filter holders 
8 units of extra gaskets 
28 boxes slides 25x75mu 
2 rolls Kato cover cellophane 
20,000 plastic bags 
200 10 ml syringes, Luer Slip 
8 bathroom scales 
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FY84 FY85 FY86, FY87 F8 (TL 

4 baby scales 
4 heigh sticks 
4 heightboards 
12 plastic buckets 
50 pairs plastic gloves 18 - - - 18 

Office equipment/supplies 
2 file cabinets 
5000 file folders 
100 hanging files 
J.photocopier 
2 Compaq ccmputers w/ 

software 
2 Epson MX 100 printers 
miscellaneous supplies 14,- . - 14 

Vehicles 
1 Mobile laboratory 23- 23 

Drugs 
Praziquantel (2000 doses 500 
Pentamidine (200 doses) 
Melacsoprol (1800 doses) 
Cortisone (4200 doses) 9 - . 9 

Vehicle rental (4 rronths) 
4 All terrain 

Fuel (10,000 liters) 
(SUBTOTAL) 

16 
7 

(254) 

16 
7 

(254) 

7.7.5.2 IFRASTRjCTURE EQUIPMNT/FURNISIWNS/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Dispensary 
Maternity 
Pharmacy 
Health outpost 

-
-
-
-

30 
5 
3 

-
-

-

-' 

-
. 
-5 

30 

'3 

Technical Assistance 
(1pm to help set up 
equipiment and furnishings 
and establish inventory 
and records systens) 

(SUBTOTAL) 
-15 

59) 
-

-

- 15 
) 

Inflation (7% compounded) 18 8 - " 26 

Contingency (15%) 41 0 51 
TOTAL 313' 77 . - 390 
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* Does riot include construction costs which may be seen both in the detailed project 
budget and the engineering analysis. 

** Includes both salaries and per diem costs where applicable but assumption is 
that civil service personnel will serve on the planning and supervisory team and 
that field team personnel will be (ontracted. 

*** Includes two round trip plane tickets and per diem but no salary or fee for 
two consultative visits by the WHO trypanosamiasis expert based in the Ivory Coast 
at Daloa. 

**** Does not include rental fee for 5-10 ton truck to transport equipment from site 
to site during the epidemiological/nutritional survey. The assumption is that the 
equipment can be shipped by rail to Mahina. From there the RPU truck can transfer 
it to the survey zone and move it as necessary. 
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7.8. ANNEX: MONITORING ANALYSIS
 

7.8.1. INTRODUCTION
 

7.8.2. GOALS OF THE MONITORING UNIT
 

A. Monitoring
 
B. Participation in Management and Liaison
 
C. Evaluation
 

7.8.3. ANTICIPATED PROBLEM AREAS
 

A. Problems Related to Dam Construction
 

1. Demography
 
2. Economic Changes
 
3. Health
 

B. Long-Term Impacts
 

7.8.4. INFORMATION NEEDS
 

A. Baseline Informatic
 

1. The UNDP Studies
 
2. Assessment of th
 
3. Other Studies
 

B. Monit(
 

1. Indicators
 

a) Demographic
 
b) Economic
 
c) Health
 
d) Perceptions of the Population
 
e) Re-Establishment of the Production System
 
f) Water Availability
 
g) Increased Population Density
 
h) Political, Including Long-Term Reallocation of
 

Farm Lands
 
i) Infrastructure
 
j) Perceptions of the Population
 
k) Scheduling of Project Activities
 

2. In-Depth Studies
 

a) Production Systems
 



b) Political Leadership
 
c) Increasing Population Density
 
d) Network Study
 
e) Women
 
f) Cultural History and Archeology
 

7.8.5. ORGANIZATION OF THE MONITORING UNIT
 

A. Data Collection
 

1. Indicators
 
2. In-Depth Studies
 

B. Data Analysis
 

C. Data Presentation
 

I. Interim Reports
 
2. Final Report
 

D. Staffing
 

1. Director
 
2. Assistant to the Director
 
3. Interviewers
 
4. Field Researchers for In-Depth Studies
 
5. Technical Assistance.
 

7.8.6. BUDGET
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BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 
7.8 MONITORING PLAN
 

7.8.1. INTRODUCTION
 

The Monitoring Unit has been designed in light of the goals
 
of the Manantali Resettlement Project. The primary goal of the
 
project is to resettle the population in a way that they can re
establish the quality of life and level of economic activity that
 
is presently theirs.
 

Although the pro3ect does not include economic development
 
objectives per se, an important secondary project goal is to enable
 
the local population to take advantage of regional economic develop
ment activities in a least cost manner.
 

Following is a plan -or a proiect monitoring unit. Since a
 
plan must be formulated in light of its goals and the situation to
 
be monitored, a section on goals (Section II) and an analysis of the
 
problems (Section III) precedes the presentation of the information
 
to be collected (Section IV) and organizational and personnel
 
needs (Section V).
 

7.8.2. GOALS OF THE MONITORING UNIT
 

The primary goal of the monitoring unit is to aid project
 
mangement in ensuring that resettled villagers can and do
 
re-establish their economic and social quality of life. A
 
subsidiary goal is to facilitate villagers' ability to take
 
advantage of economic development opportunities.
 

The means by which the monitoring unit does this is through
 
gathering information on the population in the area and using
 
that information to better plan, implement and when necessary,
 
suggest changes in pro3ect activities. The monitoring unit
 
should work in close collaboration with proiect management to
 
ensure that data gathered by the unit are taken into
 
consideration in proiect decision making.
 

In light of these goals and means, 3 major activities of a
 
monitoring unit can be delineated: monitoring, participation in
 
management, and evaluation. While these activities may overlap
 
in the day-to-day functioning of the unit, they are analytically
 
separat,:
 

A. MONITORING
 



Monitoring involves continued surveillance of project
 
activities to verify that project goals'are being met. If
 
project goals are not met, propositions should be made for changes
 
in project organization or activities so that those goals can
 
be better met.
 

In this project, monitoring should be oriented arround the
 
primary question of whether the population is c'nle to
 
re-establish its pre-project quality of life. For reasons to be
 
discussed in more detail below (Section IlI) the question of
 
"re-establishment" of quality of 
-life is not a simole one since
 
individuals will have a somewhat different mix of resources
 
available to them in the resettlement zones (e.g. quality and
 
quantity of land and water), and since the mere process of
 
resettlement will introduce new stresses into people's lives.
 
Moreover, the presence of a large dam constru,.tion site and the
 
changes associated with it will bring maJor new changes to the region 
Thus, monitoring cannot simply address the question of whether
 
village life after resettlement is the same as it was before.
 

Rather the judgement as to whether or not the quality of
 
life of the populatiogi is being maintained as the project
 
progresses is more complex, and the monitoring unit needs to
 
collect several different types of information. First the
 
monitoring component should develop some indicators that "treck" 
in simple and graphic form the characteristics of the population
 
and their changes during the resettler.ient period. Some of these
 
will be simple and easy to get (e.g. well depths) and others will
 
be more complicated or more difficult to gather (e.g.
 
agricultural production estimates or measures of agricultural 
diversity). Some suggestions for particular indicators are
 
presented in Section 7.8.4 B.
 

Despite the usefulness of specific (usually quantitative)
 
indicators, these must be complemented by in-depth studies which
 
produce more qualitative, contextual information. These studies
 
should enable project management to know not only what is
 
happening , but also how and why it is happening. Two types
 
of in-depth monitoring studies can be foreseen. First, there are
 
a number of areas in which problems are already anticipated; these
 
include questions such as the effects of salaried employment on
 
agricultural production, land allocation to ne%. villages, and the
 
assumption of p-litical leadership in new villages. Suggested
 
topics for in-depth studies are presented below in Section 7.-S.4 B.
 

Secondly, a number of unanticipated problems are likely to
 
arise in the course of the project. For some of these, solutions
 
may be obvious. For others, it may be necessary to get more
 
information to find an appropriate solution. The Moni':oring Unit
 
should have the ability to plan and execute new studies that may
 
become necessary in the course of the project.
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Results ol monitoring studies (both indicators and in-depth
 
studies) should be readily available to decision makers. This
 
implies that the Monitoring Unit needs to develop procedures for
 
the analysis and dissemination of data which can be done quickly
 
and thoroughly. Moreover, the unit cannot depend only on formal
 
dissemination of results (e.g. written reports) but needs to
 
develop less formal means of communication. For this reason the
 
second major activity of the Monitoring Unit should be
 
participation in managament.
 

B. PARTICIPATION IN MANAGEMENT AND LIAISON
 

In order to facilitate the use of monitoring results in
 
project implementation, the director of the Monitoring Unit
 
should have direct input in decision making about project
 
activities. The director should work in close collaboration with
 
the sociological unit more directly charged with implementation
 
(Se.:tion Soutien), should have direct access to the director of
 
the Pro3ect Management Unit, and should participate in formal
 
meetings of section heads.
 

In order to facilitate the villagers' ability to take
 
advantage of local economic development opportunity, the
 
Monitoring Unit should also maintain contacts with local
 
development organizations, such as ONVS and ODIPAC. They should
 
communicate villager's needs and possibilities to these
 
organizations as well as letting villagers know of services
 
offered by these organizations. 

C. EVALUATION
 

The final major activity of Monitoring Unit will be to
 
prepare a final evaluation report on the impact of resettlement
 
project. This will not involve the collection of data different
 
from that collected in the monitoring component, but it will use
 
monitoring data for different purposes. There are two major
 
purposes of the iinal evaluation of the Manantali Resettlement
 
Project.
 

The first is to provide an analysis of what happened
 
during the resettlement process, how and why it happened, and how
 
it could be encouraged or discouraged from happening in other
 
resettlement projects. The Manantali Resettlement Project will
 
be a precedent for USAID in the area of low cost resettlement and
 
this analysis should assess the feasibility of low cost
 
resettlement projects in others areas as well as provide
 
recommendations for how it can be done more efficiently and
 
equitably.
 

The second goal is more directly oriented to the Manantali
 
region. Although there is no plan for project funding of
 
economic development intervention after resettlement, there is
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an interest in recommendations about how the local population
 
can take advantage of economic develoment opportunities in the
 
region presented by other projects or organizations, for example
 
OMVS or ODIPAC. Therefore the final evaluation should make
 
specific recommendations about village level development projects
 
through existing economic development organizations.
 

7.8.3. ANTICIPATED PROBLEM AREAS
 

The most common type of compulsory resettlement in the
 
developing world is due to dam construction and the creation of
 
reservoirs . Since it is so common, resettlement experts have
 
noted some expected patterns in compulsory relocation. For
 
example: the evidence suggests that compulsory relocation is
 
characterized by increased morbidity and mortality especially for
 
children and elderly; increased psychological stress due to loss
 
of homeland and anxiety about the future; and increased
 
socio-cultural stress often expressed in a reduction of leadership
 
capacity and simplification of the socio-cultural system (Scudder
 
1981:93). While stresses are great for any settlers, they
 
are greater in compulsory resettlement, due simply to its
 
compulsory character.
 

Despite the care taken by project personnel throughout this
 
project to resettle people in areas of their choice, one can
 
nevertheless expect to find that the people will undergo
 
considerable amounts of extra stress. Due to these stresses, it
 
can be expected that extra services will be needed simply to
 
maintain their quality of life throughout the resettlement
 
period. In fact, if the quality of services available to the
 
population remains the same as before resettlement, one can
 
expect that their quality of life will decrease rather than be
 
maintained. This section discusses some of the particular
 
stresses that are likely to be encoutered by the Manantali
 
population during and after resettlement, and which should be
 
addressed by monitoring studies.
 

A. PROBLEMS RELATED TO DAM CONSTRUCTION
 

A certain set of stresses will occur directly due to the dam
 
construction itself. The Manantali region has been one of the
 
most isolated, and least densely populated regions in Mali
 
outside of the Sahara desert.
 

The process of the dam construction will increase the size
 
and diversity of the local population, as new people arrive to
 
work on the dam, and also as others follow to provide them with
 
goods and services. In the presence of all these new wage
 
earner.. the size and value of local marketing will increase
 
enormously in what has been an economy primarly oriented around
 
subsistence. After dam construction however, most of these
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strangers and their money will leave, and the area will be
 
left more or les as it was before the dam construction, isolated
 
and distant even from many of the simple goods and services
 
available to many other rural Malians in less isolated areas.
 
While the process of dam construction will lead to one set of
 
stresses, the termination of construction will lead to another
 
set of stresses that wil2 follow it in time. The problem areas
 
that can be directly attributed to dam construction fall into 3
 
basic areas: demography, economy and health.
 

1. DEMOGRAPHY
 

Due to dam reconstruction, the shape of the local market
 
will change and its size will increase dramatically. The dam
 
will employ 150 expatriates and African professionals and 1450
 
African workers, many of whom will be accompanied by their
 
families. More people will be indirectly employed by a variety
 
of subcontractors and private entrepreneurs have come into the
 
region to offer workers a variety of goods and services.
 

As the population increases, its composition will change,
 
including such aspects as the proportion of strangers
 
(non-regional, non-Malian and non-African), age-sex pyramids, and
 
patterns of in and out migration. Moreover the changing
 
demographics of the region will directly contribute to the two
 
other problem areas: the economy and health.
 

2. ECONOMIC CHANGES
 

Dam construction brings an economy which is commercialized
 
rather than subsistence oriented. The new population earns wages
 
or sells goods and services; this has quickly and directly
 
increased the amount of money available in the region. Moreover,
 
in agreements with OMVS, whereby workers on the dam were to be of
 
all three OMVS nationalities (Malian, Mauritanian, Senegalese),
 
it was also agreed to pay all workers according to Senegalese
 
wage rates, which are approximately twice as high as Malian one.
 
This increases the influx of money beyond that which would be
 
expected were this a purely Malian project.
 

The price of many goods and services in the region have
 
already risen from village levels to urban prices. For example,
 
in less than a year quoted village roon prices have risen from
 
2500 MF to 5000 MF and quotes of monthly board prices increased
 
from 10,000 MF to 15,000 MF.
 

The influx of new wealth into the region will undoubtedly
 
have many effects on the villages. In terms of this project, two
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are of particular interest. First, the cost of labor will
 
increase. Even though there are already more people looking for
 
jobs than there are jobs available, the example of the dam
 
workers is important and workers are demanding rather high wage
 
rates. Thus, the resettlement project may have problems finding

laborers to work at Malian wage rates 
(e.g. in land clearing) and
 
clearly will have problems finding extra volunteer labor for
 
those tasks to be done primarily by the villagers themselves
 
(e.g. food-for-work for housebuilding)
 

Due to the increased amounts of salaried work in the region
 
and the participation of locals in it, cash incomes in the
 
resettlement areas will increase but as incomes increase the
 
costs of goods and services is also increasing, especially in
 
those areas where there are limits on the growth of the supply
 
(e.g. land to build housing). It is unclear the extent to which
 
increasing income will be offset by increasing costs. Moreover
 
villagers in resettled areas are likely to lose at least some of
 
their subsistence production during and directly after the move.
 
Thus while an increase in purchasing power for people in the
 
region is likely, it may not be nearly as great as it seems,
 
because of the accompanying increasing costs.
 

There are also equity issues involved in the question of who
 
will benefit from the increased economic activity. Although
 
resettlement villagers are benefiting from wage labor (350 of the
 
Malian dam workers are from the Bafing), and to some extent from
 
the sale of food to the Manantali population, it is likely that
 
they will benefit relatively less, than the other groups, less
 
even than some neighboring villages. Downstream villages near
 
the dam (e.g. Manantali itself, Bingassi, and Sonfara) rent
 
houses to workers and feed them, and presumably also sell raw
 
agricultural produce. These opportunities are open to a
 
significantly lesser extent to those upstream villagers who need
 
to be resettled because they will be moving in the middle of dam
 
construction. Another set of direct beneficiaries will be those
 
offering goods and services to the Manantali population, e.g.
 
bars, restaurants, prostitutes. The investment required to do
 
this however is greater than that open to the average villager,
 
and impressionistic evidence suggests that the medium to large

scale entrepreneurs who have enough resources to be able to
 
profit from investments in those enterprises tend to be
 
outsiders, either merchants whose base is outside of the area,
 
or civil servants who serve 
in the area but who have resources
 
available to them beyond those available to the average peasant.
 

Finally, when the dam is finished, most of these new economic
 
opportunities will contract as quickly as they had expanded as
 
both expatriate and local workers go on to other jobs in other
 
areas. A few will remain to operate the dam and the region will
 
ultimately be less isolated due to the improved road from Mahina
 
to Manantali, but it is highly iJkely that the region as a whole
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will return to a primarily subsistence orientation.
 

One set of monitoring indicators flows directly from these
 
economic changes: e.g. costs of labor, labor availability, costs
 
of basic necessities, mix of subsistence/salaried/self-employed/
 
informal sector workers in the region, the question of who
 
benefits and in what way these benefits will have any long term
 
impact on the resettled population, both during and after dam
 
construction.
 

3. HEALTH
 

Another major impact will be on the health of the people in
 
the region. In addition to the stresses of compulsory relocation
 
which will have deleterious health effects, some increase in
 
diseases will come directly from the diseases introduced by new
 
people moving into the region. The Public Health Analysis, for
 
example, notes that venereal diseases will almost surely increase
 
in the regio. as many lone male workers come, and prostitutes
 
follow. Another example concerns contact with new germs which
 
had not previously arrived in some of these isolated villages.
 

The Public Health Analysis notes, for example, that the
 
infection rate of measles (the prime kill. r of children age 1-8)

varies widely from village to village; as villages amalgamate in
 
the resettlement process it is likely that those not exposed to
 
measles previously will now be exposed, and that measles will
 
increase. The reservoir will also. bring new opportunities and
 
this may have health implications. For example, another
 
potential disease increase will likely be schistosomiasis, which
 
will enter with Bozo and Somono fishermen who come from elsewhere
 
to exploit the new lake resiurces, an area where schistosomiasis
 
infection has been rather low (Section 7.7 in Public Health Analysis).
 

The psychological and physiological stresses associated with
 
moving, as well as the increased disease potential brought by

immigrants and amalgamation make it likely that resettlement will
 
lead to deteriorating health in the ressettled population.
 
Supplementary health services will be necessary simply to
 
maintain in the resettlement population the same level of health
 
they now have. Monitoring of health and nutritional indicators
 
is important, so that the project management can deal
 
effectively with health problems.
 

B. LONG-TERM IMPACTS
 

While the initial set of impacts in the Manantali region are
 
those associated directly with dam construction, the resettled
 
population is likely to face another set of more long-term
 
problems involved with their resettlement in new areas. The
 
technical aspects of these questions are covered elsewhere in
 
this PP; this section will concentrate on some of the
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non-technical problems.
 

The first question concerns whether, in the resettlement
 
zones, the conditions will be good enough to re-establish the
 
diversified agricultural systems which the villagers had before
 
resettlement. As Sc'idder (1981:212) notes, unoccupied lands are
 
often this way for a reason, including such conditions as lack of
 
water, poor drainage or poor soils. Certain diseases (e.g. here
 
- onchocerciasis) may also be present. Despite the fact that the
 
UNDP financed feasibility studies isolated zones of good soil and
 
water availabi..'.ity, it is not completely clear that the
 
resettlement zones will have all the specific environmental
 
features needed to re-establish the diversified production system
 
of the region.
 

The present production system uses a large variety
 
of different resources, including cultivated, gathered
 
and hunted foods, and livestock. Agriculture includes annuals as
 
well as perennials (e.g. tree crops), and recession as well as
 
rainfed crops. Thus an individual farmer needs a specific mix of
 
different kinds of lands as well as different kinds of water.
 
ine sample problem area concerns water availability. While the
 
resettlement project will verify domestic water supply and dig
 
several village wells, it cannot supply dug wells for each of the
 
many individual gardens owned by the villagers. While the
 
villagers can do this themselves, they need a relatively
 
superficial aquifer. It has not been definitely verified that
 
water will be available for this sort of well. This is only one
 
example, but it illustrates the problem. While the project can
 
predict and plan for the main requirements of production systems,
 
it is not possible to plan for all contingencies and small
 
details. Therefore, the re-establishment of the production
 
system cught to be monitored with special attention paid to the
 
extent to which a diversified, integrated production system is
 
re-established. The section below on indicators will suggest
 
some of the specific possibilities (e.g. number of different
 
kinds of fields and crops).
 

A related long-term problem has to do with increasing
 
population density. The present production system depends on
 
very low population densities. As soon as a village becomes too
 
large, families create "hameaux de culture" (agricultural hamlets)
 
so that fields are far away from population centers and will not
 
become quickly exhausted. Although the resettlement area has a
 
very low population density at this point, some villages have
 
chosen to amalgamate so they have a better chance to receive
 
certain government services. There is also likely to be
 
concentration of settlers (both resettlers and migrants from
 
other regions) who will move relatively near the dam to take
 
advantage of wage labor and entrepreneurial activities associated
 
with dam'construction. While many of the "strangers" will leave
 
when construction is completed, there is still likely to be
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fairly dense concentration of population along the route from 

Bingassi down to the dam site. In fact, Bamafele, the chief-lieu 
d'arrondissement, plans to relocate in the region of Bingassi adding 

to this concentration. While this population concentration may have 

distinct advantages for the purveyors of goods and services it 
will likely have distinct disadvantages for those who wish to 
re-estab.Ish their agricuitural production. The effect- of these 
population concentrations, over as long a term as possible, ought 
to be monitored to see to what extent they bring benefits vs. 
negative effects, and to what extent they lead to changes in the 
previouz*y existing system of production and exchange in the 
region. 

Another set of impacts to be monitored concerns political
 
changes in the region. Although great care is being taken to
 
allocate land through the proper channels of village chiefs and
 
land chiefs, the Malinke are known for their involvement in land
 
disputes. Thus, despite the approval of all concerned, it cannot
 
be assumed that the allocation of lend to resettled villages will
 
proceed without problerps. The land question should be monitored
 
carefully. Secondly, the move may well provide an arena for the
 
expression of latent conflict over political leadership. This
 
is particularly true when villages will amalgamate to become
 
quarters of one larger village, but can happen in any village
 
which has rival claiments to formal or informal political
 
leadership. These kinds of questions are difficult to follow with
 
specific indicators, and will require more in-depth studies.
 

Finally, problems will arise within the context of the move
 
itself. In order to move families and animals in enough time to
 
re-establish new villages before the reservoir is filled, a
 
number of tasks need to be carefully coordinated. Despite
 
efforts to plan and coordinate these separate tasks as carefully
 
as possible, it is likely that events will happen which will
 
upset timing and coordination. The monitoring team should be
 
aware of the planning and scheduling of the move and resettlement
 
and should act in conjunction with the Support Section as liaison
 
between villagers and project management.
 

7.8.4 INFORMATION NEEDS
 

A. BASELINE INFORMATION
 

1. THE UNDP STUDIES
 

In order to assess what changes have occurred in the Manantali
 
area, it is necessary to have a set of baseline data. The major
 
baseline information comes from the studies financed by UNDP.
 
These include agriculture and soils studies, aerial photography,
 
topography, and hydrogeological studies, but of main interest for the
 
Monitoring Unit are the "agro-socio-economic" studies done by the
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Institut d'Economie Rurale 
(IFR). Since the results of these
 
studies are not expected until early September the usefulness of
 
these can only be assessed from a study of the questionnaire

forms used and in 
light of the terms of reference for the
 
studies. 
 When planning their own studies the Monitoring Unit
 
should acquaint themselves with the actual results of the IER studies.
 

According to the terms of reference for the studies, these
 
studies had several major goals. The first was to get an
 
adequate assessment of the number of people and animals, the
 
number of household structures, the number of fruit 
trees and

the presence of village infrastructure. This is necessary

information to plan for the move: 
i.e. how many people and
 
animals will be moved, how much building material will be needed,

how much transport will 
be needed, and how many immovables will
 
need to be indemnified, in particular, fruit trees. 
 A second
 
goal was to understand some of the social context of the region,
 
e.g., land tenure forms, existing farming systems, the presence

of sacred woods and other inhabitable sites, patterns of vill-ge

level decision making and some appreciation of present revenues
 
and expenditures. Analysis of these results should aid in
 
planning the details of the way in which villagers would be
 
resettled and allocated new land. 
 Third, the IER report should
 
make suggestions on what new infrastructure would be needed in
 
the resettlement areas, possibilities for regrouping villages,

and recommendations for involving village level groups and
 
individuals in decisions about the resettlement.
 

In addition 
to the studies done in the villages in order to
 
estimate population density in the resettlement region, and to
 
better understand attitudes about accepting the new population.

The final report of IER should also analyze the experiences of
 
the Selingue resettlement, to 
profit from their previous experience.
 

To gather this information, IER used a staff of three 
(an

agricultural economist, sociologist and zoo-technician, the
 
agricultural economist being team leader) plus thirty

interviewers. 
 Due to their reliance on interviewers rather than
 
senior personnel to do much of the actual study, they developed

formal questionnaires to gather most of the information. 
 Despite
 
some problems with this format to be discussed below, it is easy

to 
see from the forms that they have adhered very closely to the
 
terms of reference, developing sets of questions which correspond

closely to each of the individual tasks delineated. No systematic

informal questionning was done to supplement these forms,
 
although the senior staff spent time working in the field. 
 The
 
final terms of reference called for minimal time in the field,

approximately 6 weeks 
(of 26 total) which included interviewer
 
recruitment and training as well 
as the actual study. However
 
IER reports that they actually spent 9-10 weeks in the field.
 

Tasks were primarily divided along disciplinary lines. The
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agricultural economist designed forms and collected information
 
on agriculture, including its socio-economic context. The
 
zoo-technician concentrated on the animal census, and the
 
sociologist on the demographic census, land tenure, village
 
infrastructure, and decision making patterns. In addition a
 
census of all physical structures was done.
 

Samples were of three major types. First there were global
 
censuses: of people in both sending and receiving areas, of fruit
 
trees, physical structures, and animals. These were done for
 
every Unit of Agricultural Production (farm household) in the
 
region in order to get a complete count. Further information was
 
gathered on samples only; approximately 80 families were sampled.
 
Questionnaire forms were particularly developed for agriculture
 
and concerned cropping patterns, harvests, labor use, field
 
sizes, and commercialization. A supplementary study was prepared
 
for women. A sample of the structures was also evaluated as to
 
their size, the quantity of materials used, and their value.
 
Further information was taken on the demographic patterns of some
 
of the livestock in the region as well as information on
 
livestock disease and feeding patterns.
 

A third set of information, primarily sociological, was gathered
 
on the village level. This primarily was information about
 
village level infrastructure (schools, dispensaries, wells,
 
livestock pens, religious sites, etc.) as well as historical
 
information on the village, village associations and their role,
 
and land tenure and land use patterns. Villages In both sending
 
and receiving areas were questioned about what they had already
 
heard about the dam project and how they had received this
 
information. Receiving villagers were questioned about their
 
willingness to receive resettling villagers and their present
 
relationships to them. Resettling villagers were questioned
 
about their preferences for resettlement sites, their
 
preferences for forms of organization in the resettlement zones.
 

2. ASSESSMENT OF THE UNDP STUDIES
 

Since the report of the results is not yet available it is
 
difficult to assess the utility of this information, but
 
nevertheless a preliminary assessment can be made, on the basis
 
of the qeustions which were asked.
 

In terms of baseline information, the most useful information
 
will likely be that contained in the census results. Although it
 
is likely much of this census information is underestimated
 
because of people's perceptions of tax implications, it is
 
nevertheless a set of factual data about the population of the
 
region that will provide some of the basic characteristics of
 
that population. Since it required specific concrete responses
 
on the part of individuals, this kind of information is less open
 
to differing interpretations than are more attitudinal,
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value-oriented questions. This information is 
necessary for
 
planning as well as providing baseline information for monitoring.
 

Despite the utility and value of this information per se, the
 
following recommendations can be made to supplement it. First,
 
each village should be recensused directly before it will
 
actually move. The main reason to do this is to discover any

changes that have occurred since the original census was done in
 
spring of 1983, nearly 2 years before some of the villages move. 
While the r.urriber of physical constructions and trees will likely

be similar, significant changes in the demography of both humans
 
and animals is likely. Secondly, as villagers begin to perceive

that their indemnities for fruit trees and the amount of
 
construction materials received depend on an accurate census of
 
their goods, they may be more accurate in their responses.
 

Secondly, if possible, IER should turn over not only a report,

but the original questionnaire forms to the Resettlement Prolect
 
Unit. While it is likely they will do as complete an analysis of
 
information as 
possible, it would be useful if the monitoring and
 
evaluation unit could return to the initial 
responses if they

need to have further baseline informttion,. This is especially
 
true for census forms, which list the villages' inhabitants.
 

The more detailed information gathered about agriculture and
 
livestock in the samples of 80 families is 
more likely to be
 
subject to error. For example, much of the agricultural

information asked for 
(e.g., exact number of fields for different
 
family membero, actual income from sale of agricultural produce,

actual quantities of inputs used and produce harvested) is known
 
to be difficult to get on a single interview. People are neither
 
used to estimating these specific quantities, nor are they

necessarily willing to give this information to an outsider if
 
they do know it. While this data may be useful for giving some
 
very general ideas about the agricultural system, it should not
 
be used to understand specific patterns (or the extent of
 
variation in those patterns) in the region. Numbers of fields,
 
for example, are almost surely underestimated. In general the
 
complexity of the production is likely to be underestimated (e.g.

integration of farming and craft activities, variation in men's
 
and women's fields). IER admits that their information on income
 
and commercialization is weak, and there has been no 
systematic

information gathered on off farm activities and income, a known
 
important source of cash in the region. 
 However this information
 
may still be useful for monitoring. Given that we expect results
 
to be biased toward showing less complexity and lower quantities

than actually exist, if monitoring studies show even worse
 
conditions, this would clearly indicate lower standards of living.
 

The same problems exist concerning the livestock sample.
 
Accurate livestock information is known to be especially

difficult to get, and there is no reason to believe that the
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Manantali aituation will be any different.
 

The village level sociological studies have their own set of 
problems. The most useful part of this will be the physical 
inventory information on village infrastructure. The opinion and
 
attitude questions, as well as the general information on land
 
tenure, will likely be less useful. The way in which these
 
questions were posed gave little time for answers in depth, and
 
interviewers often recorded simple yes/no responses. The answers
 
will primarily reilect cultural ideals, and it is not likely that
 
specific problem areas. intra-village tensions or potential areas
 
for conflict, or even inter-village variation will be uncovered.
 
meanwhile those yeneral ideal patterns of land tenure and
 
inter-village relationships thn. are likely to be shown by the
 
questionnaires are already known. The attitudes of the receiving
 
villages and the resettling villages toward potential new sites 
have been discussed for the past two years with both GRM and AID 
personnel working on the re.ottlement, and it is unlikely that 
the TER studies will add much to what is already known by them.
 
Perusa: of GRK and AID documents will probably be more useful to
 
Monitoring Unit in establishing baseline information on this
 
sub3ect than will the !ER atudies.
 

Despite the problems inherent in the IER studies, it is not
 
recommended no re-do any of these studies, except for the 
census
 
information which is mentioned above. Many of the problems of
 
these studies stem directly from the single interview nature of
 
the inter, ewing done, and it is unlikely that any baseline study
 
would be d..ne any differently. Rather the monitoring units
 
should selectively choose from that IER information that seems
 
to be the most accurate and useful; this would concern those
 
kinds of studies that count/describe specific concrete
 
information, in particular, the different kinds of census
 
questionnaires, both at the family and village level.
 

The one area in which baseline data are clearly lacking is
 
health and nutrition. A short form based on some of the health
 
and nutrition indicators suggested below should be administered
 
in conjunction with the schistosomiasis survey proposed in the
 
Public Health Analysis. This would be the most efficient way of
 
getting baseline health and nutrition information.
 

3. OTHER STUDIES
 

Although the main baseline information will be contained in the
 
reports of the UNDP studies, there are some other sources of
 
baseline information available. The most comprehensive is the
 
feasibility study done by the Groupement Manantali for OMVS,
 
"Etude d'Execution du Barrage et de l'Usine Hydroelectrique de
 
Manantali, Mission A.1.14 Recasement des Populations." While
 
many of their suggestions for resettlement have been superseded,
 
the general social/cultural context of the region is well
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presented, and the study contains some useful comparative
 
demographic information.
 

An Italian group was in the region in July 1983 to do a
 
feasibility study of 3,000 ha. for experimental irrigated
 
perimeters on the Bafing between Manantali and Bafoulabe. This
 
was done in conjunction with IER and the report should appear

shortly. In addition to extra information, this may also be a
 
way of creating lines with other development projects in the area.
 

ODIPAC (Office de Developpement Integre pour la Production
 
Arachidiere et Cerealiere) has been doing a study with the aid of
 
IER's Division de Planification et Evaluation throughout the area
 
they serve, including a part of the sub-sector of Bamafele.
 
Results of this study, not yet available, should be obtained
 
through ODIPAC, and will primarily concern agriculture.
 

General background information can be obtained from writings on
 
the Malinke including the studies on the Kita region done by
 
Purdue University, available at USAID. Although useful for
 
general background, care should be taken in using these, 
as
 
they do not concern the Manantali region specifically.
 

B. MONITORING NEEDS
 

Basic monitoring needs should be of two types. First, a number
 
of specific indicators should be developed. They should be valid
 
indicators that reflect those characteristics that they are meant
 
to measure. They must also be simple; this means they must be
 
simply collected, simply tabulated and analyzed, and most
 
importantly simply interpreted to the other resettlement units.
 
A simple method of tabulation analysis and interpretation is
 
important so that the communication of project management and
 
monitoring unit is efficient and without serious delay.
 

However, indicators are not enough to understand in detail the
 
social processes in the region. Therefore they must be
 
supplemented by in-depth studies of some of the problem areas
 
that are likely to appear in the process of project implementation.
 

These two different types of monitoring studies will !e discussed
 
separately. First the indicators will be discussed, and this
 
will be followed by some proposed in-depth studies.
 

1. INDICATORS
 

The following section presents a list of indicators some of
 
which may be useful in determining whether and to what exter. the
 
resettlement population is able to re-establish their existing
 
quality of life. The following list should not be taken as a
 
detailed prescription for the Monitoring Unit; rather it is
 
illustrative. The monitoring team will likely want to delete
 



some and add others. As new problem areas surface or are
 
permanently resolved, indicators may be added or deleted. The
 
list of indicators follows the problem areas presented above.
 

indicators associated with the actual process of dam
 
construction include the following:
 

a) Demographic population size
 
breakdown by age/sex
 
percentace of in-migrants
 
percentage of out-migrants from
 
among resettled villagers
 

proportion local/non- local population
 
time use/work patterns for men,
 

women and children
 

b) Economic,, proportion salaried/non-salaried
 
workers
 

daily wage rates (non
agricultural, agricultural
 

income per unit from the sale of
 
basic services, agricultural
 
produce
 

costs for housing, monthly food
 
if a renter, coqts of basic
 
food items (grains, peanuts,
 
meat, fish) and other basic
 
consumption items (wood,
 
batteries, soap, etc.)
 

estimates of monthly incomes for
 
settler families
 

c) Health weights for height for group most
 
at risk (children from 65-115
 
cm. in height - approximately
 
6 r s. to 6 years)
 

simple food consumption survey
 
(stressing diversity and types
 
of food eaten rather than
 
quantitiaes)
 

information on disease rates
 
gained from dispensary records,
 
pharmacy recor.'ds, or other
 
relevant secondary source
 
information
 

d) Perceptions of 
the Population this must be developed in the
 

field, but should concern
 
villaqers' own assessments
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Indicators more oriented to 

include the following:
 

e) Re-establishment
 
of the Production
 
System
 

Agriculture 


Stpck Raising 

Fishing 


of the economic/social/
 
health costs and benefits of
 
the dam construction
 

long-term resettlement processes !
 

absolute number of fields per
 
family and per person
 
including fields of women
 
and dependent men
 

diversity of different kinds of
 
crops grown
 

number of rainfed vs. flood
 
recession vs. irrigated
 
fields
 

number of trees re-established
 
quantity of gathered foods
 
inputs and equipment used
 
amount of produce sold.. unit
 

price and total income
 

numbers of animals, birth and
 
death rates
 

amount of fish caught/sold
 

Off-Farm Income 
 new off-farm income associated
 
with dam construction is
 
collected in section b)
 
Economic
 

craft activities (amounts,
 
kinds, and income and amount
 
used for self-consumption or
 
sale) for men and women
 

off-farm income earning
 
activities (e.g. gold
 
mining, seasonal agricul
tural labor) income earned
 
for men and women
 

f) Water Availability well depth by season
 
no. of wells put in, including
 

dug wells done by villagers
 
quantity of daily household
 
water used, by uses
 

amcunt of waiting time to get
 
water
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c,) Increased Population 

Dens,fty the same indicators suggested 
under a) Demography would 
be useful 

h) 	Political, including
 
long-term reallo
cation of farm
 
lands number and kind of land disputes
 

number and kind of disputes over
 
political leadership
 

re-establishment/activities
 
of local associations,
 
including both men's and
 
women's associations
 

no. of activities done, kinds of
 
activities done by village
 
associations
 

i) 	Infrastructure re-establishment of schools (no.
 
of classes)
 

accessibility of old, new roads
 
number of, use of industry,
 

services, markets
 

3) 	Perceptions
 
of the
 
Population es on the earlier section,
 

villagers should also
 
develop their own assess
ments of the long-term
 
consequences of resettlement
 

k) 	Scheduling of
 
Pro ect
 
Activities the Monitoring Unit should be
 

aware of target dates for the
 
completion of specific project
 
activities; they should develop
 
indicators to monitor
 
villagers' ability to meet
 
their project commitments;
 
if villagers cannot, they
 
should work with the
 
Monitoring Unit to develop
 
changes in the implementation
 
plan so tasks can be completed
 
in a timely fashion
 

2. 	K"IN-DEPTH STUDIES
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While a series of indicators can be very useful as a simple and 
graphic way of charting project proress, they cannot explain how 
or why these changes aro occurring. Tndicators need to be 
complemented by a series of more in-depth studiez which are
 
oriented toward understandin. how and why some of the more
 
complex changes are occurring, and then, how some of the problems
 
associated with these changes can be solved. The following are
 
some suggestions for long--erm studios, whic:h stem from the 
earlier discussion of likely problems.
 

a) Production Systems: While this would mainly involve a study

of agriculture and land tenure, it should also include an 
assessment of the changes in the mix of agriculture and other 
productive activities (livestock, fishing, gathering and 
hunting), and some discusz:,on of the relationship between on-farm 
food production activities, craft production within the household
 
and off-farm earning activilties. Attention should be paid to
 
how families decide on a certain mix of activities, in light of
 
the resources presented to them.
 

b) Political Leadership: Land tenure and land disputes should be
 
looked at again here, but from a political rather than a
 
production point of view. During compulsory relocation it can be
 
expected that the internal pclit~cal alignmentc and tensions may
 
express themselves and political alignmonts may change. Also,
 
attention should be paid to group activ itiCs and mobilization at 
a village level, including the possibilities of these groups to 
undertake (primarily self-he4p) economic development activities. 

c) increasing Population Density, especially along the acess road
 
from Bingassi to Manantali. Special attention ought to be paid
 
to any effects of perceived increasinri density, any difficulties
 
this causes in agriculture, and any other chances which result.
 
Does the increased availability of goods and services compensate
 
for any problems in agricultural production? Does the mix of
 
crops change as people grow more for sale in a small urban
 
center? Does agriculture intensify if the return to it goes up?
 
Or rather will the inhabitants simply disperse again into
 
hamlets when the short term boon of the dam construction is over?
 

d) Network Study. The Manantali region has been one of the most
 
isolated in all Mali, yet the process of dam construction will
 
have brought in all kinds of outsiders 'Malian and non-Malian)
 
and opened new opportunities to people in the region. What kinds
 
of long-term links will be made to the outside, either through
 
the improved access of better roads, or throughi the individuals
 
who have entered the region, as workers, government employees, or
 
as private entrepreneurs? What kinds of new links can be made to
 
existing service organizations that can continue in the area, even
 
when the dam is finished? This latter question is especially
 
important, since one goal of the project should be made to make
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links with outside organizations which can be used during and
 
after the resettlement project to lead to possible development actions
 

e) Women. Women often suffer most in the process of
 
resettlement. Information on women should be integrated
 
throughout; e.g., agricultural indicators should include both
 
men's and women's fields; information on craft activities should
 
include men's and women's activities; information on associations
 
should ihnclude both men's and women's associations. However, to
 
make sure that the question of the effect on women of the
 
resettlement activity is clearly understood and delineated, it 
(1 
will be worthwhile to devote a separate study to women's roles in
 
resettlement.
 

f) Cultural History and Archaeology: in the filling of the
 
Selingue reservoir, the important and culturally valuable
 
archaeological site called Niani was covered because no
 
archaeological survey work was done. Since this was 
in Guinea,
 
this caused an international dispute. Although international
 
relations are not in play here, an archaeological -NJrvey
 

ought to be done to avoid losing
 
potentially valuable historical sites. 
This should include the
 
collection of oral histories relative to these sites, an
 
inventory and mapping of sites, and a sampling of those sites.
 

7.8.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE MONITORING UNIT
 

A. DATA COLLECTION
 

1. INDICATORS
 

The indicators will be chosen and developed by senior personnel
 
of the Monitoring Unit, but the actual data collection should be
 
done by village based interviewers. Indicators should be recorded
 
on a set of forms designed in such a way as to facilitate
 
collection and analysis of data. In general they should be done
 
as simply as possible (while still remaining accurate), so that
 
they are easy for both villagers and interviewers to understand.
 

There will need to be more 
than one set of forms however, since
 
indicators will vary along the following parameters: 1) how
 
often the information on the indicator will be collected; 2) what
 
the unit of analysis is (e.g. individual, family, village); 3)
 
whether only a sample or the whole universe is followed.
 

For example, certain indicators ought to be taken every month,
 
e.g. well depth, market prices, labor prices. Others might be
 
taken each quarter (e.g. information on time use, nutrition
 
studies), while others ought to be done only once or twice a year

(e.g. amount of land in fields, yield estimates). Yet others
 
ought simply to be recorded as they occur., following no set
 
timing (e.g. land or political dis.;utes, which will not occur
 
according to any specific calendarl.
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Variation will also occur in the unit of analysis for each oS the
 
indicators, and in the question of whether a sample ought to be
 
taken of each, or an attempt made to cover all. For example,
 
take the qeustion of water use monitoring. For each village, all
 
new wells ought to be counted and well depths for all new forages
 
built by the project ought probably to be monitored. On the
 
other hand, if the villagers begin to build many supplementary
 
hand dug wells, only a percentage ought to be sampled. Also
 
since much water use takes place at an individual household
 
level, water use information should come only from a sample of
 
individual households. Thus, for some indicators, the
 
monitoring unit ought to follow the entire universe, while for
 
most, some type of sampling ought to be done. Some indicators
 
ought to be collected at the village unit, others at the
 
household level, and yet others (for example markets or activities
 
of associations) should be sampled at the unit atwhich the
 
activity takes place.
 

2. IN-DEPTH STUDIES
 

Except for the archaeological study, which will use atandard
 
archaeological methods, the methodology for these studies should
 
be based on anthropological methods of participant observation.
 
First, the general problems to be covered ought to be discussed
 
so that the goals of research are well understood. Once this is
 
done, however, investigative techniques should emphasize informal
 
interviewing in a number of in-viilage contexts, with the
 
researcher remaining an extended period of time in the village.
 
Once the situation is understood, researchers may want to
 
develop some questionnaires to check specific points with a
 
larger population, but the main lines of the inquiry should not
 
depend on formal questionnaires.
 

Most of these studies ought to be spread throughout the whole
 
period, although not necessarily continued without interruption,
 
nor using the same personnel.
 

Despite the fact that the research will continue over a
 
relatively long period of time, reports should not wait until the
 
research is finished. Interim reports on the long-term studies
 
should be presented in the quarterly reports discussed below.
 

While the monitoring can be done by interviewers with a
 
relatively low level of education (e.g., DEF or equivalent or 9
 
years schooling, or functionally literate in Malinke), doing
 
participant observation requires some methodological
 
sophistication. This should be done by the more senior level
 
researchers to be proposed below. Certain of these studies may
 
be undertaken by the chef d'equipe and his adjoint; for others,
 
other individuals may be called in for a short term.
 

B. DATA ANALYSIS
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Contextual data ,-oi'er:tcd in the in-depth studies ought to be 
analyzed through .-tandard a.thropo'ogical methods for analysis of 
non-quantitative information. 

Quantitative data collected (esp,'ecially on the indicators) will 
need to be tabulated and presented in a useful format. While 
simple statistics could be generated using a hand-.heid 
calculator, the optimal methoc! for tabulation and statistical 
analysis wc,,uld bQ with a mic:ro-cc,rruter. With access to simple 
stati. ica! and word-rcce.sin programs, data could be entered 
regular y, a :set of standarciz d tabulations and statistics 
aenerated, and a standardized re.port produced. It would take 
carr'.! and time to set. this up in the beginning, but once the 
syztm was zet up, it would enable the Monitoring Unit to present 
information in a timely fahi,". 

C. DATA 7.RESENTATION
 

There should be two kinds ,)f outputs of the monitoring unit. The
 
first of these .houd'be interim (monitoring) reports on the
 
progressive impacts of resettlement activities. The second of
 
these is a final end of term evaluation. 

1. INTERIM REPORTS
 

It is iportant that information move quickly and accurately back 
to management and decision-making units. Reports should be 
submitted quarterly. They should be based on factual information 
but the Indicators should -also be explicitly compared to the 
preceding report and signif icant changes noted. Problem areas 
should be stressed, and suggestione should be made for ways to 
mitigate problems which occur. These reports should include the 
following information. 

,B)A presentation of the date on indicators gathere, since the
 
_ast report. This should be presented in the seine format :Ln the 
same order in every report, and should be in easily readable 
tabular form, so that it can be easily compared from report to report. 

b) A short analysis of the data presented in these tables.
 
Special attention ought to be paid to the changes that have
 
occurred since the preceding report, and the material ought to be
 
evaluated in terma of the overall goal of the re-establishment of
 
peasants' living conditions.
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c) A summary p'e-ntstion ,:-E c"42ilc:- ia ned. on the .zubj -ts of 
the in-depth field studie since the prcvious: report was
 
submitted, with some anlaysis of that information. 

dJ)A section on the problems that have come up since the period 
of the last report. 

e) Suggested solutions for these ;roblems. These solutions
 
should be grounded in the knowledge that the monitoring unit has
 
about what are both feasible ind des.irable socio-cultural 
solutions in the resettlement area.
 

f) Discussion of relationships with other local organizations.
 
At the beginning of the proect, the focus, should be on ways the 
resettlement pro-ect and other local organizations can cooperate
 
in the actual resettlement proaect. As the actual move is 
completed, the focus should chang7e to more emphasis on ways
villagers can take advantage of economic development activities 
offered by those organizations.
 

Although these quarterly reports are important, the Monitoring 
Unit must be willing to communicate information thorugh more 
informal, verbal channels. One way to ensure this is to include 
the head of the Monitorigg Unit in meetings of Section Heads 
making decisions about pro3ect implementation. The Director of 
the Monitoring Unit should also hold regular meetings with the 
Director of the Resettlement Pro~ect to discuss important findings, 

In addition to these regular reports, researcherz- doing in-depth 
studies should prepare final reports for the Monitoring Unit when 
their studies are finished. Tn addition to descriptive and 
analytical material, these stu-lies should emphasize actual and
 
potential problem areas and their Solutions.
 

2. FINAL REPORT
 

At the end of the project, project staff should prepare a final
 
report (evaluation) which discusses the impact of the whole dam
 
construction and resettlement on the population of the Manantali
 
region.
 

This final evaluation/report should have descriptive information
 
and analysis about what happened, how and why it happened. It
 
should be oriented around two basic goals:
 

a) For USAID, which sees this resettlement project in terms of a
 
pilot way to resettle people in a least-cost manner, the report

should summarize what has been learned from this project about
 
whether this least-cost alternative was effective or not. For
 
the ways in which it was not as effective as it could have been,
 
suggestions should be made for the improvement of future projects
 
of this type.
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b) For the people of Manantali, the final report should make some 
recomendations about the ways that people can work thorugh local
 
development agencies, in order to not only re-establish their 
level of life, but so as to improve it. Since the present
 
project will not fund economic development projects directly,
 
this final report should make some particular recommendations 
about how people can, in the words of the PID, take advantage of
 
the o'conomic opportunities, arising not only from OMVS activities
 
in the region, but also from other activities. As noted in the
 
interim reports, work on this should not wait for the final
 
report, should other actions be feasible in the meantime, but
 
these alternatives ought to be summarized and detailed in the
 
final report.
 

The major orginization presently active in the region is ODIPAC,
 
which besides agricultural services, also has an active
 
functional literacy program, separate from that of DNAFLA.
 
Although ODIPAC's funding is not at present very great, it is the
 
major rural development organization in the region, and has had
 
programs of one sort or another for at least 10 years. Financial
 
cuts have diminished the scale of the programs, but they have
 
forced ODIPAC to select for continuation only those programs that
 
have been successful, and to base peasant economic development on
 
local participation, self-help and grass roots mobilization.
 
This philosophy is consistent with that of the resettlement
 
pro3ect itself, and ODIPAC already has personnel working in the
 
villages which will resettle. Throughout the project, the
 
resettlement should work with ODIPAC as appropriate, but the
 
final report should concentrate on ways in which this can
 
continue in the future. In the event that there is some
 
provision for an "adaptibility fund", which can provide small
 
grants, this can work into ODIPAC's present plans for funding
 
small village level proects (i.e. funding partly from village
 
contributions, and partly from matching funds from some outside
 
organization).
 

The Italian government is also considering a number of projects
 
in the First Region, including irrigated perimeters on the
 
Bafing. The progress of these projects ought to be followed, and
 
suggestions made as to how the Manantali population could become
 
involved in them, if appropriate.
 

Another subject that can be looked at is the use of Peace Corps
 
volunteers. For example, the use of fisheries volunteers could
 
be explored. This would not be expensive, but could be useful to
 
help villagers make use of new opportunities.
 

Other alternatives will surely present themselves as the research
 
commences, and the final evlauation should underline in detail
 
some of these possibilities.
 

D. STAFFING
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Staff fo r the Mon tor in Unit should be di rectly responsible tothe ResettlIement Project Un t. They may be hired directly or 
seconded from, existing Malian agencies. The full-time staff of 
the Monitoring Unit will consist of a director, an assistant to
 
the director, 6 interviewers, and support staff (chauffeur,
 
secretary/data processor, gardien/planton). They will be aided
 
in the in-depth studies by short-term field researchers. The
 
Unit will be aided by one technical assistant, who will make
 
several short-term visits through the duration of the project.
 

1. DIRECTOR
 

The responsibilities of the director will include: participation
 
in management of the overall project through interpretation of
 
monitoring results, liaison with economic development
 
orgarizations in the region, administration and supervision of
 
the Monitoring Unit (design of survey forms and in-depth studies
 
in collaboration with other researchers, supervision of other
 
researchers and interviewers), compilation and presentation of
 
quarterly and final reports. If possible, the director should
 
also pursue research on the in-depth studies.
 

The director should have an M.A, (or its equivalent) in social
 
anthropology, rural sociology, or applied anthropology. The
 
individual should be recruited within Mali, or among Malian
 
students studying abroad.
 

2. ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR
 

The assistant should aid the director in all the above tasks.
 
This person would probably be particularly important in regular
 
supervision of field interviewers. The presence of an assistant
 
is most important during the first year whern the Monitoring Unit
 
has many organizational tasks, as well as in the final year when
 
the final reports are being prepared.
 

The assistant should have at least a B.A. (or equivalent) in the
 
social sciences.
 

The director and assistant will be stationed in Manantali.
 

3. INTERVIEWERS (Full Time, Approximately 6)
 

The interviewers are responsible for data collection in the
 
villages. They will collect data on the indicators, and will
 
also assist researchers as necessary for the in-depth studies.
 

Two alternatives exist concerning interviewer qualifications. If
 
literacy in French is necessary, they should have approximately 9
 
years of education (DEF). The alternative of using persons
 
literate in Malinke ("paysans alphabetises") should also be
 
considered. If ODIPAC has a cadre of literate peasants on the
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vi, 
on 

age, 
either 

it 
a 

may 
full! 

be pr, ferable to 
time or part tire 

hire a 
ba!is, 

number of theae 
to record some 

people, 
of the 

village level indit:rs. 

:n any case, interviewers should be recruited and trained locally
 
and should be stationed in the villages. Since they will have to 

cover more than one village, they should be provided with 
transport. 

4. F:ELD RESEARCHERS FOR IN-DEPTH STUDIES
 

Their duties will be to design and to do the in-depth studies.
 
They will include a mix of short and long-term contract
 
personnel, to be decided on by the Monitoring Unit when it
 
finalizes precise study plane.
 

genera! these should be experienced social scientists from
 
Malian research instltutions, although the unit should consider
 
getting final year students from ENSUP in Bamako or from the IPR
 
in Xatibou3ou who, wou'd be ntersEted in doing "Memoires de Fin
 
d'Etudes" in conjunctio with the proyect. Given the sexual
 
division of lab4:r in rural vali, a women should be recruited for
 
the study on woren.
 

Researchers should be assisted by the project's full-time
 
interviewers, although in special cases (e.g. the archaeological
 
study) it may be necessary to recruit other short-term personnel.
 

5. TECHNICA! ASSISTANCE 

Throughout the per icd of the proo ct, a short-term technical 
assistant would be provided to aid the director. Tasks will 
include: assi:atance in research design, in the establishment of 
the role of monitoring unit in progect decision making, in the
 

establishment of reporting procedures.
 

The technical assistant should have a Ph.D. in social
 
anthropology, applied anthropo ogy or rural sociology,
 
significant field experience in rural West Africa, significant
 
experience in applied rezearch design snd dissemination of
 
resultn, and should be fluent in French.
 

Thiz person could be provided by the Institute for Development
 
Anthropology through IDA/Clark University Areas Development
 
Coopertive Agreement.
 

7.8.6 BUDGET*
 

Assumptions begin 2nd six months FY84 and terminate FY87.
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FY-S-1 FY875 FY 8G 

PERSONNEL 	 (Gmo:&? 

Director 	 6mos 12mo 

Asst.. Director 	 6mos .2mos 

:nterviewers(6) ssp.mos 7 2p. m 

Archaeology:
 
Researchers &
 
Technicians
 
(6@ '3mos) 18p.mos
 
Laborers (iC 3 mos) 30p. mos
 

Other
 
Researchers
 
Other Assistants
 

Technical Assistance
 

Contract Researchers
 

Support Staff
 

Chauffeur
 
Secretary/data
 
processor
 
Gardien-Planton
 

Housing Costs for these
 
(including utilities?
 
furnishings?)
 

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
 

1 	4-wheel drive vehicle ra na 


8 	mobylettes (6 inter
viewers, 2 office use) na na 


1 	microcomputer with
 
necessary software and
 
electrical equipment
 
(to be shared with
 
Management Unit) $15,000 na-


OTHER
 

Fuel
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12mos 12mos. 

(12mos?)12mos 

72p.mos 72p.mos
 

na na
 

na na
 

,
na na
 



Other Operating
 
Expenses for
 
Field
 

Office Supplies
 

Paper
 
Pens
 
Stencils
 

Misc. Fielti Supplies
 

Expenses (2 camp
 
beds, etc.)
 

Data Processing Costs
 

Library (ethnographic
 
material, research design
 
materials)
 

Archaeological Study
 
(see original. terms
 
of reference)
 

Training in Computer
 
Use
 

' Editor's note: The budget developped by the analyst has been 
included in the detailed project budget in the appropriate line 
items 
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INTRODUCTION
 

USAID in 1976 granted the OMVS $2.5 million to finance an
 
environmental assessment of the potential impact of development

activities planned for the Senegal River Basin. 
 These activities
 
included the construction of two dams, Diama and Manantali, to
 
facilitate the flood and flow of the river and thus the vast
 
expansion of irrigated agriculture and the potential generation of
 
up to one billion kilowatt hours of electrical power annually.

The American firm of Gannett, Fleming, Corddry, and Caprenter,

Inc. carried out the assessment in 1977-79 and described the
 
supposed environmental impact that would be caused by the dam
 
construction. For discussion of the environmental issues in
 
depth, the reader is referred to the Ganne'tt, Fleming report.
 

It should be stressed that the construction of the Manantali Dam
 
will have a major impact on the environment of the area.
 
Construction is on schedule and the impact of this and the
 
completion of the dam is beyond the control of USAID. The
 
government of Mali and the OMVS have requested USAID's assistance
 
in mitigating the negative environmental effects of the
 
contruction to the people most directly affected. Hence, the
 
project's objective is to execute the mandatory resettlement of
 
the threatened population within acceptable bounds of physical and
 
human environmental change.
 

To help achieve this, several studies have been done. These were
 
intended to examine the potential of provisional resettlement
 
sites chosen by the project beneficiaries as well as to identify

possible environmental problems. Important among design concerns
 
were the availability of sufficient water, land, and forestry
 
resources to accommodate an influx of people into the chosen
 
areas-


Thus, a hydrogeological study was done and 26 test wells drilled
 
at the provisional sites. Of these tests, 23 provided water and 20
 
were judged completely positive. All sites were judged viable.
 
Further, two soils surveys were undertaken, these in addition to a
 
larger scale (1:200,000) under the USAID-financed Land Resources
 
Inventory Project. These have provided evidence that soils 
in the
 
resettlement zones are similar to those presenti! being farmed,
 
although garden plots
 
and the fertility on house fields now cultivated will be lost.
 

An in depth socioeconomic study censused both pecple and animals
 
to determine the land area required for crop cultivation and
 
livestock grazing, the mechanisms by which the beneficiaries might

best participate in the project, production systems employed, and
 
potential food assistance needs. The study has shown the land and
 
forestry resources to far exceed project requirements. For
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available for livestock grazing is 25 times
 
example, the area 

larger in size than what is needed for settler animals based on a
 
UBT 	(area per animal) calculation.
 

A topographical survey has been done to determine the viability of
 
the sites for village reconstruction and particularly the drainage
 
features and thus requirements for the locations of villages and
 
households on the sites.
 

In addition to the special studies which were funded by the UNDP,
 
project analyses examined other factors that would affect the
 
resettlement. The land clearing method chosen by the project
 
design team resulted from the collaborative efforts of the
 
engineers, the agronomists, and the anthropologist. This activity
 
will seek to minimize soil disturbance and maximize the
 
participation of the beneficiaries while removing a minimum
 
numbers of trees necessary to reestablish cropping systems.
 

DISCUSSION OF IMPACTS
 

A. 	Land Use and Natural Resources
 

1. 	Changing the Character of the Land Through:
 

a) 	Increasing the Population of People or
 
Animals in an Area
 

The 	project itself will have no impact on the absolute population
 
of the zone. Migration into the zone or higher fertility rates
 
will not be caused by the resettlement activities. However, local
 
population densities may increase due to the fact that a large
 
land area will be rendered uninhabitable by the construction of
 
the dam and the reservoir that will be created. That is, the same
 
population, plus any influx that permanently settles will be
 
obliged to live on less land. Thus, from a relatively unpopulated
 
state of .ess then 2 people, the resettlement zones will go to a
 
population density of about 5 inhabitants per square kilometer.
 

The environmental impact will be moderate. The agro socioeconomic
 
stuciy has estimated the -esettlement zones to cover an area of
 
97,200 hectares of which some 1095 will be needed for village
 
structures and 5900 for cultivation of crops, leaving 90,200 for
 
fallow fields and pasturage which is about 25 times more than the
 
minimum area estimated as necessary for the resettlement effort.
 

The land in the resettlement zones now serves as cropland or
 
pasturage or both. Although the area of crop cultivation will
 
increase, the nature of the use of the land will not change.
 
Project activities are intended to facilitate the reestablishment
 
of production systems as they currently exist.
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Funds are provided in the project to construct one latrine in each
 
family household, which will be a substantial improvement over
 
what is now found in the villages. Moreover, topographical
 
surveys of each new village site are now being carried out by the
 
Malian government's National Office of Cartagraphy and Topography

with UnDP funds. These surveys will provide information to enable
 
the 	new villages to be laid out and sited to facilitate proper

drainage. Households will be located at the higher elevations on
 
the 	sites and as many trees as possible will be retained.
 

Infrastructure to provide social services will be constructed in
 
the 	principal village. This will include a maternity clinic, a
 
dispensary, a pharmacy, a nine classroon school, a forestry post,
 
a veterinary post, warehousing facilities for agricultural

produces, government administrative offices' for the Ministry of
 
the 	Interior, four dwellings for senior government officials, and
 
transit quarters for official visitors. These facilities will
 
upgrade what presently exists and should furnish more extensive
 
and 	better services to villagers that those now available.
 

b) 	Extracting Natural Resources such as Minerals
 
or Water
 

Non-renewable mineral resources will not be extracted by the
 
project. However, a minimum of 72 water points will be
 
constructed in such a way as 
to minimize potential problems. For
 
example, cisterns, if built, will have linings that rise at least
 
one 	meter above the ground to prevent small children and animals
 
from falling in and to prevent contaminated surface water from
 
running into the well.
 

Bore or tube wells are commonly used for domestic and agricultural
 
water supplies. These are environmentally sound sources of water
 
if soils are favorable and appropriate boring equipment is used.
 
Such wells should be capped to prevent contamination. Driven
 
wells, which are made by driving a well-point or pointed strainer
 
into soft or sandy soils are also an option. The driven wells
 
require a special pump, and this may produce maintenance problems.
 

If only tube or bore wells are financed by the project, provision

should be made to ensure effective maintenance of the newly

constructed wells. Community support and acceptance of
 
responsibility for the wells are crucial to both the maintainance
 
and development of the wells. Water development projects in which
 
villagers were elected as caretakers and have been trained in
 
operation and/or preventive maintenance, have been successful. It
 
is recommended that the project implementation team make all
 
possible linkages with three World Bank-financed projects which
 
include an activity to drill three hundred tube wells, equip the
 
wells with manual pumps, and train villagers to repair and
 
maintain the pumps.
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Since the World Bank projects include the area of the resettlement
 
project in their geographical coverage, its personnel should .be
 
able to train settlers in pump maintenance. Care must be taken,
 
however, to assure that the manual pumps furnished by the two
 
projects are identical, preferably, but at least similar.
 

It is possible, given the immensity of the reservoir not far from
 
the zones'of resettlement, that the water table may rise in spite

of the extraction from the project wells. This has proved to be
 
the case in the resettlement areas adjacent to the
 
recently-completed Selingue dam in southern Mali. Because of the
 
rise in water table, villagers have been able to hand dig shallow
 
wells and reach water at depths of less than ten meters.
 

The USAID Groundwater Monitoring project (625-0955) will develop a
 
subterranean water monitoring capability throughout the Senegal
 
River Valley, including the Bafing and the Manantali area. This
 
activity, alr.eady authorized and being executed by another
 
division in 4-he same agency responsible for the population
 
resettlement, will signal and abnormal lowering of the water table
 
in the project area.
 

c) Land Clearing
 

The project will selectively clear about 5500 hectares of land at
 
or adjacent to the resettlement sites. An estimated 500 of these
 
hectares will be the actual sites on which villages will be
 
located, and 5000 additional hectares will be cleared so that new
 
fields can be sown.
 

The land clearing activity is an important step in assisiting farm
 
families reestablish their agricultural production systems at the
 
new sites. The ideal method would be to let farmers clear their
 
own fields. However, the time constraint requires the government
 
to help farmers with this effort.
 

Almost all the new sites are located in upland, wooded savannas
 
with some riverine forest fringes. The project area is
 
essentially one of secondary timber growth. Most of the land to
 
which settlers will move has been farmed in the past and now lies
 
in fallow. Soils a e predominantly alfisols and utisols whose
 
agricultural capabilities are largely dependent on topography and
 
the presence of lateritic material. Topsoil in much of the area
 
is shallow (50 cm or less), overlying plinthite.
 

In view of these conditions, several alternative methods of land
 
clearing were considered -- including the use of chainsaw teams,
 
farm labor, and mechanized clearing of several different methods
 
(described in land clearing analysis, Annex 7.2.3).
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Given the time and labor requirements of traditional handclearing,

the logistical setup needed to support a chainsaw operation, and
 
the potential environmental damage certain methods of mechanized
 
clearing might cause, the project design team chose 
a method which
 
will enable farmers to participate, yet clear large trees with
 
little damage to the fragile topsoil.
 

The Village/project Liaison Committees will, through their
 
members, identify all trees to be removed from village sites.
 
Individual farmers will clearly identify all large trees 
to be
 
removed from their fields. Bulldozers with shear blades attached
 
will cut the trunks of these trees just above gorund level, thus
 
leaving root systems and topsoils undisturbed.
 

None of the underlying acidic soils will be brought to the
 
surface. All productive trees will be retained. Finally, since
 
surveys conducted under the auspices of the OMVS have indicated
 
that only about 12% of trees in the project area are greater in
 
diameter than 22cm (8 1/2 inch), relatively few trees will have to
 
be cut. Farmers will therefore be assisted by the project to
 
clear the heavy timber but will themselves be responsible for
 
clearing saplings, shrub, and brush.
 

d) Changing the Character of the Soil
 

A significant impact on the soil is not expected to result in the
 
areas to which villages will move. Although some land clearing is
 
planned in the project, as described above, a clearing method was
 
chosen specifically to minimize any disburstance to the thin layer

of topsoil and avoid bringing lowerlying acidic soils to the
 
surface.
 

Areas to which villages will move exhibit a secondary timber
 
growth. Much of the land lies in fallow but some is currently

being cultivated. Satelite farming hamlets now occupy some of the
 
sites. These haulets have social ties to the larger villages

which will relocate at these sites. Indeed, many of the villages

which must resettle have chosen sites at one time formerly

occupied by families of the village.
 

Cattle and small ruminants now extensively graze the resettlement
 
area. The socioeconomic study has shown that the amount of
 
hectarage required for the domestic animal population is but a
 
small amount of the total area available.
 

The farm production system utilizes the slash and burn, or swidden
 
method on fields cultivated at some distance from the village

proper. These are generally farm for only a few years and then
 
abandoned. Fields more proximate to the village 
are farmed every
 
year. These fields are manured and the fertility of the soils
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tend to be enhanced. Since animal-drawn plows are relatively few
 
and the population density of the resettlement areas will remain
 
low, pressure on the land should be minimal and the condition of
 
the soil little changed from the current situation as a result of
 
crop cultivation or grazing.
 

Some erosion is likely to occur at village sites. The project
 
will seek to minimize this by locating villages and household
 
concessions on sites to restrict erosion. To facilitate this,
 
topographical surveys have been executed for each new site and
 
village plans will be drawn utilizing the survey results.
 

Lastly, it should be noted that to mitigate both the economic and
 
environmental impact of the resettlement, the project will finance
 
the creation of a tree nursery so that both grafted and
 
non-grafted fruit, fuel, and shade samplings will be available to
 
farmers soon after the population transfer has been completed.
 

e) Construction
 

The project will finance construction other than wells, already
 
discussed above. These construction activities will affect the
 
environment.
 

(1) Rural tracks: Approximately 200 kilometers of rural
 
tracks will be improved or constructed under the project. Little
 
impact will be caused by the improvement of about 100 kilometers.
 
However, excavating and grading activities will be extensive
 
during the process of construction or improvement of all the
 
kilometers. No currently productive land or village population is
 
expected to be impinged upon by the construction. Barrow pits
 
will be created which will accumulate standing water during the
 
rainy season. These will be very shallow following the standard
 
practice and will pose less of a threat to health from disease
 
vector breeding than do the many low lying areas which flood
 
during the rains. Water for construction will be pumped from the
 
nearby river and there will be no drawdown of local aquifers.
 

From a socio-economic prospective, environmental changes can be
 
expected to a greater and of a more long-lasting nature than the
 
relatively short-term impacts of the construction proces; itself.
 
Physical mobility will increase considerably. Land values, parti
cularly for land near the road alignment, will most likely
 
increase raising questions of tenure and ownership. The demand
 
for health and educational services is expected to rise as access
 
to those services improves. Marketing and tr-rsportation
 
patterns will be altered significantly.
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As a whole, these changes are expected to produce beneficial conse
 
quences for the population of the region. Improved access to
 
markets and improved transportation services should lead to
 
improved incomes as freight costs are reduced, losses due to spoil
 
age minimized and the general ability to move production to sales
 
points is upgraded. Access to the benefits of dispensaries,
 
clinics and hospitals as well as educational facilities should
 
lead to improvements in the quality of life of the settler popula
tion. Demand for such services, however, can be expected to
 
increase the economic burden on institutions charged with their
 
supply.
 

(2) Buildings: Offices and housing for the project staff
 
will be constructed in an area reserved for OMVS project
 
personnel. Thus, a site adjacent to the facilities which serve
 
the construction consortium, the control engineers, and the OMVS
 
staff has been reserved for the resettlement personnel.
 

A nine-room school, a dispensary, a maternity clinic, a pharmacy,
 
a forestry post, a veterinary post, administrative offices, four
 
modest dwellings, and a 200m2 warehouse will be constructed in the
 
principal resettlement village. In addition seven smaller ware
houses will be built at other sites.
 

Village dwellings will be rebuilt on the sites chosen by the
 
settlers. These will replace those lost when the reservoir fills.
 

This construction will affect only a limited area in the resettle
ment zones and is expected to have a moderate, beneficial impact.
 

2. Altering Some of the Significant Natural Defenses Provided by
 
an Area
 

The project will finance some land clearing and a resettled farm
 
population will increase the amount of land under cultivation. It
 
is conceded that removal of vegetation will affect runoff rates,
 
stream flows, erosion patterns, sedimentation rates and wildlife
 
composition. Short term effects of the project will alter some of
 
the natural defenses, but these will be mitigated by selective
 
tree clearing using a method chosen for its appropriateness, by
 
the future planting of saplings provided by the tree nursery, and
 
by using the topographical survey data to site new villages to
 
minimize erosion.
 

3. Foreclosing Important and Perhaps Better Uses of the Land
 

The land in the project area will be used for the same activities
 
it has been in the past -- crop cultivation, livestock grazing,
 
and the harvesting of forest products. A land use survey of the
 
area has been completed at a 1/200,000 scale. A soil study
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covering the resettlement sites on a scale of 1/50,000 has been
 
done. A more detailed soil study of the sites is now being
 
completed at a 1/20,000 scale. The use of the land proposed by
 
the project is based on the necessity of the displacement of the
 
population, current use patterns and production systems,
 
population and livestock density, the land carrying capacity,
 
cropping and grazing requirements, and the desires of the
 
beneficiaries. No specific future use of the land will be
 
foreclosed.
 

4. Irreversible or Inefficient Commitments of Natural Resources
 

No irreversible or inefficient commitments of natural resources
 
will be used for the same purpose as they are now but more
 
intensively. The amount of land area required to support the
 
number of people and animals which will occupy the zone has been
 
estimated. The area available exceeds by many times (dis
cussed under Al(a) the hectarage required.
 

5. Jeopardizing Man or His Works Because Either is put in a Zone
 
of Potential Disaster
 

The Manantali dam will create a large reservoir of water. A
 
majority of the people which will be displaced by the reservoir
 
has chosen to resettle on both banks of the river immediately
 
downstream of the dam. Their site selections are based in part or
 
advantages they perceive will accrue from access and egress
 
provided by the new all-weather road from Mahina to Manatali; and
 
from future irrigation and other development in the area.
 

These settlers will resettle at locations that would be inundated
 
if the dam were to burst, a potential disaster that project
 
designers have considered in drawing up the village sites plan.
 

The conclusion has been reached that the possibilities of this
 
occuring is too remote to preclude the relocation of people at the
 
sites of their choice.
 

No other disaster potential, excluding drought, has been
 
identified.
 

B. Water Quality
 

1. Changing the physical state of water.
 

Only a minimal increase in siltation that could change the
 
physical state of water is expected as a result of land erosion.
 
Runoff from cleared land could be the cause of such a change.
 
Physical changes in water usually change the chemical and
 
biological state of water by sediments lessening the amount of
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light that penetrates a water body and through slowed or stopped

photosynthesis. Water runoff and erosion will be mitigated by

utilizing a land clearing method which does not distrub the root
 
systems of trees and by using the topographical survey to site
 
villages.
 

2. Changing the Chemical or Biological States of Water
 

Deleterious changes in the chemical or biological states of water
 
are not expected to result from this project.
 

If the borehole-cistern combination is chosen as 
the water
 
provision ot villagers, the cistern opening will be built 
one
 
meter above the ground to prevent runoff into the cisten.
 
Further, animal watering troughs will be built at 
a few meters
 
away from the cistern to prevent potential contamination. A
 
concrete apron will also be built around the cistern.
 

If boreholes are chosen, they will be equipped with manual pumps,

thus eliminating the possibilty for contamination.
 

No chemical fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides will be used in
 
the project.
 

3. Changing the ecological balance of a water body, thereby

changing its chemical and biological balance.
 

No alien organisms or toxic materials are foreseen to be
 
introduced in local water bodies by this project. 
 No chemical
 
fertilizer, herbicides, or pesticides will be financed in the
 
project.
 

C. Atmospheric
 

1. Air Additives
 

No additives are expected to enter the air as a result of this
 
project.
 

2. Air Pollution
 

The only source of air pollutants generated by the project will be
 
from the exhausts of the few vehicles necessary to monitor and
 
implement project activities. These are expected to be
 
insignificant.
 

Smoke from the slash and burn method of agriculture practiced is
 
an annual factor governing air quality. Since the project will
 
assist farmers to clear new fields, which will entail the burning

of some brush, it is foreseen that an increased amount of smoke
 
will enter the air but the added pollutant effect is expected to
 
be insignificant.
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3. Noise Pollution
 

The only noticeable noise resulting from the project will come
 
from the construction activities and vehicles. The former will be
 
minor and short lived, and the latter minimal and dispersed.
 

D. Cultural
 

The project is not expected to destroy important physical symbols
 
of the culture in the project area, nor will it dilute the
 
cultural patterns among the beneficiaries.
 

It should be noted that the dam construction and the filling of
 
the reseroir will result in a loss of traditional village sites,
 
including shrines and cemeteries. The resettlement has attempted
 
to mitigate the effects of these losses by having the displaced
 
population choose sites to which villages will move and by
 
facilitating the performance of rites seeking to assure a
 
successful installation at the new sites.
 

It has been recognized that the influx of construction workers
 
will bring alternate lifestyles and practices that may threaten
 
the strength of the extended family. These might include
 
prostitution, drugs, and alcohol. Such potential problems have
 
already been aired in village meetings by the Resettlement Project
 
staff. Project personnel can blunt some of the potential negative
 
aspects of the dam construction by educating people about them.
 

E. Socioeconomic
 

1. Changes in Economic Growth and Employment
 

The project is not intended to effect changes in economic growth
 
and employment. Its purpose is simply to resettle the population
 
in such a way as to minimize negative aspects of the forced
 
relocation and sustain current standards of living.
 

The zones chosen for resettlement by the population will over the
 
long term see economic change brought about by better access to
 
markets and services and by post resettlement/dam construction
 
development activities. In the meantime, the influx of
 
construction workers and the creation of short term employment
 
opportunities have a demand for goods and services have caused
 
change in the project zone.
 

2. Movement, Resettlement, or Changes in Population
 

The project will not cause such changes. It is intended to
 
minimize the negative effects of the dam construction. Care has
 
been taken to encourage the settlers to relocate in a manner which
 
will facilitate potential post-resettlement development. Thus,
 
follow-on projects may effect population movement in the area.
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3. Changes in Cultural Patterns that Could Affect Socio-

Economic Patterns in a Major Way
 

No such changes are foreseen to result from the resettlement
 
project.
 

F. Health
 

The dam construction -- once again -- and the forced resettlement
 
will have major impacts on the displaced population, and on the
 
host population to a minor extent. The resettlement project seekE
 
to minimize the negative aspects of the impact.
 

1. Nutrition will be seriously affected by th2 resettlement. The
 
loss of truck gardens and productive fruit trees will reduce
 
nutritional status and cash income. To diminish this problem, the
 
government of Mali has asked the World Food Program to provide
 
foodstuffs to the settlers for a period of two years subsequent tc
 
the move. USAID will finance storage facilities for these
 
commodities and the operating expenses of distribution by the
 
Resettlement Project personnel from the storage locations.
 

To guage and be able to note serious changes in the nutritional
 
status of the population, a nutritional survey will be con
ducted by a capable Malian government agency -- either the
 
National Institute oLi Public Health Research or the Medical School
 

2. Pesticides Toxicity
 

No herbicide, pesticides, or chemical fertilizer will be financed
 
by this project.
 

3. Water Related Disease Sectors
 

The project itself will have no foreseeable impact on water
 
related disease sectors. The dam construction will impact on
 
water related disease sectors. An increase in the incidence of
 
schistosomiasis will occur, particularly with the influx of Bozo
 
fishermen who will move in to exploit the fish resources the
 
reservoir will provide.
 

Resettlement planning has attempted to locate village at down
stream sites more than two kilometers away from the river, which
 
is the limit the black fly which transmits onchocerciasis can
 
travel. In addition, the project will finance an epidemiological
 
survey aimed specifically at identifying cases of schistosomiasis
 
and of trypanosomiasis and treating them.
anosomiasis and treating them.
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4. Zoonotic Disease Incidence
 

No increase in the incidence zoonotic diseases is foreseen 
to
result from this project. Note that a veterinary post to be
established at the principal resettlement village could effect 
a
reduction in disease incidence through the better and 
more
 
extensive provision of services.
 

5. Eliminating an Element in Ecosystem
 

The project will not directly or indirectly cause the elimination

of any element in the area of ecosystem.
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Identification and Evaluation of Environmental Impacts
 
in Impact Areas
 

A. LAND USE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
 

1. Changing the character of the land through:
 

a. Increasing the population of people or animals , . M 

b. Extracting natural resources such as water . . . . . M 

c. Land clearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M
 

d. Chnging soil character . . . . . . . . . . . . . L

e. Construction . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
 

2. Altering natural defenses . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. L 

3. Foreclosing imporant uses . . . . . N. . . . . . 

4. Irreversible, inefficient commitments 
. . . . . . . . . . . L

5. Jeopardizing humans or their work . . . . .. . . . . . . L-

B. WATER QUALITY
 

1. Physical state of water . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Chemical and biological states . .... . . .- N..N 

3. Ecological balance of a water body ..... . . . . N. 

C. ATMOSPHERIC
 

1. Air additives . . . . . . . . . . ... • • • . • . . . N 

2. Air pollution .N . . '..
 

3. Noise pollution . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . N 

D. CULTURAL
 

1. Altering physical symbols . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N
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E. SOCIOECONOMIC 

1. Changes in economic/employment patterns . . ..... L+ 

2. Changes in population . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N 

3. Changes in cultural patterns . . . . . . . . . . . . N 

F. HEALTH 

I. Human nutrition .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . H 

2. Pesticide toxicity . . .. . . . . . . . . 

LEGEND 

N - No environmental impact 

L - Little environmental impact 

M - Moderate environmental impact 

H - High environmental impact 

U - Unknown environmental impact 

+ - Positive impact 

- - Negative impact 

1159M 



8.1 DRAFT PROJECT AUTHORIZATION
 

Name of Country/Entity : Mali
 

Name of Project : Manantali Resettlement
 

Number of rroject : 688-0233
 

1. Pursuant to Section 121 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
 
amended, I hereby authorize the Manantali Resettlement Project for the
 
Governmant of the Republic of Mali, involving planned obligationsof not
 
to exceed $17,163,000 (Seventeen million one hundred sixty three thousand
 
United States Dollars) in grant funds over a four year period from date
 
of authorization, subject to the availability of funds in accordance
 
with the AID OYB allotment process, to help in financing foreign exhange
 
and local currency costs from the project. The planned life of the pro
ject is four years from the date of initial obligation.
 

2. The project consists of the provision of contruction, technical assis
tance, commodities, and operating support to assist the Government of the
 
Republic of Mali in resettling the 11,000 villagers who must move from the
 
reservoir area of the Manantali Dam, presently under construction. The
 
project will systematically plan and implement sequential activities designed
 
to resettle villagers so as to minimize the negative effects of the
 
involuntary move.
 

Activities that will begin with project authorization will complete
 
detailed planning efforts for resettlement already begun under project
 
design and in conjunction with technical studies of the resettlement zone.
 
Through the Malian government organization charged with Manantali resettle
ment, technical study results will be utilized to specify sites for seven
 
new village clusters in the five zones chosen by villagers. Coordination
 
with other donors and regional organizations shall be assured to complement
 
AID-financed activities and 
to minimize project expenses. A comprehensive
 
master list of resettling villages shall be completed including precise
 
numbers of villagers, numbers and types of buildings, jize and ownership
 
of fields, numbers and kinds of productive trees and animals, etc.
 
Offices and lodgings for project staff will be built. New villages shall be
 
recontitructed, access to the sites assured, wells sunk,and fields cleared.
 
Goverv:ment administiative and service infrastructure will be rebuilt. Food
 
stuffs donated by the World Food Program will be distributed. An archeolo
gical and epidemiological/nutritional survey will be conducted. Finally,
 
people and their belongings will be transported to the new sites.
 

3. The Project Agreements which may be negotiated and executed by the offi
cers to whom such authority is delegated in accordance with AID Regulations
 
and Delegations of Authority shall be subject to the following ejsential
 
terms and covenants and major conditions, together with such other terms
 
and conditions as A.I.D. may deem appropriate.
 

VK
 



4. Source and Origin of Commodities, Nationality of Services
 

Commodities financed by AID under this project shall have their source
 
and origin in Mali or in the United States except as AID may otherwise
 
agree in writing. Except for ocean shipping, the suppliers of commodities
 
or services shall have Mali or the United States as 
their place of nation
ality, except as AID may otherwise agree in writing. In addition, commodi
ties financed under this project may have their source and origin in coun
tries included in AID Geographic Code 941 as their place of nationality
 
except as AID may otherwise agree in writing.
 

Ocean shippitg financed by AID under this project shall, except as AID
 
may otherwise agree in writing, be financed only on flag vessels of the
 
United States.
 

5. Conditions Precedent and Covenants
 

A. Conditions Precedent
 

Besides standard provisions, before any disbursements of funds OL
 
the issuance of any commitment documents under this project, the government

of Mali must furnish, in form and substance satisfactory to USAID, evidence
 
that:
 

(1) a Resettlement Project Unit (RPU) to manage the population transfer has
 
been officially established and its responsibilities and authorities defined.
 

(2) a Manantali Resettlement Project Director familiar with the planning of
 
the resettlement activities has been officially appointed.
 

(3) other personnel as listed in the project agreement have been officially
 
assigned to the Resettlement Project Unit.
 

B. Covenants
 

In addition, the government of Mali will covenant the following:
 

(1) a financial management and accounting system, including inventory control,
 
which satisfies USAID regulations will be established in the Resettlement
 
Project Unit.
 

(2) Private sector firms will execute all project construction and other
 
activities unless otherwise jointly agreed by the GRM and USAID.
 

(3) Appropriate ministries will fully staff the village infrastructural
 
facilities to be built.
 

6. Waivers
 

The following waivers to AID regulations are hereby approved:
 

A source /origin waiver of the requirements of Section 636 (i) of the
 
Foreign Assistance of 1961, 
as amended, to permit the procurement of ten
 



motor vehicles and twenty motorbikes (mobylettes) from Code 935 countries
 
of an approximative value of $200,000.
 

In connection with the waiver granted above, I certify that special circum
stances exist which justify waiving t0 requirement set forth in Section
 
636 (i) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 that all motor vehicle pur
chased with AID funds be manufactured in the United States.
 

Signature_ _ ___
 
M. Peter McPherson
 
Administrator, AID
 

Date:_ __
 



8.2 WAIVER JUSTIFICATION
 

VEHICLE PROCUREMENT WAIVER FOR MALI MANANTALI POPULATION RESETTLEMENT (688-0233)
 

ACTION MEMORANDUM TO THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR AFRICA
 

FROM: David M. Wilson, Director USAID/BamakdQ4.-. . 

SUBJ: Request for source/origin procurement waiver from geographic code 000
 
(U.S. only) to code 935 (selected Free World) and a waiver of Section
 
636 (i) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.
 

PROBLEM
 

Your approval is requested for the authorization to waive the source/origin
 
requirements of the Federal Procurement Regulations as well as section 636 (i)
 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to enable USAID/Bamako to procure 30
 
non-American-made vehicles for the effective implementation of this project.
 

FACTS
 

Cooperating Country : Mali 
Nature of Funding : Grant 
Name of Project : Manantali Resettlement 
Number of Project : 688-0233 
Description of Goods : 8 Toyota 4 wheel-drive station wagons 

20 50cc motorbikes 
1 Mercedes 10 ton truck 
1 Peugeot 404 pick-up 

Probable source : Mali 
Probable origin : Japan/Europe 

DISCUSSION/JUSTIFICATION
 

1. Section 636 (i) of the FAA prohibits procurements of vehicle of non-US
 
manufacture. However, the provisions of section 636 (i) may be waived when special
 
circumstances are found to exist. Under Chapter 4C2d (1) b of Handbook 1, Supplement
 
B, special circumstances are deemed to exist if there is a lack of adequate service
 

facilities and supply of spare parts for U.S. manufactured passenger vehicles.
 

2. This population resettlement project will be implemented in a remote area of
 
Mali's First Region where the only effective vehicle repair/maintenance facility
 
is that of the construction consortium building the dam.
 

3. A majority of light vehicles used by the dam construction contractor, the con
trol engineer firm, and the OMVS unit at Manantali are Toyota all-terrain C-60
 
diesel, 4-door models. Almost all heavy trucks are Mercedes. The CAMICO brand light
 
(50cc) motorbike manufactured in Mali is by far the prevalant type at the construc
tion site and the model most common throughout the country.
 

4. The construction consortium has tentatively agreed to furnish fuel and maintenance
 
service to the Resettlement Project Unit on a cost reimbursable basis. Representatives
 
of the Consortium suggest that maintenance could best be provided for vehicles
 
of the same type and brand now at the job site.
 



5. Procurement of project vehicles of the same manufacture as those used by all
 
the organizations now based at Manantali will facilitate proje t motor, pool

operations, minimize parts costs and procurement needs, and avuid the problem

of stockpiling a large inventory of parts. The Bamako-based liaison vehicle is
 
intended for passenger transport and light delivery service. It should be 
a
 
gasoline model Peugeot 404, the most common vehicle with the best spare parts
 
availability of any in Mali.
 

RECOMMENDATION
 

1. That you conclude that special circumstances exist as discussed above.
 

2. That you certify that the exclusion of Free World countries other than the
 
cooperating country and those of Code 935 would seriously impede the attainment
 
of U.S. foreign policy objectives and those of the foreign assistance program.
 

3. That you waive the regular procurement requirements.
 

4. That you thuq permit the purchase of the non-U.S. manufactured vehicles listed
 
above.
 

Approved
 

Disapproved
 

Date
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INFO AMEIBASSY NOUAKCHOTT 


AIIEMBASSY ABIDJAN
 
AMEMBASSY OUAGADOUGOU 


AMEIBASSY PARIS 


UNCLAS STATE 188239 


AIDAC 


E.O. 12351: N/A 

TAGS: 
SUBJECT: PID REVIEW: HANANTALI RESETTLEMENT, PROJECT 625-

REF: W STATE 109635; (1)BAHAKO 2714; C) STATE 140931 


1. ECPR HET JUNE 23 TO REVIEW SUBJECT PIC, ATTENDED 

BY DAA/AFR LOVE AND REPRESENTATIVES OF SWA, OR, OP, PPC, 

USAIOIDBAMAO, CHA RED BY DAA/AFR (WEST AND CENTRAL) 


FRANK CORREL. PIC IS APPROVED FOR AMOUNT NTE DOLS. 10 

HILL ION. ECPR PROVIDES FOLLOWING GUIDANCE FOR PP PRE-

PARATION IN ADDITION TO IHSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED BY TECHNI-

CAL REVIEW COMMITTEE (PARA$. 2-S BELOV): 


A. 	PID STATES THAT NECESSARY INITIAL 


STUDIES IN SOILS, HYDROLOGY, AGRO-


.OSY, SOCIOLOGY, PUBLIC HEALTH 


.ND TRANSPORT VILL B FUNDED BY 

..... 	 UNOP PRIOR TO FUNDS BEING MADE 

AVAILABLE BY AID. THESE STUDIES 

AND THE MANAGEMENTSTUDY PRO-

POSED FOR AID PI &R FUNDING 


SHOULD 9E SUFFICIENTLY 


ADVANCED PRIOR TO FIELDING 


PP DESIGN TEAM TO PROVIDE
 
THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY DESIGN 


IAM TO DETERMINE AN ACCURATE COST 

AND RELIABLE DESIGN FOR THE 


...... PROJECT. 


STATE 111239 	 SIll 933615 AIDS11I
 
I. IE UPPER LIMIT OF AID'S CONIRIBU-


IOH ISDOLS. 0 HILLt
ION, VITH NO
 
...... ONWARD COMITMENT PAST RELOCATICi
 

PERIOD PROPOSED IN PID. IF DURING
 

.P DESIGN ADDITIONAL COSTS ARE
 
IDENTIFIED, MISSION SHOULD IMMEDI-


ATELY NOTIFY OJIVSAND G1 TO
 

BEGIN SEEKING OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDS TO
 
COVER TIESE COSTS. PP SHOULD
 

L.... 	 INDICATE MANNER WHICHANYIN 

ADDITIONAL COSTSWILL BE FUNDED
 

..... 	 FROMNON-US SOURCES. 

C. PROJECT PAPER IS TO BE SUBMITTED TO
 
..... AIDI FOR APPROVAL.
 

3. TECHNICAL COIMITTEE REVIEWED SUBJECT PID MAY5. 
USAID/BAAKO WAS REPRESENTED OFFICERBY DESIGN LUCKE.
 
COMMITTEE BELIEVED DOME
GENERALLY PIO WASWELL 
ANDTHATMOSTCO;PCHENTS REQUIREDFOR RESETTLEMENT
 
PROJECT WEREIDENTIFIED. INSTRUCTION TO THEIPP
 
DESIGN I.Ah FOLLOW BELOW.
 

3. CJI ITTEE RECOGNIZED THAT PROJECT REPRESENTS A
 
NECESSARY CONTRIBUTION TO OIVS INIFRASTRUCTURE PRO-

GRAMTOUHICHOTHERDOORS HAVEPLEDGED DOLS. 750 
MILLION. THIS PROGRAF PROVIDEINFIASTRUCTURE VILL 
%UBSTANTIAL 	 IRRIGhTION, HYDROELECTRIC POVER AND 
NAVIGATION BENEFITS TO THE THREEMEMBER STATES, 
AND AID PARTICIPATION IS CONSISTENT WITH AID'S
 
SOP GOALS.
 

4. 	DISCUSSION FOCUSED PRINCIPALLY ON THE COST
 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE APPROACH PROPOSED IN
 
PiD, I.E.,THE RATIONALE FOR INCLUDING
 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AS STATED
 

IN PROJECT PURPOSE RATHER THAN LIMITING 
PROJECT TO RE-ESTABLISHHENT OF PREVIOUS LEVEL OF 
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. EXPERIENCE WITH LANDS SETTLEMENT 

SCHEMESHASLED TOTHE CONCLUSION THAT THE CLOSER THE 
SCHEME IS TO BEING SPOMTANEOUS THE MORE LIKELY IT IS 
TO BE SUCCESSFUL. ALSO, THE ECONOMIC CHANGE IN THE 

AREA BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE DAM CONSTRUCTION VILL 
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DISPLACED POPULATION 
WHICH VILL COMPETE WITH THEIR TRADITIONAL OCCUPATIONS, 

TO AN UNtNOWH DEGREE AT THIS POINT. THERE ARE CERTAIN
 
ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES, SUCH AS IN ESTABLISHING THE
 
NECESSARY PREREQUISITES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVI-

TIES (I.E.,GOVFARMENT SERVICES, GAM POLICY CHANGES
 

FACILITATING PRODUCTION, ETC.), THE PERCEIVED ADVANTAGES
 
T0 THE SETTLERS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES COIIECTED WITH
 

[HE
DAM (PD, P. 12), AND ADVICE FROM RESETTLEMENT
 
SPECIALISTS THAT PROVISION CF THE HINIMIUM ESSENTIALS
 
FOR RESETTLEMENT (I.E.,COMPARABLE QUALITY LAND, LAND
 
CLEARING IFNECESSARY, TOOLS, FOOD SUPPORT UNTIL
 

RESETTLED, ETC.) ISPREFERABLE TO PROVIDING FOR ALLNEEDS OF
 
THE ;ETTLERS. PP SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE
 
MODALITIES OF RESETTLEMENT AS VELL AS APPROACH COSIDERED
 
IN PID. AN ALTERNATIVE WHICH PROVIDES A LOVER LEVEL OF
 
MATERIAL SUPPORT IS SEEK AS FEASIBLE. THE COMMITTEE
 
RECOMMENDS, THAT REPHRASETHEREFORE, PP SHOU'D THE 
PROJECT GOAL AND PURPOSE TO ELIMINATE ECONOMIC DEVELOP-

EHNTOBJECTIVES, AfldRE-ASSESS THE CO1'TS TO MANE THE"
 

APPROPRIATE TO THE REVISED OBJECTIVES.
 

S. 	THE RESETTLEMENT MODEL TO BE DESCRIGEC IN THE PP
 
AND THE RESULTS ACHIEVED DURING IMPLEMENTATION VILL
 
BE A PRECEDENT, THUS OF INTEREST TO AID AND TO
 
RESEITLEEIT SPECIALISTS. IK SUGGEST A CAREFULLY
 
DESIGNED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CO OEN TO
 

UONLA SSI FI ED
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RECORD IKEKIY INCIDENTS AND TO PROVIDE .- ANO A SANITARY ENGII.EER. NEALTH APECTS OF 

SUFFICIENT IrIFORMATIONi *--FOR GOOD QUALITY INTERIM THIS PROJECT SHOULD BE ASSESED AND METHO)S 
AND FIIAL EVALUATIO11S. THE R&D SHOULD BE BUILT 
INTO THE IMPLEMEIIBATION TO AVOID REDIHOAICY OF o-- RECOMMEmNED FOR PREVENTING OR CONTROLLING 

STAFFING AiD SENSITIVITIES CAUSEDBY INTERVEN- ... POTENTIAL ADVER:E HEALTH IFBECIS AMONG POPULA-
TIONS FROM OBSERVERSEXTERIIAL TO THE ACTUAL ... TIOIIS THAT ARE TO BERESETTLED. ALTHOUGH 
RESETTLIhENT PROCESS, PARTICULAR ATTENTION SHOULD.E GIVEN TOOlCNO

... 	 CERCIASIS ANIDSCHISTOSOIIASIS, OTHERDISEASES 
6. REFTELS (A)ANDIC)ADDRESSED FUNDING QUESTION. --- WHICHMAYBE AFFECTED SHOULDBE CONSIDERED. 
NEITHER THEDRAFTOhVSIOP PP N1OR - EXPERTS PROPOSE CO-THEMAIIANTALI HEALTH SHOULD ALTERNATIVE 
RESETTLEMEIIT PID PROVIDE SUFFICIENT INlFORMATION' --- AID COST-EFFECTIVENESSTROLMEASURES PROVIDE 
FOR AID/U TO MAKE AllUIlEOUIVOCAL DETERMINATION 	 ESTIMATES. ICOrMEIIT:
E-- DR. STOCKARD PLANS TO 
OF FISCAL YEAR FUNIDIIIG VISIT WORLD BANK TO DISCUSS ITS HEALTH PROJECTLEVELS FOR EACH PROJECT. 
REFTEL (C),PARN. 2C TOTALS ARE BINIDING AS IN VEST MALI SOON. HE VILL CABLE RECOMMENOED 
MAXIMUM, POWEVER. REQUEST THAT FISCAL YEAR ... ADJUSTMENTS TO DESIGN TEAM COMPOSITION (HEALTH 

LEVELS FOR EACH PROJECT BE WORKED OUT BETWEEN ... MEMBERS) IF INDICATED BY INFORMATION RECEI .1 
USAID/REDO/DAKAR ANIDUSAID/BAMAKO CMVS LIAISON 

OFFICE. WHILE PID IS APPROVED AT A MAXIMUM OF -- 1. lEE NEGATIVE BETERMIIIATIO!l NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THIS 
DOLS.I0 MILLION, WE WOULD HOPE, GIVEN GUIDANCE .- PROJECT. RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS ARE SPECIFICALLY 
PROVIDED ,ARA. 3 ABOVE, THAT A PP SUBMISSION -.- NOTED INREGULATION 16 SECTION 216.2(D) AS A CLASS 
FOR SUBJECT PROJECT MAY BE REALISTICALLY .- OF ACTION NORMALLY HAVING A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT OH 
BUDGETED AT A LOWER LEVEL.... THE ENVIROIIMENT, AND AllEIIVIRONENTAL ASSESSMENT 

EA) VILL BE REQUIRED. IN THIS CASE, THE EA WILL
 

7. A COMPONIENT CONTAINED IN AND COMMON TO BOTH PROJECS --- BE COMPOSED OF THE AGGREGATE OF THE IIDIVIDUAL 
WHICH REMAINS THE LEAST CLEAR, AND PERHAPS PRESEIITS THE --- STUDIES THAT AHE ALREADY PLANNED TO BE UNDERTAKEN 
POTENTIAL FOR THE GREATEST VARIATION IN TERMS OF COST, IS --- AS IDENTIFIED IN THE PIO AND IN ACTIVITIES IDENTI-
THE PUBLIC HEALTH COMPONENT UARA. 7A BELOW). WE REQUEST - FIED AS RESULT OF PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDANICE IN THIS 
THAT USAID/DAKAR PBOD EXPLORE WITH USAIO/BAMAKO OMVS - CABLE (ACOVEI. WE REQUEST THAT MISSION SUBMIT 
LIAISON OFFICER THE MOST EFFECTIVE MANtER OF COVERING THE -- COPIES OF THE TERMS OF REFEREIICE IFOR)FOR THE 
PUBLIC HEALTH COMPOIIENTS OF BOTH PROJECTS, IE.G.,CAN VARIOUS STUDIES ArID DATES---	 ANTICIPATED COIIPLETIOII 
ASSISTANCE TO OMVS UNIDERlOP COVER SOME RESETTLEMENT HEALTH --- FOR REVIEW PURPOSES AS OOI1AS POSSIBLE BUT NO 

ACTIVITIES?). IN ADDITION, RESULTS OF DISCUSSIONS IN --- LATER THAN SUBMISSION OF THE PP FORREVIEW BY 
WASHINGTON WITH UNDP OFFICIALS ON MAY 14 ARE BEING REPORTED --- BUREAU ENVIRONHENTAL OFFICE. TRIS WOULD CONSTITUTE 
SEPTEL AND SHOULD BE USED INEXPLORING FUNDING OPTIONS. *- COMPLIANCE WITH REF. 16 SECTION 216.3A) (4)(1)AND 

Il). REVIEW VOULD ALSO CLARIFY AMBIGUOUS WORDING 
3. THE FOLLOVING INSTRUCTIONS ARE ALSO PROVIDED AS --- SUCH AS CONTAINED INPID PAGE 32 QUOTE THIS STUDY 
GUIDANCE TO THE PP DESIGN TEAM: $-- ENVIRItfNTAL ISSUES HOTSHALL ENCOMPASS ALL 


UNCOVERED (OR COVERED) BY THEOTHER PRELIMINARY 
A. 	PID GAVE INSUFFICIENT ATTENTION TO HEALTH REQUIRE- .. STUDIES EFIDQUOTE. INADDITION, A COVENANT OR A
 

M..
MENTS OF THE 	POPULATION THAT MUST BE RESETTLED 
 --- CONDITION PRECECENT WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE OBLI
--- BECAUSE OF THE MAIIANTALI DAM AND RESERVOIR. OF --- GATING DOCUMENT TO MARE SURE TNAT THESE EIVIRON
--- PARTICULAR COtCERN IS POTENTIAL FOR POSSIBLE IN- ... MENTAL STUIES ARE SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED AND 
--- CREASED EXPOSURE OF RESETTLED POPULATION TO BLACK --- THAT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MITIGATING ADVERSE ENVIRON
--- FLY VECTORS OF ONCHOCERCIASIS AND TO SCHISTOSOIIA- ... MENTAL IMPACTS ARE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT DURING THE 
- SIS TRANSMISSION SITES. WHILE WE REALIZE THAT --- FINAL DESIGI OF RESETTLEMENT ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO 
..- ONCHO IS ALREADY ENDEMIC TO THE AREA, PROJECT SHOUFD DISBURSEMENT FORPROJECT ACTIVITIES OTHER--- OF FUIIDS 
--- EXAMINE EFFECTS OF MOVE TO NEW SITES. FOLLOWING --- THAN STUDIES. 
--- HEALTH ASPECTS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN PP DESIGN: 

--- C. ECHOMIC ANALYSIS: GUIDANCE ON DRAFTING AN APPRO

(I) HEALTH ASPECTS OF SITE SELECTION MUST BE GIVEN .-- PRIATE COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS WAS PROVIDED TO 
APPROPRIATE WEIGHT RELATIVE TO OTHER FACTORS. --- LEWIS LUCKE BY DR/ARD. A COMPARISOM OF THE COST 
SITES SELECTED FOR RESETTLEMENT OF THE POPU- ... EFFECTIVENESS OF ThE ALTERINATIVE APPROACHES SHOULD 

... 	 LATIONS WILL HAVE CONSIDERABLE IMPORTANCE IN
 
CONTROLLING TRANSMISSIOrI OF THESE DISEASES. BE INCLUDED INTHE PP.
 
THE IMANANTALI RESERVOIR WILL GREATLY REDUCE
 
B.. THE DAM, BUT BREED- COMMITTEE RECOMMEND" -;AT PP PARTICULARLY ADDRESS
8LAGK FLY BREEDING BEHIIID 	 ---D. 

.-. IHG SITES IN OTHER NEARBY STREAMS AND RIVERS --- PROBLEM OF TENDENCY OF RESETTLEMIENT ACTIVITIES TO 
WILL CONTINUE.. CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THESE SITES --- CREATE PROLONGED DEPENOETNCY On PROJECT PROVISIONS 
CAN PROMOTE ONCHOGERCIASIS (RIVER BLINDNESS) .- (I.E.,FOOD, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, LAND CLEARING, 
TRANSMISSION AND LEAD TO SEVERE DItEASE IN - - TC.), AND THAT STEPS BE TAKEN IIIIMPLEMENTATION 

... INFECTED INDIVIDUALS. SIMILARLY, CLOSE PROX- PLAN TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE THIS PROBLEM.
 

.o- IMITY TO UNCONTROLLED SCHISTOSOMIASIS TRANS

... MISSIOI SITES WILL ENHANCE THE POTENTIAL FOR .-- E. COMMITTEE AGREES WITH RECOIMENDATION OF SPECIALISTS
 
M.. 	 ..- IN BINGHAMTON NEW LAIIDSSETTLEMENT WORKSHOP THAT
MULTIPLE REIIFECTION, HEAVY WORM BURDENS AIID 


LIKELIHOOD THAT SEVERE CLINICAL DISEASE WILL .- PROJECTHAVE A FLEXIBLE IMIPLEMTATICIH PLAN TO PER-
DEVELOP. --- MIT TAKING ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTINTES AS THEY ARISE 

*---_ AND LEARNING FROM EIPERIENCE CAINED DURING EARLY 

(2) DESIGN TEAM SHOULD INCLUDE A MEDICAL ENTOMOLO-	 MOVES. CAREFUL CON1SIDERATIOR SHOULD BE GIVEN TO 
.." GIST OR OTHER EXPERT Oil CONTROL O; VECTOR-IORNlE --- PHASING MOVEMENTS OF VILLAGERS OVER A LONGERTIME 

D.. "-- SPAN. THIS WOULD ALLOV EXPERIIL[HTATIOI WITH ADISEASES, AN 	EXPERT ON SCHISTOSOIIASIS CONTROL 


UNCLASSIFIED
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..- VARIETY OF APPROACHES, LIMIT THE SCALE OF ERRCRS, 
-.. AND HAKE MANAGEMENT WORKLOADS EASIER 10 BEAR. 

THIS IMPLIES ALSO A HIGHER CO!ITINGENCY ALLOWANCE
 

THAN NORMALLY DESIGNED 11110A PROJECT. WE SUGGEST
 
.-. 20 PERCENT.
 

F. THE PP SHOULD ATTEMPT TO ESTIMATE THE DEGREE TO
 
--- WHICH THE VILLAGERS TO BE RC[ETTLEU WILL BE EMPLOY

--	 ED AS CONSTRUCTION WRKERS OR IN SOME OTHER WAY
 

NAVE THEIR NEEDS MET BY THE ACTIVITIES CONNECTED
 
... WITH THE COlISFRUCTICN OF THE DAM. THIS COULD
 
--- POSSIBLY REDUCE ]HE COST OF THE PROJECT. THE FP
 
.-. 	 DESIGN TEAM SIIOUtOALSO EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
 
... 	 OF THE VILLAGERS' TAKING ADVANTAGEOF THEECONOMIC 
--- OPPORTUNITIES ARISING-FROM OuVS DEVELOPMIENTPROGRAI 
. THUS ENABLING THEM TO IMPROVE THFIR QUALITY OF LIFE
 

IN A MINIMUM COST MANNER. THIS COULD LEAD TO
 

PROSPECTS FOR OR IF POSSIBLE, GUARANTEES OF ACCESS
 
--- TO CONSTRUCTION JOBS, MARKETING CONCESSIONS, FISH
... ING RIGHTS, RECESSION AGRICULTURE OPPORTUNITIES
 

AROUND THE RESERVOIR, ETC.
 

G. THE PP SHOULD INVESTIGATE EXISTING LA4D TENURE 
.-. SITUATION AND DESCRIBE THE MANNER IN WHICH THE 
... SETTLERS WILL BE ASSURED TENURE ON LAND OF EQUAL OR 
"-" BETTER QUALITY THAJ THE LAND ABANDONED AND WHERE 
-.. RELEVANT THE IMPLICATIONS FOR HOST POPULATIONS' 
--- RIGHTS TO LAND. ADEOUITE TECHNICAL ANALYSiS OF 
.-. 	 QUALITY OF THIS LAND FOR AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION
 

SHOULD BE PROVIDED.
 

H. 	INTER-RELATIONSHIP OF SETTLERS AND HOST POPULATION
 

SHOULD BE EXPLORED AND METHOD OF RESOLUTION CF
 
".. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS DESCRIBED IN PP. PP SHOULD BE
 

PARTICULARLY CONCERNED WITH BENEFITS ACCRUING TO
... SETTLERS WHICH ARE NOT SHARED BY HOST POPULATION.
 

--- I. 	PID DISCUSSED CURRENT ECONOMIC ROLE- OF WOMEN.
 
... 	 EXPERIENCE ON VOLTA DAM iNDICATES RESETTLEMENT CAN
 
... 	 NAVE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON WOMEN'S TRADITIONAL PRAC
---	 TICES EI.E.,LAND TENURERIGHTS GRANTEDTO MALE
 
.o. FAMILY CHIEF CAUSEDWOMENTOLOSEGARDEN
PLOTS). 
---	 PP SHOULD DESCRIBE HOW CURRENT ECONOMIC ROLES OF
 
." 	 WOMEN WILL BE PROTECTED AT HEW SITES. DIRECT SOLI
... 	 CITATION OF VIEWS FROM WOMEN OR WOMEN'S GROUPS IS
 
"°" 	 RECOMMENDED.
 

--- J. 	THE Pid DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ADDRESS THE AGRICULTURE
 
.-. 	 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED VITH RESETTLEMETI. A VERY
 
---	 CAREFULLY COORDINATED EFFORT NEEDS TO BE WORKED OUT
 
.." 	 OH DEALING WITH A MYRIAD OF AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS
 

WHICH WILL ARISE CALLTHE WAY FROM DETERMINING
 

-*- FIELD SIZES AND A."SSING SOIL QUALITY TO PROVIDING
 
.-. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE). AN AGRICULTURE SPECIALIST
 
-.-	 SHOULD BE INCLUDED ON THE PP DESIGN TEAM.
 

1. COPIES OF ISSUES PAPERS GIVEN TO LEWIS LUCKE AT TIME OF
 

REVIEW CAN PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DETAILS. STOESSEL
 

WI!NDLA'STV IfII'D 	 e
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POJ.CT DESIGN SU..'A!ARY 
.... . FRAPEWORK THIS ISM 

• 	 o € .- *aFfox 
..	 tS VCTO, IGICALFORM WH:CK CAN sE USED 

TO OC MG**IZINC, DATA FOR 
Pr 	 :ct Title & lr.-. MANANTALI RESETTLEMENT 688-0233 -REFO..T. ITNEC NOT AE

GPx'.L~IITT D.}PAGE
NAX"ATIVE S"' CnJF:'_7E1VkL'1 VE!F.YABL.E ; 4i'CATOR$ M-EA:, OF VERIFICATION 

P a r Sf.-, n ria: TK - to Vraswrct of c!. -re "A2"'-?-. .-,: th's ip'o.Ot ce.1ribu!hs: (A-0)	 ,nt: 

To help the government of Mali 11,000 villagers resettled 
 Resettlement Project Unit 

move 11,000 people out of the 
 (RPU) including Technical 

area which will flood behind 
 Assistance team, Malian 

the Manantali dam beginning on 
 government, OMVS, and USAID 

July 1987. 
 reports. 


Life of Project:Fy 4 t. F Y_88 
OPTIC:ALAS AX AI: Taa,!U.S. - 8163Fund. r17 0007 6 0
Itif PAR DataPP :. u 

REhPA'ED 
I 

_ IMPTA, AH.A$PTICw 

A&2't ;0#N1 fC' G~iVr Upal mrqgtv %A,4, 

j 	 RPU, OMVS, USAID, Project 
j 	Contractors, and target popu

lation effectively collaborate
 
and efficiently execute their
 
tasks according to the planned


I timetable.
 

U 

m--

I 



PRNIPT nESlr SUMMARY 	 Lig- olPrc~e-t: 

. I LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 	 FromFY 84 ,oF- 88 
Total U.S.Fnd $ 3,000.

.;*- t Title & Number: MANANTALI RESETTLEMENT 688-0233'-	 Date Pre , -gB-- _ 

NARRANIVE SUM.ARY OBEC-,' Y VERIFIABLE T .ANS OF VERIFICATIOL" TIM PORTAT-ASSUMwTIf PAGE. 
[c'ItPu,p05, (S-I) 	 Cond;tions that will indccate purpp.e has b n (-3) Assumptio fo ahieving puros: (B-) 

och;evtd: End-of-Project status. (8-2) Af(To resettle the displaced people 1. Acceptable dwellings 1. Visual inspection 1. Sufficient time remains to

in a manner which minimizes and other household struc-
 implement resettlement prior to

their hardship and helps sustain tures rebuilt. 	 2. Site visits 
 filling of Manantali reservoir.
 
their current standard of living. 
 2. Technical studies coordinated
 

2. Potable water supplied 3. Yearly statistics with village preferences to
 
in adequate amounts. 
 choose resettlement sites.
 

4. Monitoring and evaluation 3. Soils in resettlement areas
 
3. Access tracks constructed. reports 
 equal or better than those in
 

reservoir zone.
4. Fields cleared. 5. Food aid records 
 4. Adequate water resources found
 
in contiguity with adequate soil
 

5. Village infrastructure 
 resources in self-selected
 
built. 
 resettlement zones.
 

5. Logistical difficulties resolve
6. Government services 
 under cost and time constraints.
 
operating. 
 6. Food aid available.
 

7. Fair compensation rates can be
 
7. Losses compensated., negotiated between all parties O
 

concerned.
 
8. GRM can supply health services.
 
9. Contractors perform to terms of
 
contract documents.
 
10. No unforeseen technical
 
difficulties arise. Mal
 
11. Traditional land tenure system =
 
affords resettling villagers accessi
 
to new zones and enables equitable
 
division of new land.
 
12. Competition for land resources
 
at self-selected sites between
 
resettling villagers and temporary
 
migrants minimized by project
 
committee.
 



P'Ih CT DESIGN SUMMARY 	 Life of Project: 
84 tFY 88" '  Ii° ,.' FFromFYLOGICAL ':FRAJAVORK Tot:! U.S. Fw,,dVrA$7, ,000 

t . MANANTALI RESETTLEMENT 688-0233 	 D t oed__. r! 1984

~- I(~.~TIV 	 ~'~:~Tc~sF MEANS OF V!LOFiCA71CA MFORTANT ASSUMFiW0NS 
C.2
I ~t~.'~f ~,.. {-))As 	 sumptiens for achiieving mo'puts: (C-4) 

1. GRM Manantali Resettlement 	 - 7 GRM civil servants and all - Visual monitoring 1. Qualified personnel to perform 
Project 	Unit (RPU) set up. RPU contract personnel com- studies and staff project managemen
 

plete resettlement tasks and - Site visits 2. Most materials for village
 
2. Manantali RPU staff offices are reassigned or seek other reconstruction available locally.
 
and lodgings built, employment. - Monitoring reports 3. GRM accepts management role of
 

RPU, USAID, its contractors, and
 
3. New village sites chosen, 	 - 12 offices, 4 transit units. - RPU records its sub-contractors.
 
planned, and cleared. 1 conference room, and 9 4. Dam construction does not
 

lodgings built. - Progress reports by contractors advance its schedule.
 
4. Limits of reservoir demarcated. 1.5. Able contractors execute 

- 500 hectares cleared and - WFP records construction activities. 
5. Access tracks to new villages 	 new villages sited thereupon. 6. UNDP studies provide most
 

constructed. - AID implementation reports information needed for final
 
-Mark sited every 500 meters project planning and implementation
 

6. Site warehous, built. 	 around reservoir periphery. 7. Sufficient sites, which-meet
 

minimal standards for water and
 
7. Wells dug or drilled. - 220 kilometers of tracks soils availability in combination 

constructed or upgraded. with favorable host populations 
8. 	Village infrastructure built. willing to provide land tenure
 

9 - 8 warehouses built. access exist.
 
9. Village cultivated fields 	 8. Insurmountable physical, logis
cleared. 	 - at least 72 boreholes/ tical, or cost difficulties do not
 

cisterns constructed, exist to access road construction.
 
10. 	Village dwellings and other 9. Wages are sufficient incentive
 

2
household structures rebuilt. 	 - 1600 m of administrative, to employ adequate work crews for 

forestry, veterinary, and 	 construction activities.
 
11. 	Tree nursery operating. health infrastructure built 10. Food aid is delivered and
 

at New Bamafele. distributed with minimal loss.
 
12. People transferred to new 11. Weather conditions are favorabl
 
villages. - 5000 hectares cleared for in first years of resettlement to
 

cultivation. 	 allow replication of pre-existing
 
13. World Food Program commoditiesi .production systems.
 
nutritionally sustaining settlers."
 

(J3 	 BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMEiI
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MANANTALI RESETTLEMENT 688-0233 

PV0.t"CT DESIGN SUMMARY 
LOG CAL FRAAE'ORK 

Lift of Project.FY ,824 

8FiFoo .- F~' 

9dtep 

toFy88 

y1..63,1000 

N;%t, ZBT-r.,cSEL ' 
...=Laitw,e 74 cfj 

-7#F'ABLE 

..-:fC-2' 
,ATA(EkT 

(.-3) 

MEANS OF VLIFiCAIICN WPCRTANT ASSUMF ;ONS 
Assumptic.s for acheving outputs: (C-4) 

14. Production system reestab- - 4500 houses, 3000 granaries, 
1450 cookhouses, 300 livestock 
Ishelters, 650 chicken pens, 
1000 concession walls, and 1000 
latrines. 

- 1 hectare nursery constructed 
Iwith 30,000 saplings growing. 

1-11,000 people and their 
!belongings moved to new village
sites. 

- 4,400 tons of WFP foodstuff 
!distributed to settler familie 

• Crops being grown on 5,000 
or more hectares of new fields, 
gardens established. 

-
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PROJECT DESIGN SUMMARY.... . Life of Pro1gt;LOGICAL FRAMEWORK From FY - FY_ 88I___to 

Total U.S. ;n. j17,163r000Project Title & Number: MAN-NTALI RESETTLEMENT 688-0233 Dote Prepa- ef l'r'--4 

NARRATIVt SUMMARY O JFCTlVELYNARRTIV VERIFABLSUNLAY-I-X)CA1CZ5PAGEV[ERIFIA5LE 0JECIVFYIDZCAtORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONSFtjet -t:  Implernento;ion Target (Type and Quanii)  As~umpto. for p, idrng inputs: .D-4)
USAID: $17,163,000 grant ;D-2

CONSTRUCTION: 10,215,000 
 - Construction completed - Site monitoring - Bid and contracting documents
 

Staff offices: 84,000 can be complete.- in reasonable time
- Technical assistance team - Visual inspectionStaff lodging: 433,000 on site 
 - Bid and contracting processes
Site Warehouses: 
 205,000 
 - Contracting documents for construction activities and
Wells: 
 3,426,000 - Villagers compensated for 
 TA team are not delayed
Tracks: 
 2,214,000 losses 
 - Procurement documentsLand Clearing: 588,000 
 contractor reports 
 - Competent contractors are
Village Reconstruction: 2,701,000 
 - Evaluation completed 
 interested and bid
Village Infrastructure: 564,000 
 - RPU reportsOperating Expenses: 1,626,000 
 - 4,400 tons of food distri- - Commodities procured in a
 
buted
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3,280,000 - AID reports timely fashion 

- RPU personnel assigned - WFP reports -
COMPENSATION: 281,000 RPU and TA personnel positions
stable with no usual turnover 

- New village sites and farm - Payment vouchersMONITORING/STUDIES/SPECIAL 
 fields acquired

SERVICES: - OMVS, GRM, and USAID provide
764,000 
 - Certifications by AID continual support to project 

- Settlers help withEVALUATION: engineers
488,000 reconstruction and resettlemen 
 - Settlers involved in planning
 
and execution of reconstruction
WORLD FOOD PROGRAM: 5,480,000 
 and transfer
 

GRM: 
 3,364,000
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5C(2) PROJECT CHECKLIST
 

Listed below are statutory

criteria applicable to projects.
 
This section is divided into two
 
parts. Part A. includes criteria
 
applicable to all projects. Part
 
B. applies to projects funded
 
from specific sources only: B.1.
 
applies to all projects funded
 
with Development Assistance
 
Funds, B.2. applies to projects
 
funded with Development
 
Assistance loans, and B.3.
 
applies to projects funded from
 
ES?.
 

CROSS REFERENCES: 	 IS COUNTRY
 
CHECKLIST UP
 
TO DATE? HAS
 
STANDARD ITEM
 
CHECKLIST BEEN
 
REVIEWED FOR
 
THIS PROJECT?
 

A. 	GENERAL CRITERIA FOR PROJECT
 

1. 	FY 1982 Appropriation Act
 
Sec. 523; FAA Sec. 634A;
 
Sec. 653(b).
 

(a) Describe how 

authorizing and appro-

priations committees of 

Senate and House have
 
been or will be notified
 
concerning the project;
 
(b) 	is assistance within 

(Operational Year Budget)
 
country or international
 
organization allocation
 
reported to Congress (or
 
not more than $1 million
 
over that amount)?
 

2. 	 FAA Sec. 611(a)(1). Prior
 
to obligation in excess
 
of $100,00, will there be
 

Through submission of annual
 
presentation and a project noti
fication to Congress
 

Yes
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(a' engineering, finan- Yes 
cial or other plans 
necessaiy to carry out 
the assistance and (b) 
reasonably firm estimat( 
of the cost to the U.S. 
of the assistance? 

3. FA.A Sec. 611(a)(2).
further legislate 

If N/A 

action is required within 
recipient country, what 
is basis for reasonable 
expectation
action will 

that such 
be completed 

in time to permit orderly
accomplishment of puTpose
of the assistance? 

4. FAA Sec. 611(b); FY 1982 N/A 
Approvriation.Act Sec. 
501. If for water or 
water-related land 
resource construction, 
has project met the 
standards and criteria a 
set forth in the 
Principles and Standards 
for Planning Water and 
Related Land Resources,
dated October 25, 1973? 
(See AID Bandbook 3 for 
new guidelines.) 

5. FAA Sec. 611(e). If N/A 
project is capital 
assistance (e.g.,
construction), and all 
U.S. assistance for it 
will exceed $i million, 
has Mission Director 
certified and Regional 
Assistant Administrator 
taken into consideration 
the country's capability 
effectively to maintain 
and utilize the project? 
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6. 	FAA Sec. 209. Is project

susceptible to execution 
as part of regional or 
multilateral project? If 
So, why is project not So 
executed? Information 
and conclusion whether 
assistance will encourage 
regional development
 
programs.
 

7. 	FAA Sec. 601(a). 

Information and 

conclusions whether 

project will encourage
efforts of the country 
to: (a) increase the
 
flow of international
 
traLde; (b) foster private 
initiative and
 
competition; and (c)
 
encourage development a nd
 
use of cooperatives, and
 
credit unions, and
 
savings and loan 
associations; (d)

discour, te monopolistic
 
practi.rs; (e) improve

technical efficiency of
 
industry, agriculture and
 
commerce; and (f)
 
strengthen free labor
 
unions.
 

8. 	FAA Sec. 601(b). 

Information and 

conclusions on how 

project will encourage 

U.S. private trade and 
investment abroad and 
encourage private U.S. 
participation in forei'gn 
assistance programs 
(including use of private
trade channels and the 
services .of U.S. private
enterprise). 

AID HANDBOOK 3, App 3M 

Requirement for timely implemen
tation resulted in both OMVS and
 

AID decision to make this a bilateral 
project in a regional development
 
effort. Coordination with other
 
donors has to date been very
 
satisfactory.
 

The government of Mali has
 
agreed to have private firms or
 
organizations execute all project
 
activities.
 

U.s firms will be able to bid 
on all construction activities, 
notice of which will be published 
in Commerce Business Daily. 

ci?, I
 

http:practi.rs
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9. FAA Sec. 612(b), 636(h); 

FY 1982 Appropriation 
Wct Sec. 507. Describe 
stps taKen to assure 
that, to the maximum 
extent possible, the 
country is 'contributing 
local currencies to meet
 
the cost of -ontractual
 
and other services, and
 
foreign currencies owned
 
by the U.S. are utilized
 
in lieu of dollars.
 

10. 	 FAA Sec. 612(d). Does 

the U.S. own excess
 
foreign currency of the
 
country and, if so, what
 
arrangements have been 
made 	for its release?
 

11. FAA Sec. 601(e). Will 

tbe project utilize
 
competitive selection
 
procedures for the
 
awarding of contracts,
 
except where applicable
 
procurement rules allow
 
otherwise?
 

12. 	 FY 1982 Appropriation Act 
Sec. 521. If assistance 
is for the proeuction of 
any commodity for export,
 
is the commodity likely
 
to be in surplus on world
 
markets at the time the
 
resulting productive
 
capacity becomes
 
operative, and is such 
assistance likely to 
cause substantial injury 
to U.S. producers of the 
same, similar or 
competing commodity? 

13. 	 FAA 118(c) and (d). 
Does the project comply
with 	the environmental 

procedures set forth in 
AID Regulation 16? Does 


[EFFECTIVE DATE 

September 30, 1982 
 N? IT.] 

The GRM will contribute local 
support costs as permitted by 
national budgetary limitations. 
No U.S.-owned currency is 
available for support of this
 
project. 

No 

Yes 

NI) 

Pre-implementation studies 
have taken all negative
environmental aspects into 
consideration and sought to 
minimize same. 
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the project or program
 
take into consideration
 
the problem .of the des
truction of tropical
 
forests?
 

14. FAA 121(d). If_ a Sahel No U.S. funds will be handled 
project, has a determina- by GRM employees. The technical 
tion been made that the assistance team will have a 
host govern~ment has an financial manager as a member who 
adequate system for will control all project operating 
accounting for and expenses. 
controlling receipt and 
expenditure of project 
funds (dollars or local 
currency generated 
therefrom)? 

B%,. 	 FUNDING CRITERIA FOR PROJECT 

1. 	Development Assistance
 
Propect Criteria
 

a. FAA Sec. 102(b), 1i1 r The project area is rural and two 
113, 281(a). Extent to committees will be set up which 
which activity will (a) include rural villagers. People 
effectively involve the forced to resettle by the dam 
poor in development, by construction will receive fir'st 
extending access to crack at all employment oppor
economy at local level, tunities generated by activities 
increasing labor.-inten- financed by the project. A 
sive production and the professional female sociologist 
use of appropriate has been made a senior staff 

technology, spreading member of the Resettlement 
investment out from Unit with particular responsibility 
cities to small towns and for the concerns of women. 
rural areas, and insuring

wide participation of the
 
poor in the benefits of
 
development on a sus
tained basis, using the
 
appropriate U.S. insti
tutions; (b) help develop
 
cooperatives, especially
 
by technical assistance,
 
to assist rural and urban
 
poor to help themselves
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otherwise encourage

democratic private and
 
local governmental 
institutions; (c) support
 
the self-help efforts of
 
developing countries; (d)
 
promote the participation

of women in the national
 
economies of developing
 
countries and the
 
improvement of women's
 
status; and (e) utilize
 
and encourage regional
 
cooperation by developing
 
countries?
 

b. FAA Sec. 103, 103A, 

104, 105, 106. Does the 
pro-Dect fit the criteria 
for the type of funds 
(functional account)

being used? 

c. FAA Sec. 107. Is 
emphasis on use of appro
priate technology
 
(relatively smaller,
 
cost-saving, labor-using

technologies that are 
generally most appro
priate for the small
 
farms, small businesses,
 
and small incQmes of the
 
poor)? 

d. FAA Sec. 110(a). Will 
the recipient country 
provide at least 25% of 
the costs of the program, 
project, or activitiy

with respect to which the
 
assistance is to be
 
furnished (or is the 
latter cost-sharing
 
requirement being waived
 
for a 'relatively least
 
developed' country)?
 

EFFECTIVE DATE PAGE NO. 
September 30, 191,2 3M-15 

Yes 

Yes, to the extent possible. 

The 25% requirement is waived 
due to Mali's status as one 
of the world's least developed 
countries. 

r-, ( 
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e. FAA Sec. 11D(b). 
Will grant capital 

assistance be disbursed 

foi project over more 

than 3 years? If so, ha 

Justification satis
factory to '.ongress been
 
made, and efforts for
 
other financing, or is
 
the recipient country
 
'relatively least
 
developed'? (M.O. 1232..
 
defined a capital projeci
 
as 'the construction,
 
expansion, equipping or
 
alteration of a physical
 
facility or facilities
 
financed by AID dollar
 
assistance of not less
 
than S100,000, including
 
related advisory,
 
managerial and training

services, and not under
taken as part of a
 
project of a predom
inantly technical
 
assistance character.
 

f. FAA Sec. 122(b). Does 

the activity give 

reasonable promise of 

contributing to the 

development of economic
 
resources, or to the
 
increase of productive
 
capacities and self-sus
taining economic growth?
 

g. FAA Sec. 281(b). 

Describe extent to which 

program recognizes the 

particular needs, 

desires, and capacities 

of the people of the 

country; utilizes the 

country's intellectual
 
resources to encourage
 

AID HANDBOOK 3, App 3M 

Yes. Satisfactory justifi
cation will be provided to
 
Congress. The recipient
 
country is one of the relatively
 
least developed.
 

N/A. This is not a development
 
project per se. The post
resettlement phase may set the
 
stage for economic growth.
 

The project has been designed
 
with full participation of the
 
beneficiary population and
 
Malian civil servants in each
 
government ministry which is
 
a member of the National OMVS
 
Comnittee.
 

J70 
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institutional development; 
and supports civil 
education and training in 
skills required for 
effective participation-in 
governmental processes
esential to self-government. 

2. Development Assistance Project
Criteria (Loans Only) 

a. FAA Sec. 122(b). 
Information and conclusion 
on capacity of the country 
to repay the loan, at a 
reasonable rate of interest. 

N/A 

b. FAA-Sec. 620(d). If 
assistance is for any 
productive enterprise which 
will compete with U.S. 
enterprises, is there an 
agreement by the recipient 
country to prevent export 
to the U.S. of more than 
20% of the enterprise's
annual production during
the life of the loan? 

N/A 

C. ISDCA of 1981, Sec. 724 
(c) and (d). If for 
Nicaragua, does the loan 
agreement require that t' 
funds be used to the 
maximum extent possible
the private sector? Doe 
the project provide for 
monitoring under FAA Sec 
624(g)? 

N/A 

3. Economic Support Fund 
Project Criteria 

a. FAA Sec. 531(a). Will 
this assistance promote 
economic or political 

N/A 
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stability? Tb the extent 
possible, does it reflect 
the policy directions of 
FAA Section 102? 

b. FAA Sec. 531(c). Will 
assistance under this 

N/A 

chapter be used for 
military, or paramilitary 
activities? 

c. FAA Sec. 534. Will ESF 
funds be used to finance 

N/A 

the construction of the 
operation or maintenance 
of, or the supplying of 
fuel for, a nuclear 
facility? If so, has the 
President certified that 
such use of funds is 
indispensable to 
nonproliferation 
objectives? 

d. FAA Sec. 609. If 
co-modities are to be 
granted so that sale 
proceeds will accrue to 
the recipient country, 
have Special Account 
(counterpart) 
arrangements been made? 



8.7. Mme/D. 
MINIST R DU DEVELOP ENT 
INDUSI'RIEL JT DLJ TOURISME 

REPUBLIQUE DU MALI 

UN PEUPLE - UN BUT - UN- FO3I 

N /CAB-MOIT BESEF AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
,O38 	 AMAR% le 20MARS 1982 

/Aiieu. le Chef de l'Agencoe Amrioaine pour 

le D16veloppement International. 

BAMAKO, 

Objet 	 Rscasement des populations 
touoh6es par la retenue du barrage 
de Manantali, 

Monsieur, 

Ne r~f6rant au projet mentionn6 en objet, j'ai l'honneur 
et le plaisir de vous informer que nous approuvons avec une r~elle satis
faction 	toutes los actions de d6veloppement entreprises par votre Agence
 
dans notre pays en particulier le volet reoasement des populations de la
 
retenue 	du barrage de Nanantali. 

Ious appi.ouvons tr~s sincrement l'ensemble du programme
 
d'6tude 	et d'ex6cution de ce Trrojet. Les differentes phases des op6rations
ainsi que le de-blocage des fonds par 6tapes -ieront d6termines do commun 
accord enLre votre Agence & BAMAKO et nos services techniques et administra
tifs charges do suivre le projet.
 

Compte tenu de l'importance de ce volet dans le programme
 
g6n6ral 	de la construction du barrage, nous esp6rons que vous mettrez tout 
en oeuvre afin que les op6rations se d6roulent dans les d6lais arr~t6s
 
dans le 	planning. 

Je vous prie d'agr6ery Monsieur l1'assuranoe de ma oonsi
deration distinguee./. 
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i E ';fOATUWIALEDE #ZYDRAULIqPX 
ET DE L'EN94E12 

BAJ4AKO LE 

Le Directeur GOn6ral do llgydraulique 
et do l8Eaergie 

- BAMAKO. 
-a 

Monsieur le Directeur National 
du Programs Alimentaire Mondial 

BAMAKO o 

lett 	 Demande do Support Alimeataire 
aux populations do )anantutie

J'ai lhonneur do porter & votre connaisuance qu'onviron 13 DO person 
nos devront Stre d6places dane I* cadre do Is construction du barrage do Maaa. 
tali. 

Le transfert de ce personnes des anciens villages aux nouveaux sites 
pone d'imormes problimes dana tous lea dowaines ntamnent dans colui do lagri
culture. Pendant la phase d'adaptation aux nouvelles conditions do vie us sup. 
port alimontaire aux populations sfav~ro n&cessaire. 

J vouns demanderais do biae vouloir noue accorder ce support dana 
votre progrnme pendant 39 mois it cepter dlOctobre 1983 pour 15 000 persenaem 
compte tenu do I& croissaco rapids do la population dans cette mene, et des 
Incertitudes liees au recenusaet. 

Une sulte urgent* ulebligeralt. 

LN DIRECTEUR GENERAL ADJOINT DI 
LOBTDRAULIQUE :ET. k LOENEEGIE 

X0I"A 

DV /G* vo~I~ 
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4INSTERE D'ETAT CHARM~ DE V9E(ULJIPENEKAL 

DIRECTION INATIONALE DE LOHYDRAULIQUE 

ET DS LIENERGI 

I UNOFFICIAL ** 

8.12.LVKRDUD EIO 

KWM-1 12 bag 1984 slest tenias une importante r,6uzac dams la sails do r6union 
doe la =0 so= la pr6sidenoe do Xoneim=n SackD(Dirooteur Adjiont do la, WN) 

- Naignt convjds B,otte r6ymion les d6pm-tmmenta et usryides guv,at 
X lnstbre du P113 

- Pjist~v oharg6 du DWvoloppaent Rural 
PU t6trang~reSMintaro des Affaires 

-mizistbro do l'Irt~rionr
 
Minietbre des Travai= publics
 
mjiistwo des a nmoaa
 
ftMnistbre do I 'Agri4Ult=6u
 

-Dlrectioui Nat'onale des Eaux at Fordto 

Etalont effectivent prdsonts A la rdunion 

NI. -Snolo (Directowi a6n6ral Adjoint DIE(Prsdent do 66afte 
Bouba, Camara 9 Chef do division Enorgie et barrage - DWl 
K. Robert Demblv Chef Pz'ojot Necasement Xanantai - W 
Teovaba Konatd PBX ammL 

Djibwril Diaflo FPlM m w~ 
1e1oouna, Ouoeogm - ?Iinist3re do l1nt6ziW 
MW Ooulibaly Ouloye Tounoax'a - Ministbre des Finasa 
AboUlanzdn ft-th6 em PDlE 
Sambou DiLakitd - DHU 
Ihhauans Amadou Rafgia 9 Minist~re des Affaires EtrangbrIS
Laes=i SaacIq mUniatbre des travavc Publics (Disc) 

-Etajent absents 8
 
im *Wnstbro do 1' Agrioulturee
 

L'Ortfr dii jou 6tait S Rzamn dui domut do projet 6labord Waz 
1wVRA1D/tk. relatif au recaeomant dos popul~ations do Xanaavtali 

&a adarm a CA&ozvrte par'?Mr. SaOoD DA da lablO= qui arappeld
jfoi'ae. du jaw at pzuwa la, parole mucoeooiwc=Ut a=x diffdrents d6l6giido qui ont toe. 
felt ghaagm on a@ quii le o0nooruo das reoma surlo domuomt &1vazoption doe 8416.. 
guQs dos Ministkvg~ dos pinanoau a., do lpIn1rJmp qui cotimo nt qu'ilo n'ont pan requ 
29 doew~ont 6, temps et do ce fait so prpo-,Otn do faire pwrvr.nir & la MRL lours obeerW 
wtiomi dans wa uil1ura dolaioa,
 

Apr'a examn apprtNmdI dni domu~nt Par 100 partioipants, los diumz
 
am so m h
sent 200alis~o Iron pointos ai11a~ts dui dorumnt & savoir I 

caIatA . ontairo oxhaustif des activit6s A manor Ot 100 Onveloppe.3 aftoot~oga~ ~~' 

-L& stratftle d'ox*Soution d,. 11osmblo do as astiVitft 
J^ tretwo M14 0x6pution 0=439Ut dii ProjetIa proposer pour

UsIarapport do atte struiotur d'ex~oution avoo 1#US.4ID*
 

I 
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-Le Systze de Componsation sp6oiale pour le d6domagment dog Populations

victims,. 

- Lee primes affeot6es aux Cadres du Gouvernement Malie d6taoh6s au Projt 
X Tout au long de ces discussions los participant. ont fait des obsezam. 

passes du document.sur plusie' stions do forms 

= DISWUSSIONS DES POINTS SAILLANTS DU DOCUNT 
a) Inventaire exhautif des activit6s A meor et las onveloppes affeot6es res.. 

pectivement A cos ativit~s. 
- Les Participants out approuv6 l'eneemble des activitds A mener sur is 

torral. Toutefoisp la r6union a forU16 des inqui~titudes sur le volet sanitaire qul lu 
parait trop limit6 salon le document am6ricain. Aussi lee participants ouggbrent on 
souvenir de ce qui otest pass4 et continue de s passer A Sdliniju6# d'une part et osompt
tenu du fait quo le Projet PDI (Prcrjt do Dveloppeont Int6gr6) de 'OW n'en as$ quo
stada do balbutiennent(Frojet qui oomporte bien sur um volet sanitaire) d'av.tre partoque
I1'MAID amplifie d'arantage son intervention au niveau de la sant6, 

Quant au montant des diff6renters enveloppes affeot6es & ch.cune des activit6sp
lee Darticipants ont 6mis une reserv-, estimant quo lee renseignmennts disponibles dana 
le document ne lour permottaient de so prononcer A cc sujet . 

A ce niw au la DNH informo lea participants quo chaque aotivit6 a fait l'obje
d96tudes approfondies dont les r~sultats sont oonsign6s dan des annexes qua lour nerost 
soumis dbs finitions do lour traduction en langue frangaise. 

Rn outre lee participants ant t inform~s quo l'tS-AID est d'accord do pro.
ceder aux r6amnnagments de son document & la lumibre des discussions ult6rieiws su I* 
annexes stil n'6tait besoin 6tant entendu quo la proo6dure a*tuelle visa u e aoolera
tion de l'approbation du document par lee parties maliennes et am6rioaine face & la sonp
trainte de temps qutimpose le calendrier de construction du barrage* 

b) La strat6gie diex6outioA du Profto 

Cotte stratgie so r6sum essentiellement & faire ex6cuter 1. maximm des
 
travaux par les entreprises priv6es ou 6tatiques sur la base dun contrat.
 

Cette strat~gie juge conforms A lanoavelle orientation do la politique

Gouvernemntale dlencouragor et de promouvoir le secteur priv6t fut approuv~e par leo
 
participants*
 

a) La Structure d'ox6oution du Projet 

Aprbs eamen approfcndi de l'Oraniramme propoo6 dane ses diffdrentes 
articulations, lea participants l'on approuv6. Toutefois la r6union souhaite avoir
d t amplae informations do la part de 1'U-AID our lea rapparto do oomp6tences qui ezistxi 
entre d'une part la Directour malien du projet et son homologus do lU. AID at antra 
le Directeur malien et l'expert eomptable do l'AID dantre part. 

Par ailleurs pour assurer un meilleur fonctionnernt de ladite structure et 
prevenir tout grinoement de oette moaniquep lea participants suugbrent se qui suit I 

Rn oo qui concorne le paiement des contrats direots, passs entre lee diff6m 
rentes entreprises at lUS-AIDp il sloffeotuaront sur la double autcrisation du Dfreete 
nalien ot de son homologuo do IOUS-AID. 

Concernant lea d6ponses de fonctionnemntg lee patesents so feront sous la 
double signature du Direoteur malien ot do l1expert oomptablo do lAID. 

Lan fonds do fontionnement seront d~poo6o dame une banque disponible
lantali et toute d~ponse sup6rioure & 20.000 (VNcpr MILLE FRANCS MAW).ueffe.. 

tuera par ohbqiu partant la double signature du Direoteur malien at do l1expert 
emptable do 1'AIDe 

.6./...
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d) Au ohapi-br des oompensationg nooialet pour le d~dommagemnt don Populations 

7As participants ont approuv6 oatte approohe et dmis lo voerx quo cola so oontraetise 
entibr.enmt. 

t
Touts la r6union n a pas approav6 le d6domnamgmnt partiel do ltEglise Proteo
tante do r6ni k~ni~ko. Yu qua la partie malieune na pas 6t6 assooi6 A l'estimation do 
16difioe en question. Aussi la r6unin suggbre quo lee d6doimmaements des Populations 
fassent l'objet d'un aooord entre les 2 parties. 

0) Lee primes affootde aux eadres du ouernent malien 6voluant dans le Projet 
Les participants ont reconnu lee contraintee qutimpoee la ohbor do vie A Karantali ot 

'abclimat si Justementsocial astraingts du fait do la proximit6 des agents de l'0MVS 
souliga6s par IIAID dana son documents ?outefois lee partioipaun i la reunion estimsnt 
qua les primes propos6es pour lee cadres sent insuffisantes et su6re A l'AID do revoir 
en hausse lea primes dos agents afin do lee mettre oans les meilleures conditions =at&:, 
rielles et morales do travail* II devrait 6tre 6galement tenue compte do la oouvorture 
sanitaire des agents our le terrain. 

SOB3SERVAIONS DE: DETAILS 

Tout an long does disocussions leo partiei)ants ont fait des rOearques suivantes I 

Les participants no sent pas dfaooord avoo l'expression soutiea trb limit6 & la 
sant6 publique" qui minimise de trop l'aspect sanitaire. Aussi A la Thre ligne il seralt 
mieux d'aJouter sites pour lee villages ot lee champs do culture. 

1.8 Conditions pr6liminatres/convonticmn 
La reunion demande des 4clairoiseesonts sur-le point e) 

3e ) Pa 6 (2b ohapitro) 

Les Raux at Fort trouvent quo la DNEF est administrativement responsable do DMboisemeni 

4e ) _rgM 9 (2&m ohapitre) 

La rd6union a mal asouilli l passage "ils ont 6t initits A l'aloool....vendre loura 
services at do le supprimr 

3 Es Chasdtre 
La r6union suggbre la reformulation suivante I pour 6viter la repdtition do oe qui a'ent 
paas6 h S61ingu6 une 6tude arch6ologiquo sera mende dans la zone d'inondation du barragp 
do Ranantali a fin dlidentifier dt4ventusls sites aroh~ologiques. 

5*)D (stratgis do VIAID) 

lor Cha g 
reduiro au munimul le rtlfo do dirigism au lieu do P81e do direction do la M 

Un seor5taire bilingue (Anglais Prangais) au lieu do doux soecrtaires do 
Direotion.
 

70) P2I1 

La r6union demande & lAID do pr~oiser lts rapports do oomp~tanoe entre le Chef Projet 
amricain at l'expert comptableo. 

so) cam'I 
Constatation d'une contradiction dans le document 3 
I1 est 6orit & la page 17 que lee habitations villagoise seront oonxtruite en biqPs 
do banco stabilis6 alors qut la page 37 apte Ibre ligne il eat dit quo lox habitations 
soront on banoo oompressp maim non stabilind. 

90) bg J1 (2.8.15 Assistance tochnique) 
5bw paragraphs a la plupart des t1obes an lieu de responsabilit6s.
 

@00/0.. 



eo4. 

106) EM& 
26= parapapm

Le reoteur, do 1'llydzauliqws doit ftz' inubwe du OomiUtd CLAP
 
n9) !It (2 &,,rComriat on loigbent)
 

Ua r6union sugg.Zivre ion plusi dG la construction does 
r des cam d'habitatimla eonfeOtlon des toltwes, soit 6gaesnt mine A la charge dui owtractaaito 
-u 

120) P2.4 2 8 3 5 Compnsation/ Iznaemnit6s Opeciale
La r4imiou oonaidbre quo la M6jision do paer tO.000 dollars A la mission protestants,on d&I ewuent do em~ bttjyiat est milatdralo ot no saurait. obtanir laoord duGouvernewent qaw mw I&baow, d'ime 'tude usnde oonjAntsmnt par AID/Bamlo et 1. 

3S1agixnant do la ventillation budg6tairep la rdunion eintiin lea dozms diaponiblusdam 1. dooausnt insuffisant pow at Jauent valabi.. 

ftRM= Le rftnion mMSg&re &PIAID dfadoptar mtihe'udnologiscoofrm A Celle kdo-PUWpar la DW.I dazw l't6laboratiozj do ses dommentoo 

Le.documnt set aoceptA so=m resrve quo la ports route oure'ts, pour les n6gooiamtims maw I& ban don mroe relativs a= diffkgant. vdiats./9 


